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Foreword
The WDM Revolution
This book is the first of four about wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM), the most recent technology innovation in optical fiber communications. In the past two decades, optical communications has totally
changed the way we communicate. It is a revolution that has fundamentally
transformed the core of telecommunications,its basic science, its enabling
technology, and its industry. The WDM innovation represents a revolution
inside the optical communications revolution and it is allowing the latter
to continue its exponential growth.
The existence and advance of optical fiber communications is based on
the invention of the laser, particularly the semiconductor junction laser,
the invention of low-loss optical fibers, and on related disciplines such as
integrated optics. We should never forget that it took more than 25 years
from the early pioneering ideas to the first large-scale commercial deployment of optical communications, the Northeast Corridor system linking
Washington and New York in 1983 and New York with Boston in 1984.
This is when the revolution got started in the marketplace, and when optical fiber communications began to seriously impact the way information
is transmitted. The market demand for higher capacity transmission was
helped by the fact that computers continued to become more powerful and
needed to be interconnected. This is one of the key reasons why the explosive growth of optical fiber transmission technology parallels that of
computer processing and other key information technologies. These technologies have combined to meet the explosive global demand for new information services including data, internet, and broadband services-and,
most likely, their rapid advance has helped fuel this demand. We know
that this demand is continuing its strong growth as internet traffic, even by
reasonably conservative estimates, keeps doubling every year. Today, we
optical scientists and engineers are naturally puzzling the question why this
traffic growth does not appear to be matched by a corresponding growth

xvii
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Foreword

in revenue. Another milestone in the optical communications revolution
we remember with pride is the deployment of the first transatlantic fiber
system, TAT8, in 1988 (today, of course, the map of undersea systems deployed in the oceans of the globe looks like a dense spider web). It was
around this time that researchers began exploring the next step forward,
optical fiber amplifiers and WDM transmission.
WDM technology has an interesting parallel in computer architecture.
Computers have a similar problem as lightwave systems: both systems
trends-pulled by demand and pushed by technology advances-show
their key technological figure of merit (computer processing power in one
case, and fiber transmission capacity in the other) increasing by a factor
100or more every ten years. However, the raw speed of the IC technologies
computers and fiber transmission rely on increases by about a factor of 10
only in the same time frame. The answer of computer designers is the use of
parallel architectures. The answer of the designers of advanced lightwave
system is similar: the use of many parallel high-speed channels carried by
different wavelengths. This is WDM or “dense WDM.” The use of WDM
has other advantages such as the tolerance of WDM systems of the high
dispersion present in the low loss window of embedded fibers, the fact that
WDM can grow the capacity incrementally, and that WDM provides great
simplicity and flexibility in the network.
WDM required the development of many new enabling technologies,
including broadband optical amplifiers of high gain, integrated guidedwave wavelength filters and multiplexers, WDM laser sources such as
distributed-feedback (DFB) lasers providing spectral control, high-speed
modulators, etc. It also required new systems and fiber techniques to compensate fiber dispersion and to counteract nonlinear effects caused by the
large optical power due to the presence of many channels in the fiber. The
dispersion management techniques invented for this purpose use system
designs that avoid zero dispersion locally, but provide near-zero dispersion
globally.
Vigorous R&D in WDM technologies led to another milestone in the
history of optical communications, the first large-scale deployment of a
commercial WDM system in 1995, the deployment of the NGLN system
in the long-distance network of AT&T.
In the years that followed, WDM led the explosive growth of optical
communications. In early 1996, three research laboratories reported prototype transmission systems breaking through the Terabitkecond barrier
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for the information capacity carried by a single fiber. This breakthrough
launched lightwave transmission technology into the “tera-era.” All three
approaches used WDM techniques. Five years later, in 2001 and exactly
on schedule for the factor-100-per-decade growth rate, a WDM research
transmission experiment demonstrated a capacity of 10 Tb/s per fiber. This
is an incredible capacity: recall that, at the terabidsec rate, the hair-thin fiber
can support a staggering 40 million 28-K baud data connections, transmit
20 million digital voice telephony channels, or a haIf million compressed
digital TV channels. Even more importantly, we should recall that the
dramatic increase in lightwave systems capacity has a very strong impact
on lowering the cost of long-distance transmission. The Dixon-Clapp rule
projects that the cost per voice channel reduces with the square root of the
systems capacity. This allows one to estimate that the above technology
growth rate reduces the technology cost of transmitting one voice channel
by a factor of ten every ten years. As a consequence of this trend, one finds
that the distance of transmission plays a smaller and smaller role in the
equation of telecom economics: An internet user, for example, will click a
web site regardless of its geographical distance.
WDM technology is progressing at a vigorous pace. Enabled by new
high-speed electronics the potential bit-rate per WDM channel has increased to 40 Gb/s and higher, broadband Raman fiber amplifiers are being
employed in addition to the early erbium-doped fiber amplifiers, and there
are new fibers and new techniques for broadband dispersion compensation and broadband dispersion management, etc.. The dramatic decrease
in transmission cost, combined with the unprecedented capacities appearing at a network node as well as the new traffic statistics imposed by
the internet and data transmission have caused a rethinking of long-haul
and ultra-long-haul network architectures. New designs are being explored
that take advantage of the fact that WDM has opened up a new dimension in networking: it has added the dimension of wavelength to the classical networking dimensions of space and time. New architectures are
under exploration that are transparent to bit-rate, modulation format,
and protocol. A recent example for this are the recent demonstrations
of bit-rate transparent fiber cross-connects based on photonic MEMS
fabrics, arrays of micromirrors fabricated like integrated silicon integrated
circuits.
Exactly because of this rapid pace of progress, these volumes will make
a particularly important contribution. They will provide a solid assessment
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and teaching of the current state of the WDM art serving as a valuable basis
for further progress.
Herwig Kogelnik
Bell Labs
Lucent Technologies
Crawford Hill Laboratory
Holmdel, NJ 07733-0400
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1.1. Prospectus
With the recent exponential growth of Internet users and the simultaneous
proliferation of new Internet protocol applications such as web browsing.
e-commerce, Java applications, and video conferencing, there is an acute
need for increasing the bandwidth of the communications infrastructure
all over the world. The bandwidth of the existing SONET and ATM networks is pervasively limited by electronic bottlenecks, and only recently
was this limitation removed by the first introduction of wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) systems in the highest capacity backbone links. The
capacity increase realized by the first WDM systems was quickly
exhaustedhtilized, and both fueled and accommodated the creation of new
Internet services. This, in turn, is now creating a new demand for bandwidth in more distant parts of the network. The communication industries
are thus at the onset of a new expansion of WDM technology necessary to
meet the new and unanticipated demand for bandwidth in elements of the
telephony and cable TV infrastructure previously unconsidered for WDM
deployment. The initial deployments of WDM were highly localized in
parts of the communications infrastructure and supported by a relatively
small group of experts. The new applications in different parts of the network must be implemented by a much larger group of workers from a
tremendous diversity of technical backgrounds. To serve this community
1
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involved with the opticalnetworking, a series of volumes covering all WDM
technologies (from the optical components to networks) is introduced.
Many companies and new start-ups are trying to make the WDM-based
products as quickly as possible, hoping to become leaders in that area. As
the WDM-based products need wide knowledge, ranging from components
to network architecture, it is difficult for the engineers to grasp all the
related areas quickly. Today, engineers working specifically in one area
are always lacking in the other areas, which impedes the development of
the WDM products. The main objective of these volumes will be to give
details on the WDM technology varying from the components (all types) to
network architecture. We expect that this book and series will not only be
useful for graduate students specificallyin electrical engineering,electronic
engineering, and computer engineering, but that instructors could consider
it for their courses either as the textbook or a reference book.
Because the major developments in optical communication networks
have started to capture the imagination of the computing, telecommunications, and opto-electronics industries, we expect that industry professionals
will find this book useful as a well-rounded reference. Through our wide
experience in industries on the optical networking and optical components,
we know that there are many engineers who are expert in the physical layer,
but still must learn the optical system and networks, and corresponding
engineering problems in order to design new state-of-the-art optical networking products. We had all these groups of people in mind while we
prepared these books.

1.2. Organization and Features of the Volumes
Covering this broad an area is not an easy task, as the volumes will need to
cover everything from optical components (to beialready deployed) to the
network. WDM includes areas of expertise from electrical engineering to
computer engineering and beyond, and the field itself is still evolving. This
volume is not intended to include any details about the basics of the related topics; readers will need to search out the reference material on more
basic issues, especially the undergraduate-level books for such materials.
These references together with this series of books can provide a systematic in-depth understanding of multidisplinary fields to graduate students,
engineers, and scientists who would like to increase their knowledge in
order to potentially contribute more to these WDM technologies.
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An important organizing principle that we attempted while preparing
the contents was that research, development, and education on WDM technologies should allow tight coupling between the network architectures and
device capabilities. Research on WDM has taught us that, without sound
knowledge of device or component capabilities and limitations, one can
produce architecture that would be completely unrealizable; new devices
developed without the concept of the useful system can lead to sophisticated technology with limited or no usefulness. This idea motivated us
to prepare this series of books, which will be helpful to professional and
academic personnel, working in different area of WDM technologies.
This series on various areas of WDM technologies is divided into four
volumes, each of which is divided into a few parts to provide a clear concept
among the readers or educators of the possibilities of their technologies in
particular networks of interest to them. The series starts with two complete
volumes on optical components. Because many of the chapters relate to
components, we decided to publish one volume for active and one volume
for passive components. This format should prove more manageable and
convenient for the reader. Other volumes are on optical systems and optical
networks. Volume I gives a clear view on the WDM components,especially
all kinds of active optical components. Volume 11, covering key passive
optical components, follows this. Volume III covers WDM networks and
their architecture possibly implementable in near-future networks. Finally,
Volume IV will describe the WDM system, especially including a system
aspects chapter implementable in the WDM equipment. All of these volumes cover not only recent technologies, but also future technologies.
Chapter 1 of that volume’s contents, each volume will explain to accommodate users who choose to buy just one volume. This chapter contains
survey of this volume.

1.3. Survey of Volume I
WDM TECHNOLOGIES:ACTIVE OPTICAL COMPONENTS
Unlike most of the available textbooks on optical fiber communication,
our Volume I covers several key active optical components and their key
technologies from the standpoint of WDM-based application. Based on
our own hands-on experience in this area for the past 25 years, we tend
to cover only those components and technologies that could be practically
used in the most WDM communication. This volume is divided into five
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parts; Part I: Laser sourccs, Part II: Optical Modulators, Part 111: Photodetectors, Part IV: Fabrication Technologies, and Part V: Optical Packaging
Technologies. Next, we briefly survey the chapters of each part to attempt
to put the elements of the book into context.
Part I: Laser Sources
Ever since the invention of the semiconductor laser in 1962 111, development has been on going to improve performance and functionality for
optical communication application. This part covers several kinds of laser
sources being used in the optical networks from the edge to core networks. Each chapter provides the current network application and future
direction.
Chapter 2: Long-Wavelength Laser Source
Semiconductor lasers, especially 1.3 pm and 1.55 pm wavelengths, have
been widely used as the transmitter source in optical communication since
their invention. Now, in each transmission system, whether a short- or
long-haul application, long-wavelength semiconductorlasers fabricated on
InP substrate are being used, and their performance has been improved
tremendously. The fabrication technologies, performance characteristics,
current state-of-the-art, and research direction of long-wavelength laser
diodes are examined in Chapter 2 by Niloy K. Dutta, a pioneer of the laser
diode.
Chapter 3: High-Power Semiconductor Lasers
for EDFA Pumping
The introduction of two technologies, WDM and optical amplifier, makes
it possible to increase the capacity and transmission distances, respectively, helpful in extending the optical domains from core to edge. The
realization of the optical amplifier, especially using the Er-doped fiber
base and later the Raman amplifier, is possible because of tremendous improvement of high-power laser diodes of wavelengths 1.4 p and 0.98 pm
for use in pumping. The trends of high-power semiconductor laser
along with the design, fabrication, characteristics, reliability, and packaging, are described in Chapter 3 by A. Kasukawa, a pioneer in the pump
laser.
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Chapter 4: Tunable Laser Diodes
In a WDM transmission system whether in long- or short-haul applications, optical sources capable of generating a number of wavelengths
are required. From the viewpoint of system complexities and cost, especially with WDM applications, it is very unrealistic to use an optical
source for each wavelength. This drives the development of the tunable
laser diodes, with tunability ranges from a few nanometers to whole c-band
wavelengths. Tunable lasers offer many compelling advantages over fixed
wavelength solutions in optical networks in that they simplify the planning,
reduce inventories, allow dynamic wavelength provisioning, and simplify
network control software. This is also expected to be a feature in optical network developments spanning nearly all application segments, from
access/enterprise through metropolitan and long-haul networks, which has
lead to a variety of desired specifications and approaches. Gert Sarlet, Jens
Buus and Pierre-Jean Rigole describe design and performances of different
kinds of tunable semiconductor laser diodes in Chapter 4.

Chapter 5: Vertical Cavity Surface-Emitting
Laser Diodes (VCSELs)
A cornerstone of the optical network revolution is the semiconductorlaser,
the component that literally sheds light on the whole industry. The most
prevalent semiconductor laser in telecommunication has been the edgeemitting laser, which has enabled many facets of today’s optical revolution
in the long-haul application. Its improvement, along with other optical
components, has increased the data rate from OC 3 to OC 192, and very
soon to OC 768, and distances from a few kilometers to thousands of
kilometers. The dense WDM (DWDM) application is also possible due to
the semiconductor laser’s improvements.
The edge-emittinglaser enabled the first wave of optical networking. The
next wave will be enabled by laser technology that substantially
reduces costs and improves performance. That technology is the vertical cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSELs). After its invention in 1979
[2], 850-nm VCSEL development quickly evolved into successful commercial components for data communications in the mid 1990s. The benefits are so compelling in the application that 850-nm VCSELs completely replaced the edge-emitting lasers as the technology of choice. The
benefits and success of 850-nm VCSELs are now driving its development to apply to telecommunication applications where more expensive
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edge-emitting lasers are currently used, and in 1999 VCSEL entered into
the third generation of development. In Chapter 5, K. Iga, an inventor
of VCSELs, and Fumio Koyama describe the progress of VCSELs in a
wide range of optical spectra based on GaInAsP, AIGaInAs, GaInNAs,
GaInAs, AIGaAsSb, GaAlAs, AIGaInP, ZnSe, GaInN, and some other
materials.

Part II: Optical Modulators
The presence of chirp in direct modulation laser diodes limits the transmission distance, and the effect is more pronounced as the bit rate increases.
This limitation can be overcome by using the external modulation technique. This part covers two kinds of key external modulators frequently
used in telecommunications.

Chapter 6: Lithium Niobate Optical Modulators
More than 25 years have passed since the invention of the titanium-diffused
waveguides in titanium niobate [3], and the associated integrated optic
waveguide electrooptic modulator [4]. In the beginning, while the data rate
was low, electrooptic mechanisms had to compete with the direct modulation technique. Later, with an increase of the data rate, electrooptic
modulators using lithium niobate (LN) have been considered to be the best
technique for long-distance transmission. In Chapter 6, Raj Madabhushi of
Agere Systems describes the design and progress of LN modulators. Raj
has lengthy experience with LN modulators in University and in different
industries in North America and Japan.

Chapter 7: ElectroabsorptionModulators
The EA modulator is another external modulator that can be fabricated
using semiconductorlaser technology. The main advantage of the EA modulator over the LN modulator is that EA can be monolithically integrated
with a laser diode and semiconductor amplifier on the single substrate
for higher functionality Beck Mason of Agere Systems explains the basic
principle design, fabrication, and characterization of the EA modulator,
including its progress, in Chapter 7. Current developments on the 40G EA
modulator are also included in this chapter.
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Part 111: Photodetectors
The heart of a receiver for any optical transmission system is the optoelectronics component that is used as the photodetector. This part covers two
kinds of key photodetectors frequently used in optical communication.

Chapter 8: P-I-N Photodiodes
K. Taguchi has many years of experience in designing various photodetectors for optical communication. In Chapter 8, Taguchi describes basic
concepts, details, design, and fabrication of PIN-type photodiodes composed mainly of InGaAs as a light absorption layer with no internal gain.
The photonic integrated circuit including the photodetector is also included
in this chapter.

Chapter 9: Avalanche Photodiodes
The first avalanche photodiode (APD) made commercially available for
long-wavelength optical communication (1.3-mm wavelength window)
and frequently useful in the 1980s was Germanium APD (Ge-APD). Limitations of Ge-APD performances are dark current, multiplication noise, and
sensitivity at longer wavelength window at 1.55 pm-these are materialinduced parameters. To respond to higher sensitivity APDs at both 1.3 pm
and 155 pm, InGaAs-based APDs are introduced. Chapter 9, by M.
Kobayashi, and T. Mikawa, pioneers in APD, describes the design,
fabrication, and reliability of avalanche photodiodes with an internal gain
for optical communication. This chapter also includes various APDs from
Ge-APD. Recent progress and the future direction of APD are also included
in this chapter.

Part IV: Fabrication Technologies
Some of the great advances in semiconductor laser performances in recent
years can be traced to advanced fabrication technology. This part provides the advanced fabrication technology of the semiconductor photonics
devices.
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Chapter 10: Selective Growth Techniques and Their
Application in WDM Device Fabrication
The recent trend of DWDM application necessitates the cost-effectivephotonics device. Device fabrication strongly affects the device performance
and production yield, particularly for the complicated integrated photonics
devices. Recent development in fabrication technology make it possible
to reduce the cost and improve performance of the photonics devices. In
Chapter 10, J. Sasaki and K. Kudo describe the selective area growth for
multiwavelength laser diode and EA modulator integrated LD fabrication.
Details of growth mechanism for controlling the band energy are also included in this chapter.

Chapter 11: Dry-Etching Technology for Optical Devices
Today’s advanced dry-etching technology enables the high-performance
and low-cost photonic devices. Their development is also underway in different research organizations and academia, focusing on the future monolithic integration of high functional photonics devices on the single wafer.
In Chapter 11, S. Pang, pioneer in dry etching, describes the dry-etching
technologies for the fabrication of high-performance photonics devices.

Part V: Optical Packaging Technologies
Today more than 50% of the total cost in optical module is accounted
for by the packaging and assembly technologies. The main reason is that
packaging technology is not yet matured and all industries are using their
respective proprietary technology. No design guideline has been published
for designing the photonic device. This part, comprising two chapters,
covers the packaging technologies for optical components.

Chapter 12: Optical PackagingModule Technologies:
Design Methodology
Chapter 12 by A. K. Dutta and M. Kobayashi describes the design methodologies as required systematically for optical package/module design. Different kinds of optical packages are also included for giving insight about
the optical packages. For the most part, emphasis is on different design
considerations, necessary for high-pcrformance and cost-effective optical
package. Related examples are also included.
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Chapter 13: Packaging Technologies for Optical Components:
Integrated Module
Integrating multiple optical functions monolithically into the single device
is a key step to lowering the costs of the optical networks. Integrating multiple functions into the single device can reduce the cost of labor, packaging,
and testing. The primary challenges to monolithic integration are finding
a material that can perform multiple functions and understanding the impact that concatenating functions has on fabrication yields. The integration
technology is not matured enough to apply to the field-implementable optical devices. Prior to available monolithic integration technology, the path
to integration will take the sequential steps, from packaging the discrete
optical devices together in the modules, eventually leading to monolithic
integration. In Chapter 13, A. K. Dutta and M. Kobayashi review the technologies available for integrating multifunctional devices into the modules.
Future directions on various optical module technologies are also included
in this chapter.
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Chapter 2

Long-Wavelength Laser Source

Niloy K. Dutta
Department of Physics and Photonics Research Center
University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269-3046,USA

2.1. Introduction
Phenomenal advances in research results, and development and application of optical sources have occurred over the last decade. The two primary
optical sources used in telecommunications are the semiconductor laser
and the light-emitting diode (LED). The LEDs are used as sources for low
data rate (t200 Mbls) and short-distance applications, and lasers are used
for high data rate and long-distance applications. The fiber optic revolution in telecommunications, which provided several orders of magnitude
improvement in transmission capacity at low cost, would not have been
possible without the development of reliable semiconductor lasers. Today,
semiconductor lasers are used not only for fiber optic transmission but also
in optical reading and recording (e.g., CD players), printers, Fax machines,
and in numerous applications as a high-power laser source. Semiconductor injection lasers continue to be the laser of choice for various system
applications, primarily because of their small size, simplicity of operation,
and reliable performance. For most transmission system applications the
laser output is encoded with data by modulating the current. However, for
some high data rate applications, which require long-distance transmission,
external modulators are used to encode the data.
This chapter describes the fabrication, performance characteristics, current state of the art, and research directions for semiconductor lasers and,
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integrated laser with modulators. The focus of this chapter is laser sources
needed for fiber optic transmission systems. These devices are fabricated
using the InP material system. For early work and thorough discussion of
semiconductor lasers, see Refs. [1-4].
The semiconductor injection laser was invented in 1962 [5-71. With
the development of epitaxial growth techniques and the subsequent fabrication of double heterojunction, the laser technology advanced rapidly
in the 1970s and 1980s [1-4]. The demonstration of CW operation of the
semiconductor laser in the early 1970s [8] was followed by an increase
in development activity in several industrial laboratories. This intense development activity in the 1970s was aimed at improving the performance
characteristics and reliability of lasers fabricated using the AlGaAs material system [ 11. These lasers emit near 0.8 pm and were deployed in early
optical fiber transmission systems (in the late 1970s and early 1980s).
The optical fiber has zero dispersion near 1.3 pm wavelength and has
lowest loss near 1.55 pm wavelength. Thus semiconductor lasers emitting
near 1.3pm and 1.55pm are of interest for fiber optic transmission application. Lasers emitting at these wavelengths are fabricated using the
InGaAsPAnP materials system, and were first fabricated in 1976 [9]. Much
of the fiber optic transmission systems around the world that are in use or
are currently being deployed utilize lasers emitting near 1.3pm or 1.55 pm.
Initially these lasers were fabricated using liquid phase epitaxy (LPE)
growth technique. The development of metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and gas source molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE)
growth techniques in the 1980s, not only improved the reproducibility of
the fabrication process but also led to advances in laser designs such as
quantum well lasers and very high speed lasers using semi-insulating Fe
doped InP current blocking layers [lo].

2.2. Laser Designs
A schematic of a typical double heterostructure used for laser fabrication is
shown in Fig. 2.1. It consists of n-InP, undoped In~-,Ga,P,As~-,, p-InP
and p-InGaAsP grown over (100) oriented n-InP substrate. The undoped
Inl-,Ga,P,Asl-,
layer is the light-emitting layer (active layer). It is lattice
matched to InP for x - 0 . 4 5 ~ . The band gap of the In~-,Ga,P,As~-,
material (lattice matched to InP), which determines the laser wavelength,
is given by [l I]

+

Eg(eV) = 1.35 - 0 . 7 2 ~ 0 . 1 2 ~ ~ .
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Fig. 2.1 Schematic of a double heterostructurelaser.

-

For lasers emitting near 1.3 pm y
0.6. The double heterostructure material can be grown by LPE, GSMBE, or MOCVD growth technique. The
double heterostructure material can be processed to produce lasers in several ways. Perhaps the simplest is the broad area laser (Fig. 2.1), which involves putting contacts on the p- and n-side and then cleaving. Such lasers
do not have transverse mode confinement or current confinement, which
leads to high threshold and nonlinearities in light vs. current characteristics. Several laser designs have been developed to address these problems.
Among them are the gain guided laser, weakly index guided laser, and
buried heterostructure (strongly index guided) laser. A typical version of
these laser structures is shown in Fig. 2.2. The gain guided structure uses
a dielectric layer for current confinement. The current is injected in the
opening in the dielectric (typically 6 to 12 pm wide), which produces gain
in that region and hence the lasing mode is confined to that region. The
weakly index guided structure has a ridge etched on the wafer, a dielectric
layer surrounds the ridge. The current is injected in the region of the ridge,
and the optical mode overlaps the dielectric (which has a low index) in the
ridge. This results in weak index guiding.
The buried heterostructure design shown in Fig. 2.2 has the active region surrounded (buried) by lower index layers. The fabrication process
of DCPBH (doubIe channel planar buried heterostructure) laser involves
growing a double heterostructure, etching a mesa using a dielectric mask,
and then regrowing the layer surrounding the active region using a second
epitaxial growth step. The second growth can be a single Fe doped InP
(Fe:InP) semi-insulating layer or a combination of p-InP, n-InP, and
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic of a gain guided, weakly index guided, and strongly index guided
buried heterostructure laser.

Fe:InP layer. Generally MOCVD growth process is used for the growth
of the regrown layer. Researchers have often given different names to the
particular buried heterostructure laser design that they discovered. These
are described in detail in Ref. 12. For the structure of Fig. 2.2, the Fe
doped InP layer provides both optical confinement to the lasing mode and
current confinement to the active region. Buried heterostructure lasers are
generally used in communication system applications because a properly
designed strongly index guided buried heterostructure design has superior mode stability, higher bandwidth, and superior linearity in light vs.
current (L vs I) characteristics compared to the gain guided and weakly
index guided designs. Early recognition of these important requirements
of communication-grade lasers led to intensive research on InGaAsP BH
laser designs all over the world in the 1980s. It is worth mentioning that
BH lasers are more complex and difficult to fabricate compared to the gain
guided and weakly index guided lasers. Scanning electron micrograph of
a capped mesa buried heterostructure (CMBH) laser along with the laser
structure is shown in Fig. 2.3. The current blocking layers in this structure
consist of i-InP (Fe doped InP), n-InP, i-InP, and n-InP layers. These sets of
blocking layers have the lowest capacitance and are therefore needed for
high-speed operation. An optimization of the thickness of these layers is
needed for highest speed performance. The laser fabrication involves the
following steps. One-micron-wide mesas are etched on the wafer and the
current blocking layers consisting of i-InP, n-InP, i-InP, and n-InP layers
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Fig. 2.3 Schematic of a BH laser and scanning electron photomicrograph of the same
laser.

are grown on the wafer with an oxide layer on top of the mesa in place.
The oxide layer is then removed and a third growth of p-InP cladding layer
and p-InGaAs contact layer is carried out. The wafer is then processed using
standard lithography, metallization, and cleaving techniques to produce the
lasers.
The light vs. current characteristics at different temperatures of an
InGaAsP BH laser emitting at 1.3 ym are shown in Fig. 2.4. Typical threshold current of a BH laser at room temperature is in the 5 to 10 mA range.
For gain guided and weakly index guided lasers, typical room temperature
threshold currents are in the 25-50 mA and 50-100 mA range, respectively.
The external differential quantum efficiency defined as the derivative of the
L vs I characteristics above threshold is -0.25 mW/mA/facet for a cleaved
uncoated laser emitting near 1.3 pm.
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Fig. 2.4 Light vs. current characteristicsof an InGaAsP buried heterostructurelaser emitting at 1.3 pm.

An important characteristic of the semiconductor laser is that its output
can be modulated easily and simply by modulating the injection current.
The relative magnitude of the modulated light output is plotted as a function
of the modulation frequency of the current in Fig. 2.5 at different optical
output powers. The laser is of the BH type (shown in Fig. 2.3), has a cavity
length of 250pm, and the modulation current amplitude was 5 mA. Note
that the 3-dB frequency to which the laser can be modulated increases
with increasing output power and the modulation response is maximum at
a certain frequency (or).
The resonance frequency w, is proportional to
the square root of the optical power. The modulation response determines
the data transmission rate capability of the laser, for example, for 10 Gb/s
data transmission, the 3-dB bandwidth of the laser must exceed 10 GHz.
However, other system level considerations, such as allowable error-rate
penalty, often introduce much more stringent requirements on the exact
modulation response of the laser.
A semiconductor laser with cleaved facets generally emits in a few longitudinal modes of the cavity. Typical spectrum of a laser with cleaved
facets is shown in Fig. 2.6. The discrete emission wavelengths are separated by the longitudinal cavity mode spacing, which is -10 A for a laser
(A 1.3 pm) with 250-pm cavity length. Lasers can be made to emit in a
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single frequency using frequency selective feedback, for example, using a
grating internal to the laser cavity as described in Section 2.3.

2.3. Quantum Well Lasers
So far we have described the fabrication and performance characteristics of
regular double heterostructure (DH) laser that has an active region -0.1 to
0.2 pm thick. Beginning in the 1980s, lasers with very thin active regions,
quantum well lasers, were being developed in many research laboratories
[13-221. Quantum well (QW) lasers have active regions -100 A thick,
which restricts the motion of the carriers (electrons and holes) in a direction normal to the well. This results in a set of discrete energy levels
and the density of states is modified to a “two-dimensional-like” density
of states. This modification of the density of states results in several improvements in laser characteristics such as lower threshold current, higher
efficiency, higher modulation bandwidth, and lower CW and dynamic spectral width. All of these improvements were first predicted theoretically and
then demonstrated experimentally [23-321.
The development of InGaAsP QW lasers was made possible by the development of MOCVD and GSMBE growth techniques. The transmission
electron micrograph (TEM) of a multiple QW laser structure is shown in
Fig. 2.7. Shown are four InGaAs quantum wells grown over n-InP substrate.
The well thickness is 70 A and they are separated by barrier layers of In1.1pm). Multiquantum well (MQW) lasers with threshold
GaAsP (A
current densities of 600 A/cm2 have been fabricated [33]. The schematic
of a MQW BH laser is shown in Fig. 2.8. The composition of the InGaAsP
material from the barrier layers to the cladding layer (InP) is gradually
varied in this structureover a thickness of -0.1 pm. This produces a graded
variation in index (GRIN structure), which results in a higher optical confinement of the fundamental mode than that for an abrupt interface design.
Larger mode confinement factor results in lower threshold current. The
laser has a MQW active region and it utilizes Fe doped semi-insulating
(SI) InP layers for current confinement and optical confinement. The light
vs. current characteristics of a MQW BH laser is shown in Fig. 2.9. The
laser emits near 1.5 pm. The MQW lasers have lower threshold currents
than regular DH lasers. Also, the two-dimensional-like density of states
of the QW lasers makes the transparency current density of these lasers
significantly lower than that for regular DH lasers [30]. This allows the
fabrication of very low threshold lasers using high reflectivity coatings.
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Fig. 2.7 The transmission electron micrograph of a multiquantum well laser structure.

ACTIVE REGION
BAND
BAND DIAGRAM OF
GRIN ACTIVE REGION

Fig. 2.8 Schematic of multiquantum well buried heterostructure laser.

The optical gain ( g ) of a laser at a current density J is given by
g = 4J- Jo),

(2.1)

where a is the gain constant and JO is the transparency current density.
Although a logarithmic dependence of gain on current density [23] is often
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Fig. 2.9 Light vs. current characteristics of a rnultiquantum well buried heterostructure
laser at different temperatures.

used in order to account for gain saturation, a linear dependence is used
here for simplicity. The cavity loss a! is given by

where ac is the free carrier loss, L is the length of the optical cavity, and
R1, R2 are the reflectivity of the two facets. At threshold, gain equals loss,
hence it follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that the threshold current density ( J r h )
is given by
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Fig. 2.10 Light vs. current of a quantum well laser with high reflectivity coatings on both
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Thus for a laser with high reflectivity facet coatings (R1, R2 I ) and with
low loss (ac 0), Jrh Jo. For a QW laser, JO 50 A/cm2 and for a DH
laser, JO 700 A/cm2, hence it is possible to get much lower threshold
current using QW as the active region.
The light vs. current characteristics of a QW laser with high reflectivity
coatings on both facets is shown in Fig. 2.10 [33]. The threshold current
at room temperature is 1.1 mA. The laser is 170pm long and has 90%
and 70% reflective coating at the facets. This laser has a compressively
strained MQW active region. For lattice matched MQW active region, a
threshold current of 2 mA has been reported [34]. Such low-threshold lasers
are important for array applications. Recently, QW lasers were fabricated
which have higher modulation bandwidth than regular DH lasers. The current confinement and optical confinement in this laser is carried out using
MOCVD grown Fe doped InP lasers similar to that shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 2.12 Modulation response of multiquantum well high speed lasers. (Morton et al.

W1)
The laser structure is then further modified by using a small contact pad
and etching channels around the active region mesa (Fig. 2.1 1). These modifications are designed to reduce the capacitance of the laser structure. The
modulation response of the laser is shown in Fig. 2.12. A 3-dB bandwidth
of 25 GHz is obtained [35].
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Fig. 2.13 Band structures under stress. The figureson the left and right represent situations
under compressive and tensile strain respectively.

2.3.1. STRAINED QUANTUM WELL LASERS
Quantum well lasers have also been fabricated using an active layer whose
lattice constant differs slightly from that of the substrate and cladding
layers. Such lasers are known as strained quantum well lasers. Over the
last few years, strained quantum well lasers have been extensively investigated all over the world [3643]. They show many desirable properties
such as (i) a very low threshold current density and (ii) a lower linewidth
than regular MQW lasers both under CW operation and under modulation.
The origin of the improved device performance lies in the band-structure
changes induced by the mismatch-induced strain [44,451. Figure 2.13
shows the band structure of a semiconductor under tensile and compressive strains. Strain splits the heavy-hole and the light-hole valence bands at
the I'point of the Brillouin zone where the bandgap is minimum in direct
bandgap semiconductors.
Two material systems have been widely used for strained quantum well
lasers: (i) InGaAs grown over InP by the MOCVD or the CBE growth technique [3640] and (ii) InGaAs grown over GaAs by the MOCVD or the
MBE growth technique [4143]. The former material system is of importance for low-chirp semiconductor laser for lightwave system applications,
while the latter material system has been used to fabricate high-power lasers
emitting near 0.98 pm, a wavelength of interest for pumping erbium-doped
fiber amplifiers.
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The alloy Ino.53Ga047As has the same lattice constant as InP. Semiconductor lasers with an Ino.53Gao.47As active region have been grown on
InP by the MOCVD growth technique. Excellent material quality is also
obtained for Inl_,Ga,As alloys grown over InP by MOCVD for nonlatticematched compositions. In this case the laser structure generally consists
of one or many Inl-,Ga,As quantum well layers with InGaAsP barrier
layers whose composition is lattice matched to that of InP. For x < 0.53
the active layer in these lasers is under tensile stress, while for x > 0.53
the active layer is under compressive stress.
Superlatticestructuresof InGaAshGaAsP with tensile and compressive
stress have been grown by both MOCVD and CBE growth techniques over
an n-type InP substrate. Figure 2.14 shows the broad-area threshold current
density as a function of cavity length for strained MQW lasers with four
Ino.65Ga0.35As [39] quantum wells with InGaAsP (A
1.25pm) barrier
layers. The active region in this laser is under 0.8% compressive strain.
Also shown for comparison is the threshold current density as a function
of cavity length of MQW lattice-matched lasers with In053Gao.47Aswells.
The entire laser structure, apart from the quantum well composition, is
identical for the two cases. The threshold current density is lower for the
compressively strained MQW structure than for the lattice-matched MQW
structure.
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Fig. 2.15 Threshold current of buried heterostructure InxGal,As/InP MQW lasers plotted as a function of In concentration x. (Temkin et ul. [46])

Buried heterostructure(BH) lasers have been fabricated using compressive and tensile strained MQW lasers. The threshold current of these lasers
as a function of the In concentration is shown in Fig. 2.15 [46]. Lasers
with compressive strain have a lower threshold current than do lasers with
tensile strain. This can be explainedby splittingof the light-hole and heavyhole bands under stress [47,48]. However, more recent studies have shown
that it is possible to design tensile strained lasers with lower threshold
[37,42].

Strainedquantum well lasers fabricated using Inl-,Ga, As layers grown
over a GaAs substrate have been extensively studied [41, 43, 49-54].
The lattice constant of InAs is 6.06 A and that of GaAs is 5.654 A. The
Inl-,Ga,As alloy has a lattice constant between these two values, and to
a first approximation it can be assumed to vary linearly with x . Thus, an
increase in the In mole fraction x increases the lattice mismatch relative
to the GaAs substrate and therefore produces larger compressive strain on
the active region.
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Fig. 2.16

Typical In,-,Ga,AslGaAs MQW laser structure.

A typical laser structure grown over the n-type GaAs substrate is shown
in Fig. 2.16 [41] for this material system. It consists of a MQW active region
with one to four Inl_,Ga,As wells separated by GaAs barrier layers. The
entire MQW structure is sandwiched between n- and p-type Alo.@ao..;rAs
cladding layers, and the P-cladding layer is followed by a p-type GaAs
contact layer. Variations of the structure with different cladding layers or
large optical cavity designs have been reported. Emission wavelength depends on the In composition, x. As x increases, the emission wavelength
increases and for x larger than a certain value (typically -0.25), the strain
is too large to yield high-quality material. For x 0.2, the emission wavelength is near 0.98 pm, a wavelength region of interest for pumping fiber
amplifiers [49]. Threshold current density as low as 47 Ncm2 has been
reported for I ~ o . ~ G ~ o . ~ A s /strained
G ~ A s MQW lasers [52]. High-power
lasers have been fabricated using Ino.2G~.gAs/GaAsMQW active region.
Single-mode output powers of greater than 200 mW have been demonstrated using a ridge-waveguide-typelaser structure.
Frequency chirp of strained and unstrained QW lasers has been investigated. Strained QW lasers (InGaAslGaAs) exhibit the lowest chirp
(or dynamic linewidth) under modulation. The lower chirp of strained QW
lasers is consistent with a small linewidth enhancement factor (cr-factor)
measured in such devices. The a-factor is the ratio of the real and imaginary
part of the refractive index. A correlation between the measured chirp and
linewidth enhancement factor for regular double-heterostructure, strained
and unstrained QW lasers is shown in Table 2.1. The high efficiency, high
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Table 2.1 Linewidth Enhancement Factor and Chirp of Lasers.
FWHM = Full Width at Half Maximum
Laser o p e

DH Laser
MQW Laser
Strained MQW Laser
InGaAdGaAs, h 1 Krn
Strained MQW Laser
InGaAsPDnP, h 1.55 pm

-

-

FWHM Chirp at

Linewidth Enhancement
Factor

50 mA and I Gb/s (A)

5.5
3.5

1.2
0.6

1.o

0.2

2.0

0.4

power and low chirp of strained and unstrained QW lasers make these
devices attractive candidates for lightwave transmission applications.
2.3.2. OTHER MATERIAL SYSTEMS

A few other material systems have been reported for lasers in the 1.3-pm
wavelength range. These are the AlGaInAshP and InAsPAnP materials
grown over InP substrates and more recently the InGaAsN material grown
over GaAs substrates.
The AlGaInAsPhP system has been investigated with the aim of producing lasers with better high-temperatureperformance for uncooled transmitters [ S I . This material system has a larger conduction band offset than
the InGaAsPOnPmaterial system, which may result in lower electron leakage over the heterobarrier and thus better high-temperature performance.
The energy band diagram of a GRINSCH (graded index separate confinement heterostructure) laser design is shown in the Fig. 2.17. The laser
has five compressively strained quantum wells in the active region. The
300-pm-long ridge waveguide lasers typically have a threshold current of
20 mA. The measured light vs. current characteristics of a laser with 70%
high reflectivity coating at the rear facet is shown in Fig. 2.18. These lasers
have somewhat better high-temperature performance than InGaAsP/InP
lasers.
The InAsP/InP material system has also been investigated for 1.3-pm
lasers [56]. InAsP with an arsenic composition of 0.55 is under 1.7%
compressive strain when grown over InP. Using MOCVD growth technique buried heterostructure lasers with InAsP quantum well, InGaAsP
(A 1.1 km) barrier layers, and InP cladding layers have been reported.
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Fig. 2.17 Band diagram of a AlGaInAs GRINSCH with five quantum wells. (Zah et al.

WI)
The schematic of the laser structure is shown in Fig. 2.19. Qpical threshold
current of the BH laser diodes are -20 mA for 300-pm cavity length.
The material InGaNAs when grown over GaAs can have very large
(-300 meV) conduction band offset, which can lead to much better hightemperature performance than the InGaAsPAnP material system [57].
The temperature dependence of threshold is characterized by Z,h(T) =
loexp(T/ To),where To is generally called the characteristic temperature.
Typical To values for InGaAsPDnP laser are -60-70 K in the temperature
range of 300-350 K. The predicted To value for the InGaNAdGaAs system
is 150 K and recently To = 126 K has been reported for a InGaNAs laser
emitting near 1.2pm [57].

-

2.4. Distributed Feedback Lasers
Semiconductor lasers fabricated using the InGaAsP material system are
widely used as sources in many lightwave transmission systems. One measure of the transmission capacity of a system is the data rate. Thus the drive
toward higher capacity pushes the systems to higher data rates where the
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Fig. 2.18 Light vs. current characteristics of a AlGaInAs quantum well laser with five
wells. (Zah. et al. [MI)

chromatic dispersion of the fiber plays an important role in limiting the distance between regenerators. Sources emitting in a single wavelength help
reduce the effects of chromatic dispersion and are therefore used in most
systems operating at high data rates (>1.5 Gb/s).
The single wavelength laser source used in most commercial transmission systems is the distributed feedback (DFB) laser where a difiaction
grating etched on the substrate close to the active region provides frequency
selective feedback which makes the laser emit in a single wavelength. This
section reports the fabrication, performance characteristics, and reliability
of DFB lasers [58].
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Fig. 2.19 Schematic of a buried heterostructure InAsP/InGaAsP quantum well laser.
(Kusukawa et al. [56])

The schematic of our DFB laser structure is shown in Fig. 2.20. The fabrication of the device involves the following steps. First, a grating with a
periodicity of 2400 A is fabricated on a (100) oriented n-InP substrate using
optical holography and wet chemical etching. Four layers are then grown
over the substrate. These layers are (i) n-InGaAsP (A 1.3 pm) waveguide layer, (ii) undoped InGaAsP (A 1.55 pm) active layer, (iii) p-InP
cladding layer, and (iv) p-InGaAsP (A 1.3 pm) contact layer. Mesas are
then etched on the wafer using a Si02 mask and wet chemical etching.
Fe doped InP semi-insulating layers are grown around the mesas using the
MOCVD growth technique. The semi-insulating layers help confine the
current to the active region and also provide index guiding to the optical
mode. The Si02 stripe is then removed and the p-InP cladding layer and
a p-InGaAsP contact layer are grown on the wafer using the vapor phase
epitaxy growth technique. The wafer is then processed to produce 250-pmlong laser chips using standard metallization and cleaving procedures. The
final laser chips have antireflection coating (e1%) at one facet and high
reflection coating (-65%) at the back facet. The asymmetric facet coatings
help remove the degeneracy between the two modes in the stop band.
The CW light vs. current characteristics of a laser are shown in Fig.
2.21. Also shown is the measured spectrum at different output powers.
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Fig. 2.20 Schematic of a capped mesa buried heterostructure (CMBH) distributed feedback laser.
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Fig. 2.22 Measured far field pattern parallel and perpendicular to the junction plane.

The threshold current of these lasers is in the 15 to 20 mA range. For
high fiber coupling efficiency, it is important that the laser emit in the
fundamental transverse mode. The measured far field pattern parallel and
perpendicular to the junction plane at different output powers of a device
is shown in Fig. 2.22. The figure shows that the laser operates in the fundamental transverse mode in the entire operating power range from threshold
to 60 mW. The full width at half maximum of the beam divergences parallel
and normal to the junction plane are 40" and 30" respectively.
The dynamic spectrum of the laser under modulation is an important
parameter when the laser is used as a source for transmission. The measured
20 dB full width is shown in Fig. 2.23 at two different data rates as a function
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Fig. 2.23 Measured chirp as a function of bias.

of bias level. Note that for a laser biased above threshold, the chirp width
is nearly independent of the modulation rate.
2.4.1. TUNABLE LASERS
Tunable semiconductor lasers are needed for many applications. Examples of applications in lightwave transmission systems are (i) wavelengthdivision multiplexing where signals at many distinct wavelengths are
simultaneously modulated and transmitted through a fiber and (ii) coherent
transmission systems where the wavelength of the transmitted signal must
match that of the local oscillator. Several types of tunable laser structures
have been reported in the literature [59-641. Two principle schemes are
(i) multisection DFJ3 laser and (ii) multisection distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) laser. The multisection DBR lasers generally exhibit higher tunability than do the multisection DFB lasers. The design of a multisection DBR
laser is shown schematically in Fig. 2.24 [59].The three sections of this
device are (i) the active region section that provides the gain, (ii) the grating
section that provides the tunability, and (iii) the phase-tuning section that
is needed to access all wavelengths continuously. The current through each
of these sections can be varied independently. The tuning mechanism can
be understood by noting that the emission wavelength h of a DBR laser
is given by h = 2 n h where A is the grating period and n is the effective
refractive index of the optical mode in the grating section. The latter can
be changed simply by varying the current in the grating section.
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Fig. 2.25 Frequency tuning characteristics of a three-section MQW DBR laser. (Koch
et al. [59])

The extent of wavelength tunability of a three-section DBR laser is
shown in Fig. 2.25 [61]. Measured wavelengths are plotted as a function of
phase-section current for different currents in the tuning section. A tuning
range in excess of 6 nm can be obtained by controlling currents in the
grating and phase-tuning sections.
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An important characteristic of lasers for applications requiring a high
degree of coherence is the spectral width (linewidth) under CW operation.
The CW linewidth depends on the rate of spontaneous emission in the laser
cavity. For coherent transmission applications, the CW linewidth must be
quite small. The minimum linewidth allowed depends on the modulation
format used. For differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) transmission, the
minimum linewidth is approximately given by B/300 where B is the bit
rate. Thus, for 1-Gb/s transmission rate, the minimum linewidth is 3 MHz.
The CW linewidth of a laser decreases with increasing length and vanes
as a2,where a is the linewidth enhancement factor. Because a? is smaller
for a multiquantum well (MQW) laser, the linewidth of DFB or DBR
lasers utilizing MQW active region is smaller than that for lasers with
regular DH active region. The linewidth varies inversely with the output
power at low powers (t10mW) and shows saturation at high powers.
The measured linewidth as a function of output power of a 850-pm-long
DFB laser with MQW active region is shown in Fig. 2.26. The minimum
linewidth of 350 kHz was observed for this device at an operating power
of 25 mW. For multisection DBR lasers of the type shown in Fig. 2.24,
the linewidth varies with changes in currents in the phase-tuning and the
grating sections. The measured data for a MQW three-section DBR laser
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Fig. 2.26 Measured CW linewidth plotted as a function of the inverse of the output power
for a MQW DFB laser with a cavity length of 850 pm.
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Fig. 2.27 Measured CW linewidth as a function of wavelength for a 3-section MQW
DBR laser. (Koch et al. [61])

is shown in Fig. 2.27. Measured linewidths are plotted as a function of
phase-section current for different currents in the tuning section.

2.5.

Surface-Emitting Lasers

Semiconductorlasers described in the previous chapters have cleaved facets
that form the optical cavity. The facets are perpendicular to the surface of
the wafer and light is emitted parallel to the surface of the wafer. For many
applications requiring a two-dimensional laser m a y or monolithic integration of lasers with electronic components (e.g., optical interconnects),
it is desirable to have the laser output normal to the surface of the wafer,
Such lasers are known as surface-emitting lasers (SEL). A class of surfaceemitting lasers also have optical cavity normal to the surface of the wafer
[65-721. These devices are known as vertical-cavitysurface-emittinglasers
(VCSEL) in order to distinguish them from other surface emitters.
A generic SEL structure utilizing multiple semiconductor layers to form
a Bragg reflector is shown in Fig. 2.28. The active region is sandwiched
between n- and p-type cladding layers, which are themselves sandwiched
between the two n- and p-type Bragg mirrors. This structure is shown using
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(71 I A thick) and Alo,lGao,9As(605 A thick) alternate layers. Active layer could be
either a quantum well or similar to a regular double heterostructure laser.

the AlGaAdGaAs material system, which has been very successful in the
fabrication of SELs. The Bragg mirrors consist of alternating layers of lowindex and high-index materials. The thicknesses of each layer is one-quarter
of the wavelength of light in the medium. Such periodic quarter-wave-thick
layers can have very high reflectivity. For normal incidence, the reflectivity
is given by 1731

R = (1 - 124/121(122/123)

2N 2

)

(1 f n4/121 (n2/n3>2N)2
'

(2.4)

where n2, n3 are the refractive indices of the alternating layer pairs, 124, n I
are the refractive indices of the medium on the transmitted and incident
sides of the DBR mirror, and N is the number of pairs. As N increases, R
increases. Also for a given N , R is larger if the ratio of 122/123 is smaller.
For a AlAs/Alo.1 Gm.9 As set of quarter-wave layers, typically 20 pairs are
needed for a reflectivity of -99.5%. Various types of AlGaAs/GaAs SELs
have been reported [74-821.
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Fig. 2.29 Typical reflectivity spectrum of a SEL stack.

For a SEL to have a threshold current density comparable to that of an
edge-emitting laser, the threshold gains must be comparable for the two
devices. The threshold gain of an edge-emitting laser is -100 cm-'. For
a SEL with an active-layer thickness of 0.1 pm, this value corresponds
to a single-pass gain of -1%. Thus, for the SEL device to lase with a
threshold current density comparable to that of an edge emitter, the mirror
reflectivities must be >99%.
The reflectivity spectrum of a SEL structure is shown in Fig. 2.29. The
reflectivity is >99% over a 10 nm band. The drop in reflectivity in the
middle of the band is due to the Fabry-Perot mode.
The number of pairs needed to fabricate a high-reflectivity mirror depends on the refractive index of layers in the pair. For large index differences
fewer pairs are needed. For example, in the case of CaF2 and ZnS,for which
the index difference is 0.9, only 6 pairs are needed for a reflectivity of 99%.
By contrast for a InPAnGaAsP (A. 1.3 pm) layer pair, for which the index
difference is 0.3, more than 40 pairs are needed to achieve a reflectivity of
99%.
Five principal structures (Fig. 2.30) used in SEL fabrication are (i) etched
mesa structure, (ii) ion-implanted structure, (iii) dielectric isolated structure, (iv) buried heterostructure, and (v) metallic reflector structure.
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Fig. 2.31 Schematic of a high-power SEL with a Fresnel zone.

Threshold current of -0.3 mA has been reported for InGaAdGaAs SEL
devices. A SEL design has been demonstrated whose output can be focussed to a single spot [80]. The laser has a large area (-100 pm dia) and it
has a Fresnel-zone-like structure etched on the top mirror (Fig. 2.31). The
lasing mode with the lowest loss has n phase shift in the near field as it
traverses each zone. The laser emits 500 mW in a single mode.
An important SEL structure for the AlGaAdGaAs material system is
the oxide aperture device [81] (Fig. 2.32). AlAs has the property that it
oxidizes rapidly in the presence of oxygen to aluminum oxide, which forms
an insulating layer. Thus by introducing a thin AlAs layer in the device
structure it is possible to confine the current to a very small area. This
allows the fabricationof very low threshold (t0.2mA) and high bandwidth
(-14 GHz) lasers.
Central to the fabrication of low-threshold SELs is the ability to fabricate
high-reflectivity mirrors. In the late 1970s, Soda et al. [83] reported on a
SEL fabricated using the InP material system. The surfaces of the wafer
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Fig. 2.32 Schematic of a selectively oxidized SEL consisting of AlGaAdGaAs multilayers and buried aluminum oxide layers. AlGaAs layers with higher A1 content are oxidized
more.

form the Fabry-Perot cavity of the laser. Fabrication of the device involves
the growth of a double heterostmcture on an n-InP substrate. A circular
contact is made on the p-side using an Si02 mask. The substrate side
is polished making sure that it is parallel to the epitaxial layer, and ring
electrodes (using an alloy of Au-Sn) are deposited on the n-side. The laser
had a threshold current density of -11 kA/cm2 at 77 K and operated at
output powers of several milliwatts.
InGaAsPAnP SELs have been investigated by many researchers over
the last few years [83-891. Many of the schemes utilize alternating layers of InP and InGaAsP to produce Bragg mirrors [86] (Fig. 2.33). The
1.3 pm) and InP layrefractive index difference between InGaAsP (A
ers is smaller than that in GaAs SELs, hence InGaAsPDnP SELs utilize
more pairs (typically 40 to 50) to produce a high-reflectivity (>99%)
mirror. Such mirror stacks have been grown by both chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) and MOCVD growth techniques and have been used to fabricate InGaAsP SELs. Room-temperature pulsed operation of InGaAsPAnP
SELs using these mirror stacks and emitting near 1.5 pm have been reported [88].

-
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Fig. 2.33 Schematic of a InGaAsP SEL fabricated using multilayer mirors. (Yang er al.
[861)

An alternative approach is using the technique of wafer fusion [89,90].
In this technique the Bragg mirrors are formed using GaAdAlGaAs system
grown by MBE and the active region of InGaAsP bounded by thin InP layers
is formed by MOCVD. The post type structure of a 1.5-pm wavelength
SEL formed using this technique is shown in Fig. 2.34 [89]. The optical
cavity is formed by wafer fusion of the InGaAsP quantum well between
the Bragg mirrors. Room-temperatureCW threshold current of 2.3 mA has
been reported for the 8-pm diameter post device [89].

2.6. Laser Reliability
The performance characteristics of injection lasers used in lightwave systems can degrade during their operation. The dominant mechanism responsible for the degradation is determined by any or all of the several
fabrication processes including epitaxial growth, wafer quality, device
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processing and bonding [91-1011. In addition, the degradation rate of devices processed from a given wafer depends on the operating conditions,
viz., the operating temperature and the injection current. Although many of
the degradation mechanisms are not fully understood, extensive amounts
of empirical observations exist in the literature, which have allowed the
fabrication of InGaAsP laser diodes with extrapolated median lifetimes in
excess of 25 years at an operating temperature of 20°C [93].
The detailed studies of degradation mechanisms of optical components
used in lightwave systems have been motivated by the desire to have a reasonably accurate estimate of the operating lifetime before they are used in
practical systems. For many applications, the components are expected to
operate reliably over a period in excess of 10 years, so an appropriate reliability assurance procedure becomes necessary, especially for applications
such as an undersea lightwave transmission system where the replacement
cost is very high. The reliability assuranceis usually carried out by operating
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These data were generated for 1.3 pm InGaAsP lasers used in the first submarine fiber optic
cable. (Nash et al. [91])

the devices under a high stress (e.g., high temperature) which enhances the
degradation rate so that a measurable value can be obtained in an operating
time of a few hundred hours. The degradation rate under normal operating conditions can then be obtained from the measured high-temperature
degradation rate using the concept of an activation energy [93].
The light output vs. current characteristics of a laser change after stress
aging. There is generally a small increase in threshold current and a decrease
in external differential quantum efficiency followingthe stress aging. Aging
data for 1.3pm InGaAsP lasers used in the first submarine fiber optic cable
is shown in Figure 2.35 [91].
Some lasers exhibit an initial rapid degradation after which the operating
characteristics of the lasers are very stable. Given a population of lasers,
it is possible to quickly identify the “stable” lasers by a high stress test
(also known as the purge test) [9l, 92, 102, 1031. The stress test implies
that operating the laser under a set of high stress conditions (e.g., high
current, high temperature, high power) would cause the weak lasers to fail
and stabilize the possible winners. Observations on the operating current
after stress aging have been reported by Nash et al. [91]. It is important to
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point out that the determination of the duration and the specific conditions
for stress aging are critical to the success of this screening procedure.
The expected operating lifetime of a semiconductor laser is generally determined by accelerated aging at high temperatures and using an activation
energy. The lifetime ( t )at a temperature T is experimentally found to vary
as exp ( - E / k T ) , where E is the activation energy and k is the Boltzmann
constant [ 104,1051.The operating current of good lasers increases at a rate
of less than 1%/khr of aging time at 60°C operating temperature. Assuming
a 50%change in operating current as the useful lifetime of the device and an
activation energy of 0.7 eV, this aging rate corresponds to a light-emitting
lifetime of greater than 100 years at 20°C.
A parameter that determines the performance of the DFB laser is the
side mode suppression ratio (SMSR), that is, the ratio of the intensity of
the dominant lasing mode to that of the next most intense mode [ 1051. The
SMSR of good DFB lasers does not change significantly after aging, which
confirms the spectral stability of the emission.
For some applications such as coherent transmission systems, the absolute wavelength stability of the laser is important. The measured change in
emission wavelength at 100 mA before and after aging of several devices
is shown in Fig. 2.36. Note that most of the devices do not exhibit any
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change in wavelength and the standard deviation of the change is less than
2 A. This suggests that the absolute wavelength stability of the devices is
adequate for coherent transmission applications.

2.7. Integrated Laser Devices
There have been a significant number of developments in the technology
of optical integration of semiconductor lasers and other related devices on
the same chip. These chips allow higher levels of functionality than that
achieved using single devices. For example, laser and optical modulators
have been integrated, serving as simple monolithic transmitters.
2.7.1. LASER ARRAYS
The simplest of all integrated laser devices are one-dimensional arrays
of lasers, LEDs, or photodetectors. These devices are fabricated exactly
the same way as individual devices except the wafers are not scribed to
make single-device chips but left in the form of a bar. The main required
characteristics of a laser array are low threshold current and good electrical
isolation between the individual elements of the array. The schematic of
two adjacent devices in a 10-channellow threshold laser array is shown in
Fig. 2.37 [106]. These lasers emit near 1.3 pm and are grown by MOCVD
on p-InP substrate. The lasers have multiquantum well active region with
five 7-nm-thick wells as shown in the insert of Fig. 2.37. The light vs.
current characteristics of all the lasers in a 10-element array are uniform.
The average threshold current and quantum efficiency are 3.2 mA and
0.27 W/A respectively. The cavity length was 200pm and the facets of
oxide
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Schematic of two adjacent devices in a laser array.
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the lasers were coated with dielectric to produce 65% and 90% reflectivity
respectively [ 1061.
The vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (SEL) design is more suitable
for the fabrication of two-dimensional arrays than the edge-emitting laser
design. Several researchers have reported two-dimensional arrays of SELs.
Among the individual laser design used are the proton implanted design
and the oxide confined design. These SELs and SEL arrays have been
fabricated so far using the GaAs/AlGaAs material system for the emission
near 0.85 pm.

2.7.2. INTEGRATED LASER MODULATOR
Externally modulated lasers are important for applications where low
spectral width under modulation is needed [107-1101. The two types of
integrated laser modulator structures that have been investigated are the
integrated electroabsorption modulated laser (EML) and the integrated
electrorefraction modulated laser. The electrorefraction property is used
in a Mach-Zehnder configuration to fabricate a low-chirp modulated light
source.
For some applications it is desirable to have the laser and the modulator integrated on the same chip. Such devices, known as electroabsorption
modulated lasers (EMLs), are used for high data rate transmission systems with large regenerator spacing. The schematic of an EML is shown
in Fig. 2.38 [l 111. In this device, the light from the DFB laser is coupled directly to the modulator. The modulator region has a slightly higher
bandgap than that of the laser region, which results in very low absorption
of the laser light in the absence of bias. However, with reverse bias, the
effective bandgap decreases, which results in reduced transmission through
the modulator. For very high-speed operation, the modulator region capacitance must be sufficiently small, which makes the modulator length small,
resulting in low odoff ratio. Recently, very high-speed EMLs have been
reported using a growth technique where the laser and modulator active regions are fabricated using two separate growths, thus allowing independent
optimization of the modulator bandgap and length for high ordoff ratio and
speed. Operation at 40 Gb/s has been demonstrated using this device [ 1 1 1 1.
EML devices have also been fabricated using the selective area epitaxy
growth process [112]. In this process the laser and the modulator active
region are grown simultaneously over a patterned substrate. The patterning
allows the materials grown to have slightly different bandgaps, resulting
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Fig. 2.39 Schematic of a integrated laser and Mach-Zehnder modulator.

in separate laser and modulator regions. EMLs have been fabricated with
bandwidths of 15 GHz and have operated error free over 600 km at 2.5 Gb/s
data rate.
An integrated laser Mach-Zehnderdevice is shown in Fig. 2.39. This device has a ridge-waveguide-typeDFB laser integrated with a Mach-Zehnder
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modulator, which also has a lateral guiding provided by a ridge structure.
The Mach-Zehnder traveling wave phase modulator is designed so that the
microwave and optical velocities in the structure are identical. This allows
good coupling of the electrical and optical signal.

2.7.3. MULTICHANNEL WDM SOURCES
An alternative to single channel very high speed (>20 Gb/s) data transmission for increasing transmission capacity is multichannel transmission
using wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) technology. In WDM
systems many (4, 8, 16, or 32) wavelengths carrying data are optically
multiplexed and simultaneously transmitted through a single fiber. The
received signal with many wavelengths is optically demultiplexed into
separate channels, which are then processed electronically in a conventional form. Such a WDM system needs transmitters with many lasers at
specific wavelengths. It is desirable to have all of these laser sources on a single chip for compactness and ease of fabrication, like electronic integrated
circuits.
Figure 2.40 shows the schematic of a photonic integrated circuit with
multiple lasers for a WDM source [113]. This chip has 4 individually addressable DFB lasers, the output of which are combined using a waveguidebased multiplexer. Because the waveguide multiplexer has an optical loss
of -8 dB, the output of the chip is further amplified using a semiconductor
amplifier. The laser output in the waveguide is TE polarized and hence an
amplifier with a multiquantum well absorption region, which has a high
saturation power, is integrated in this chip.

2.7.4. SPOT SIZE CONVERTER (SSC) TNTEGRATED LASER
A typical laser diode has too wide (-30" x 40") an output beam pattern
for good mode matching to a single mode fiber. This results in a loss of
power coupled to the fiber. Thus a laser whose output spot size is expanded
to match an optical fiber is an attractive device for low loss coupling to the
fiber without a lens and for wide alignment tolerances. Several researchers
have reported such devices [ 1 14, 1 151. Generally they involve producing a
vertically and laterally tapered waveguide near the output facet of the laser.
The tapering needs to be done in an adiabatic fashion so as to reduce the
scattering losses. The schematic of a SSC laser is shown in Fig. 2.41 [ 1151.
The laser is fabricated using two MOCVD growth steps. The SSC section is
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about 200 pm long. The waveguide thickness is narrowed along the cavity
from 300 nm in the active region to 100 nm in the region over the length
of the SSC section. The laser emits near 1.3pm, has a multiquantum well
active region, and a laser section length of 300 pm. A beam divergence of
13" was obtained for this device. Beam divergences of 9" and 10" in the
lateral and vertical direction have been reported for similar SSC devices
[115].

2.8. Summary and Future Challenges
Tremendous advances in semiconductor lasers have occurred over the last
decade. The advances in research and many technological innovationshave
led to the worldwide deployment of fiber optic communication systems
that operate near 1.3 pm and 1.55 pm wavelengths and compact storage
disks that utilize lasers for readwrite purposes. Although most of these
systems are based on digital transmission, lasers have also been deployed
for carrying high-quality analog cable TV transmission systems. However,
many challenges remain.
The need for higher capacity is pushing the deployment of WDM-based
transmission, which needs tunable or frequency settable lasers. An important research area would continue to be the development of lasers with very
stable and settable frequency. Integration of many such lasers on a single
substrate would provide the ideal source for WDM systems.
The laser to fiber coupling is also an important area of research. Recent
developments in spot size converter integrated lasers are quite impressive
but some more work, perhaps, needs to be done to make them easy to
manufacture. This may require more process developments.
Although WDM technology is currently being considered for increasing
the transmission capacity, the need for sources with very high modulation
capability would remain. Hence research on new mechanisms for very high
speed modulation is important.
The surface-emitting laser is very attractive for two-dimensional arrays
and for single wavelength operation. Several important advances in this
technology have occurred over the last few years. An important challenge
is the fabrication of a device with characteristics superior to that of an edge
emitter.
Finally, many of the advances in laser development would not have
been possible without the advances in materials and processing technology.
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The challenges of much of the current laser research are intimately linked
with the challenges in materials growth, which include not only the investigation of new material systems but also improvements in existing
technologies to make them more reproducible and predictable.
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ABSTRACT
Optical fiber communication systems using WDM (wavelength-division multiplexing) are being introducing in long-haul networks to manage the explosive increase
in transmission capacity. Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) is one of the key
components to support WDM systems. High power lasers emitting at both 980 nm
and 1480nm are essential for pumping sources for EDFA. In this chapter, state-ofthe-art high power pumping lasers are reviewed. An ultra-high output power of over
500 mW has been realized under stable lateral mode operation in both 980 nm and
1480nm lasers. These high output power laser modules are of great importance for
the application of Raman amplifiers as well as EDFA application.
In this chapter, epitaxial growth, design, fabrication, and lasing characteristics
will be given.

3.1. Introduction
3.1.1. BACKGROUND

The optical fiber communication systems have realized large transmission
capacity. However, bit rate increase utilizing a traditional TDM (timedivision multiplexing) cannot manage explosive demands for larger transmission capacity triggered by data communication and the Internet. The
urgent demands for larger transmission capacity have driven the system
planner to introduce WDM systems instead of the TDM systems to make
the best use of installed optical fibers.
WDM systems are thought to be the most cost-effective way to handle the increasing transmission capacity using the established transmission technologies. WDM systems, by using multi-channel single-frequency
lasers such as distributed feedback lasers with slightly different wavelengths determined by ITU (International Telecommunication Union), total
throughput transmission capacity can be increased by the number of lasers
(channels).
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Fig. 3.1 Transmission capacity trend Transmissioncapacity of lTbps can be achieved
in wavelength-divisionmultiplexing (WDM) technology by increasing channel counts.

A transmission capacity trend is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 for both commercial and laboratory demonstrations. Total transmission capacity of more
than 100Gbps can easily be realized by using the established 2.5 Gbps and
developing 10Gbps technology. Extremely large transmission capacity of
more than lTbps will be realized in the near future utilizing WDM systems.
On the other hand, strict specifications are required for optical devices
in terms of wavelength, because WDM systems utilize the wavelength
regime. Single-frequency lasers used in the systems, for example, have to
control the absolute lasing wavelength to meet the ITU grid as well as
wavelength separation. The wavelength separations according to ITU,for
example, are set to be 1.6nm (200GHz), 0.8nm (100GHz) and 0.4nm
(50 GHz), depending on the WDM channels (bit rate). In addition to the
strict requirements in wavelength control, the signal light source has to have
high output power in order not only to extend the transmission distance but
to compensate the insertion loss caused by the many optical components
such as wavelength couplers used in WDM systems.
In order to amplify the signal light source in an efficient way, optical
amplifiers are the key component to support WDM systems. Erbium-doped
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fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), which will be described later, have the advantage
over the traditional O/E and E/O amplification because of their excellent
amplification characteristics such as high speed, simultaneous amplification of many channels, and so forth.
Higher pumping power can make it possible to produce higher signal
output power. Therefore, high power semiconductor lasers are the one of
the key devices for pumping of EDF. In this chapter, high power semiconductor lasers are described in terms of design, fabrication, characteristics,
reliability, and packaging.

3.1.2. ERBIUM-DOPED OPTICAL FIBER AMPLIFIERS (OFA)
It is no exaggeration to say that the invention of the optical fiber amplifier
is the innovation needed to realize the WDM system. The erbium-doped
fiber amplifier especially, is very attractive for practical application because
light amplification occurs in the wavelength range of 1500nm-band, which
is the low loss wavelength region of the conventional silica fiber.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the configuration of EDFA. It consists of EDF,
pumping laser module, WDM coupler to couple the pumping light into

Eibium-doped fiber ampller

h: 980nm11480nm

Absorption and emission
of EFdoped fiber
/
Fig. 3.2 Configurationof Erbium-dopedfiber amplifier (EDFA) EDFA consists of
Erbium-doped fiber, pumping laser module, WDM coupler, and optical isolator. In a practical application, 1480nm pumping is used as a booster amplifier and 980 nm pumping is
used as a pre-amplifier. 1550nm wavelength is effectively amplified by optical pumping.
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EDF, optical isolator to prevent the lasing in the EDF, and optical fiber.
High power laser modules emitting at wavelengths of 980 nm and 1480 nm
are used for pumping sources as an effective pumping of EDF. Efficient
power conversion can be realized by a 1480nm pump, while low noise
amplification can be realized by a 980 nm pump. In a practical application,
1480nm pumping is used as a booster amplifier and 980nm pumping is
used as a pre-amplifier. To increase both channel counts and bit rate, high
power operation of pumping power is inevitable. The approaches for high
power lasers with single lateral mode operation (narrow stripe geometry)
are given, followed by epitaxial growth, laser performance, laser module
performance, and future challenges.

3.2. High Power Semiconductor Lasers
3.2.1. SEMICONDUCTOR MATERIALS
Figure 3.3 shows the relationship between materials and the wavelength.
1480 nm lasers can be fabricated. We can use the established technology for
telecommunication lasers emitting at 1300nm and 1550 nm-conventional
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light. InGaAs strained-layer quantum well on GaAs substrate can emit 980 nm light.
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GaxInl-,AsyP1 -y quaternary compound on InP substrate-to fabricate
1480nm lasers. On the other hand, 980nm lasers cannot be fabricated
by use of lattice-matched material. The wavelength of around 980 nm
emitted from semiconductor lasers has been the forbidden wavelength
region that cannot be covered by conventional short wavelength GaAsbased lasers (wavelength shorter than 900 nm) and InP-based long wavelength lasers (wavelength longer than 1200nm). The concept of strainedlayer quantum wells [1,2], however, made it possible to realize 980nm
lasers as well as to make rapid progress of the epitaxial growth technique to grow high-quality very thin strained-layer material. 980 nm lasers
can be fabricated by use of intentionally lattice-mismatched In,GaAs
layer on GaAs substrate. In,GaAs strained-layer has a large lattice constant with respect to GaAs. If the layer thickness is controlled within
a critical thickness calculated by Mathew’s law, the layer can be grown
with high crystalline quality on GaAs substrate even if the InGaAs layer
has a large amount of strain. This condition is approximately given by
E * L, c 20nm% [3], where E is the amount of strain and L, is the layer
thickness.
Strained-layer GaInAsP instead of lattice-matched system on InP substrate is also used for 1480nm lasers since the concept of strained-layer
quantum can improve the lasing characteristics drastically.
Let’s explain the quantum wells and strained-layer quantum wells used
in high-performance 980 nm and 1480 nm lasers. Quantum wells are made
up of two different materials with a layer thickness less than 20 nm to show
quantum-confined effect. High material gain can be obtained with fewer
carriers because carriers are effectively confined to the quantized state
formed by the quantum well. Especially, the use of compressive strain into
the quantum wells can change the modification of valence band structure
in such a way that the effective mass of heavy-hall becomes light. As a
result, the Bernard-Durgaffourg condition (Fermi-level separation larger
than energy bandgap) can be satisfied with less carrier density. Thus, lower
threshold current density and higher quantum efficiency can be obtained in
strained-layer quantum well lasers.
Strained-layer quantum well laser wafer can be grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) for both 980nm and
1480 nm.
In general, 980nm lasers are grown by both MOCVD and MBE
(molecular beam epitaxy), and 1480nm lasers are mainly grown by
MOCVD because of the presence of phosphorous, which will be explained
later.
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3.2.2. APPROACH FOR HIGH POWER OPERATION
In a practical application, a laser diode module, the so-called pig-tailed
module is used. The laser diode has to be designed in such a way that
high-power operation is obtained with a narrow and circular beam for high
coupling into a single-mode fiber (SMF). It should be noted that highly
reliable operation under high output power has to be realized. For these
purposes, buried heterostructure (BH) is widely used for 1480nm lasers
and ridge waveguide (RWG) structure is widely used for 980 nm lasers.
The limiting factors for high-power operation under continuous wave
(CW) condition in these narrow stripe lasers are categorized into two phenomena; one is roll-over phenomenon due to the increase of temperature in the active layer or increase of invalid current, and the other is
catastrophic phenomenon mainly due to the optical mirror damage. The
schematic explanation of these phenomena is shown in Fig. 3.4.The former
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Fig. 3.4 Two mechanismsto limit the maximum light output power of narrow stripe
lasers emitting at 980 nm and 1480 nm "Kink" and catastrophic optical damage are the
major factors for 980nm lasers, while thermal roll-over is most important for 1480nm
lasers. Note that COD is the sudden death failure.
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is often observed in 1480nm lasers, and the latter is the sudden death
phenomenon called catastrophic optical mirror damage (COD), observed
mainly in 980 nm lasers. Detailed explanationfor the COD is reported in [4].
Let’s explain how to attain high power operation in solitary lasers. The
output power from the front facet, Pf,is given by the following equation
if COD has not occurred:
1

where, is the internal quantum efficiency, ai is internal loss, a m is the
mirror loss, I is the injection current, Irh is the threshold current, lacis the
effective current that contributes to the lasing, IL is the leakage current,
R, is the facet reflectivity of rear facet, R f is the facet reflectivity of front
facet, and O ( T ) is the parameter related to the decrease of light output
power due to the temperature rise of the active layer ( O ( T )5 1).
From Eq. (3. I), the following actions are thought to be effective for high
power operation.
A. realization of high internal efficiency (vi)
B. realization of low internal loss (ai)
C. introduction of asymmetric coating for higher front facet power
(am

1

D. suppression of leakage current ( I L )
E. high thermal dissipation ( O ( T ) ) .
Structural optimizations have to be made because contradictory items
are included in the list. The introduction of long cavity, for example, is
effective for low thermal resistance, however, increase of the threshold
current and decrease of external quantum efficiency are observed in long
cavity lasers. The detailed explanations to realize the preceding items are
given as follows.
Items A and B are the results expected by use of strained-layer quantum well active layer. The use of compressive strain in the quantum wells
can change the modification of valence band structure in such a way that
the effective mass of heavy-hall becomes light. As a result, the BernardDurgaffourg condition (Fermi-level energy separation larger than energy
bandgap) can be satisfied with less carrier density. Thus, fewer carriers are
needed for population inversion as compared to lattice-matched QW lasers,
resulting in less nonradiative recombination.
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A. In order to achieve high internal quantum efficiency, structures of
both quantum wells and optical confinement layers such as composition and thickness have to be optimized carefully. Introduction
of strained-layer quantum wells into the active layer is indispensable for this purpose. The use of GRIN-SCH (graded-index
separate-confinement-structure)is very effective for high internal quantum efficiency, which will be described in detail
later.
B. Introduction of quantum well structure, especially strained-layer
quantum well, is effective for low internal loss. Strained-layer
quantum well laser can provide low threshold current and high
differential quantum efficiency operations due to low internal loss
even if a long cavity is used.
C. Cleavage of semiconductor material is used to make Fabry-Perot
lasers, thus, an equal amount of light is emitted from both sides
of the mirror. The output power from the rear facet is not so important because it is used only for back-monitor in a practical
application. Therefore, asymmetric facet coatings composed of
dielectric mirror are used to increase the output power from the
front facet. Low reflective coating (several %) is used for the
front facet and high reflective coating (95%) is used for the
rear facet.
D. The reduction of leakage current leads to the suppression of
temperature rise of the active layer, thus leading to high power
operation.
E. It is possible to reduce the temperature rise in the active layer by
the use of long cavity (low electric and thermal resistance) and
junction down bonding on heat sink material with high thermal
conductivity such as diamond and A N .

The approaches from A to E are the general methods to achieve high
light output power for all kinds of semiconductor lasers. 1480nm lasers
are more difficult than 980nm lasers in terms of high power operation
due to poor temperature characteristics of threshold current and quantum
efficiency,resulting from poor electron confinement in the wells and nonradiative recombination. We will next examine theoretical consideration
for high power operation, i.e., the threshold current and the differential
quantum efficiency calculated for 1480nm lasers, together with output
beam profile.
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3.2.3. EFFECTS OF OPTICAL LOSS ON THRESHOLD

CURRENT DENSITY AND QUANTUM EFFICIENCY
Low threshold current density and high quantum efficiency are desirable
for high light output power operation with low power consumption. The
threshold current density and quantum efficiency are affected by the optical
loss. The optical loss in the GaInAsPDnP material (A = 1300-1550 nm) is
larger than that of the (In)GaAs/AlGaAs system (A = 800-1 100nm) due
to the intervalence band absorption loss [5].The gain of the quantum well
laser diodes tends to saturate at higher carrier density, therefore, it is very
important to investigate the effect of the optical loss on the threshold current
density and differential quantum efficiency. The threshold current density,
Jth, is calculated from Eq. (3.2), and the differential quantum efficiency,
qd, is calculated by (3.3).

where N , is the number of wells, Jo is the transparent current density,
rSQw is the optical confinement factor per well (see Appendix), Go is the
gain coefficient to describe the quantum well gain G as G = Go In (J/Jo).
(3.3)
The threshold current density, calculated using Eq. (3.2), versus cavity
length is plotted in Fig. 3.5. The parameter is the internal loss. Small internal loss is effective in the reduction of the threshold current density. For
example, the threshold current density of the QW lasers with cq of 5 cm-'
is 20% lower than that of the LD with ai of 15 cm-' . These internal losses
are the actual values for 1480nm lasers with GRIN-SCH and SCH, as will
be described in Section 3.3.6.
From Fig. 3.5, reductions of both internal loss and mirror loss are necessary in order to reduce the threshold current density. It is theoretically
verified that cavity loss should be designed to be as low as possible for
the low-threshold current density in a quantum well laser. This is due to
the logarithmic form of the gain of quantum well lasers resulting from the
step-like density of state. Owing to the high material gain and low loss
propertics in QW lasers, low-threshold current density is obtained for long
cavity lasers.
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The differential quantum efficiency is plotted in Fig. 3.6 as a function of
cavity length. The parameter is the internal loss. Internal quantum efficiency
of 84% is used in this calculation, which is a reasonable value for 1480nm
lasers using strained-layer quantum wells. On the other hand, vi more
than 90% is obtained for 980nm lasers. Small internal waveguide loss
is effective for improving both threshold current density and differential
quantum efficiency.
Next, let us consider the output beam property of the laser because
laser modules, which include SMF and optics to couple the laser beam
into SMF, instead of solitary lasers are used for EDFA application. It is,
therefore, important to achieve a narrow and circular output beam in order
to get high coupling efficiency. The calculation of far-field pattern (FFP)
will be given in Fig. 3.23.
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From the viewpoint of both electrical and optical properties, the introduction of GRIN-SCH structure as the optical confinement layer in strainedlayer quantum well active layer is more suitable for high power operation.
By optimization of composition and thickness of the GRIN-SCH layer, high
power operation with narrow and circular output beam, which is effective
for high coupling efficiency into SMF, can be achieved.
In the following section, fabrication and lasing characteristics of both
1480nm and 980 nm lasers are separately described.

3.3. 1480 nm Lasers
Fabrication, such as MOCVD growth including buried heterostructure, and
lasing characteristics are described.
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3.3.1. EPITAXIAL GROWTH-MOCVD
The low pressure MOCVD apparatus [6] is shown in Fig. 3.7. MOCVD apparatus has a vertical reactor and a carbon susceptor coated with S i c heated
by RF coil. The reactor is designed not to expose apparatus to the air in
case of loading the wafer by use of a preparation chamber. Either single
or multiple two-inch wafers can be grown in the MOCVD. The MOCVD
apparatus is carefully designed to minimize the dead volume, and employs
the quick run-vent switching systems. In addition, in order to grow the
GaInAs(P) layers ranging from the wide bandgap (bandgap wavelength of
0.95 pm) to the narrow bandgap (bandgap wavelength of 1.65pm),two or
three source materials are equipped for group I11 and V, Each source material has independent controllable mass flow controllers (MFCs), having
different flow rates. Numbers in the parentheses in Fig. 3.7 indicate the
number of source materials and MFCs. The procedures of setting growth
pressure (AutomaticPower Control), growth temperature (AutomaticTemperature Control), gas flow rate, and gas switching are controlled by a
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computer to ensure reproducible growth. MOCVD apparatus designed for
mass production is available at present.
Epitaxial growth was carried out at a temperature of around 600°C and
a low pressure of 76 Torr. Trimethylindium (TMIn) and triethylgallium
(TEGa) for group 111, and phosphine (PH3) and arsine (AsH3) for group V
are typically used. Hydrogen selenide (H2Se) and diethylzinc (DEZn) are
used for n-type and p-type dopants, respectively.

3.3.2. EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF GaInAsP ON InP
Here we describe the results obtained with GaInAs(P) layers with different
energy gap wavelengths, grown using the conditions shown in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.8 shows the room-temperature photoluminescence (PL) spectra of
a GaInAs(P) layer, sandwiched by InP layer, with different composition,
that is, 0.95, 1 .O, 1.05, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.50pm bandgap wavelengths. The
full widths at half maximum of the PL spectra are around 45 meV. Lattice
mismatching was measured less than 0.1%.
To realize a complicated laser structure with GRIN-SCH, it is necessary to grow GaInAsP multiple-step layer. In the GaInAsP/GaInAsP
system, unlike the GaAs/AlGaAs system [7], it is very difficult to grow
real graded-index change [8] because the simultaneous control of lattice
matching and composition are required for the growth of the quaternary
layers that form the GRIN-SCH region. Therefore, either single step or
step-like index change [9-111 rather than graded-index change [12] was
used. Using the growth condition given in Table 3.1, GRIN-SCH structure
consisted of quaternary layers with bandgap wavelengths of 0.95, 1.O, 1.05
Table 3.1 MOCVD Growth Condition
Growth temperature

600°C

Growth pressure
Total flow rate
Group 111
Group V
V/III ratio

76Torr
6l/min.
TMIn, TEGa

Growth rate

Dopant

PH3, AsH3

225
2.3 pm/h (InP)
1.7 pm/h (GaInAsP)
DEZn (P-type)
H2Se (n-type)
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InP/GaInAsP/InP

Wavelength (pm)
Fig. 3.8 Room-temperaturePL spectra FWHM of the PL spectra are around 45 meV.
Lattice mismatching was measured less than 0.1%.

and 1.1 pm,grown on an InP substrate. The SIMS profile and transmission
electron microscope (TEM) image of QWs with GRIN-SCH structure using the new gas line system is shown in Fig. 3.9. TEM observation was
done using composition analysis by thickness fringes (CAT) method [13].
The step-like changes in the upper and lower GRIN-SCH regions and the
periodic change in MQW region were confirmed. In this CAT TEM photograph, composition changes are identified by step-like displacements in
the darkhright thickness fringes that run vertically in Fig. 3.9. Nearly ideal
hetero-interfaces between GaInAsP/GaInAsP with different composition
could be grown.
3.3.3. EPITAXIAL GROWTH OF GaInAs(P)/lnP
QUANTUM W E U S

The GaInAsPAnP quantum wells having different thicknesses are evaluated by 4K photoluminescence. The PL was excited using the 5145 A line
of a Kr laser and detected by a liquid N2 cooled Ge detector. GaInAsP
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rig. 3.9 SIMS profile and TEM photograph (CAT) for 1480nm GRIN-SCH QW region.

;ingle-quantumwells (SQWs), lattice matched to the InP substrate, were
Irepared on an InP substrate with a 300 nm-thick GaInAs reference layer.
h e thicknesses of SQWs are 1.2, 2.5, 5 nm, and 10nm separated by a
i nm-thick InP layer. The quantum well thickness is determined from transnission electron microscopy ("EM) observation. Figure 3.10 shows the PL
:nergy upshifts of the SQW structures versus the well thickness. The calcuated optical transition energy between the first electron level and the first
ieavy-hole level is also shown. The calculation was made using the enveope function approximation assuming the conduction band offset (AEc)
o be 30% and 50% of the bandgap difference (AEg). For GaInAsP, the
ffective masses used were 0.059 mo for the electron and 0.50 mo for the
ieavy-hole. For InP, the effective masses used were 0.077 m~,for the elecron and 0.56 m~,for the heavy-hole. In this experiment, most of the data
re in close agreement with the theoretical curves for AEc = 0.35AEg.
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Fig. 3.10 PL energy upshifts of the SQW structures versus well thickness The calculated optical transition energy between the first electron level and the first heavy-hole
level for AEJAE, = 0.35 is shown.

However, it is difficult to determine the actual band offset ratio from the
present data alone.
The PL linewidth versus the well width is shown in Fig. 3.1 1. The narrow
PL linewidth indicates the sharpness of the QW structure interfaces. The
dotted curve in the figure is the calculated linewidth broadening E due to
a total (both hetero-interfaces) geometric well width fluctuation Lzof one
monolayer ( ~ / =
2 0.293 nm) using the relationship

E = (dE/dL,)L,
where E is the energy upshift due to quantum size effect in the well with
finite-heightbarriers. For well width narrower than 2 nm, broadening due to
well width fluctuation becomes very severeand is the dominant contribution
to PL linewidths.
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As described previously, GaInAsP lattice-matched InP with various
composition as well as high-quality QWs with sharp hetero-interfaces can
be grown in an MOCVD system. Of course, high-quality AlGaAs on GaAs
material can be grown in both MOCVD and MBE.
3.3.4. BURIED HETEROSTRUCTURE LASERS
A buried heterostructure (BH) laser is essential to achieve a low threshold
current, fundamental transverse-mode operation. Therefore, BH lasers are
widely used for 1480nm lasers. BH lasers using all MOCVD technique
are very attractive in terms of the fabrication of large-scale very uniform
characteristics. Here, the fabrication process of the BH laser is given first,
then the static characteristics of BH lasers are described.
All epitaxial growths including selective growth for BH structure
using MOCVD process ensure the high yield process using a 2-inch wafer.
The BH laser is fabricated by three-step MOCVD, as described following.
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p-GalnAsP
p-lnP
GalnAsP(GR1N-SCH-MQW)
n-lnP
n-lnP(sub.)

(a) 1st MOCVD
SiOr

(b) Etching
n-lnP
p-lnP

(c) 2nd MOCVD
p-GalnASP
p-lnP

(d) 3rd MOCVD
Fig. 3.12 Fabrication procedure of a BH laser by M O O A three-step MOCVD
process is required. Si02 overhang is important for a flat surface after the 2nd growth.

The fabrication procedure of a BH laser is schematically shown in Fig.
3.12.
(1) DH structure was prepared by first-step MOCVD (Fig. 3.12 (a)).
The TEM photograph of a cross-sectional view of the active layer
for 1480nm laser is shown in Fig. 3.13. The active layer is made
up of 1% compressively strained quantum wells (4 nm thick)
separated by GaInAsP (10 nm thick) with a bandgap wavelength of
1.2 vm. The number of wells is five. GIUN-SCH layer, composed
of two different GaInAsP, sandwiches the strained-layer active
layer. Very sharp hetero-interfaces are obtained through the
MOCVD growth optimization.
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Fig. 3.13 TEM cross-sectional view of a 1480nm laser The dark gray area in the
center portion shows the GaInAsP compressively strained quantum wells (five QWs) separated by tensile-strained barriers. Step-wise change in the composition layer is used for
separate-confinement-heterostructure(SCH).

(2) The narrow stripe mesa with around 2 pm width, having 2 pm
height, is prepared by photolithography and wet chemical selective
etching using HCM3P04 and H2SO4/H2O/H202 solutions for InP
and GaInAs(P) layers, respectively, using the Si02 as an etching
mask. This etching procedure provides the undercutting beneath
the Si02 mask. It is found that about 1 pm undercutting is essential
for achieving planar surface after MOCVD regrowth. The active
layer width is set to be around 2.0 pm to achieve fundamental
transverse mode operation (Fig. 3.12 (b)).
(3) A current blocking layer consisting of p- and n-InP layers is grown
selectively using Si02 as a mask in the second MOCVD (Fig.
3.12 (c)). As mentioned in Section 3.2.2, current confinement
structure is very important for high power operation. Layer thickness and carrier concentration of current blocking layer have to be
designed carefully. This process might also affect the laser longterm reliability.
(4) After removing the Si02 mask and p-GaInAsP layer, the p-InP
embedding layer and p-GaInAsP contact layer is grown in the third
MOCVD growth (Fig. 3.12 (d)).
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Fig. 3.14 SEM photographof a BH laser Almost flat surface is obtained by optimizing
the mesa formation and MOCVD regrowth condition.

Figure 3.14 shows a scanning electron microscope photograph of a
BH GRIN-SCH-MQW laser. An almost flat surface was realized using
all MOCVD growth. Flat surface helps to get a good die attach onto the
heat sink.

3.3.5. DEPENDENCE OF NUMBER OF QUANTUM
WELLS ON THRESHOLD CURRENT AND
QUANTUM EFFICIENCY
It is important to optimize the number of wells because a theory predicts that threshold current density depends critically on this parameter for
GaInAs(P)/InP MQW lasers. In this section, the dependence of the light
output characteristicson the number of wells is investigated experimentally
for 1480nm SCH-MQW lasers [14]. The relationship between threshold
current, quantum efficiency, and cavity length is shown in Fig. 3.15 as a
parameter of the number of wells. The active layer structure investigated
is shown in Fig. 3.16. The internal loss of lasers with QW active layer is
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Fig. 3.15 Relationship between threshold current, quantum efficiency, and cavity length
The parameter is number of wells [14].

much smaller than that of lasers with bulk active layer. The internal loss
decreases with small number of wells, however, steep decrease of quantum
efficiency and steep increase of threshold current were observed for a cavity length less than 750 pm. This is due to the increased threshold carrier
density. The camer overflow into the optical confinement layer induces the
additional loss. The lasers with five quantum wells give the maximum light
output power. A light output power over 250 mW is obtained.
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Fig. 3.16 Quantum well active layer structure Single-step SCH is used for this
investigation [14].

3.3.6. DEPENDENCE OF SCH STRUCTURE ON THRESHOLD
CURRENT AND QUANTUM EFFICIENCY

As mentioned in the previous section, internal waveguide loss plays an
important role in quantum efficiency. Here, we discuss the effect of SCH
structure on internal loss of 1480nm lasers. As described in Section 3.2,
the small internal loss is very important for low-threshold current density
and high differential quantum efficiency operations.
In this section, low internal waveguide loss in the GRIN-SCH QW lasers
is described. First, the internal waveguide losses of QW lasers with GRINSCH structure and QW lasers with SCH structure are compared. Then, the
reason for the low internal waveguide loss obtained in GRIN-SCH QW
lasers is discussed in detail.
Internal waveguide loss is obtained from the relationship between the
inverse differential quantum efficiency and cavity length, because differential quantum efficiency ~d is given by Eq. (3.3). The internal waveguide
loss ai is given by

asc
is the scatteringloss resulting from the roughness of the hetero-interfaces

and imperfection of the BH mesa. In this case, hetero-interfaces are smooth
enough to neglect the scattering loss, and a relatively wide mesa of about
2 pm is used so that the electric field is well confined in the mesa. Therefore,
scattering loss is neglected in this consideration. rUc
is the optical confinement factor in the quantum wells, and a,, and aa are the absorption losses
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Fig. 3.17 Schematic diagram of quantum well active region Number of quantum
wells is five and SCH thickness is 120 nm for both structures.

of the active layer and cladding layer including the optical confinement
layer. First, the internal waveguide loss and internal quantum efficiency are
compared between SCH-MQW lasers and GRIN-SCH-MQW lasers, as
shown in Fig. 3.17. The MQW structure with GaInAs (6.5 nm each) quantum wells (well number: 3,5, and 7), separated by GaInAsP (A, = 1.3pm,
15 nm each) barriers, is prepared. GRIN-SCH structure is made up of the
four-step GRIN-SCH (Ag = 1.3, 1.2, 1.1, 1.05, 1.O pm, 30nm thick each)
and SCH structure consists of 120-nm-thickGaInAsP (Ag = 1.3 pm) layer.
The total thickness of MQW region including the optical confinement layer
(SCH and GRIN-SCH) is the same for both structures.The inverse differential quantum efficiency ( q i ' ) is plotted in Fig. 3.18 as a hnction of cavity
length for SCH-MQW and GRIN-SCH-MQW lasers with five quantum
wells. From this figure, the internal waveguide losses are 13 cm-' and
8 cm-' for SCH-MQW lasers and GRIN-SCH-MQW lasers, respectively.
The internal quantum efficiencies are 84% for both structures.
By solving Eq. (3.4) using the differentnumber of wells (different optical
confinement factor), we can calculate the absorption coefficients of the
active and cladding layers, and obtained values are summarized as follows:
Internal Waveguide LOSS (crn-')
Number of Wells

GRIN-SCH

SCH

1
2

4.3
4.6
7.0
11.0

No lasing

5
7

13.0
15.0

The absorption loss coefficient a,, is calculated to be 120 crn-' for both
cases. This value is almost the same as reported for 1.5 pm lasers and it is
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Fig. 3.18 Inverse differentialquantum efficiencyversuscavitylength Internal losses
are 13 cm-’ and 8 cm-’ for SCH and GRIN-SCH QW lasers, respectively.

considered to the intervalencc band absorption loss [5]. On the other hand,
the absorption loss of the cladding layer including the optical confinement layer is different between SCH and GRIN-SCH structures. The aeXis
2.5 cm-I for the GRIN-SCH structure and 6.5 cm-l for the SCH structure.
It should be noted that these values include the free carrier absorption loss
in the p-InP cladding layer whose carrier concentration is 1 x 1OI8 cm-’.
Here, let’s discuss the lower CY, observed in GRIN-SCH-MQW lasers.
The internal waveguide loss ai can be rewritten as follows.
ai =

+ racaac
+ roc~!oc
+ (1 - rac- roc)aeX

(3.5)

The rocand a, are the optical confinement factor and the absorption
loss of the optical confinement layer, respectively. The first term of the
righthand side of the equation is almost the same for the same MQW
layer because racis almost the same for both structures. The difference
between these structures is the optical confinement factor in the optical
confinement layer (roc)
with a bandgap wavelength of 1.3 pm (1.3 pm-Q).
The optical field is calculated by solving the Maxwell’s equations.
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Fig. 3.19 Calculated optical field for SCH and GRIN-SCH QW lasers.

The calculated optical field is shown in Fig. 3.19 for both structures. The
optical fields are almost identical for both structures. The optical confinement factors in the MQW (including barriers) layer are 14.7% and 13.2%
of the
for SCH-MQW and GRIN-SCH-MQW lasers, respectively. The roc
SCH-MQW laser is calculated to be 26.7%, which is about 4 times larger
than that of a GRIN-SCH-MQW laser (6.8%). Therefore, the absorption
loss of the 1.3pm-Q layer (rocaoc)
in SCH-MQW lasers is larger than that
of GRIN-SCH-MQW lasers because the 1.3 pm-Q layer has an optical loss
for the lasing wavelength.
From the preceding discussion, the low internal loss in GRIN-SCHMQW lasers is attributed to the waveguide structure, mainly the difference
of the 1.3pm-Q layer thickness. This smaller ai gives the larger qd in
GRIN-SCH-MQW lasers.
Next, the detailed explanation was made in order to explain the results obtained to clarify the effect of the loss on the waveguide structure.
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The internal loss is rewritten as
ai

=~

+

+ VSCH
+~B)QSCH

s c r w ~ u c

(3.6)

where r w rsCH,
,
and r B are the optical confinement factors in the quantum
well, SCH, and barrier layers, respectively. am and QSCH are the absorption
coefficients in the quantum well and SCH layers.
When the increase of absorption loss due to the injected carrier is taken
into account, loss of the quantum well and SCH layers are given by
Quc

+

= a u c ~ ~ bn

QSCH = QSCHO

+ cn

(3.7)

where sad, QSCHO are the intrinsic absorption coefficients of the quantum
well and SCH layers, respectively. b and c are the absorption loss coefficients caused by the injected carriers. n is the carrier density. If we assume
the linear gain relationship, the gain is expressed by
g =4

n - nt),

(3.8)

where a is the gain coefficient and n, is the value required for transparency.
At threshold, the following condition is satisfied.
rwgth = Qj

+ am.

(3.9)

From Eqs. (3.3), (3.6)-(3.9), by eliminating n,

(3.1 1)
From Eq.(3.10), the difference in the internal waveguide loss for the structures would arise from the difference of the product of the optical confinement factor in the optical confinement layer and the absorption loss
induced by the carriers in the optical confinement layer, since the optical confinement factor and the absorption loss are almost same for both
structures.
First, let us consider the absorption loss induced by the carriers in the
optical confinement layer. The carrier distribution of the QW lasers with
SCH and GRIN-SCH structure is shown in Fig. 3.20 in the case of carrier
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Fig. 3.20 Calculated results of the potential distribution, Fermi-level, and current density
distribution for SCH and GRIN-SCH QW lasers [15].

density of 5 x lo'* cm-3 in the quantum wells [15]. From this figure,
carrier density in the GRIN-SCH layer is much lower than that of SCH
layer, because carriers concentrate around the active region in the GRINSCH structure due to the potential profile formed by GRIN structure. In
this particular case, carrier density in the SCH layer is about as high as
1 x 10l8cmW3,while in the GRIN-SCH is about 5 x 1Oi7 cm-3. It is reported
experimentally [161 that the GaInAsP layer with a bandgap wavelength
of 1.3pm for 1.53 pm lasing wavelength has an absorption coefficient of
dcx/dn = (1 - 3) x
cm'. Therefore, the absorption losses induced by
the carriers in the optical confinementlayer are calculated to be 10-30 cm-'
for the SCH structure and 5-15 cm-' for the GRIN-SCH structure. However, the actual value of the absorption is obtained by multiplying the optical
confinement factor in the optical confinement layer.
Next, the optical confinement factor in the optical confinement layer is
calculated for both structures. The optical confinement factor in the 1.3pm
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Fig. 3.21 Schematic diagram of 1480nm GRIN-SCH QW lasers with different waveguide
structure.

waveguide layer is 27% for the SCH structure, 6.8% in the GRIN-SCH
structure. Therefore, the absorption losses in the optical confinement layer,
which is defined as acsc~= rscH(da/dn)n, are 2.7-8.1 cm-’ for the SCH
structure and 0.34-1.0 cm-’ for the GRIN-SCH structure. The loss of
the GRIN-SCH structure is about eight times smaller than that of SCH
structure. The absorption loss of the quaternary layers other than 1.3 pm-Q
in the GRIN-SCH layer could be neglected because the optical confinement
factor of these layers is less than 5% and the absorption loss coefficient
with respect to carriers is small due to the wide bandgap.
In order to verify this assumption experimentally, four types of GRINSCH QW BH lasers (referred to as Type A, B, C, and D hereafter), shown in
Fig. 3.21, are prepared [17]. The structure of multiple-quantum well is the
same in these lasers, that is, five lattice-matched GaInAsP (Ag = 1.55 pm;
6.5 nm thick each) quantum wells. The bandgap wavelengths of the barrier
layer are 1.3pm in Type A, B, and C, and 1.2 pm in Type D, respectively.
The SCH layer was composed of step GRIN. The compositions of GRINSCH layers are as follows;
Type

Bandgap Wavelength (pin)

Thickness (nrn)

A

1.3
1.3/1.2/1.1/ 1.05
1.311.2
1.211.I

120
30/30/30/30
20120
20/20

B
C
D

The description “1.3pm-Q(20 nm)” means the bandgap wavelength
(1.3 pm) and thickness (30 nm) of the SCH layer. The threshold current for
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these LDs is about 15-20 mA for 900 pm-long cavity without facet coating.
However, the LD with a SCH layer consisting of 1.1 pm-Q(20 nm)/I .O pmQ(20 nm) showed high threshold current due to a small optical confinement factor. Therefore, this device was not considered in the following
discussion.
Tu,
) /versus q i and
~ ai^.
Figure 3.22 shows the (rl.3Q-SCH r l . 3 ~ . ~
As predicted by Eqs. (3.10) and (3.1 l), q i decreases
~
and ( Y ~ Mincreases
with the increase of (r1.3Q-SCH rl,3Q-B)/ r w .Thus, it is experimentally
demonstrated that the use of a SCH layer with wider bandgap and thinner
thickness gives a higher differential quantum efficiency. The enhanced
internal quantum efficiency obtained in the GRIN-SCH structure could be
attributed to the high current injection efficiency into the quantum wells.
The decrease of optical confinement factor is also effective in obtaining
the narrow far field angle. The FWHM of the far field patterns perpendicular
to the junction plane (0,) is calculated. Figure 3.23 shows the 0, versus
the thickness of each quaternary layer for type A, B, C , and D in Fig.
3.21. In this calculation, each quaternary layer is equal in thickness. The
O1 decreases as the layer thickness decreases. The FWHM of the 0, is
typically in the range of 20-30 when the width of the active layer is 2 pm.
The quaternary layer thickness of 20 nm gives the 01 of 20-30.
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Fig. 3.23 FWHM of FFT perpendicular to the junction plane for Q p e A, B, C, and D.

Of course, single lateral mode has to be realized. In BH structure, cut-off
width for higher lateral mode is given by

where neg is the effective refractive index of the active region, n, is the
refractive index of the surrounding layer, and A. is the wavelength. The
higher order cut-off width is approximately 2 pm for 1480 nm lasers.

3.3.7. HIGH POWER OPERATION
As a result of high differential quantum efficiency resulting from high
internal quantum efficiency and low internal waveguide loss described in
the previous section, high power operation can be achieved in BH GRINSCH QW lasers.
The dependence of the light output power on the cavity length is shown
in Fig. 3.24. The maximum light output power increases with cavity length.
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Fig. 3.24 Light output power versus injection current characteristics of 1480nm laser
for various cavity lengths. Maximum light output power increases with increase of cavity
length. Light output power of 500 mW is obtained. Both low thermal resistance and low
electric resistance help to increase the roll-over current level.

An ultra-high light output power of 500 mW is obtained for a 1.5 mm-long
device, The SCH layer consists of two-step GRIN of 1.2 pm-Q(20 nm)/
1.1 pm-Q(20 nm) (Type D structure). The lasers were coated with AR (8%)
and HR (95%) coatings and were bonded with junction down configuration.
The FWHM of the FFPs parallel and perpendicular to the junction plane
were 20 and 25 degrees, respectively, at a light output power of 100mW
(Fig. 3.25).
Highly reliable operation must be achieved as with conventional FP
and DFB lasers because optical fiber amplifiers are used for long-haul
trunk line and submarine optical communication systems. Output power
of pumping lasers is extremely high as compared to conventional signal
lasers. Reliability tests under high temperature and high output power have
to be investigated. Figure 3.26 shows the aging test result at high power
conditions for 800pm-long lasers. The aging test has been performed at
35"C, 60°C under automatic power control mode. The output power is
set to be 80% of the maximum output power at the given temperature,
determined by the thermal rollover, which is 180mW at 35°C and 120mW
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Fig. 3.25 FFPs vertical and parallel to the junction plane for a 1480nm BH laser
at 100 mW A narrow and circular output beam is obtained for well-designed waveguide
structure.
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Fig. 3.26 Aging test results for 1480nm lasers under high temperature and high
power No appreciable change in driving current is observed. Highly reliable operation
can be achieved.
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at 60°C. Stable operation has been confirmed after 20,000 hours without
appreciable increase of driving current. The activation energy of 0.62 eV
is derived from various aging test conditions. Extremely high reliability
of 100 million hours as a mean time to failure (MTTF) is estimated at an
output power of 150mW, which corresponds to the module output power of
120mW (reasonable coupling efficiency into an SMF of 80% is assumed).
Highly reliable operation under higher light output power is obtained using
long cavity lasers more than 1 mm.

3.4. 980 nm Lasers
3.4.1. LASER STRUCTURE
The noise figure of a fiber amplifierpumped by 980 nm wavelength is lower
than that of fiber amplifiers pumped by 1480nm wavelength, making it very
attractive for practical applications.
Material candidates for 980 nm lasers are compressively strained InGaAs
quantum wells for the active layer, while for the cladding layer there is a
choice of conventional AlGaAs [ 18-22] layer or novel InGaP [23] layers.
The use of InGaP cladding layer material might have the advantage over
AlGaAs in terms of less oxidized property and slow surface recombination
velocity, which are thought to be effective methods for suppressing COD.
Either MOCVD or MBE is used or epitaxial growth.
As mentioned previously, transverse-mode stabilized laser structure is
used for efficient coupling to SMF. Ridge waveguide structure is widely
used as shown in Fig. 3.27. This laser structure is grown by MOCVD.
Recently, other laser structures such as buried ridge waveguide structure
and self-aligned-structure (SAS) have been investigated [24].
First, 980nm ridge waveguide laser is explained. The active layer is
made up of double InGaAs compressive-strainedquantum wells separated
by a GaAsP tensile-strained barrier layer to realize strain compensation.
The ridge width is around 4pm. The ridge is formed by wet chemical etching. The ridge width and off-ridge height have to be controlled precisely
for stable lateral mode operation. As with 1480nm lasers, highly reliable
operation is required. One of the key items for high reliability operation is
to overcome the COD. Detailed explanation for COD is found in Ref. [4].
Key technology for this is facet passivation [25]. Several approaches have
been reported; cleavage laser bars in the ultra-high-vacuum atmosphere
and in-situ facet passivation, facet passivation using high thermal
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Schematic diagramof 98Onm RW6 laser

AR

Fig. 3.27 Schematicdiagramof a 980 nm ridge waveguide laser Ridge width around
4pm is used for stable lateral mode operation. InGaAdGaAsP Al-free strain-compensated
QWs are used for highly reliable operation at high output power. A
coatings are used for high output power from front facet.

m asymmetric facet

conductivity material, and formation of so-called “window structure” near
the facet.
The self-aligned structure (SAS), shown in Fig. 3.28, is the other candidate for high power operation. In the first growth, DH structure, which
includes the first cladding layer and current blocking layer, is prepared.
After etching the current blocking layer, the second cladding layer and
contact layer are grown in the second growth. Because the etching has to
be stopped above the active layer, an etch-stopping layer is introduced for
better controllability. In general, overgrowth on Al-containing layer is very
difficult; either GaAs or InGaP, lattice matched to GaAs, is used as the
surface layer to avoid the oxidation. In addition, regrowth of the second
AlGaAs cladding layer on the AIGaAs first cladding and current blocking layers has to be investigated carefully for high reliability. The lateral
optical confinement can be controlled by a refractive index step between
center channel and outer regions. The thickness of the first cladding layer
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Fig. 3.28 Schematic diagram of a 980 nm self-aligned structure laser The channel
width (bottom width) is 2.2 pm.

and composition of first cladding, second cladding, and current blocking
layers are the parameters to control the refractive index step. The refractive
under a channel width of
index difference is set to be around 3.5 x
around 2 pm.

3.4.2. LASER CHARACTERISTICS
Light output power versus injection current characteristics is shown in
Fig. 3.29 for a 980nm ridge waveguide laser with 1500pm-long cavity.
Light output power more than 600 mW is achieved with a slope efficiency
as high as 0.94W/A. FFP parallel to the junction plane is also shown
in Fig. 3.29 at various output powers. Stable lateral mode operation up
to 500 mW is confirmed, however, “beam steering” is observed at higher
output power. Although output beam is elliptical, high coupling efficiency
into an SMF is achieved by optimizing a coupling scheme. Using wedgeshaped fiber that is specially designed for beam shape, coupling efficiency
as high as 80% was achieved.
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980nm RWG laser

FFP Parallel

Injection Current (mA)

Fig. 3.29 Light output power versus injection current characteristicsfor a 1500 mm-long
980 nm laser. Light output power over 500 mW is obtained. Kink current is 700 mA in this
case. FFPs parallel to the junction plane are also shown at various output powers. Stable
single-lobe FFF’is obtained up to 500 mW. “Beam steering” phenomenon is observed at
550 mW for this device.

Note that highly stable lateral mode operation has to be realized. FFP
perpendicular to the junction plane is almost determined by the layer
structure, and it is very stable for QW laser structure. However, FFPparallel
to the junction plane depends on a lateral confinement scheme, i.e., buried
heterostructure, ridge waveguide structure, and so on. A BH laser provides
strong optical confinement (strong index guiding; index step in the order of
several %), therefore, refractive index change (decrease of refractive index
of the active layer induced by plasma effect) does not affect the FFP.However, ridge waveguide structure provides weak optical confinement (weak
so lateral FFP could change
index guiding; index step in the order of
due to the temperature rise in the active layer and carrier distribution,which
can cause the so-called “beam steering.” The beam steering phenomenon is
shown in Fig. 3.29.FFP parallel to the junction plane remains single-lobe,
however, peak position shifts slightly. A slight change in FFP degrades
the coupling efficiency dramatically and a large “kink” in the L-I curve is
observed.
Long-term aging results are shown in Fig. 3.30 under condition of 60C,
250 mW. No appreciable change in driving current has been observed after
5000 hours. SAS lasers also can provide high power operation with highly
reliable operation.
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Fig. 3.30 Aging test resultsfor 980 nm lasers under high temperature and high power
No appreciable change in driving current is observed. Highly reliable operation can be
achieved by use of proper facet passivation.

3.5.

Laser Modules

Figure 3.31 shows a photograph of the 1480nm package. It consists of a
laser, a back monitoring photodiode, a thermistor, a thermoelectric cooler,
and lens. Two lenses, collimating and focusing lenses, are used for the
coupling 'into the SMF. A very high coupling efficiency of 80% is obtained
by optimizing the coupling scheme. When a ridge waveguide structure
laser, which has an elliptical beam profile, is used, lensed fiber is used for
high coupling efficiency.
The characteristics of 980 nm and 1480nm laser modules are described.
Light output power versus injection current characteristics for 980 nm and
1480nm laser modules are shown in Fig. 3.32 and Fig. 3.33, respectively.
Very high coupled powers of 300 mW are used for both 980 nm laser module
and 1480nm laser module.
Several types of laser modules have been fabricated for WDM application. Wavelength stabilized laser module is one example. Lasing wavelength can be stabilized by use of fiber Bragg grating. In general, lasing
wavelength of FP lasers shifts to longer wavelength with a temperature
coefficient of 0.5 nddegree in the 1480nm wavelength. By using a fiber
Bragg grating with narrow pass band, stable lasing wavelength for both

Fig. 3.31 Photograph of a 1480nm pig-tailed laser module Compact size (30mm
(L) x 13mm (W) x 8 mm (H)) packaging is widely used. Over 300mW coupled power is
obtained.
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Fig. 3.32 Light output power versus injection current characteristics for a 980 nm pigtailed laser module. A coupling efficiency of approximately 75% is obtained using a lensed
fiber. Over 300 mW coupled power is obtained.
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Fig. 3.33 Light output power versus injection current characteristicsfor a 1480 nm pigtailed laser module. A coupling efficiency of approximately 85% is obtained.

current and temperature can be achieved. Especially, high power, wavelength stabilized laser modules in the 1420-1520 nm wavelength range are
attractive as pumping sources for Raman amplification.

3.6. Future Prospects
The history for power improvement in narrow stripe (single lateral mode operation) 1480nm lasers is shown in Fig. 3.34. Drastic power improvement
has been achieved by technological innovations such as the introduction
of quantum well active and strained-layer quantum well active layers. By
using a strained-layer quantum well active layer, maximum output power
of about 500 mW was achieved.
The importance of the temperature dependence of the output characteristics of 1480nm is shown in Fig. 3.35. Here, two kinds of active layer
materials, conventional GaInAsP and AIGaInAs, are used. Due to the difference of the so-called characteristic temperature, TO,lasers with AlGaInAs
active layer can provide higher output. Similarly, lower thermal resistance
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Fig. 3.34 Light output power improvement for 1480 nm narrow stripe lasers Technological innovation such as quantum well and strained-layer QW can improve the light
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Fig. 3.35 Calculated light output power versus injection current characteristicsfor
1480 nm lasers AlGaInAs active layer on InP substrate is the possible candidate to get
higher power operation. This is due to the temperature insensitive threshold current and
quantum efficiency. The reduction of thermal resistance can improve the light output power.
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can improve the output drastically. This is because longer wavelength laser
is influenced by the poor temperature characteristics due to the Auger
recombination and other nonradiative recombination. New technological
innovations such as novel active layer structure and some consideration for
active layer material can lead to further output power improvement in the
future. Other material candidates, for example, GaInNAs quantum wells
on GaAs substrate, are promising due to excellent temperature characteristics, even though much attention has to be paid for the realization of high
crystalline quality for highly strained material over 2%.Lower dimensional
quantum well structure such as quantum dot is also promising.
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Appendix
OPTICAL CONFINEMENT FACTOR
Optical confinement factor r is the very important parameter that describes
the laser action as given in the content. It is derived from Maxwell's equation
for the multi-layer waveguide. The calculation model of the multiplayer
waveguide structure is shown in Fig. 3.36. x - and y-axes are perpendicular
and parallel to multilayers, respectively. Optical field propagates along the
z-axis.
In lattice-matched and compressive-strained MQW lasers, lasing mode
is fixed to be transverse electric field (TE) mode, where electric field E
has only y-component and magnetic field H for y-direction is zero, Le.,
E = (0, E ",0) and H = ( H x, 0, H,). Thus the Maxwell's equation for TE
mode can be given as

A. Kasukawa

fi

Ey = Ajexp(-ipx)+ Bjexp(ipx)

Fig. 3.36 Multi-layer waveguide structure for the calculation of the optical confinement factor A j and B j corresponding to the amplitude of electric field propagating
upward and downward, as appeared in the equation, are computed with the boundary conditions of the continuity of electric and magnetic fields.

where w , E , po are angular frequency of propagated light, permittivity, and
permeability in vacuum, respectively. Assuming z-dependence of E, as
exp(-@z> with propagation constant of /3, we can obtain
a 2 E,
- (kin2 - p2) E, = 0
ax2
where n is the refractive index. ko is defined by using the relationship of
E = &On2as

+

From Eq.(A.4), electric field E, can be given by using constants A and B
as

E, = A exp(-iyx)

+ B exp(iyx),

(A.6)
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where y is defined as
y

= d W .

(A.7)

Substituting Eq. (A.6) into Eq. (A.2), H, is expressed as

Equations (A.6) and (A.8) are consistent in each layer. Boundary conditions
for the j t h layer are the continuity of both E, and H, at the boundaries with
the ( j - l)th layer and ( j 1)th layer, i.e. x = xj-1 and x = X j . We must
consider one interface because another one can be the boundary condition
for the adjacent layer. Here, we consider the interface at x = xj-1. The
boundary conditions are

+

where j means that the parameter is for material of the jth layer. This
equation can be simplified by using the matrix formula as
(A. 10)

where M 1, and M2j are defined as

(A. 1 1)

Then, we can obtain
(A. 12)
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and the matrix M j is defined as
Mj

= Mjr2,M2j.

(A. 13)

Consequently, ( A j , B j ) for electric field with any j can be obtained by
using
(A.14)
~
be zero. Then
Assuming the total number of layer is N , A0 and B N + must
we can obtain

(A.15)
(A.16)
where
(A. 17)
From Eq. (A.15), BO # 0 is required. Therefore, it is satisfies Eq. (A.16)
that A422 must be zero. The propagation constant b that results in M22 = 0
is the solution of this waveguide. Here, if we assume that the 0th layer is
the infinite cladding layer, MO can be approximated to be unity. After is
computed, we will know any electric field Ey by substituting the obtained ,8
into Eq. (A. 14).The optical confinement layer r ( N J S Q W ) will be obtained
by
(A.18)
where the numerator means summation of the integration for all QWs and
the denominator is the normalization factor.
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This chapter gives an overview of tunable laser diodes that are at this writing
(autumn 2001) considered suitable for applications in wavelength-division
multiplexed (WDM) fiber optic communications. For a more comprehensive review of tunable laser diodes, the reader is referred to the book by
Amann and Buus [ 11.
Most of these tunable lasers consist of a longitudinal integration of sections with different functionality. Typically, one has an active section providing the optical gain for the laser oscillator,one or more filter sections with
a (tunable) frequency selectivetransmission or reflection characteristic, and
a phase shifter section for fine-tuning of the cavity resonance frequencies.
Lasers in which the frequency selection and tuning functions are external to the semiconductor structure are discussed separately. Typically,
the frequency selectivity in an external cavity tunable laser is provided by
an external diffraction grating, which reflects only a small fraction of the
optical spectrum back into the semiconductoroptical amplifier (SOA) supplying the gain (cf. Chapter 8 in [l]).The center frequency of the light that is
reflected back into the SOA can be tuned by rotating the diffraction grating.
In the first section of the chapter, the relevant physical mechanisms enabling electronic control of the emission frequency of a monolithic semiconductor laser are presented. Next, we run through the main requirements
posed on tunable lasers for WDM applications. The remaining sections
105
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present various types of tunable lasers, beginning with the basic integrated
tunable laser, the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser, followed by more
advanced DBR-type lasers with wider tuning range, such as the sampled or
super-structure grating DBR laser or the grating coupler with sampled reflector laser. Another section deals with mechanically tuned lasers, which
include external-cavity lasers and vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers.
We also look at selectable sources and arrays, which provide an alternative
to tunable lasers. Finally, we address the integration of additional functions such as modulation, amplification, and wavelength control, and we
conclude the chapter with a comparison of the various technologies.

4.1. Electronic Frequency Control
Figure 4.l(a) shows a simplified equivalent circuit of a laser oscillator.
For laser operation at a frequency u two requirements need to be fulfilled
simultaneously: the roundtrip cavity gain G ( u ) should be unity and the
roundtrip phase C#J ( u ) should be an integer multiple of 2rt.

G ( u )= 1
2x u
@ ( u )= - 2 x n r L 1
c

(4.1)
= 2rtk

I

Here c is the speed of light in vacuum. The summation over E represents the
optical length of the laser cavity, Le., the sum of the optical lengths of the
different concatenated sections, where the optical length of a section E is
defined as the product of the physical length LI with the effective refractive
index nl.

Fig. 4.1 Simplified representations of a (tunable) laser oscillator: equivalent circuit (a)
and block diagram showing the concatenation of active (gain), phase shifter, and filter
sections (b).
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We assume for simplicity that the roundtrip cavity gain G can be written
as the division of a frequency-independent gain factor A by a frequency
dependent loss factor H ( u ) (Fig. 4.1(b)).

The phase condition defines a set of discrete frequencies vk, the so-called
cavity modes. The laser will oscillate at the frequency u, among this set
of frequencies, which requires minimal pumping of the laser to fulfil the
gain condition G(un)= 1, i.e., the cavity mode frequency u, for which
the loss H ( u , ) is minimal. The emission frequency can be tuned either by
changing the frequency of minimal cavity loss H or by shifting the set of
frequencies V k , which requires altering the roundtrip phase condition. Both
mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
If the frequency of minimal loss is adjusted while maintaining a preset roundtrip phase, the lasing frequency at first remains fixed at u,
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Fig. 4.2 Two basic mechanisms to tune the emission frequency of a laser: changing the
frequency of minimal cavity loss (a) and/or changing the roundtrip phase (b). In (a) the
lasing mode hops from one cavity mode frequency vk to the next as the loss minimum
is tuned. In (b) the cavity mode frequencies v k change continuously. The lasing mode is
the longitudinal mode with lowest roundtrip loss, Le. the cavity mode that falls within the
shaded region.
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(Fig. 4.2(a)). The gain level A adapts automatically to compensate for the
varying losses H(v,), such that the gain condition continues to be fulfilled.
1) will
At a certain point, though, an adjacent cavity mode (mode n
experience a lower loss and the oscillation frequency will jump to that
mode.
Alternatively, the optical length of the cavity can be adjusted, which
shifts the position of the cavity modes in a continuous manner (Fig. 4,2(b)).
Accordingly, the oscillation frequency will also change continuously,albeit
within a limited range. Because of the gain condition, the tuning range is
limited to a range centered on the frequency of minimal loss with a width
equal to the mode spacing Av = v, - u,-1 (indicated by the shaded area in
Fig. 4.2(b)). When the emission frequency reaches the edge of this range,
it jumps discontinuously to the cavity mode at the other edge.
In a tunable laser the three principal functions are providing optical
gain, tunable frequency selective filtering, and changing the optical length
of the cavity to achieve phase resonance at the appropriate frequency. This
is illustrated by the block diagram in Fig. 4.l(b).Note that in practice the
different functions cannot always be entirely separated. Tuning the loss
minimum will, for example, often also affect the roundtrip phase. In the
following paragraphs, we briefly describe the physical mechanisms that
can be used to electronically tune the filter transfer function or the phase
resonance frequencies.
In optical filters, two types of parameters govern the filter transfer function: the physical dimensions and the refractive indices of the different
elements that make up the filter. The same applies to the roundtrip phase
condition, as can be seen from Eq. (4.1). For monolithically integrated
lasers no change of any mechanical parameter can be used for tuning. This
only leaves the effective refractive index of the optical waveguide as a
tuning parameter.
Figure 4.3 shows a cross-section of a typical InGaAsPDnP waveguide,
as is used in various laser structures. For application in the tuning sections,
the bandgap energy Eg(= E c - E") of the quaternary InGaAsP material is
chosen sufficiently larger than the energy hv of the photons generatedby the
laser, such that the material is transparent for these photons. The effective
refractive index can be seen as a weighed average of the refractive indices
of the different layers that build the waveguide. The weight of a certain
layer's refractive index is related to the fraction of the optical power of the
waveguide mode that is confined within this layer. Thus, the effectiveindex
is a function of the refractive indices of the different layers that build the
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Fig. 4.3 Typical InGaAsPAnP waveguide structure with energy band diagram, refractive
index profile, and intensity distribution of the waveguide mode. The core InGaAsP layer
has both a higher refractive index, yielding optical confinement,as well as a lower band-gap
energy ( E g = Ec - E"), yielding confinement of injected carriers.

optical waveguide and their physical dimensions. Electronicvariation of the
refractive index of any of these layers, e.g. the InGaAsP core layer, yields a
change of the effective refractive index of the waveguide. If this waveguide
is part of an optical filter, the frequency of maximal transmissiodreflection
of the filter will vary accordingly. If, on the other hand, the waveguide is
part of a phase shifter section, then the optical length of this section will
change and the phase resonance frequencies will move.
In practice, three physical mechanisms can be used to change the refractive index of a semiconductor: injecting free carriers, applying an electrical
field, and changing the temperature.

4.1.1. CARRIER-INDUCED INDEX CHANGE
In the InGaAsPDnP double heterostructure waveguide as depicted in
Fig. 4.3, the undoped InGaAsP core layer is sandwiched between a p-doped
and an n-doped InP cladding layer. If the resulting p-i-n diode is forwardbiased, majority carriers flow from the doped cladding layers to the undoped
core layer (holes from the p-doped layer, electrons from the n-doped layer).
Because of the higher bandgap of the InP cladding layers, the injected carriers are confined to the InGaAsP layer and thus high hole densities P and
electron densities N can be attained (N = P because of charge neutrality).
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The injected electron-hole plasma is the source of a number of effects
influencing the refractive index [2-31.

Band-Filling
The injected electrons occupy the lowest energy states in the conduction
band, just as the injected holes fill the states in the valence band closest
to the band edge (which is the same as saying that electrons are removed
from the upper energy states in the valence band). Consequently,on average
higher photon energies hu are required to excite electrons from occupied
energy states in the valence band to empty energy states in the conduction
band. This causes a reduction of the absorption coefficient a(u) (i.e., the
material absorption per unit length) for photon energies hu slightly above
the nominal bandgap energy.

Bandgap Shrinkage
Electron-electron interactions at the densely populated states at the bottom
of the conduction band reduce the energy of the conduction band edge Ec .
A similar correlation effect for holes increases the energy of the valence
band edge E v . The sum of these effects causes a bandgap shrinkage, which
lowers the minimum photon energy for which significantabsorption occurs.

Free-CarrierAbsorption (Intra-BandAbsorption)

A free carrier can absorb a photon and move to a higher energy state within
a band. The excess energy is released in the form of lattice vibrations as
the carrier relaxes toward its equilibrium state.
Inter-Valence Band Absorption
For holes, another important absorption mechanism exists: inter-valence
band absorption (IVBA). In this case, transitions occur between the heavyhole valence band and the spin-orbit split-off valence band [4-51.
Through the combination of these effects, the absorption as a function of
the photon frequency a ( u ) changes significantly with carrier density. The
absorption coefficient is proportional to the imaginary part of the refractive
index nrr.
a ( u ) = -2-n2 z v
c

It

(u)

(4.3)
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Because changes in the imaginary part ( A n ” ) and the real part (An’) of the
refractive index are linked through the Kramers-Kronig relations,

these effects also yield a change in refractive index, even at photon energies
below the bandgap. It appears that for typical carrier densities
(-10’’ ~ m - ~ and
) , for photon energies sufficiently (-0.1 eV) below the
bandgap energy, the refractive index decreases linearly with the carrier
density N [3].

Normal values for a n ’ p N at frequencies around 193 THz (wavelengths
around 1.55 pm) are on the order of - lop2’ cm3. The effective refractive
index nef of the waveguide obviously also decreascs linearly with carrier
density.
(4.6)

Here r is the optical confinement factor of the mode propagating along
the waveguide, i.e., the ratio of the mode power in the corc layer to the total mode power (see e.g. [ 13). Through careful design of the core material
composition, the core dimensions, and the cladding doping, effective index
variations up to -0.04 can be achieved [3].
Unfortunately, at the same time the absorption losses in the core layer
increase linearly with carrier density, mainly due to free-carrier and intervalence band absorption (for the same photon energies of about 0.1 eV
below the bandgap). The coupling between changes in the real and the
imaginary part of the refractive index (at a particular photon frequency v)
is commonly described by means of the linewidth-enhancementfactor (also
called chirp parameter, or alpha factor).

A typical value for InGaAsP material with a bandgap wavelength of 1.3 pm
in the 193 THz frequency range is -20. Because the loss and (effective)
index changes of the waveguide both scale with the confinement factor, the
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alpha factor of the waveguide equals the alpha factor of the core material
(except for certain extreme cases).
The carrier density N is determined by the current I through the fonvardbiased hetero-junction, as described by the carrier density rate equation.

dN
---- I
dt

qLwd

(AN

+ BN2 + C N 3 )

Here q is the electron charge and L, w , and d are the length, width, and
thickness of the core respectively. The terms between brackets describe the
nonradiative, radiative, and Auger recombination processes respectively.
Because the injected electron-hole pairs recombine, a sustained current
must be applied to the tuning section in order to maintain a certain carrier
density. The injection-recombination process has a time constant in the
nanosecond range, which limits the tuning speed.
Another disadvantageis the parasitic heating of the waveguide due to the
nonzero series resistance of the tuning diode (Joule heating) and the nonradiative recombination processes. The resultant thermal tuning partially
counteracts the carrier-induced tuning (see Section 4.1.3). If very accurate
tuning is required, the thermal effects will reduce the tuning speed. Indeed,
because of the large time-constants of thermal processes (ranging from
microseconds to milliseconds), it will take a long time before the refractive
index has completely stabilized.

4.1.2. ELECTRIC-FIELD-IND UCED INDEX CHANGE
In bulk IIW-semiconductors, the electric-field dependence of the absorption and the refractive index is rather weak. Two effects change the refractive index when an electric field is applied: the linear electrooptic (or
Pockels) effect and the quadratic electrooptic (or Franz-Keldysh) effect
[6-71.Typical strengths for both effects in InGaAsP material, at photon
energies below the bandgap, are [7]

Hence, these effects counteract each other and even with a strong applied
field M lo7V/m) the refractive index change is only on the order of
However, in multiquantum well (MQW) structures these changes are
greatly enhanced by the quantum confined Stark (QCSE) effect [8-91.

(e
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Fig. 4.4 The quantum confined Stark effect. By applying an electric field 6 perpendicular
to a quantum well structure (a), the band edges are tilted (3).Consequently, the electron
and hole wavefunctions are shifted with respect to each other and thcir cnergy difference
(i.e. the effective bandgap energy) is reduced [l, 81.

In this case, the core of the tuning waveguide consists of a number of
thin “well” layers (a few nanometers thick) with low bandgap, separated
by thicker “barrier” layers with higher bandgap (Fig. 4.4). In the narrow
potential wells quantization effects occur: the conduction and valence band
are split up into a number of sub-bands. The effective bandgap energy, i.e.,
the energy difference between the first order sub-bands in conduction and
valence band, is larger than the bandgap of the corresponding bulk material.
If an electric field is applied perpendicular to the quantum wells, the
band edges are tilted. Consequently, the electron and hole wavefunctions
are shifted with respect to each other and their energy difference (Le., the
effective bandgap energy) is reduced. This also shifts the absorption edge to
lower frequencies and thus modifies the refractive index, even at frequencies below the absorption edge, as can be seen from the Kramers-Kronig
relation (E$ 4.4). Of course, significant changes of the refractive index
only occur for photon energies near the bandgap energy, where significant
absorption also occurs. Hence, a careful adjustment of the laser frequency
and quantum well structure is required. The refractive index changes are
depending on how close the laser
normally on the order of
to
wavelength is to the bandgap wavelength of the quantum well. The chirp
parameter CXH is usually only about 10 [ 101. Using more complicated quantum well structures, consisting of two asymmetric coupled quantum wells,
somewhat larger refractive index changes are achievablewith a higher alpha
factor and therefore lower losses [ 11-12].
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What matters for applications in tunable lasers is the change in effective
refractive index of the waveguide (Eq.4.6). Because quantum wells are
very thin, the optical confinement r in a single quantum well is low (only a
few percent). By stacking a number of quantum wells separated by barrier
layers into a multiquantum well (MQW)structure, the confinement factor
is roughly multiplied by the number of wells. Nevertheless, even then the
confinement is still much lower than in the bulk waveguide core that is
used for the carrier-induced tuning (0.1-0.2 versus 0.4-0.7), because a
significant part of the mode field is located within the barrier layers. Thus,
the maximum effective index change that can be achieved with electrooptic
effects is only about 2 .
On the other hand, electric-field-induced tuning also has some advantages. Just as the bulk waveguide core used for carrier-induced tuning, the
(undoped) MQW structure is placed between a p-doped and an n-doped
cladding layer. In order to apply a strong electric field to the MQW,the pi-n diode is now reverse-biased, which means that almost no current flows
and no extra heat is generated. Furthermore, no carrier concentrations have
to be built up, so the tuning can be almost instantaneous. The tuning speed
is only limited by parasitic capacitances and inductances and the rise time
can be on the order of a few tens of picoseconds.

4.1.3. THERMAUY-INDUCED ZNDEX CHANGE
The refractive index of IIW-semiconductors also exhibits considerable
temperature dependence. A well-known rule of thumb is that the emission
wavelength of a single-mode InGaAsPDnP laser emitting in the 1550 nm
(193 THz) region increases with temperature at a rate of approximately
0.1 nm/K [ 131. Accordingly, the temperature coefficient of the refractive
index an'/aT is about 2 - 10-4K-'. Note that with thermal tuning the
confinement factor is always 1, because both core and cladding of the
waveguide are heated. Heating the entire laser, however, has the disadvantage that the threshold current increases and the differential efficiency
(change in output power per unit change in drive current) decreases. Moreover, driving a laser at high temperatures for longer periods reduces the
lifetime of the device. Hence, the temperature variation usually has to be
limited to a few tens of degrees.
If the heating is only applied to the tuning section(s) of the laser, and
the thermal isolation is sufficient to avoid excessive heating of the active
section, higher temperatures can be accepted. Usually resistive heating
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is used. In practice this is done by reverse-biasing the tuning diode as
described in Section 4.1.1 [14], by integrating a resistor in the top InP
cladding layer [15], or by placing thin-film resistive heaters on top of the
waveguide [ 161. A major advantage of this method is that the heating only
has a limited influence on the absorption losses in the tuning waveguide,
yielding a high alpha parameter. Probably the largest drawback of thermal
tuning is the slow response speed, which can range from microseconds to
milliseconds.
Some heat is also generated when carrier-induced tuning is used, due
to the nonzero resistance of the tuning diode and the nonradiative recombination processes (see Section 4.1.1). It should be noted that the carrier
effects decrease the refractive index, whereas the thermal effect increases
the refractive index. This ultimately limits the tuning range achievable
using carrier injection. At low tuning currents, the carrier-induced refractive index change is dominant and the refractive index decreases. At some
point, though, the thermal tuning efficiency becomes larger than the carrierinduced tuning efficiency, since carrier density increases sub-linearly with
current (see Eq. (4.8)), whereas the temperature increases super-linearly
with current. If the current is raised beyond that point, the refractive index
slarts to increase again.
4.1.4. COMPARISON OF TUNING MECHANISMS

The tuning mechanisms are compared in Table 4.1, which summarizes
the typical parameter values mentioned in the preceding paragraphs. The
eleclric-field-inducedtuning has the advantages of low power consumption
Table 4.1 Comparison of the Physical Mechanisms for
Electronic Refractive Index Variation, Quoting Typical
Parameter Values [l]
Parameter

Cm'ers

An'

r

-0.05
0.5

An,#

-0.025

UH

3-dB bandwidth
Power consumption

-20
100 MHz
Large

Electric Field

Temperature

-0.01

0.01
1
0.01
Large
< 1 MHz
Very large

0.2
-0.002
- 10
> 10 GHz
Negligible
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and very high tuning speed, but on the other hand, only small effective
index changes are achievable,with considerable absorption losses. Thermal
tuning yields larger index changes and is the easiest to implement, but it
requires a very high electrical input power and has a low response speed.
At present, the preferred mechanism seems to be carrier-induced tuning,
which has so far yielded the largest tuning ranges, at reasonable tuning
speeds (if the parasitic thermal effects can be neglected), yet at the cost of
considerable power consumption.

4.2. Characteristicsof "unable Lasers
4.2.1.

TUNING RANGE-TUNING ACCURACY

The frequency tuning range is naturally the first property by which a tunable
laser is evaluated. When tuning ranges of different lasers are compared,
care has to be taken though that comparisons are made on the same basis.
Normally three different types of tuning are distinguished: continuous,
discontinuous, and quasi-continuous tuning. Figure 4.5 illustratesthe basic
frequency versus control current (or voltage) characteristicsfor these tuning
schemes.

Continuous Tuning
Continuous tuning is the ideal scheme from a practical point of view
(Fig. 4.5(a)). The laser frequency can be tuned smoothly, in arbitrarily small
steps, by adjusting a single control parameter (or multiple control parameters, provided there is a 1-to-1 relation between any two of these parameters). Continuous tuning over a small range can, for example,be achieved by

(4
Continuous

(b)

(c)

Discontinuous

Quasi-continuous

I
Control current /voltage

Control currentlvoltage

Fig. 4.5 Emission frequency versus control current(s) or voltage(s) for continuous (a),
discontinuous (b) or quasi-continuous tuning (c).
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merely adjusting the optical length of the cavity, without changing the frequency of minimal roundtrip loss (Fig. 4.2(b)). In that case, the continuous
tuning range is limited to somewhat less than the cavity mode spacing Au.
If the cavity modes and the frequency of minimal loss are tuned simultaneously, larger continuous tuning ranges are possible. In most tunable
lasers, however, this requires synchronized adjustment of at least two control parameters. Owing to the stringent requirement that the same cavity
mode has to remain the lasing mode across the entire tuning range, the
tuning range is smallest in the continuous tuning scheme. The present
record value is about 13 nm or 1.6 THz for lasers emitting in the 193 THz
frequency region [17]. On the other hand, for the longitudinally integrated
tunable lasers that will be described further on, the continuous tuning range
is usually limited to a few 100 GHz [ 181.

Discontinuous Tuning
Larger tuning ranges can be achieved if sudden, discontinuous frequency
changes are allowed for. An example was already given in Fig. 4.2(a).
When the frequency of minimal roundtrip loss is tuned without adjusting
the roundtrip phase, the emission frequency initially remains constant. Only
when a cavity mode adjacent to the lasing mode experiences a lower loss
does the laser frequencyjump to this adjacent mode. In practice the tuning
of the loss minimum is always accompanied by some tuning of the cavity
modes, as is illustrated in Fig. 4.5(b).
Here the tuning range is not limited by the tunability of a single longitudinal mode, but rather by the tunability of the roundtrip loss minimum. An
upper limit is naturally also imposed by the bandwidth of the optical gain
in the active section of the laser. Nonetheless, if the active section consists
of a multiquantum well (MQW) structure, this bandwidth can be more than
100 nm (12.5 THz around 193 THz). Discontinuous tuning ranges of more
than 100 nm have indeed already been demonstrated [19-201.

Quasi-ContinuousTuning
Quasi-continuous tuning is achieved by joining overlapping continuous
tuning ranges in order to get full frequency coverage over a wider range.
Quasi-continuoustuning thus requires the adjustment of at least two control
parameters. The principle is illustrated in Fig. 4.5(c) for two controls. By
setting an appropriate combination of the two parameter values, the laser
can be tuned to any frequency within a wide range. Still, there is no 1-to- 1
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relation between the two controls across the entire range, so there is no
possibility to tune smoothly from one frequency to any other frequency.
Continuous tuning is only achievable over the ranges corresponding to
individual control 2 versus control 1 curves. Referring to Fig. 4.2, quasicontinuous tuning is for example accomplished by tuning a cavity mode
and the loss minimum synchronous over a range equal to the longitudinal
mode spacing, then resetting the cavity modes to their original locations,
and subsequently tuning the next cavity mode simultaneously with the loss
minimum, etc.
For dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) applications, a
typical requirement for the tuning range is complete frequency coverage
across the entire C-band (i.e., roughly from 192 to 196 THz) or L-band
(i.e., from 187 to 191 THz). With monolithically integrated tunable laser
diodes, this has so far only been achieved in the quasi-continuous tuning
regime (see e.g. [21-221). With mechanically tuned lasers, described in
Section 4.5, truly continuous tuning is possible over such a wide range.
The number of frequency channels that can effectively be used in these
bands is mainly limited by the accuracy with which the laser can be tuned
to a particular channel. The present version of ITU-T Recommendation
G.692, “Optical interfaces for multi-channel systems with optical amplifiers,” which contains specificationsfor WDM systems, proposes a channel
grid with 50 or 100 GHz channel spacing, anchored at 193.1 THz [23]. At
50 GHz spacing, about 80 channels would be available in both C- and Lband. For these multi-channel systems, a frequency accuracy of f10% of
the channel separation is commonly required. Therefore, if one wants to
reduce the channel spacing by a factor N ,the frequency accuracy has to be
improved by the same amount.
In the case of quasi-continuous tuning, the control of a tunable laser can
be quite complicated, because two or more parameters have to be adjusted
simultaneously to change the laser frequency. Therefore, the laser is usually built into a module containing a microprocessor and drive electronics
that allow easy, command-based control of the laser frequency and output
power. The set-points for the different frequency channels are stored in a
look-up table in an EPROM (erasable, programmable read-only memory).
When the laser has to be tuned to a particular channel, the microprocessor
controller interprets the incoming command, reads the appropriate values
from the look-up table, and adjusts the control currents/voltages accordingly. The initial frequency error is hence mainly limited by the accuracy
of the procedure that was used to generate this look-up table (assuming
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the currentholtage sources have ample resolution and are sufficiently
accurate). Some form of feedback control can also be applied to improve
the accuracy and stability of the emission frequency.
4.2.2. OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

Side Mode Suppression Ratio
Previously, we implicitly assumed that the laser was always emitting in a
single longitudinal mode. Still, this is only true if all cavity modes other than
the lasing mode experience a roundtrip loss that is sufficiently higher than
the roundtrip loss of the lasing mode. For applications in optical communication systems, this is an essential requirement because fiber dispersion
is proportional to the spectral width of the carrier wave, which means that
multi-mode operation would seriously limit the achievable transmission
distance. The spectral purity of a laser is quantified by the side mode suppression ratio (SMSR), which is defined as the ratio of the power in the
dominant mode to the power in the strongest side mode. The SMSR is
usually expressed in decibels (Fig. 4.6). For telecom applications, a SMSR
of at least 30 dB, preferably even 40 dB, is required.
It was already mentioned that semiconductor lasers have a very wide
gain bandwidth (several THz). Because typical mode spacings are below
100 GHz (corresponding to a cavity length of 400 pm or more), this means
that without any filtering the laser may oscillate in more than one longitudinal mode simultaneously. How this filtering can be implemented will
be illustrated in the following sections. Apart from designing a sufficiently

Frequency
Fig. 4.6 Definition of the side mode suppression ratio (SMSR): ratio of the power in the
main (lasing) mode to the power in the strongest side mode (usually expressed in dB).
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narrow intra-cavity filter, care also has to be taken that a cavity mode is
more or less aligned with the loss minimum of the filter (see Fig. 4.2).
Even with a filter bandwidth comparable to the mode spacing, one can still
get two-mode operation, namely in the case when the loss minimum lies
halfway between two cavity modes.

Output Power
For communication applications, a fiber-coupled power of a few mW is
needed. If tunable lasers are used as spares, or replacements, for fixed
wavelength single frequency lasers, they will have to satisfy the same power
requirements as these lasers. In addition, all of the tuning mechanisms
described in Section 4.1 not only change the refractive index, but also
to some extent the losses, so one has to consider the variation of output
power across the tuning range. These variations have to be kept as low as
possible, either by cleverly designing the laser or by adjusting the active
section drive current (e.g., by using some form of feedback control).

Linewidth
For many applications, the spectral linewidth is an important characteristic
of single-mode laser diodes, e.g., for coherent communication systems
using optical heterodyne detection. For coherent systems, a linewidth of
no more than a few MHz is required. However, for systems using direct
detection, the linewidth can be at least an order of magnitude larger. Of
course, a prerequisite for narrow linewidthsis that the current and/or voltage
sources that drive the laser exhibit low noise levels.
In lasers that use the quasi-continuous or discontinuous tuning schemes,
the linewidth can vary significantly. The linewidth is relatively low as long
as the lasing mode and the loss minimum are more or less aligned, but
singularitiesin the linewidth arise at the mode boundaries, where frequency
jumps occur [24].
With respect to linewidth, the three tuning mechanisms behave quite
differently. Thermal and field-induced tuning have negligible effects on
the linewidth, provided the lasing mode coincides with the loss minimum.
However, when carrier-induced tuning is used, considerable linewidth
broadening is observed [25], more than can be expected from the classic
Schawlow-Townes-Henry theory [26] (even when taking into account the
broadening due to increased losses). This excess broadening is attributed to
injection-recombination shot noise in the tuning section(s) [27]. The shot
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noise of the carrier injection and recombination processes causes carrier
density fluctuations, which lead to refractive index and loss variations.
These in turn produce fluctuations of the instantaneouslaser frequency that
finally lead to a broadened spectral line. This broadening can be avoided to
a large degree by using a voltage source (low internal resistance) instead of
a current source (high internal resistance) to bias the tuning section(s) [28].

4.3. Distributed Bragg Reflector Laser
After the distributed feedback (DFB) laser, the distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) laser is the most common design for a single-mode laser diode [29].
The basic DBR laser consists of two longitudinally integrated sections: an
active section and a reflector section (Fig. 4.7). The waveguide core of
the active section has a bandgap matching the desired emission frequency
and hence provides optical gain if sufficient carriers are injected. The core
material of the reflector in contrast has a higher bandgap, such that the
material is transparent (passive) for the laser light. Along the reflector
section, a diffraction grating is embedded in the waveguide, yielding a
periodic modulation of the effective refractive index of the waveguide.
This grating can, for example, be obtained by periodically varying the
thickness of the waveguide core. The grating pattern is commonly defined
by a holographic process, in which a photo-resist layer is exposed by two
interfering beams of ultraviolet light. The angle of the beams is chosen such
that an interference pattern with period A is generated. Subsequently, the
resist is developed and the grating pattern is etched into the semiconductor
material. Finally, the etched grating structure is overgrown with the top
cladding layer, which has a higher bandgap and a lower refractive index
than the core layer. Because the effective index of the waveguide increases
with the thickness of the high-index core layer, it exhibits the same periodic
variation as the thickness of the core layer.

Active section

Fig. 4.7

Distributed
Bragg Reflector

Longitudinal cross-section of a 2-section distributedBragg reflector (DBR) laser.
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Because of the grating, the passive section reflects light back in a narrow
frequency band. This can be understood intuitively as follows. Every tooth
of the grating reflects a small amount of light. Reflectionsfrom consecutive
teeth of the grating have a phase difference that depends on the ratio of the
wavelength in the material h/nd to the grating period A. Here h = c / u is
the vacuum wavelength, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and n d is the average effectiveindex. If the wavelength in the material equals twice the grating
period, successive reflections interfere constructively and a strong overall
reflection is obtained. This condition defines the Bragg frequency U B :
C

(4.10)

If there is a mismatch between the frequency of the incident light and the
Bragg frequency, the reflection is much lower. To avoid interference between reflections from the grating and reflections from the end facet, an
anti-reflection (AR) coating is usually applied to the facet.
A more quantitative analysis of the reflectivity of a Bragg grating is
usually performed using the coupled-mode theory [30]. The modulated
effective refractive index is written as

n’(z) = nd

+ Re[Anle i(2Boz+d)] + . . .

(4.11)

where /!IO = n / A , and An 1 is first-orderFourier componentof the refractive
index modulation, which is assumed to be much smaller than n d . The model
is based on the scalar wave equation for the electric field

a2E

-+ [(n’ + jn”)koI2E = 0

(4.12)

a22

where E is the complex amplitude of a field with frequency u, which is assumed to be independent of the x and y coordinates, and k~ = 2n u / c is the
free-space propagation constant. Assuming that n” << n’ and An1 << n d ,
we have
[(n’ + jn”)ko]* x

/!I2 + 2j/?< + 48 R e [ ~ e ~ ( * ~ ~ ~ +(4.13)
@)],

with /3 = ndko the mode propagation constant, { = n”k0 = -a/2 the
mode$eZd gain coefficient,and K the so-called coupling coefficient (usually
expressed in cm-’):
K=-

xvAn1
C

(4.14)
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The coupling coefficient is a measure for the strength of the backward
scattering by the grating structure. In principle, the periodic index modulation generates an infinite set of diffraction orders, but in the vicinity of the
Bragg frequency, Le., AB = /3 - Bo << BO, only two modes are more or
less in phase synchronism. These are the two counter-propagating waves,
which are coupled due to the Bragg scattering. We can therefore expand
the electric field in the forward and backward propagating modes.

E ( z ) = R(z)e-jSoz

+ S(z)ej&Z

(4.15)

where the functions R ( z ) and S(z) vary slowly as a function of z, so that their
second derivatives in Eq. (4.12) can be neglected. If we insert Eq. (4.15) into
the wave equation Eq. (4.12), take into account all of the above assumptions,
and collect terms with identical phase factors (exp(-j/3oz) and exp(jbOg,,),
respectively), we obtain the coupled-mode equations
dR

--

+ (< - j A g ) R = jK*e-j@S

dz
dS
dz

(4.16)

+ (< - j A P ) S = j K e J @ R

By solving these coupled first-order differential equations, it can be shown
that the field reflectivity of a distributed Bragg reflector of length L is given
by
r(u) =

-jK*e-j@ sinh(yL)
y cosh(yL) - (5 - j A B ) sinh(yL)

(4.17)

where
y 2 = 1KI2

+ (< -

(4.18)

Figure4.8 shows acharacteristicpowerreflectivityspectrum R(u)= lr(u)I2
of a distributed Bragg reflector with K L = 1.5.
In 1977, Okuda and Onaka proposed the first integrated tunable laser
diode, which was essentially a tunable 2-section DBR laser [31]. Indeed, if
the effective refractive index of the DBR section can be changed electronically, the frequency of minimal roundtrip loss (i.e., the Bragg frequency U B )
can be shifted, thus enabling discontinuous tuning of the laser frequency
[32] (see Fig. 4.2(a)). In order to make quasi-continuous tuning possible,
an additional phase shifter section is needed [33] (Fig. 4.9). This section
has the same structure as the DBR, except for the grating. The roundtrip
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Fig. 4.8 Power reflectivity spectrum of a distributed Bragg reflector with K L= 1.5.
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Fig. 4.9 Longitudinal cross-section of a 3-section tunable distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) laser.

phase condition in this case reads (see Eq. (4.1)):

(4.19)
Here n, and L, are the effective index and length of the active and phase
section; @d = -arg(r) is the phase of the reflection from the grating.
If the laser is biased above threshold, the carrier density in the active section is clamped. Changing the active section current therefore has no effect
on the index of the active section (if thermal effects are neglected). The index of the phase section, on the other hand, can be adjusted electronically,
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Fig. 4.10 Tuning characteristic of a 3-section DBR laser. Contour plot of frequency as
a function of DBR and phase current (20 GHz increments). The dashed line indicates a
possible trajectory for continuous tuning.

e.g., through current injection. Using this a cavity mode can be tuned to
the Bragg frequency.
Figure 4.10 displays a tuning characteristic of such a 3-section DBR
laser. The cavity mode hops are easily discernibleby the fact that at the hops
multiple frequency contours coincide. Continuous tuning is possible along
curves that lie approximately halfway between two mode hop contours,
as the one indicated by the dashed line. For these points, the SMSR is
normally higher than 30 dB. This particular laser has a quasi-continuous
tuning range of approximately 1 THz (8 nm), which is a typical value for
DBR lasers. The tuning range is limited by the maximum index change
And that can be reached in the DBR section (see Section 4.1.2).

where
(4.21)
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represents the group effective index, which includes the dispersion of n d ( u )
around ug. Through careful optimization of the waveguide structure [3],
the tuning range for carrier-induced tuning can be increased to about 2 THz
[34-351.
Note again that absorption losses in the DBR and phase sections increase
with the applied current. If the active section current is kept constant during
tuning, the output power from the front facet generally varies by 1 to 2 dB.

4.4. Increasing the Tuning Range of DBR-mpe Lasers
The tuning ranges of conventionalDBR lasers, 1 to 2 THz, are significantly
smaller than the available gain bandwidth of MQW semiconductormaterial
(more than 10THz) and Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (about 4 THz in the
C- or L-band). Consequently, a lot of research effort has been devoted to
the development of integrated lasers with extended tuning ranges, beyond
the Au/v = - A n / n g limit. The basic principle behind all schemes that
have been developed for wide tuning is that a refractive index diflerence
is changed rather than the index itself. Therefore, the relative frequency
change is equal to a relative change in index difference, which can be
significantly larger for similar absolute refractive index variations. In the
following paragraphs, we will describe the two most common schemes:
one using a Vernier effect between two comb reflectors and the other using
the broad tunability of a grating assisted co-directional coupler.
4.4.1.

USING A VERNIER EFFECT BETWEEN TWO
COMB REFLECTORS

The Vernier caliper, invented by the French scientist Pierre Vernier (15801637), is a well-known tool for high-resolution length measurements. The
principle is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 1. The caliper consists of two graduated
scales, a main scale like a ruler and a second scale, the Vernier, which
slides parallel to the main scale. The two scales have a small relative pitch
difference, e.g. 1/20, such that a shift of the slider by an amount 6x leads to
a shift of the point where tick marks on both scales coincide by an amount
Ax = 20. 6 x . In other words, any change in position is enhanced by a
factor equal to the inverse of the relative pitch difference.
The same principle can be applied to a tunable laser, if the laser has two
mirrors with comb-shaped reflectivity spectra [361 (Fig. 4.12). The mirrors
are designed such that the peak spacing of the front mirror (6f)and the rear
mirror (6,) differ by a small amount A6. Lasing can then only occur in the
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Fig. 4.11 A Vernier caliper, using two scales with a pitch difference of 1/20. A shift of
the lower scale by an amount Sx leads to a shift of the point where tick marks on both scales
coincide by an amount Ax = 20. Sx.

frequency range where two peaks coincide, since the cavity roundtrip loss
is inversely proportional to the product of both mirror reflectivities. The
phase section can again be used to adjust the longitudinal modes, such that
a mode can be aligned with the loss minimum.
If one of the mirrors is tuned by f A 8 , two adjacent peaks coincide and a
large change in frequency is obtained. If the phase section is simultaneously
adjusted such that a cavity resonance is aligned with the coincident peaks,
the frequency changes by an amount 8 f ( - 8 , ) if the rear (front) mirror is
tuned by A8. Thus, the tuning enhancement is either F 1 or - F , where
F is defined by:

+

(4.22)
The coincidence of two particular peaks is often called a “super-mode”
and the large frequency changes observed when applying the Vernier tuning
mechanism are consequently called “super-mode” jumps.
A few simple design criteria for the mirrors can easily be derived:
The reflection peaks should be sufficiently narrow (relative to the
mode spacing Au) to suppress all cavity modes but one.
The difference in peak spacing A8 should be comparable with the
width of the reflection peaks. If A8 is too large, there is a region
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where the laser frequency is unpredictable during the tuning of a
single reflector over an amount As. If A8 is too small, the overlap
of adjacent reflector peaks is too large and cavity modes at these
frequencies are insufficientlysuppressed.
Care has to be taken that only one pair of peaks coincides at the same
time within the gain bandwidth of the laser (especially if F is an
integer). This can be done either by designing the mirrors such that
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strong reflection peaks only occur within a sufficiently limited
bandwidth, or by making sure that all other possible coincidences
fall outside of the gain bandwidth. Ideal reflectors have a limited
number of uniform reflection peaks.
Intermediate tuning, from one longitudinal mode to the adjacent one, is
obtained by tuning both reflectors simultaneously.True continuous tuning
(fine tuning), requires synchronized adjustment of the two reflectors and the
phase section. For full frequency coverage over a wide range (i.e., quasicontinuous tuning), a number of requirements have to be met. The front
and rear reflectors must be tunable over at least 6f and a,, respectively. At
the same time, the phase section should allow tuning of the cavity modes
by more than the mode spacing Au.
Practical implementations of this Vernier tuning scheme look much like
the 3-section DBR laser in Fig. 4.9, but with distributed Bragg reflectors
on both sides. The gratings in the DBR sections are modified to obtain
multiple reflection peaks. Two examples are discussed following.
4.4.2. SAMPLED GRATING DBR

The sampled grating (SG) is technologically the simplest way to obtain a
reflectivity spectrum that has periodic maxima [37]. The sampled grating
is nothing more than a conventional uniform grating with an appropriate
grating pitch A, multiplied by a sampling function with period A,, as
shown in Fig. 4.13. It can be fabricated essentially in the same way as an
ordinary Bragg grating. The grating pattern is again defined by exposing a
photo-resist layer with the interference pattern of two ultraviolet beams. By
periodically masking off part of the photo-resist layer (period &), the resist
is only exposed in the regions with width A,. In the following etch step,
the sampled interference pattern is then transferred into the semiconductor.
A qualitative idea of the shape of the reflectivity spectrum can easily
be derived from the coupled-mode theory, which says that every spatial
Fourier component of the refractive index modulation contributes a peak
to the reflection spectrum (see Section 4.3). The Fourier components of
the sampled grating are of course obtained by convolution of the Fourier
transforms of the uniform grating and of the samplingfunction. The uniform
grating has a single Fourier component with a coupling strength K~ given
by Eq. (4.14), at a spatial frequency 1/A, which corresponds to the Bragg
frequency vs according to Eq. (4.10).
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Fig. 4.13 Principle of the sampled grating. In real space, the uniform grating is multiplied
by a sampling function. In Fourier space, this correspondsto a convolution of the respective
spectra. According to the coupled-mode theory, every spatial Fourier component of the
refractive index modulation contributes a peak to the reflection spectrum [37].

The Fourier transform of the sampling function, on the other hand, consists of a comb of peaks with a spatial frequency spacing of l/&.
The modulation function is given by (1 is an integer)

from which the amplitudes of the Fourier components are easily obtained
as

The convolution of these Fourier transforms exhibits peaks centered at
l / A , with spacing l/&. This leads to strong reflections at frequencies vk
(see Eq. (4.10)):
(4.25)
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The reflection peak spacing is determined by the sampling period A,.
(4.26)
where ng is the group refractive index.
n g ( u ) = n(u)

+ u -aa nv

(4.27)

The coupling coefficients at the frequencies Vk are equal to the product
of the coupling coefficient of the unsampled grating K~ with the Fourier
components F k of the sampling function
Kk

=KuF,

(4.28)

If we assume that only one diffracted ordcr is phase matched at any frequency, then the overall reflectivity can be written as the sum of the contributions of the separate Fourier components. In other words, the overall
reflectivity is the sum of the reflectivities of individual gratings with Bragg
frequencies Vk and coupling coefficients Kk (see Eq. (4.17)):

with
(4.30)

Here L is the length of the sampled grating. Fig. 4.14 shows the result
of a more detailed calculation for a sampled grating DBR consisting of
8 periods with length A, = 65pm, which leads to a peak spacing 6 =
0.6 THz (ng = 3.85).
If waveguide losses are neglected (< = 0), then the peak power reflectivity at the frequency Vk is simply given by
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Fig. 4.14 Reflection spectrum of a sampled grating DBR, consisting of 8 periods with
length A, = 65 pm. Parameters: sampling duty cycle &/As = IO%, unsampled coupling
coefficientK. = 200cm-', peak spacing 8 = 0.6 THz (n, = 3.85).

For order zero, and with L, = LA,/& the total length of grating the peak
power reflectivity becomes
R(u0) = tanh2(1FolKuL)= tanh2(K,LAg/A,) = tanh2(K,Lg) (4.32)

This is nothing less than the peak reflectivity of a uniform Bragg reflector
with coupling coefficient K, and length L,. If K, L, -= 0.5, we can approximate the reflectivity of peak k by ( I ~ kL)2.
l From Eq. (4.24)it is clear that
the envelope of the reflectivity peaks becomes broader as the sampling duty
cycle Ag/As is reduced. For small duty cycles, the number of peaks within
the 3 dB bandwidth of the envelope is approximately equal to the inverse
of the duty cycle [37].Reducing the duty cycle requires increasing the
unsampled coupling coefficient K, to maintain the same peak reflectivity
(at constant sampled grating length L ) . Unfortunately, the technological
limit for gratings in InGaAsPAnP waveguides is about 300 cm-' .The example in Fig. 4.14 assumes a coupling coefficient K, = 200cm-' and a
sampling duty cycle Ag/As = lo%, resulting in about 11 peaks within the
3 dl3 bandwidth.
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4.4.3. SUPER-STRUCTURE GRATING DBR

Although it is technologically the simplest way to obtain a comb reflector,
the sampled grating does not exhibit the optimum reflection spectrum. Ideally one should have a number of equally spaced, equally strong reflectivity
peaks within a limited bandwidth, with close to zero reflectivity outside that
bandwidth. The above approach of periodically sampling a uniform Bragg
grating in order to obtain multiple reflection peaks around the Bragg frequency can be extended to other types of periodic modulation [38]. Any
modulation function that has a comb-shaped Fourier spectrum can be applied. These more general periodically modulated gratings are commonly
called super-structure gratings (SSGs). The sampled grating consists of
a digital on/off variation of the coupling coefficient K , so the first option
one could think of is a smoother periodic modulation of K. However, with
existing etching technology this is very difficult to implement. A second
option is a variation of the grating frequency (or phase). The drawback is
that this requires direct writing of the grating pattern on the semiconductor
substrate with an electron beam, a slow and hence costly procedure.
The first demonstration of such a super-structure grating consisted of a
periodic linear chirp of the grating frequency f = l/A [39] (Fig. 4.15).
Within the super-period of length As the grating frequency f is varied
from f a = 1/Aa to fb = l / l \ b .

for

The grating modulation function has a magnitude of one and a quadratic
phase term:
-

F ( z ) = exp[j2n(f(z) - fo)zI = exp

.]

(4.34)

As a result, the Fourier coefficients are given in terms of Fresnel integrals
[401.
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Fig. 4.15 Schematic of a linearly chirped super-structuregrating. Solid lines indicate the
ideal linear frequency chirp, equivalent to a quadratic relative phase variation. Dotted lines
indicate practical implementations: discrete frequency changes or discrete phase changes
(with uniform grating pitch).

where

(4.36)

Strong reflection peaks are obtained in the frequency interval determined
by the minimal and maximal grating frequency (see the Bragg condition,
Eq. (4.10)):
fa

.= 2 4 v ) v l c .= f b

(4.37)

Due to the limited resolution of the e-beam lithography, a truly continuous
chirp cannot be accomplished.For this reason, the first super-structuregratings were made by varying the grating frequency in discrete steps [3940],
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as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 4.15. For these first implementations, reflection characteristics were rather poor due to the limitations of
the e-beam lithography [20]. Fabrication becomes simpler and more reliable if the same grating pitch can be used throughout the SSG. This can
be achieved if the discrete frequency steps are replaced by discrete phaseshifts. Indeed, any frequency modulation can also be regarded as a phase
modulation.
We already noticed previously that a linear frequency chirp is equivalent
to aquadratic change in the phase @ of the super-structure grating (measured
relative to the phase of a uniform grating with frequency fo), as follows:

In practice, this phase variation is approximated by discrete phase-shifts
of e.g. n/10 with a quadratically varying density [20]. Figure 4.16 shows
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Fig. 4.16 Reflection spectrum of a super-structure grating with quadratic phase variation,
consisting of 8 periods with length As = 65 pm. Parameters: peak-to-peak phase variation
of 3.0517. coupling coefficient K, = 67 cm-', peak spacing 8 = 0.6 THz (n, = 3.85).
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the reflection spectrum of an 8-period grating with a peak-to-peak phase
variation of 3.05 7t. Note that although the coupling coefficient K~ is only
one-third of the value used for the sampled grating in Fig. 4.14 and both
gratings have the same length L, the 11 reflection peaks within the 3 dB
bandwidth are on average stronger for the SSG.
For a sampled grating, the number of peaks N is inversely proportional
to the sampling duty cycle fig/&, while the peak reflectivities are directly
proportional to the duty cycle (for constant length L and coupling coeffi. other words, the peak reflectivities of the SG decrease as 1/N
cient K ~ ) In
when the number of peaks N increases. In a frequency- or phase-modulated
SSG on the other hand, reflectivitiesonly decrease approximatelyas 1 / a ,
because in this case, according to Parseval's theorem,
(4.39)
k

In order to get similar reflectivities for the SG as for the SSG (for a given
number of peaks N),either the grating length L or the coupling coefficient
K~ has to be increased by roughly f i (Le., ~ 3 . for
3 11 peaks).
Still, with a quadratic phase variation, the envelope of the reflection
peaks is not yet rectangular. To obtain this, the phase variation can be
optimized numerically l41-421. The target reflectivity spectrum consists
of N uniform peaks, with zero reflectivity outside the band. Because of
Eq. (4.31) and 3.(4.39), this can be expressed by following trial function
(for given length L and coupling coefficient K ~ ) .

(4.40)

where

RT = t a n h 2 ( K U L / a )

(4.41)

The target reflectivity RT is the maximum reflectivity that can be
achieved for N uniform peaks, and if all N peaks have reflectivity R T ,
out-of-band reflectivity will automatically be zero.
Figure 4.17 shows the optimized phase variation for N = 11. Reflectivity spectra were calculated using a transfer matrix method. The super-period
was divided into 5 1 sections of equal length, with a discrete phase-shift at
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Fig. 4.17 Optimized grating phase variation for a multi-phase-shift (MPS) SSG with 1 1
reflectivity peaks. Discrete phase-shifts were equally spread over the super-period (5 1 per
period), and their values were optimized numerically in order to obtain a rectangular reflectivity envelope.

each interface. The phase variation was initialized to the parabolic curve
used to calculate the spectrum in Fig. 4.16.Subsequently, the phase-shifts
were optimized numerically using a simulated annealing algorithm, cornbined with the downhill simplex method of Nelder and Mead C43-441. The
optimization procedure was repeated a few times, and the best result was
retained. At first sight, the result in Fig. 4.17 looks quite different from
the curve in [41]. On closer inspection though, an excellent match is found
provided the phase curve is inverted and is shifted by half the super-period.
Changing the sign of the phase of course merely corresponds to calculating
the reflectivity from the other end of the SSG-DBR (replace z by -z in
Eq. (4.1 l)),and should therefore yield the same result.
The corresponding reflection spectrum is plotted in Fig. 4.I 8. The peak
reflectivities are clearly highly uniform, and very close to the target value
of 0.61. Consequently, the reflectivity is also negligible outside the band
of 11 peaks.
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Fig. 4.18 Reflection spectrum of the MPS-SSG with phase variations as shown in Fig.
4.17, consisting of 8 periods with length A, = 65 pm. Parameters: coupling coefficient
K, = 67 cm-', peak spacing S = 0.6 THz (n, = 3.85). The target reflectivity RT is 0.61.

4.4.4. SG-DBR AND SSG-DBR LASERS

The longitudinal cross-section of a SG-DBR laser is sketched in Fig. 4.19.
Both cavity mirrors consist of sampled grating Bragg reflectors. The difference in reflection peak spacing 8 , which is required for the Vernier-tuning,
is obtained by applying different sampling periods A, to front and rear
reflector (see Eq. (4.26)). Apart from the specifics of the grating design,
the cross-section of a super-structure grating (SSG)-DBR laser is evidently
identical.
Shown in Fig. 4.20 is the Vernier-tuning characteristic of a SSG-DBR
laser, in which both reflectors have 7 uniform reflectivity peaks. It is clearly
visible that if either the front reflector or the rear reflector is tuned, large
frequency jumps (super-modejumps) of about 0.7 THz are obtained. At
one particular super-modejump the frequency jumps from one end of the
spectrum to the other. If both reflectors are tuned simultaneously,such that
a particular pair of reflector peaks is kept aligned, smaller frequency hops
of approximately 50 GHz are observed. These correspond to longitudinal
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Fig. 4.19 Longitudinal cross-section of a tunable sampled grating (SG) DBR laser. Apart
from the specifics of the grating design, the cross-section of a super-structuregrating (SSG)
DBR laser is identical.
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Fig. 4.20 Tuning characteristic of a SSG-DBR laser. Contour plot of frequency as a
function of front and rear reflector currents (10 GHz increments). Both SSG reflectors have
7 uniform reflection peaks.
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mode hops. If one runs through the diagram from top-left to bottom-right,
one finds more or less the same frequency for points that are 7 super-mode
jumps apart, consistent with the number of reflectivity peaks.
In order to accomplish quasi-continuoustuning over the depicted range
of about 5 THz, one has to add the third tuning dimension: the phase section control. Tuning a SG-DBR or SSG-DBR laser to a particular frequency
is hence achieved in three steps. First, either the front reflector or the rear
reflector is tuned to align the appropriatepair of reflector peaks (coarse tuning). Then, both reflectors are tuned simultaneously to bring the coincident
peaks to the correct frequency (medium tuning). Finally, the phase section
current is adjusted to align a cavity mode with the coincidentreflector peaks
(fine tuning).
4.4.5. COMBINING A CO-DIRECTIONAL GRATING

COUPLER WITH A COMB REFLECTOR
Instead of using a Bragg reflector as intra-cavity tunable filter, one could
look for alternative filters that are more widely tunable. One option is the
grating-assisted co-directional coupler (GACC) filter [4546] (Fig. 4.21).
This filter consists of two parallel, asymmetric waveguides. The dualwaveguide structure supports two guided modes R and S . Because of the
asymmetry, one mode ( R )is mainly confined in the lower waveguide, while
the other ( S ) has most of its power in the upper waveguide. Parallel to both
waveguides, there is a grating layer with a periodically varying refractive
index. At the input, mainly mode R is excited. Without the grating, there
would only be a weak coupling between the two modes, and only little
power would be transferred from the lower to the upper waveguide. With
the grating, efficient coupling is obtained in a limited frequency band.
r,
I

A

+I
I

WG2
WGI
I

I

Fig. 4.21 Longitudinal and lateral cross-section of a grating-assisted co-directional coupler (GACC) filter. Also shown are the field distributions of the two modes R and S of the
asymmetric dual-waveguide structure.
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Fig. 4.22 Vector diagram for contra-directional (a) and co-directional (b) coupling
between two waveguidemodes with propagation constantsBR and Bs,by a periodic structure
with period A (propagation constant k, = 2 n / A ) .

In Section 4.3 we described the coupling in a single waveguide between a right-propagating mode R and a left-propagating mode S, by a
periodic refractive index modulation with period A . Both modes have the
same transverse field distribution, but opposite propagation constants / 3 ~=
-Bs = 2nvn/c. Efficient coupling between the modes is obtained if the
periodic structure provides phase matching between the two modes, i.e.
#Is = j 3 ~ k,, where k, = 2r/A is the propagation constant of the grating
(Fig. 4.22(a)). This condition immediately translates to the Bragg condition
(4. IO).
In the co-directional coupler, the periodic structure should provide coupling between the two modes R and S propagating in the same direction,
with different propagation constants j 3 =
~ 2 n u n ~ / and
c j3s = 2nvns/c
(Fig. 4.22(b)). Here nR and ns are the effective indices of modes R and S.
Phase matching again occurs when Ds = BR - kg.
The coupling frequency v,. is hence given by:

v,. =

c

A [ ~ R ( v ,-) ns(vc)l

(4.42)

Because ( n -~ ns) << nR, it is clear that the period A required for
co-directional coupling is much longer than the period needed for contradirectional coupling. As the power transfer from lower to upper waveguide
is only efficient near the coupling frequency, this structure can be used
as frequency selective filter. In a laser cavity one could have the light in
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the upper waveguide reflect back at the facet, while making sure that the
light that remains in the lower waveguide is either absorbed or lost through
diffraction. In that way, only light with frequencies close to the coupling
frequency is efficiently coupled back to the gain section, which in the
configuration of Fig. 4.21 would be connected to the lower waveguide on
the lefthand side.
Because the coupling frequency depends on an index diflerence, a small
change of either nR or nS can yield a large tuning [4648].
Auc,max - - A(nR - nS)max
-(4.43)
VC
ItR,g - nS,g
Here nR,g and ns,g are the group effective indices of modes R and S (see
Eq. (4.27)).
Let us assume that A(nR - ns) = AnR is equal to the effective index
change And in the DBR structure. Then the tuning enhancement factor F,
i.e. the ratio of the tuning range of the GACC to the tuning range of a DBR
(Eq. 4.20), is found as

(4.44)
By means of a coupled-mode analysis, it can be shown that the power
transfer through the coupler (neglecting absorption and scattering losses)
is described by [49]

(4.45)
where

(4.46)
In Eq. (4.45) K represents the grating coupling coefficient. Complete
power transfer is possible at zero detuning (AB = 0), when the grating
length is equal to the coupling length L,.
37

Lc = 2K

(4.47)

Figure 4.23 shows a typical power transfer characteristic of a GACC.
= nR,g,we obtain
With the parameters usedin the figure, and assuming
a tuning enhancement factor F of about 9.6. Unfortunately, the GACC
filter bandwidth is also much larger than that of a DBR (compare with
Fig. 4.8). From (Eq. (4.45)),the filter full width at half maximum (FWHM)
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Fig. 4.23 Power transfer of a grating-assistedco-directional coupler (GACC) filter. Parameters: nR = 3.307. nR.,q= 3.95. ns = 3.205, ns.x = 3.54. u, = 193 THz and K = 28 cm-'.

bandwidth is calculated as [49-501
C

AVFWHM0.8
Lc(nR,, - W , g >

(4.48)

With the parameters from Fig. 4.23 this gives a bandwidth of approximately 1 THz. On closer inspection, both the tuning range (Eq. (4.43))and
the 3 dB bandwidth (Eq. (4.48)),are inversely proportional to the group
index difference, and the ratio is
A VFWHM
Avc,rnax

x -0.8

C

v c L c A ( n ~- ng)rnax

(4.49)

The only parameter that allows reducing the bandwidth without affecting the tuning range is the coupler length L,. In a laser cavity, the filter
bandwidth has to be measured relative to the longitudinal mode spacing.
Because increasing the coupler length at the same time reduces the mode
spacing, it is difficult to obtain both a large tunability and sufficient mode
selectivity in a tunable laser with a GACC filter [49-501. Typically, the
side mode suppression ratio is only about 20 dB.
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Fig. 4.24 Longitudinal and lateral cross-sections of a grating-assisted coupler with rear
sampled or super-structure grating reflector (GCSR) laser.

In order to take advantage of the broad tunability of the GACC filter,
without having to trade-off tunability for selectivity, it was proposed to
combine the GACC filter with a sampled or super-structure grating DBR
[46, 51, 521. Due to its broad tunability, the GACC can be used to filter
out one of the reflectivity peaks of the SG- or SSG-DBR. The narrow
reflectivity peaks on the other hand supply the required selectivity.
When this dual filter structure is integrated into a laser cavity, together
with a phase shifter section for fine tuning of the cavity modes, one obtains the so-called GCSR laser depicted in Fig. 4.24 [53].Note that in the
phase and reflector sections, the lower waveguide is planar, such that the
light that is not coupled to the upper waveguide in the GACC diffracts and
cannot couple back to the active section. Alternatively, one could replace
the lower waveguide core material with absorptive material in those sections. Figure 4.25 plots typical reflection and transmission characteristicsof
the intra-cavity filters. The photograph in Fig. 4.26 shows the laser (with a
length of approximately 2 mm) mounted on a ceramic carrier, with bonding
pads for the different laser contacts. On the carrier, one also finds a thermistor, which is used in the control loop stabilizing the laser temperature.
The coplanar line can be used to apply a high-frequency modulation signal
to the active section.
As for a SG- or SSG-DBR laser, tuning the GCSR laser to a particular
frequency is done in three steps. First, the coupler is tuned to filter out the
appropriate reflector peak (coarse tuning). Then, coupler and reflector are
tuned simultaneously to bring the reflector peak to the correct frequency
(medium tuning). Finally, the phase section current is adjusted to align a
cavity mode with the selected reflector peak (fine tuning).
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Fig. 4.25 Power reflectivity of the super-structure grating DBR and power transfer of the
grating-assisted co-directional coupler of a GCSR laser.
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Fig. 4.26 Photograph of a GCSR laser on a ceramic carrier with bonding pads for the
different laser contacts and a thermistor (for temperature control). The coplanar line can
be used to apply a high-frequency modulation signal to the active section. The actual laser
chip is about 2 mm long.
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One of the main advantages of the GCSR laser with respect to the SGand SSG-DBR lasers is the lower variation of the output power across the
tuning range. From Section 4.1.1 we know that when a section is tuned,
the absorption losses in that section increase. Because the light generated
in a SG- or SSG-DBR laser has to propagate through the front reflector,
the output power will vary more with tuning in these lasers. On the other
hand, the combination of two narrowband filters in the SG- and SSG-DBR
devices provides better suppression of neighboring cavity modes than the
combination of a narrowband and a broadband filter in the GCSR. This
effect is enhanced by the fact that the effective cavity length is typically
shorter in these lasers (and hence the cavity mode spacing is larger). Another
disadvantage of the GCSR laser is that the laser structure is more difficult
to fabricate (compare Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.24).

4.5. External Cavity Tunable Lasers
Instead of using completely monolithic structures, tunable lasers can be
based on hybrid structures where the frequency selective element is placed
externally to the laser. These external cavity lasers (ECLs) will be described
in this section. A detailed discussion of cavity design and coupling optics,
as well as an extensive list of references can be found in [54].
In addition to the “bulk optics” external cavity lasers we will also consider lasers using MEM (micro electromechanical) technology, as well as
tunable vertical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs).

4.5.1. CONVENTIONALEXTERNAL CAVITY LASERS
Traditional external cavity lasers consist of a laser chip and an external
reflector. By using a grating as the external reflector, turning of the grating
will lead to a tuning of the lasing wavelength. In the past, tuning ranges in
excess of 240 nm have been reported [ S I .
Because the cavity length is much larger than for a solitary semiconductor laser, the photon lifetime is much longer, resulting in a very narrow
spectral linewidth. Values in the lcHz range can be obtained, as opposed
to MHz for a solitary laser. In order to suppress multi-cavity effects, the
laser facet facing the external cavity is usually anti-reflection (AR) coated.
The laser output is usually taken from the facet at the other end of the laser,
the reflectivity of this facet may also be modified by a coating in order to
increase the available power.
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Fig. 4.27 Schematic of an external cavity laser.

grating
Fig. 4.28 Littman-Metcalfcavity.

If the external feedback is provided by a simple grating with a grating
period A, and the angle of incidence on the grating is 19 (Fig. 4.27), then
the lasing wavelength h is determined by the Bragg condition
h = 2A sin(@

(4.50)

Turning the grating changes the angle of incidence and hence tunes the
wavelength. However, when the wavelength changes, the ratio between
wavelength and cavity length changes, leading to hops between cavity
modes. In order to achieve phase continuous tuning (Le., tuning with the
laser remaining in the same longitudinal mode), it is necessary to change
the cavity length by exactly the same relative amount as the wavelength.
Simultaneous changc of the cavity length and the grating angle can be
achieved with a special mechanical mounting of the grating, e.g. [56], or
by rotating the grating around an optimized pivot point, e.g. [57].
An alternative cavity design, the Littman-Metcalf cavity [ S I , uses a
fixed grating and a rotating mirror (Fig. 4.28). In this configuration the
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part of the beam directly reflected from the grating (0th order) forms the
output beam, and the 1st order diffracted beam is reflected by the mirror.
Again tuning without longitudinal mode hops can be achieved by selecting
the pivot point for the mirror. The reflectivity of the rear facet of the laser
can be increased by applying a high reflectivity (HR) coating, which will
increase the power efficiency of the laser.
When a semiconductorlaser is tuned away from the maximum gain, the
threshold current will increase. Consequently, in the case of wide tuning,
the output power will vary during tuning, unless the laser current is varied to
compensate. Constant power operation can be achieved by using a monitor
diode and a relatively simple control circuit.
A particular advantage of ECLs is that they can use semiconductor lasers,
which are specifically designed for high output power. In addition, there
is a degree of freedom in the selection of facet reflectivities; this makes
it possible to have a structure with a high power efficiency. However, the
traditional ECLs involve delicate mechanics, they tend to be quite bulky,
and in order to ensure spectral stability the demand on mechanical stability
is very high. Consequently, they have remained a specialist, low-volume
product with a relatively high unit price.
4.5.2. MEM EXTERNAL CAVITIES
A relatively new development is the use of a micro electromechanical
(MEM) structure to form a micro-ECL. The device described in [59], and
shown in Fig. 4.29, has a footprint of only about 2 mm by 3 mm. The small
size means that the device is mechanically robust. Although this MEM-ECL
Rotary Comb
Drive/

Mirror

Suspension
Beams

Rotary Comb

I

Fig. 4.29 MEM-ECL with Littman-Metcalf cavity [59].
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is clearly aimed at the telecom transmitter market, its performance (40 nm
continuous tuning, +7 dBm fiber coupled power over the whole range)
certainly makes it a candidate for test and measurement applications as well.
Switching from one WDM channel to another is relatively slow (15 ms),
but wavelength stabilization, using a wavelength locker, is simple. Truly
continuous tuning is possible, and probably a good deal faster than for a
standard ECL.
4.5.3. TUNABLE VCSELs

Since the late 1980s there has been a rapid development of vertical-cavity
surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs). In these lasers, the light propagates perpendicular to the plane defined by the active layer. The optical feedback is
provided by Bragg reflectors, consisting of layers with alternating high and
low refractive indices, instead of the cleaved facets of edge-emitting lasers.
Because of the very short cavity length, very high (>99%)reflectivities are
required, and the reflectors typically have 20 to 30 layer pairs. An advantage of the short cavity length is that the mode spacing is large compared
with the width of the gain curve, such that, if the resonant wavelength is
close to the gain peak, single-longitudinal-modeoperation occurs. As an
example, a cavity length of about 10 pm will give a mode spacing of about
30 nm. It should be noted, however, that if the diameter of the active region
is large, multi transverse-mode operation might occur.
One of the particular advantages of VCSELs is that the spot size can
be made compatible with that of a single-mode optical fiber, making the
coupling from laser to fiber easier and more efficient. The VCSEL structure
also makes it possible to fabricate very high-density two-dimensional laser
arrays. Most VCSELs are fabricated using the AlGaAs material system,
with one or more strained InGaAs quantum wells as the active material; for
these lasers, the wavelength is usually close to 1ym. However, VCSELs are
now also being fabricated for the longer wavelengths of interest for fiber
optics.
A tunable VCSEL can be made by having an electrostatically deflectable
mirror suspended over the active region. A wide continuous tuning range
(limited by the longitudinal mode spacing), with a single voltage control
is then possible. An example of a tunable VCSEL is shown in Fig. 4.30.
A tuning range of 40 nm with 7 mW fiber coupled power has been
achieved with this laser. One of the special features of the device is the use
of optical pumping using a 980 nm pump laser incorporated into the tunable
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Fig. 4.30 Tunable VCSEL [60].

laser module. Wavelength control is obviously simple because it depends
on a single tuning voltage only, but tuning speed may be an issue.

4.6. Selectable Sources and Arrays
Laser arrays, where each laser in the array operates at a particular wavelength (or in a limited wavelength range), are an alternative to tunable lasers.
In their simplest form, these arrays have separate outputs for each array element. More sophisticatedstructuresincorporate a combiner element, which
makes it possible to couple the output to a single optical fiber without the
use of complicated external coupling optics. If each laser in the array can
be tuned by an amount exceeding the wavelength difference between the
array elements, a very wide total wavelength range can be achieved.
This section reviews various diode laser array structures. Some array
designs can, at least in principle, work at several wavelengths simultaneously. However, this is likely to give rise to cross-talk problems, and most
array structures are therefore designed to work at a single wavelength at a
time.
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It is an advantage of a laser array that each element operates at a particular
wavelength. This makes the control easier than that of a monolithic tunable
laser (e.g., SG-DBRs or GCSRs). However, many array designs require a
larger or more complicated chip.
4.6.1. DFB ARRAYS

There have been several reports on arrays of DFB lasers where all the array
elements operate at different optical frequencies. The different frequencies
can be obtained either by varying a structural parameter (e.g., stripe width)
from laser to laser, thereby changing the effective refractive index of the
structure, or by changing the grating period (this requires e-beam writing).
In order to form a practical device the lasers must be integrated with a
combiner in order to have a common output waveguide.
Standard DFB lasers usually have one AR-coated and one HR-coated
facet. For integrated lasers in an array the facets will have to be nonreflecting. This is necessary to avoid the yield problem that occurs in
AR/HR devices because the relative position of a facet relative to the grating
cannot be controlled. In order to have a single, well-defined lasing mode,
a DFB laser with two nonreflecting facets must have a quarter wavelength
phase shift in the center of the grating. Note that an equivalent phase shift
may be introduced by other means, for example by varying the stripe width.
The structure described in [61] has six DFB lasers integrated with a combiner, an amplifier, and a modulator, as well as monitor detectors (Fig. 4.3 1).
Electroabsorption
modulator

\

/

6 x 1 combiner

AI4 shifted
DFB lasers

Fig. 4.31 DFB (selectable)array [61].
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The amplifier is included in order to compensatefor the splittingloss caused
by the combiner, and the insertion loss due to the modulator. The emission
frequency of a given laser can be aligned to the ITU channel plan by a
moderate degree of temperature tuning.
Fabrication of a DFB laser to a specified wavelength is very difficult,
but in an array, the accuracy of the wavelength spacing can be very high.
This means that if one array element is fine-tuned to its design frequency
(e.g., thermally), then all the other array elements will automatically be at,
or very close to, their respective design frequencies. Use of an array also
makes it possible to have redundancy in order to improve the reliability, by
having two lasers for each wavelength.

4.6.2. CASCADED DFB LASERS
An alternative to a parallel array of DFB lasers is the cascading of lasers.
Several grating sections with different periods and separate electrodes can
be formed on a single active waveguide. Only one section is biased high
above threshold at any time, with the sections in front of it being biased
close to threshold and working as amplifiers. In an extension of this concept,
two sets of three cascaded DFB lasers were integrated with a combiner to
form a single output. Using a 50°C temperature change, a total tuning range
of 30 nm (Le., 5 nm tuning per laser, consistent with 0.1 nm tuning per "C)
was demonstrated [62]. This structure is shown in Fig. 4.32.
Arrays or cascaded DFB lasers are obviously not practical for addressing
a large number of channels unless a high degree of temperature tuning

-

output

Fig. 4.32 Structure with two sets of three cascaded DFB lasers [62].
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Fig. 4.33 AWG laser structure [63].

is used. This will in turn reduce the tuning speed, and some of the control
simplicity advantage will be lost.

4.6.3. AWG BASED STRUCTURES
The arrayed waveguide grating (also known as phased array) multiwavelength laser has an array of semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs)
on one side of a waveguide grating (Fig. 4.33).
The SOAs are coupled to the waveguide grating via a star coupler. On the
other side of the waveguide grating another coupler provides output through
a single waveguide, which may contain a common amplifier. Wavelength
selectivity is provided by the AWG, and the lasing frequency is selected by
turning on the appropriate element in the SOA array.
The operation of the AWG can be explained as follows. Because the
array elements have different lengths, light (with a given wavelength) will
be subject to different delays; consequently the phase front of the combined
light at the output of the array will be tilted. The amount of tilt is wavelength
dependent, and light at different wavelengths will be focused on different
output waveguides.
In [64] a slightly more elaborate structure is described. This structure
has 5 SOAs on one side of the AWG and 8 on the other. The structure is
designed in such a way that 40 (= 5 x 8) optical channels with a 100 GHz
frequency spacing are available.
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Simultaneous operation of an AWG laser at several optical frequencies
has been demonstrated, but cross-talk is likely to prevent this from being a practical proposition. Other functions, such as modulation, may be
integrated on the chip as well.
AWG laser chips are usually quite large, with a side length ranging from
some millimeters to more than a centimeter. In spite of the long cavity
length, and corresponding small mode spacing, it has been found experimentally that the spectral properties are surprisingly good, with clean longitudinal single-mode operation. It is thought that this is due to a nonlinear
wave-mixing phenomenon, which is actually helped by the small mode
spacing.
The AWG laser becomes increasingly attractive over a traditional array
as the element number N increases because it does not suffer from the
inherent 1/ N combiner loss present in a conventional combiner.

4.7. Integration Technology
Sections 4.3 and 4.4of this chapter describe tunable lasers consisting of a
longitudinal integration of sections with different functionality.These have
an active section providing the optical gain and one or more filter sections
with a tunable frequency selective characteristic. For optical transmitter
applications, more functions can be added, such as modulation for encoding of data, power amplification for power management, or wavelength
locking to ensure frequency stability during the lifetime of the device.
Integrating these features on chip is an attractive cost-effective solution
compared to hybrid integration.
Monolithic integration requires that the sections added to the device are
optically and electrically decoupled from the laser. Indeed, any external
feedback to the laser cavity might lead to unacceptable frequency or output
power variations. Consequently, any air-semiconductor facets external to
the laser cavity have to be antireflection coated to reduce the power reflectivity to the order of
For DBR and GCSR lasers, one of the cavity
mirrors is a cleaved facet. To enable integration on that side of the cavity,
the facet mirror has to be replaced by an “on-chip” mirror, e.g., by using a
deeply etched Bragg grating [65] (i.e., a grating with a high coupling coefficient and hence wide reflectivity bandwidth) or an etched mirror [66].
On the Bragg reflector side, the integration is of course straightforward.
Consequently, SG-DBR lasers are well suited for integration. Figure 4.34
illustrates the integration of a DBR with a semiconductor optical amplifier
and a modulator on the front and a detector on the back.
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Fig. 4.34 DBR laser with integrated amplifier, modulator and detector.

Technologically, integration challenges the state-ofLthe-art in fabrication, involving several epitaxial growths and regrowths as well as techniques such as selective area growth [67].

Modulation
The modulation functionality can be added either by using direct modulation of the gain current or by integrating a modulator. High-speed direct
modulation in DBR lasers has been demonstrated [68]. However, it causes
significant frequency excursions during the rising and falling edges of the
optical pulses, which limits the transmission distance due to the dispersion
in standard single-mode fiber and can even degrade the side mode suppression ratio to an unacceptable level. In GCSR and SG-DBR lasers, direct
modulation is limited to bit rates of about 2.5 Gbids. This is a consequence
of the lower intrinsic bandwidth of these lasers compared to ordinary DBR
lasers, because of the longer cavity [69-701.
There are several types of modulators that are suitable for integration.
Most common is the electroabsorptionmodulator, which is often integrated
with DFB lasers but has also successfully been integrated with DBR [71]
and SG-DBR lasers [72]. In order to achieve a sufficient extinction ratio
across a wide wavelength range, an electroabsorptionmodulator can require
quite large bias voltages. Consequently, modulators based on refractive index changes, such as Mach-Zehnder and guidinghtiguiding modulators,
might be preferable for widely tunable lasers. For more details on modulators the reader is referred to Chapter 8 in [73].

Amplification
Amplification is required to boost the output power and/or equalize the
output power of widely tunable lasers over the tuning range (without equalization the power can vary by 3 to 6 dB). Integration of a semiconductor
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optical amplifier (SOA) has been demonstrated both for DBR [71] and
SG-DBR lasers [74]. The integration of an SOA is simplified by the fact
that the same material can be used for both the active section and the SOA.
Using an extra SOA for power control has the advantage of decoupling
the power control and frequency control. Indeed, adjustment of the power
through control of the gain current of the active section of the laser also
affects the frequency of the laser and therefore requires a frequency control
loop to be included.
It should be noted that the inclusion of an SOA adds amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) to the emission spectrum over a wide frequency
range, which might have an impact on system design.

-

Wavelength Locker Power Monitor
Wavelength, mode, and power stability are important issues for tunable
lasers. Qpically, it is required to maintain stable single-mode emission (i.e.,
no mode hops) and a constant output power, with less than 3 GHz frequency
drift, over a 20-year lifetime. This in turn sets high requirements on the
material quality (i.e., a low density of defects) in multi-section tunable
lasers. Such high material quality is unfortunately not readily achieved with
today’s fabrication technology. Hence, control loops for power, frequency,
and mode stabilization are necessary.
Wavelength stabilization requires a wavelength dispersive element
(a wavelength filter). An example of such a filter is shown in Fig. 4.35.
By taking the ratio of the signals from the two detectors, a wavelengthdependent but power-independent signal is obtained.

Power

++

Filter 1

Detector 1

Filter 2

Detector 2

Laser ligh
\/vv\,

Fig. 4.35 Schematic of a wavelength locker.
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A good wavelength locker should give a frequency resolution of about
0.1 GHz and have a sufficient locking range around each frequency at
which the laser is aimed to operate (e.g., all multiples of 50 GHz within the
C-band). A wavelength locker, enabling wavelength measurements within
a 30 nm band, has been integrated with a SG-DBR laser [75].The dispersive
element consisted of a two-mode interference waveguide and a Y-branch
splitter. The frequency resolution was limited to 55 GHz due to a parasitic
reflection at the Y-branch. In order to reach the appropriate frequency resolution, both the filter design and the fabrication process have to be improved.
The aging of the integrated wavelength locker itself might be an issue,
but because only passive waveguides and simple detectors are used, the
degradation should be much less than that of the laser sections with current
injection.

4.8. Comparison of State-of-the-ArtWnable Lasers
Table 4.2 summarizes state-of-the-art characteristics of some of the laser
types that were introduced previously. All lasers can achieve a side mode
suppression ratio (SMSR) of more than 30 dB across their entire tuning
range. A very noticeable difference between the laser types is the tuning speed. This difference is due to the different tuning mechanismselectronic (changes in the carrier density), thermal, or mechanical-used
in the different laser types.
OPTO+ in France have demonstrated a DBR laser with an output power
of more than 13 dBm across a 2 THz tuning range [76]. To obtain this high
output power, the phase section was omitted and thermal tuning was used
instead to align a cavity mode with the Bragg reflectivity peak. This of
course has the disadvantage that the tuning becomes very slow. The same
applies to the temperature-tuned DFB cascade [82].
External cavity lasers [59,79] tend to have higher output power and narrower linewidth than the DBR-type lasers, but the fact that they are tuned
mechanically has several disadvantages. The laser cavity is built up from
discrete components that have to be precisely aligned, which increases
assembly and packaging costs. The mechanical tuning also makes the devices sensitive for shock and vibration. Furthermore, the tuning speed is
still quite slow. Finally, it still remains to be proven that these lasers can live
up to the stringent reliability requirements imposed on lasers for telecom
applications. Similar comments apply to the optically pumped MEMSVCSELs described in [80-811.

Table 4.2 Comparison of State-of-the-Art Tunable Laser Characteristics ("Single Cascade of 3 DFB Lasers)
~

Tuning mechanism
Tuning range (THz)
# channels
(50 GHz channel spacing)
Freq. stability with locker (GHz)
Freq. stability without
locker (GHz)
Output power (dBm)
Power uniformity without
control (dB)
SMSR (dB)
Linewidth (MHz)
Tuning speed
Reliability
Power consumption

VBR

SG-VBR

GCSR

ECL

MEMS-VCSEL

VFB Cascade

Thermal f
electronic
<2
<40

Electronic

Electronic

Mechanical

Mechanical

Thermal

>4
>80

>4
>80

>4
>80

>4
>80

<2
c40

f 3
Good

f3
Good

f3
Good

f3
Poor

f3
Poor

f 3

> 13

>3
4-5

>3
2-3

> 10
?

>6
2-3

>3
?

>35
<25
<20ns
Good

>35

>40

< 10

<10
>1 s
?

LOW

LOW

>40
<5
>1 ms
?
High

>40

t25
<20ns
Good

2-3
>35
t25
> I S

Good
Low

>lop
?
High

?

High
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Electronically tuned DBR-type widely tunable lasers-like the GCSR,
SG-DBR, and SSG-DBR lasers-have
demonstrated quasi-continuous
tuning ranges exceeding the bandwidth of (either C- or L-band) Erbiumdoped fiber amplifiers. (ln the case of %section DBR lasers, typically 3
different lasers are required to cover this bandwidth.) These widely tunable lasers generally have somewhat lower output power than the 3s-DBR
and the ECL. Additionally, the SG-DBR and SSG-DBR have the disadvantage of relatively large output power variation across the tuning range.
As was explained previously, this is because in these lasers light generated
in the active section has to traverse a reflector section in which absorption
losses increase with tuning (see Section 4.1). The fact that these lasers are
all monolithic keeps assembly and packaging costs low. Furthermore, they
allow the integration of additional components like an optical amplifier
(to boost the output power) or an electroabsorption modulator. Because
these lasers are the only ones switching at nanosecond speeds, they are
also key-enablers for future optical packet switching systems.
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ABSTRACT
The vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) becomes a key laser device in
optical high-speed LANs by taking the advantage of low power consumption and
high speed modulation capability. This device also enables ultra-parallel data transfer
in digital equipment and computer systems. Another important feature is its wide
range of continuous wavelength tunability, which is utilized in single-mode silica
fiber systems for metropolitan area networks (MANS). In this chapter, we will review its history, structures, and design concept. Then, we introduce the progress of
VCSELs, covering the spectral band for optical communication by looking at their
fabrication technology, and performance issues such as threshold, output power, polarization, modulation, reliability, and so on. Lastly, we will touch on some applied
systems.

Key Words: Surface-emitting laser, Vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser, VCSEL, Laser
array, Distributed Bragg reflector, DBR, Gigabit Ethernet, LAN, Interconnect, Microlens.

5.1. Introduction
The structure of a surface-emitting (SE) laser or vertical-cavity surfaceemitting laser (VCSEL) is substantially different from that of conventional
stripe lasers. For example, the vertical cavity is formed with the surfaces of
epitaxial layers, and light output is taken from one of the mirror surfaces
as shown in Fig. 5.1.
As seen from Table 5.1, the vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser
(VCSEL) [ 1,2] is meeting the 3rd generation of development as we enter
a new information technology era in the 3rd millennium. The VCSEL is
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Table 5.1 History of VCSEL Research

I

II
III

1977
1988
1999

First idea and initial demonstrations
CW and device feasibility study
Production and extension of applications

Light Output

h

L

Current

Longitudinal
Mode Field

Fig. 5.1 A model of vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL).

being applied in various optical systems such as optical fiber networks, parallel optical interconnects, laser printers, high-density optical disks, and so
on. We first review its history and the progress of VCSELs in wide spectral
ranges covered by various 111-V compound semiconductors.
It is recognized that one of the present authors (K. Iga) suggested a
VCSEL device in 1977, and the first device came out in 1979, where we
used GaInAsPAnP for the active region, emitting 1300 nm-wavelength
light [3]. In 1986, we made a 6mA threshold GaAs device [4]. Then we
employed the metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) for its
crystal growth, and the first room-temperature continuous wave (CW) laser
using GaAs material was demonstrated in 1988 [5]. After that, in 1989,
Jack Jewel1 of AT&T demonstrated a GaInAs VCSEL exhibiting a few
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mA threshold 161. These two experiments encouraged researchers to get
into the technical field of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers. Sub-milliampere threshold devices were demonstrated by improving the quality of
the active region and laser cavity.
Since 1992,VCSELs based on GaAs have been extensively studied [7-91
and some 980,850, and 780 nm devices have been commercialized and utilized in various optical systems. In 1993, the author’s group demonstrated a
I 300 nm room-temperature CW device [IO]. A wafer fusion technique enabled us to operate 1550 nm VCSELs at higher temperatures [ 1I]. In 1993,
a room-temperature high-performance CW red color AlGaInAs device
was demonstrated [ 121. Since 1996, green-blue-ultraviolet device research
has been ongoing [ 13, 141. Since 1999, VCSEL-based optical tranceivers
have been introduced into Giga-bit/sec Ethernet and high speed local area
networks.
The initial motivation of surface-emitting laser invention was fully monolithic fabrication of the laser cavity. The current issues include, based on
this concept, high speed modulation capability at very low power consumption level, reproducible array production, inexpensive moduling, and so on.
The VCSEL structure may provide a number of advantages as follows:

I . Laser devices can be fabricated by a fully monolithic process,
yielding very low-cost production.
2. Laser cavity can be completed before separation into individual
chips.
3. Ultra-low threshold operation is expected from its small cavity
volume reaching micro-Ampere levels.
4. Dynamic single-mode operation is possible.
5 . High-speed modulation beyond lOGBits/s is possible even at low
driving ranges.
6. Wide and continuous wavelength tuning is possible.
7. Temperature independent operation is allowable, which yields no
power controller operation.
8. Power conversion efficiency is greater than 50%.
9. High power and low power devices are subject to design.
IO. Device has high reliability due to completely embedded active
region and passivated surfaces.
1 1 . Vertical and circular beam is inherently provided.
12. Coupling to optical fibers is easy due to good mode matching from
single mode through thick multi-mode fibers.
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13. Bonding and mounting are easy.
14. Modules and packages costs are cheap.
15. Densely packed and precisely arranged two-dimensional laser
arrays can be formed.
16. Vertical stack integration of multi-thin-film functional optical
devices can be made intact to VCSEL resonator, taking the
advantage of micro-machining technology(MEMS) providing
polarization independent characteristics.
17. Integration is compatible together with LSIs.

In this chapter, we will review the progress of VCSELs in a wide
range of optical spectra based on GaInAsP, AlGaInAs, GaInNAs, GaInAs,
AlGaAsSb, GaAlAs, AlGaInP, ZnSe, GdnN, and some other materials.

5.2.

Scaling Laws

5.2.1. THRESHOLD CURRENT

The physical difference of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs) and conventional stripe geometry lasers is summarized in
Table 5.2. The major point is the cavity length. That of VCSELs is on the
Table 5.2 Comparison of Parameters Between Stripe Laser and VCSEL
Parameter
Active layer thickness
Active layer area
Active volume
Cavity length
Reflectivity
Optical confinement
Optical confinement
(transverse)
Optical confinement
(longitudinal)
Photon lifetime
Relaxation frequency
(Low current levels)

Symbol

Stripe h e r

Surface Emitting Laser

d

looA-o.1 pn
3 x 300pm2
60 pm3

80 A-0.5 pm
5 x 5pm2
0.07 pm3
=1 pm
0.99-0.999

S
V
L
Rnl

e

t*

300 pm
0.3
=3%
3-5%

=4%

5680%

tl

50%

2 x 1% x 3 (3QW’s)

TP

=1 ps
t 5 GHz

> 10 GHz

fr

=1 ps
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Table 5.3 Applications of VCSELs

Technical Fields

1. Optical communications
2. Computer optics
3. Optical memory

4. Optoelectronic
equipments
5. Optical information
processing
6. Optical sensing
7. Displays
8. Illuminations

Systems
LANs, Optical links, Mobile links, etc.
Computer links, Optical interconnects,
High speedParalle1data transfer, etc.
CD, DVD, Near field, Multi-beam, Initializer, etc.
Printer, Laser pointer, Mobile tools,
Home appliances, etc.
Optical processors, Parallel processing, etc.

Optical fiber sensing, Bar code readers,
Encoders, etc.
Array light sources, Multi-beam search-lights,
High efficiency sources, Micro illuminators,etc.
Adjustable illuminations,etc.

order of the wavelength, whereas that of stripe lasers is about 300 pm. This
provides us with substantial differences in laser performance.
The threshold current &h of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers can
be expressed by the equation with threshold current density Jth as

where e is electron charge, V is the volume of active region, N t h is the
threshold carrier density, Be# is the effective recombination coefficient, vi
is injection efficiency (sometimes referred to as internal efficiency), and
qYpon
is spontaneous emission efficiency.
As seen from Eq. (5.1), we recognize that it is essential to reduce the
volume of the active region in order to decrease the threshold current.
Assume that the threshold carrier density does not change much, if we
reduce the active volume, we can decrease the threshold as we make a
small active region. We compare the dimensions of surface-emitting lasers
and conventional stripe geometry lasers as already shown in Table 5.2. It
is noticeable that the volume of VCSELs could be V = 0.06 pm3, whereas
that for stripe lasers it remains as V = 60 pm3. This directly reflects that
the typical threshold of stripe lasers is ranging mA or higher, but that for
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VCSELs is able to be less than mA by a simple carrier confinement scheme
such as proton bombardment. It could even be as low as micro-Ampere by
implementing sophisticated carrier and optical confinement structures as
will be introduced later.
An early stage estimation of threshold showed that the threshold current
can be reduced proportional to the square of the active region diameter.
However, there should be a minimum value originating from the decrease
of optical confinement factor that is defined by the overlap of optical mode
field and gain region when the diameter is becoming small. In addition
to this, the extreme minimization of volume, in particular in the lateral
direction, is limited by the optical and carrierlosses due to optical scattering,
diffraction of lightwave, and nonradiative carrier recombination, and other
technical imperfections.
5.2.2. OUTPUT POWER AND QUANTUM EFFZCZENCY

If we use a non-absorbing mirror for the front reflector of the VCSEL, the
differential quantum efficiency qd from the front mirror is expressed as

where Q is the total internal loss, and R f and R, are front and rear mirror
reflectivity.
The optical power output is expressed by
Po = VdqsponCEgI

( I 4 Ith)

where E , is bandgap energy, C is spontaneous emission factor, and I is
driving current. On the other hand, the power conversion efficiency q p far
above the threshold is given by

where vb is a bias voltage and the spontaneous component has been neglected. In the case of a surface-emitting laser, the threshold current could
be very small, and therefore, the power conversion efficiency can be relatively large, Le., higher than 50%. (The power conversion efficicncy is
sometimes called wall-plug efficiency.)
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The modulation bandwidth is given by
~ W =
B

1-55fr

(5.5)

where fr denotes the relaxation frequency, which is expressed by the
equation,

The photon lifetime tpis given by

When the threshold current Ith is negligible to the driving current I, fr can
be expressed as

The relaxation frequency is inversely proportional to the square root of the
active volume and it can be larger, if we can reduce the volume as small as
possible.
The photon lifetime is normally on the order of pico-sec, which can
he made slightly smaller than stripe lasers. Because the threshold current
can be very small in VCSELs, the relaxation frequency could be relatively
higher than stripe lasers even in low driving ranges. The threshold carrier
density Nth can be expressed in terms of photon lifetime, which represents
the cavity loss and is given by using Eqs. (5.3) and (5.7);

It is noted that the threshold carrier density can be small when we make the
differential gain d g / d N , confinement factor and photon lifetime tplarge.
The tuning wavelength bandwidth 6h of semiconductor laser is determined by its free spectrum range, as follows:

e,

(S.I O )
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This is inversely proportional to an effective cavity length Le# and an
effective refractive index nefi This means that the effective cavity length in
VCSELs can be as large as almost one wavelength and very wide continuous
tuning range is available.

5.2.3. CRITERIA FOR CONFIRMATION OF LASING
When we face a new or ultra-low threshold device, the existence of a
break from the linear increase of light output versus injection current
( I - L ) characteristic is an easy observation for checking the lasing operation. Sometimes, a nonlinearity is observed in the I - L characteristic, but
this does not necessarily confirm laser oscillation. Even with a non-lasing
sample this can be seen owing to “filtering effect” and electron-hole plasma
emission, nonradiating floor, and so on. The methods to definitely confirm
the laser operation of the vertical cavity, for example, are as follows;
1. Break or kink in current vs. light output ( I - L ) characteristic
2. Narrow spectral linewidth (e1 A).
3. Difference of near-field pattern (NFP) and far-field pattern (FFP)
between the emissions below and above the threshold.
4. Linearly polarized light of the emission above the threshold.

5.3. Device Structures and Design
5.3.1. DE VICE CONFIGURATION
As already shown in Fig. 5.1, the structure common to most VCSELs
consists of two parallel reflectors that sandwich a thin active layer. The reflectivity necessary to reach the lasing threshold should normally be higher
than 99.9%.Together with the optical cavity formation, the scheme for
injecting electrons and holes effectively into small volume of active region
is necessary for current injection device. The ultimate threshold current
depends on how to make the active volume small as introduced in the previous section and how well the optical field can be confined in the cavity to
maximize the overlap with the active region. These confinement structures
will be presented in the later sections.

5.3.2. MATERIALS
We show some choices of the materials for VCSELs in Fig. 5.2. Here are
some of the problems that should be considered for making vertical-cavity
VCSELs, as discussed in the previous section.
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Fig. 5.2 Materials for VCSELs in wide spectral bands.

1. design of resonant cavity and mode-gain matching
2. multi-layered distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) to realize high
reflective mirrors
3. optical losses such as Auger recombination, intervalence band
absorption, scattering loss, and diffraction loss
4. p-type doping to reduce the resistivity in p-type materials for CW
and high efficiency operation. If we wish to form multi-layer DBRs,
this will become much more severe.
5. heat sinking for high temperature and high power operation
6. COD (Catastrophic Optical Damage) level, very important for high
power operation
7. Crystal growth at reasonably high temperatures (e.g., higher than
half of melting temperatures)

5.3.3. CURRENT INJECTION SCHEME
Let us consider the current confinement for VCSELs. Some typical models
of current confinement schemes reported so far are as follows:

1. Ring electrode type: This structure can limit the current flow in the
vicinity of the ring electrode. The light output can be taken out from
the center window. This is easy to fabricate, but the current cannot
completely be confined in a small area due to diffusion.
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2. Proton bombardment type: We make an insulating layer by proton
(H+)irradiation to limit the current spreading toward the surrounding area. The process is rather simple and most commercialized
devices are made by this method.
3. Buried-Heterostructure (BH) type: We bury the mesa, including the
active region, with a wide gap semiconductor to limit the current.
The refractive index can be small in the surrounding region, resulting in formation of an index-guiding structure. This is an ideal
structure in terms of current and optical confinement. The problem
is that the necessary process is rather complicated, in particular, in
making a tiny 3D device.
4. Air-post type: The circular or rectangular air-post is used to make a
current confinement. It is the simplest means of device fabrication,
but nonradiative recombination at the outer wall may deteriorate the
performance.
5. Selective AlAs oxidation type: We oxidize AlAs layer to make a
transparent insulator.
6. Oxidized DBR type: The same method is applied to oxidize DBR
consisting of AlAs and GaAs. This is one of the volume confinement
methods and can reduce the nonradiative recombination.

By developing fine process technology, we could reach laser performance expected from the theoretical limit.
5.3.4. OPTICAL GUIDING

Some optical confinement schemes were developed for VCSELs. The fundamental concept is to increase the overlap of the optical field with the gain
region.
1. Fabry-Perot type: The optical resonant field is determined by two
reflectors, which form a plane parallel to the Fabry-Perot cavity.
The diffraction loss increases if the mirror diameter gets too
small.
2. Gain-guide type: We simply limit the field at the region where the
gain exists. The mode may be changed at higher injection levels
due to spatial hole burning.
3. Buried Heterostructure (BH): As introduced in the previous section,
an ideal index-guiding structure can be formed.
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4. Selective AlAs oxidation type: Due to the index difference between
AlAs and the oxidized region, we can confine the optical field as
well by a kind of lens-effect.
5. Anti-guiding type: The index is designed to be lower in the
surrounding region to make a so-called anti-guiding scheme. The
threshold is rather high, but this structure is good for stable mode in
high driving levels.

5.3.5. TRANSVERSEAND LONGITUDINAL MODE
The resonant mode in most surface-emitting lasers can be expressed by
the well-known Fabry-Perot TEM mode. The near-field pattern (NFP) of
fundamental mode can be given by the Gassiann function

E = Eo exp

[

-

1

(r/s)2]

(5.1 1)

where E is optical field, r is lateral distance, and s denotes the spotless.
The spot size of normal surface-emitting lasers is several microns and
relatively large compared with stripe lasers, say, 2-3pm. In the case of
multi-mode operation, the mode behaves like the combination of multiple
TEMP,. The associated spectrum is broadened due to different resonant
wavelengths.
The far-field pattern (FTF') associated with Gaussian near field can be
expressed by Gaussian function and spreading angle A9 as given by the
equation
2A9 = 0.64(A/2s)

(5.12)

Here, if s = 3 pm and h = 1pm, A0 = 0.05 (rad) = Z 3". This kind of
angle is narrower than conventional stripe lasers.

5.3.6. POLARIZATION MODE
The VCSEL generally has linear polarization without exception. This is due
to a small amount of asymmetric loss coming from the shape of the device or
material. The device grown on (100)-oriented substrate polarizes in (1 10)
or equivalent orientations. The direction cannot be identified definitely
and sometimes switches over due to spatial hole burning or temperature
variation. In order to stabilize the polarization mode, special care should
be taken. This issue will be discussed later.
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5.4. Surface-Emitting Laser in Long Wavelength Band
5.4.1. GaInAsPhP VCSEL

The first surface-emittinglaser device was demonstratedby using GaInAsP/
InP system in 1978 and published in 1979 [3]. The importance of 1300 or
1550nm devices is currently increasing, because parallel lightwave systems
are really needed to meet the rapid increase of information transmission capacity in local area networks (LANs). However, the GaInAsPhP
system conventionallyused in trunk communication systems with the help
of a temperature controller has some substantial difficulties for making
VCSELs due to the following reasons;
1. The Auger recombination and inter-valence band absorption
(IVBA) are noticeable.
2. The index difference between GaInAsP and InP is relatively small
to make DBR mirrors.
3. Conduction band offset is small.
A hybrid mirror technology is being developed. One technique is to
use a semiconductor/dielectic reflector [ 151. Thermal problems for CW
operation are extensively studied. A MgO/Si mirror with good thermal
conductivity was demonstrated to achieve the first room temperature CW
operation at 1300 nm surface-emitting lasers [lo]. Better results have been
obtained by using A1203/Si mirrors [ 161.
The other technique is epitaxial bonding of GaInAsPDnP active region
and GaAs/AlAs mirrors, where 144°C pulsed operation was achieved by
optical pumping. The CW threshold of 0.8 mA [17] and the maximum
operating temperature up to 69°C [ll] have been reported for 1550 nm
VCSELs with double-bonded mirrors [17]. More recently, the maximum operation was achieved at 71°C [18]. In 1998, a tandem structure of
1300nm VCSEL optically pumped by 850nm VCSEL was demonstratedto
achieve 1.5 mW of output power [191. However, the cost of wafer consumption in wafer fusion devices may become the final bottleneck of low-cost
commercialization.
For the purpose of improving the performance of 1300nm and 1550 nm
wavelength VCSELs, a good thermal conductive mirror consisting of
MgO/Si was employed and the first room-temperature CW operation was
achieved at 1300 nm [4]. The AlGaInAsDnP system can provide a good
temperature characteristic due to large conduction band offset, and together
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with an AIAs/AlInAs superlattice MQB for oxide aperture and a good temperature characteristic was demonstrated in edge emitters [20].
The AlAs/GaAs mirror has advantages in both electrical and thermal
conductivity. A wafer fusion has been adopted to combine the GaInAsPAnP
active layer and AlAslGaAs DBRs. A 1550 nm VCSEL exhibiting 66°C
CW operation and 0.8 mA threshold using selective AlAs oxidation was
reported [ 1 11. The direct growth of AlAs/GaAs DBR on InP based active
layer was also demonstrated [21]. A photo-pumped 1300 nm VCSEL with
an integrated 850 nm pump VCSEL was demonstrated exhibiting a few
mW and operation up to 80°C [ 191.
Recently, a GaAsSb QW on GaAs substrate has been demonstrated for
the purpose of 1300 nm VCSELs [22]. An AlGaAsSbIGaAs system has
been found to form a good DBR [23]. A tunnel junction and AlAs oxide
confinement structures may be very helpful for long wavelength VCSEL
innovation [24, 251.

5.4.2. A lGaInAs/AlGaInAs VCSEL
The AlGaInAs lattice matched to InP is also considered. This system may
exhibit a larger conduction band offset than the conventional GaInAsP
system. Moreover, we can grow a thin AlAs layer to make the native oxide
for current confining aperture like the GaAslAlAs system. The preliminary
study has been made to demonstrate a stripe laser in the author’s group,
where a large TO was demonstrated [20]. By using this system the first
monolithic VCSEL was fabricated demonstrating room-temperature CW
operation [26].
5.4.3. LONG WAVELENGTH VCSELs ON GaAs SUBSTRATE

The long-wavelength VCSEL formable on GaAs as shown in Fig. 5.3 will
have a great impact on the realization of high-performance devices [27].
Every GaAs based structure can be applied and a large conduction band
offset is expected. GaInNAs system has been pioneered by Kondow et al.
1281 by a gas source molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE) and 1190nm
stripe lasers were fabricated, where the nitrogen content is 0.4%. Roomtemperature CW operation of horizontal cavity lasers has recently been
obtained exhibiting the threshold current density of 1.5 kA/cm2. Also,
stripe geometry lasers were demonstrated having the threshold of 24 mA
at room temperature [29]. It is reported that the characteristic temperature
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is 120 K at around room temperature [29]. Some 1300nm edge-emitting
lasers and a 1186nm VCSELs were demonstrated [30].
If we can increase the nitrogen content up to 5%, the wavelength band of
1300-1550 nm may be covered. In particular, GaAs/AlAs Bragg reflectors
can be incorporated on the same substrate, and AlAs oxidation is utilized.
Some consideration of device design was presented [31]. In any case, this
system will substantially change the surface-emitting laser performances
in the long wavelength range. We achieved a lasing operation in GaInNAs
edge emitters grown by chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) demonstrating TO>
270 K and a VCSEL as shown in Fig. 5.4 [32, 331.
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During the research of GaInNAs lasers we found that a highly strained
GaInAdGaAs system containing large In-content (Y40%) can provide an
excellent temperature characteristic [34], i.e., operating with TO > 200 K
[35].This system should be viable for X > 1200 nm VCSELs for silicafiber-based high speed LANs [36].
A quantum dot structure is considered as a long-wavelength active
layer on GaAs substrate. Room temperature continuous wave operation
of 1300 nm GaInAs-dot VCSEL was reported with a threshold current of
0.5 mA [37].

5.5. Surface-EmittingLaser in Mid-Wavelength Band
5.5.1. 98&1200 nm GaInAdGaAs VCSEL

The GaInAs/GaAs strained pseudomorphic system grown on a GaAs substrate emitting at 980 nm of wavelength exhibits a high laser gain and
has been introduced into surface-emittinglasers together with using GaAsl
AlAs multi-layer reflectors [38]. A low threshold (1 mA at CW) has been
demonstrated by Jewel1 et al. [6] The threshold current of vertical-cavity
surface-emitting lasers has been reduced down to sub-milliampere orders
in various institutions in the world. Very low thresholds reported before
1995 were 0.7 mA [7], 0.65 mA [8], 0.2 mA [39]. Moreover, a threshold
of 91 pA at room-temperature CW operation was reported by introducing
the oxide current and optical confinement [40]. The theoretical expectation
was 10pA or less, if some good current and optical confinement structure
could be introduced.
It has been made clear that the oxide aperture can function as a focusing
lens, since the central window has a higher index and the oxide region
exhibits a lower index. This provides us some phase shift to focus the light
toward the center axis to reduce the diffraction loss. The Al-oxide is effective both for current and optical confinements and solves the problems on
surface recombination of carriers and optical scattering. The author’s group
demonstrated 70pA [41,42] of threshold by using oxide DBR structure,
the university of Texas achieved 40 pA [43], and USC reported 8.5 pA [44].
In 1995, we developed a novel laser structure employing a selective
oxidizing process applied to AlAs, which is one of the members of the multilayer Bragg reflector [41,42,45]. The active region is three quantum wells
consisting of 80 A GaInAs strained layers. The Bragg reflector consists
of GaAs/AlAs quarter wavelength stacks of 24.5 pairs. After etching the
epitaxial layers, including the active layer and two Bragg reflectors, the
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sample was treated in the high-temperature oven with water vapor, which
is bubbled by nitrogen gas. The AlAs layers are oxidized preferentially
with this process and native oxide of aluminum is formed at the periphery
of the etched mesas. It is recognized from the SEM picture that only AlAs
layers in DBR have been oxidized [41]. The typical size is a 20pm core
starting from a 30 pm mesa diameter. We achieved about 1 mW of power
output and submicro-ampere threshold. The nominal lasing wavelength
is 980 nm. We have made a smaller diameter device having a 5 pm core
started from a 20 pm mesa. The minimum threshold achieved is 70 pA at
room-temperature CW operation [41].
A relatively high power, higher than 50 mW, is becoming possible [46].
Power conversion efficiency of 50% is reported [47]. Also, high efficiency
operation at relatively low driving levels, i.e., a few mA, became possible,
which has been hard to achieve in stripe lasers. This is due to the availability
of low resistive DBRs incorporating an Al-oxide aperture. Actually, in
devices of about 1 pm in diameter, higher than 20% of power conversion
efficiencies was reported [48,49].
Regarding the power capability, near 200 mW has been demonstrated
by a large size device at the University of Ulm [50].In a two-dimensional
array involving 1000 VCSELs with active cooling, more than 2 W of CW
output was achieved [51].
In these low power consumption devices, high-speed modulation is possible in low driving currents around 1mA as well. This is especially important in low power interconnect applications enabling >10Gbitsh transmission or 1Gb/s zero-bias operation [52]. Actually, transmission experiments
over 10Gbits/s and zero-bias transmission have been reported. We measured an eye diagram for 10Gbitds transmission experiment through a
100 m multimode fiber [53].
Finally, VCSELs in this wavelength may find a market in 10 Gigabit
LANs together with high speed detectors and silica fibers. In many ways,
GaInAs VCSELs show the best performance and research to challenge the
extreme characteristics will be continued.

5.5.2. 980-1200 nm GaZnAs/GaAs VCSEL ON GaAs (311)
SUBSTRATE
Most VCSELs grown on GaAs (100) substrates show unstable polarization states due to isotropic material gain and symmetric cavity structures.
VCSELs grown by MBE on GaAs (3 1l)A substrates, however, show a very
stable polarization state [54]. Also, trials of growth on (GaAs)B substrates
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Fig. 5.5 Schematic structure of polarization controlled VCSEL on (311) GaAs substrate
(after Nishiyama et al. [60]).

by using MOCVD have been performed [55-571. Single transverse mode
and polarization mode controlled VCSELs had not been realized at the
same time.
In this section, we introduce a single transverse mode and polarization
controlled VCSEL grown on a GaAs (31 l)B substrate. Both higher-order
transverse modes and a non-lasing orthogonal polarization mode are well
suppressed with a suppression ratio of over 25 dB [58].
The schematic structure of a fabricated top-emitting VCSEL grown on
GaAs (311)B by low pressure MOCVD is shown in Fig. 5.5 [59, 601.
The bottom n-type distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) consists of 36 pairs
of Alo.7Ga03As/GaAs doped with Se. The top p-type DBR consists of
21 pairs of Zn-doped Alo.~Ga03As/GaAsand a 70 8, thick AlAs carbon
high-doping layer inserted at the upper AlGaAs interface by the carbon
auto-doping technique proposed by us.[53] The active layer consists of
three 8nm-thick Ino.2Ga08As quantum wells and lOnm GaAs barriers
surrounded by Alo.2Gao.8As to form a cavity. An 80nm-thick AlAs was
introduced on the upper cavity spacer layer to form an oxide confinement.
We oxidized the AlAs layer of etched 50 pm x mx 50 pm mesa at 480°C
for 5 minutes in an N2/H20 atmosphere by bubbling in 80°C water and
formed an oxide aperture of 2.5 pm x 3.0 pm.
Figure 5.6 shows a typical current-light ( I - L ) of a 1150nm highly
strained GaInAdGaAs VCSEL under uncooled operation [61]. The threshold current is below 1 mA at room temperature, which is comparable to
the value reported for non-(100) substrate VCSELs. The threshold voltage
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Temperature (“C)

Fig. 5.6 (a) LIZ characteristics and (b) temperature dependences of output power and
wavelength (after Nishiyama et at. [61]).
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is 1.5 V and the maximum output power is 1 mW at 4 mA. We changed
the ambient temperature by maintaining drive current so as to obtain 1mW
output at room temperature as shown in Fig. 5.6(a). The change of output
power was not so large and the result indicates no necessity of a thermo
cooler and power controller in system applications.
In other devices, a large side mode suppression ratio (SMSR) of over 35
dB and an orfhogonal polarization suppression ratio (OPSR) of over 25 dB
were achieved at the same time against the entire tested driving range
( I < 161,h). The single polarization operation was maintained at 5 GHz
modulation condition [57,601.
The selective oxidation of AlAs is becoming a standard current and optical confinement scheme for mA threshold devices. Technology of modestable lasers using (3 l l)B substrate is demonstrated for polarization control [56]. We have obtained completely single-mode VCSEL by employing
most of the available advanced techniques. We performed a transmission
experiment using 1200 nm VCSEL and single-mode silica fiber as shown
in Fig. 5.7 [62]. It should be noted that we could use a high-performance
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Fig. 5.7 Data transmission experiment of 1.2pm GaInAs/GaAs multi-wavelength
VCSEL (after Arai et al. [62]).
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VCSEL and silica fiber for single-mode transmission. We show its potentiality in Fig. 5.8.

5.6. Surface-Emitting Lasers in Near Infrared-Red Band
5.6.1. 850 nm GaAMs/GaAs VCSEL

A GaAlAs/GaAs laser can employ almost the same circular buried heterostructure (CBH) as the GaInAsPhP laser. In order to decrease the threshold, the active region is also constricted by the selective meltback method.
In 1986, the threshold of 6 mA was demonstrated for the active region 6 pm
diameter under pulsed operation [4].It is noted that a micro-cavity of 7 pm
long and 6 pm in diameter was realized.
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The MOCVD grown CBH VCSEL was demonstrated by a two-step
MOCVD growth and fully monolithic technology [63]. The first roomtemperature CW operation was achieved [5]. The lowest CW threshold
current was 20 mA. The differential quantum efficiency is typically 10%.
The maximum CW output power is about 2 mW. The saturation of the
output power is due to a temperature increase of the device. Stable singlemode operation is observed with neither sub-transverse modes nor other
longitudinal modes. The spectral linewidth above the threshold is less than
1 A, which is limited by the resolution of the spectrometer. The mode
spacing of this device was 170 A. The side mode suppression rate (SMSR)
of 35 dB is obtained at I / l t h = 1.25. This is comparable to that of welldesigned DBR or DFB dynamic single-mode lasers.
Sub-mA thresholds and 10 mW outputs have been achieved. A power
conversion efficiency of 57% has been demonstrated 1641. Some commercial optical links have already been to market. The price of low-skew
multimode fiber ribbons may be a key issue for inexpensive multimodefiber-based data links.
As for the reliability of VCSELs, lo7 hours of room-temperature operation is estimated based on the acceleration test at high temperature using
proton-defined devices [65]. In 1998, some preliminary test results began
to be reported on oxide-defined devices exhibiting no substantial negative
failures.
5.6.2. 780 nm GaAlAs/GaAs VCSEL

The VCSEL in this wavelength was demonstrated in 1987by optical pumping, and the first current injection device was developed by Y. H. Lee of
AT&T Bell [9]. He moved to KAIST and continues to study VCSELs in
this wavelength. If we choose the A1 content x to be 0.14 for Gal-,Al,As,
the wavelength can be as short as 780 nm. This is common for compact
disc lasers. When the quantum well is used for the active layer, blue shift
should be taken into account. The active layer Gao.gbAlo.L ~ AisSformed by a
superlatticeconsisting of GaAs (33.9 A), and AlAs (5.7 A), with 14periods.
~~.~G~,-/
The DBR is made of A ~ A ~ - A ~ ~ . ~ ~ G ~ . ~ ~ A ~ - A as
I period. The n-DBR has 28.5 pairs and p-DBR consists of 22 pairs. The
threshold in 1991 was 4-5 mA and the output was 0.7-0.8 mW. Later on,
the MQW made of AI content (x = 0.1/0.3) was introduced and a threshold
of 200 pA and output of 1.1 mW were demonstrated [66].
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5.6.3. AlGaInP RED VCSEL
Generally, the light-emitting device may have more severe operating problems in short wavelength regions than in longer ones, because the photon energy is large, and p-type doping is technically harder to perform.
If aluminum (Al) is included in the system, the degradation due to Aloxidation is appreciable. The AlGaInP/GaAs system emitting red color in
the 630-670 nm range is considered as a laser for the first-generation digital video disc system. GaInAlPIGaAs VCSELs were developed and roomtemperature operation exhibiting a submilliampere threshold and 8 mW
output and 11% of conversion efficiency have been obtained [67]. The
wavelength is 6720 nm with oxide aperture of 2 pm x 3 pm. The threshold
is 0.38 mA, the output is 0.6 mW, and the maximum operation temperature
is 85°C 1121. The red color VCSEL emitting 650 nm can match to the low
loss band of plastic fibers. Short distance data links using 1 mm diameter plastic fibers having a graded index have been developed. This system
provides very easy optical coupling. VCSELs can match nicely to this
application.

5.7. Surface-Emitting Lasers in Green-Blue-UV Band
Visible surface-emitting lasers are extremely important for disk, printers,
and display applications, in particular, red, green, and blue surface emitters may provide much wider technical applications, if realized. The ZnSe
system is the material to provide CW operation of green-blue semiconductor lasers operating over 1000 hours. It is supposed to be good for
green lasers and the metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)
may be a key to getting reliable devices into mass production. We have
developed a simple technique to get a high p-doping by an ample diffusion of LiN to ZnSe. Also, a dielectric mirror deposition was investigated
and relatively high reflectivity was obtained to provide an optical pumped
vertical cavity. Some trials regarding optical pumped and current injection
surface-emitting lasers have been made [ 141.
The GaN and related materials can cover wide spectral ranges green
to UV. The reported reliability of GaN-based LEDs and LDs [68, 691 appears to indicate a good material potentiality for surface-emitting lasers
as well. The optical gain is one of the important parameters to estimate
the threshold current density of GaN-based VCSELs. The estimation of
linear gain for GaN/Alo.lG%.gN quantum well is carried out using the
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density-matrix theory with intraband broadening. The transparent carrier
density of GaN is higher than other 111-V materials such as GaAs, presumably originating from its heavy electron and hole masses. Generally, the
effectivemasses of electrons and holes depend on the bandgap energy. Thus
it seems that the wide-bandgap semiconductors require higher transparent
carrier densities than do narrow-bandgap materials. The introduction of
quantum wells for wide-bandgap lasers is really effective. This result indicates that the GaN/Alo.1GQ.~NQW is useful for low-threshold operation
of VCSELs.
The trial for realizing green to UV VCSELs has just started. Some optical pumping experiments have been reported [14, 701. It is necessary to
establish some process technologies for device fabrication such as etching,
surface passivation, substrate preparation, metalization, current confinement formation, and so on. We have made a preliminary study to search for
dry etching of a GaN system by a chlorine-based reactive ion beam etch,
and it was found to be possible.
The GaN system has large potentialities for short wavelength lasers.
AlN/GaN DBR and ZrO/SiO;! DBR are formed for VCSELs [71], and
some selective growth techniques were attempted [72]. A photo-pumped
GaInN VCSEL was reported [14]. Also we are trying to grow GaInN/GaN
on silica glass for large-area light emitters [73].

5.8. Innovating Technologies

5.8.1. ULTIMATE CHARACTERISTICS
By overcoming any technical problems, such as making tiny structures,
ohmic resistance of electrodes, and improving heat sinking, we believe
that we can obtain a 1pA device. Many efforts toward improving the
characteristics of surface-emitting lasers have been made, including surface passivation in the regrowth process for buried heterostructure, microfabrication, and finc epitaxies.
As has been previously introduced, very low thresholds of around 70 FA,
40 FA, and 10pA were reported by employing the aforementioned oxidation techniques. Therefore, by optimizing the device structures, we can
expect a threshold lower than micro-amperes in the future [74,75].
The efficiency of devices is another important issue for various applications. By introducing the oxide confinement scheme the power conversion efficiency has been drastically improved due to the effective current
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confinementand the reduction of optical losses. Also, the reduction of driving voltage by innovatingthe contacting technology helped a lot. As already
mentioned, higher than 57% of power conversion efficiency (sometimes
called wall-plug efficiency) has been realized. The noticeable difference
from the conventional stripe laser is that high efficiency can be obtained at
relatively low driving ranges in the case of VCSELs. Further improvement
may enable us to achieve very high efficiency arrayed devices not attained
in any other types of lasers.
The high-speed modulation capability is very essential for communication applications. In VCSELs, 10Gbits/s or higher modulation experiments
have been reported. It is a big advantage for VCSELs systems that over
10 Gbits/s modulation is possible at around 1 mA driving levels. This characteristic is very preferable for low power consumption optical interconnect
applications.
The reliability of devices is a final screening of applicability of any components and systems. A high-temperature acceleration life test of protonimplanted VCSELs showed an expected room-temperature lifetime of
over lo7 hours. There is no reason why we cannot have very long life
devices with VCSELs, because the active region is completely embedded in wide gap semiconductor materials and the mirror is already
passivated.
The lasing performance of VCSELs will be improved by optimizing and
solving the following issues; a) improvement of crystal quality, b) quantum
structures (strain, wire/dot, modulation doping), c) polarization control,
d) wavelength control, e) high power and low operation voltage.
Micro-etching technology is inevitably required to make reproducible
arrayed VCSELs. We have prepared ICP (Inductively Coupled Plasma)
etching for well controlled and low damage etching of GaAs and InP
systems [76].
In order to further achieve substantial innovations in surface-emitting
laser performances, the following technical issues remain unsolved or not
yet optimized;
1. AlAs oxidation and its application to current confinement and
optical beam focusing
2. Modulation doping, p-type and n-type modulation doping to
quantum wellsharriers
3. Quantum wires and dots for active engines
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4. Strained quantum wells and strain compensation
5. Angled substrates such as (31 lA), (311B), (41 l), etc.
6. New material combinations such as GaInNAdGaAs for long
wavelength emission, etc.
7. Wafer fusion technique to achieve optimum combination of active
region and mirrors
8. Transparent mirrors to increase quantum efficiency and output
power
9. Multi-quantum barriers (MQBs) to prevent carrier leakage to
p-cladding layer
10. Tunnel junction.
Among them, the AlAs oxidation technology looks to be the most important technology to confine the current to reduce the threshold. Moreover,
the oxidized layer works to give some amount of phase shift to focus the
beam, providing an index-guiding cavity.
A tunnel junction was introduced in surface-emitting lasers [77]. Recently, the reverse tunnel junction began to be utilized for effective carrier
injection and a novel self-aligned current aperture was proposed [24].

5.8.2. POLARIZATION STEERING
A wide variety of functions, such as polarization control, amplification, detecting, and so on can be integrated along with surface-emitting lasers by
stacking. The polarization control will become very important for VCSELs
[78]. One of the methods is to incorporate a grating terminator to a DBR.
The other method includes the utilization of quantum wires and off-angled
substrate, where we can differentiate the optical gain between one lateral
direction and the perpendicular direction [54]. As already introduced, reasonably low threshold and well-controlled polarization behavior has been
demonstrated by a (31 l)A and (31l)B substrate. The device formation on
(31 l)B GaAs substrates employing MOCVD methods has been attempted
by solving the difficulties of crystal growth and p-type doping. We have
achieved 260 pA of CW threshold and single transverse and single polarization operation. The orthogonal Polarization Suppression Ratio (OPSR)
of about 30 dB was obtained. We have shown single-mode operation in a
(31 1)B-based InGaAs/GaAs VCSEL under DC and 5 Gbitsls modulation
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condition [60]. At high-speed modulation conditions, some deterioration
of OPSR was observed. Later, we achieved more stable operation by optimizing the device structure. The use of angled substrates, which provides
us differential gain in two orthogonal polarizations, will be very effective to control the polarization independent of structures and the size of
devices.

5.9. VCSEL-Based Integration Technology
A wide variety of functions, such as frequency tuning, amplification, and
filtering, can be integrated along with surface-emitting lasers by stacking. Another possible way of moduling is to use the micro-optical bench
(MOB) concept [79] to ease the assembling of components, as shown in
Fig. 5.9.
A tunable VCSEL [80] is attractive as a widely tunable laser because
of its short cavity structure. The first wide continuous wavelength tuning
was demonstrated using a micromechanical external mirror [811. Following that, tunable Fabry-Perot filters and VCSELs with a micromachined
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) were demonstrated [82, 831. Micromachined filtersNGSELs have various advantages, such as wide wavelength
Multi Wavelength
VCSELs(MUX)
PD (DEMUX)

Optical

PMLs

Mirror

WDM
Filters

Fig. 5.9 WDM module based on stacked planar optics (after Aoki et al. [79])
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Strain Control

GaAdGaAIAs
DBR

Air Gap

I

Fig. 5.10 (a) Schematic structure of (a) micromachined tunable filter and (b) SEM picture
of MEMS GaAlAs/GaAs vertical cavity filter (after Amano et ul. [85]).

tuning ranges and two-dimensional array integration. We previously proposed a novel technique for wavelength stabilization and wavelength trimming in a VCSEL using a micromachined DBR mirror tuned by differential thermal expansion [84].We demonstrated an optical filter using
vertical cavity configuration [85]. In Fig. 5.10, its concept is shown, which
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demonstrates a Fabry-Perot filter fabricated by micro electromechnical
system (MEMS) technology. By employing an additional compensation
layer, a temperature independent filtering characteristic was obtained as
shown in Fig. 5.1 1 [85].

5.10. VCSEL Application to WDM Networks
Lastly, we consider some possible applications including optical interconnects, parallel fiber-optic subsystems, WDM networks, and so on. We performed an experiment of > 10 Gbits/s modulation of VCSELs and transmission via 100m multi-mode fibers. The bit-error-rate (BER) is shown in
Fig. 5.12 [53].
Multi-wavelength lasers are very important in massive transmission of
optical signals. By using a selective crystal growth in metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), we achieved a multi-wavelength VCSEL
array as shown in Fig. 5.13(a). The cavity length of each device can be tuned
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during the crystal growth. The experimentalresult is shown in Fig. 5.13(b).
Multi-wavelength transmission was also demonstrated.
Long wavelength VCSELs should be useful for silica-based fiber links
providing ultimate transmission capability by taking the advantage of single wavelength operation and massively parallel integration. The development of 1200-1550 nm VCSELs may be one of the most important
issues in surface-emitting laser research for metropolitan area networks
(MAN). 1550nm VCSELs with MEMS tunable functionshave been attracting much interest for use in high end MAN systems. Electrical pumped
tunable VCSELs with a tuning range of 20 nm [86] and photo-pumped
tunable VCSELs with a tuning range of over 50 nm were demonstrated

WI.
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Fig. 5.13 (a) Schematic and (b) lasing spectra of multiwavelength VCSEL array on patterned substrate (after Arai et al. [62]).

5.11. Summary
The technology for high-performance VCSELs has matured. In practical 850 nm devices, sub-mA thresholds and 10 mW outputs have been
achieved. A power conversion efficiency of >50% has been demonstrated.
As for the reliability of VCSELs, lo7hours of room-temperature operation
are estimated. Life test results on oxide-defined devices exhibited higher
reliability. The Gigabit Ethernet has already been in the market by the use
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of multimode-fiber-based optical links. This system is being extended to
10 Gigabitds Ethernets.
The importance of 1300 or 1550 nm devices is currently increasing
for metropolitan area networks (MAN). A 1550 nm VCSEL with MEMS
tunable functions began to be introduced into a high-end MAN system. One
of the viable materials for long wavelength emitters is a GaInNAs system
that can be formed on GaAs substrate.
In order to control the polarization of VCSEL output, (31l)B substrate
has been introduced and >30dB of orthogonal polarization suppression
ratio (OPSR) was obtained even in high-speed modulation conditions.
The VCSEL itself is basically an exploratory device which has generated a Gigabit Ethernet and fiber channel applications. It is emerging
into a higher class of data communication system such as 10 Gigabit
Ethernet, high-speed LANs, optical interconnects, optical links, and so on.
Moreover, long-wavelength VCSELs have been developed toward longdistance metropolitan area networks (MANS).It is noted that a continuous
and wide-range wavelength tunability is a unique solution among many
other candidates for this purpose. It may be a disruptive technology to
replace distributed feedback (DFB) lasers.
It is found that temperature dependence upon threshold and quantum
efficiency could be removed by properly designing the device structure
and material. The highly strained GaInAs/GaAs emitting 1200nm band is
one of the candidates. The GaInNAs system may follow.
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Chapter 6

Lithium Niobate Optical
Modulators
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Optoelectronics Center; Room 31-153. Agere Systems Inc..
9999 Hamilton Blvd.. Breinigsville, PA, 18031, USA

6.1. Introduction and Scope
With the advent of the laser, a great interest in communication at the
optical frequencies was created. A new era of optical communication was
launched in 1970, when an optical fiber, having 20 dB/km attenuation,
was fabricated at the Corning Glassworks. Dr. Kaminow and his team from
Bell Labs reported the concept of electrooptic light modulators [ 13. At the
same time, Miller [2], coined the term “Integrated Optics” and heralded the
beginning of efforts in development of a number of optical components,
including light sources, waveguide devices, and detectors. The demand for
fiber-optic telecommunicationsystems and larger bandwidth requirements
has increased tremendously in the past 10 years. External modulators arc
extensively developed and used for these systems, with the bandwidth ranging from 2.5, to 10, and presently 40 GHz. High-speed LiNb03 (Lithium
Niobate, LN) optical waveguide external modulators have the advantages
of superior chirping characteristics, wider bandwidths, and low insertion
losses over the direct modulation of the lasers.
The system performance of high-speed digital communication systems
is limited by fiber dispersion. The optical communication system degradations caused by the fiber dispersion problems can be reduced by the
zero-chirp or negative-chirp capabilities of the LiNbO3 optical modulators. The LiNbO3 modulator technology, which started in the late 1960s at
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Bell Labs (AT&TLucent Technologies), advanced in terms of the material properties, fabrication process, and various modulation schemes over
the years [3-151. Until the middle of the 1980s, a number of researchers
in universities, research laboratories, and corporations all over the world
made tremendous contributions in improving the optical and electrooptical
characteristics [ 16-55].
Although the electrooptic characteristics were greatly improved over the
years, practical realization of the Lithium Niobate modulators for use in actual systems was not possible until the early 1990s. The stable operation of
these devices was highly limited by the bias-voltage-induceddrift (DC drift)
and the temperature-induceddrift, which made these devices unsuitable for
practical applications in optical communication systems.This caused many
corporations/companies to slowly reduce the development activities, with
a few exceptions. Limited development activities were being carried in the
United States, Europe, and Japan, with a view to solving these reliability
problems in addition to improving the bandwidth. The breakthrough came
in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Bell Labs-Lucent Technologies in the
United States and F u j i t s m / N E C in Japan were successful in developing low-drift modulator technologies. In the last few years, the business
opportunities have increased, and there is a strong demand and supply
for these LiNbO3 modulators, as per the optical communication industry’s
requirements.
The increase in use of the WDM (wavelength-divisionmultiplexing) in
high-speed and long-haul fiber systems necessitates the use of high-speed
modulators. Significant advances have been made in recent years in the
design and performance of these modulators. The aim of this work is to
review the basic results and progress of the technology. A total review
of the field is out of the scope of this work, and several books and special papers [3-151 can be referred to for more details. In this chapter, the
emphasis is more on the design, fabrication, and various characteristics that
are required by the system applications and the state-of-the-art in achieving
these characteristics.
The chapter is organized to give the progress, general methods, design
aspects, fabrication, and reliability of the lithium niobate optical modulators. Section 6.2 treats the types of optical modulation and various physical
effects that control the modulation. Section 6.3 gives the general structures,
principle of operation, and design methods. The emphasis is on velocity
matching and microwave attenuation reduction. Section 6.4 deals with the
fabrication methods and the reliability aspects.
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6.2. Optical Modulation
6.2.1. INTRODUCTION
It is possible to realize various optical devices by externally controlling
the lightwave propagating in the optical waveguide. Optical modulators
are the devices, made of optical waveguides on some material with special
properties, where the information is placed on the lightwave externally,
imposing time-varying change on the lightwave. The information content
is then related to the bandwidth of the imposed variation. Similarly, the
switches are the devices that change the spatial location of the lightwave
with respect to the switching signal. These modulators and switches are
the important components in almost all the optical communication systems.
The materials have physical properties such as electrooptic effect, acoustooptic effect, magnetooptic effect, and thermooptic effect. In this section
the basic modulation types and the electrooptic effect are discussed. The
details for other physical effects, such as, acoustooptic and magnetooptic,
can be obtained from reference [ 5 ] .

6.2.2. TYPES OF MODULATIONS
The optical waveguide structures are formed in a material with a physical
effect such as electrooptic effect, and it is then possible to achieve modulation by external application of the signal. This is an operation where the
information content is placed on a coherent lightwave. A modulator alters
the detectable properties of a lightwave, in response to the applied external signal. The desired modulation characteristics depend on the system
characteristics and system applications.
The modulation types include intensity or amplitude modulation, phase
modulation, frequency modulation, and polarization modulation.
The intensity modulators are those in which the intensity or amplitude
of the coherent lightwave varies with a time-varying signal. In this case,
for the plane wave of E ( t ) exp{j(ot - q)},the intensity will be given by
E ( t ) x E * ( t ) or E2,which will vary as a function of the applied signal.
In phase modulation, the phase of the lightwave responds to the applied
signal. If the electric field of the lightwave when no signal is applied is
E exp{j(of- q ) } ,when the signal is applied the field is shifted in phase
by an amount A q . The field will then become E ( t ) exp{j(ot - q A q ) } .
If the signal is time varying, the A q also varies with time. The amplitude

+
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of the first side band and carrier amplitude are related to the Bessel
functions.
In polarization modulation, using the electrooptic effect, the polarization
states of the lightwave respond to the signal applied. In general, when there
is no signal applied, the lightwave emerges as a linearly polarized light.
The vector amplitude of such a plane-polarized wave can be represented as
E =xExexp{j(ot-q)}+yEyexp{j(wt-q)}.ForEx=Ey,thepolarization is 45" to the x axis. The amplitude when the signal is applied can be
Cpx)}+yEyexp{j(wt-q
Cpy)},
representedas E = x E x exp{j(wt-q
with Cpx and Cpy functions of the applied signal and time. This expression
is that of an elliptical polarized light. The phase shift is ACp = Cpx - Cpy. If
A 0 is zero the light is plane polarized, and if ACp = T then the light is also
plane polarized, but rotated through 90" from the previous plane-polarized
light of A@ =0. These changes, from linear to elliptical polarization,
are the characteristics of polarization modulators that use the electrooptic
effect. In the case of magnetooptic polarization modulators, the light remains linearly polarized, but rotated in direction as a function of the applied
signal. These polarization modulators are usually used as switches.
The last method is frequency modulation, in which the frequency or the
wavelength is changed with the applied signal. The detection of such frequency shifts gives rise to more complicated heterodyne system applications.

+

+

6.2.3. ELECTROOPTIC EFFECT
The electrooptic effect is in general defined as a change of refractive index
inside an optical waveguide in optical aniisotropic crystals, when an external electric field is applied. If the refractive index changes linearly with the
amplitude of the applied field, it is known as the linear electrooptic effect or
the Pockels effect. This effect is the most widely used physical effect for the
waveguide modulators. The details can be learned from the existing literature (for example, Ref. [5]);here some of the basic fundamentals are given.
The dielectric tensor [ E ] of these anisotropic crystals such as LiNbO3
can be represented as follows, when the asymmetric diagonal components
are made zero:

Assuming the relation between the dielectric constant and the refractive
index n,, as ejj = n; ( j = 1,2,3), the index of the ellipsoid can be
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written as

When the x ,y ,z are chosen to be parallel to the principal dielectric axis of
the crystal, the linear change in the refractive index coefficients due to the
applied electric field E is given by
A

[a]

3

=CrijEj
j=1

where i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 and j = 1 , 2 , 3 are associated with the x , y, z
axes respectively and rij is known as the electrooptic constant. Equation
6.3, when written in a matrix form (the 6 x 3 [rij]matrix),
-

-

rll

r12
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r22

r23

r31

r32

r33

r41

r42

r43

r5l

r52

r53

r61

r62

r63-

(6.4)

is called the electrooptic tensor.
In the case of an anisotropic crystal such as LiNbO3, nx = n , = no
represents the ordinary refractive index and n, = ne is the extraordinary
refractive index. Then the electrooptic tensor becomes

0, and the light is propagating in
Assuming Ex = Ey = 0 and E z
the x direction, it can be written, from Eqs. (6.2) to (6.5),

Y2
n:( 1 - 0.5 r13 n: E z )

+ n z ( l - 0.5Z 2r33 n: Ez)

(6.6)
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The change in refractive index can be
Ane = 0.5 r33 ni E z
Ano = 0.5 r13 no3 E z ,

(6.7)

mN, r22 = 3 . 4 ~
mN, r13 = 8.6 x
ForLiNbO3, r33 = 3 0 . 8 ~
mN, no = 2.2, and ne =2.15 at h = 1.5 pm.
mN, r33 = 28.0 x

6.3. Basic Principles of the Modulator Design
and Operation
6.3.1. INTRODUCTION
In this section, the basic principles of operation and design considerations
are discussed, v i s - h i s the characteristics of optical modulators based on
the dielectric crystals, such as Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) [15].
The block diagram of a single-channeltime-division multiplexing(TDM)
communication system and the multi-channel wavelength-division multiplexing systems (WDM) are given in Fig. 6.1. TDM systems basically
consist of the transmitter and receivers, connected through the fibers. The
transmitter part consists of a laser, which provides the coherent optical
(light) wave, and the modulator (either external or the direct modulation of
lasers), where the desired signal is modulated and is placed on the coherent lightwave. The light is then propagatedtransmitted through the fiber,
using amplifiershoosters for transporting to the destination. At the receiver
end the light is demodulated and the signal is separated from the coherent
lightwave for the final processing, depending on the application.
In the case of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), a number of
channels are used in a way similar to a TDM system, except that each
channel is propagated at a single WavelengtWfrequency. At the transmitter
Laser

H

MOD

Fig. 6.1 The high-speed long-haul optical communication system components, for
(a) time-division multiplexing (TDM) and (b) wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
applications.
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side the individual channels are multiplexed into a single path and transmitted through the fiber. At the receiver end, the optical wave is demultiplexed
into various wavelength channels and detected, as in TDM.
The direct modulation of lasers is limited by the achievable bandwidth,
chirp, or dispersion, and the ability to be transmitted to longer distances.
The advantages for short-distance applications include small device size
and cost effectiveness. On the other hand, external modulators are bulky
and costly and increase the system requirements. But the advantages, such
as large bandwidths and capability to propagate long distances, make these
external modulators the winners in optical communication systems. The
external modulators include devices made of the dielectric crystals such
as lithium niobate and lithium tantalite, semiconductors including GaAs,
InP, InGaAs etc., and polymers such as PMMA. The lithium-niobatebased modulators have the advantages of large bandwidth capabilities, low
chirp characteristics, low insertion loss, better reliability, and mature manufacturing capabilities. The disadvantages include higher driving voltages,
large size of the device, and cost. The semiconductor modulators have the
advantages of smaller size, low driving voltages, relatively low cost (for
large volumes), and compatibility of future integration with other semiconductor devices. The disadvantages include large insertion loss, smaller
transmission distances, chirp, and manufacturing yields. The polymers are
just emerging and although they can achieve large bandwidths and low
driving voltages, their long-term reliability is still being investigated. In
today’s marketplace, lithium niobate external modulators are widely used,
especially for applications of more than a few Gb/s.
Figure 6.2 shows a generic trend of the spced of the systems that are in
practical use, in terms of the date of deployment. Starting with 0.4/ 1.6 Gb/s
systems in the earlyAate 1980s,through 2.4/10 Gb/s in the earlyllate 1990s,
systems in the early 2000s need 40 Gb/s optical components. Due to the
advantages of the lithium niobate external modulators, it is expected that a
large market share will be held by these devices at 40 Gb/s.

6.3.2. BASIC STRUCTURE AND CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE MODULATORS
In general, the Mach-Sender interferometer type structure is used in the
lithium-niobate-based intensity modulators [55-601. The basic operational
structure is shown in Fig. 6.3. The modulator basically consists of an
input straight waveguide, an input Y branch waveguide, which divides
the incoming light into two parts, then an interferometer consisting of
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Fig. 6.2 The progress of the systems in practical use as commercial systems, as a function
of time since 1980, vis-a-vis the speed or bandwidth of these systems.

two arms, to which the signal can be applied in the form of voltage, then
another output Y branch waveguide, which combines the two waves from
the interferometer arms, and finally an output straight waveguide.
When there is no signalholtage applied (V = 0), the input wave (field)
will be divided in two equal parts, EA and E B . At the interference arms
these waves propagate with the same amplitude and phase and recombine
at the output Y branch and propagate in the output waveguide without any
change in the intensity (Fig. 6.3 (a)). When voltage is applied, it changes the
phase of the two waves at the interferometer arms, and when the applied
voltage, V , equals the voltage required to achieve a n phase shift, V,,
the output waves from the interferometer have the same amplitude, but a
phase difference of T.The output light will become zero by destructive
interference (Fig. 6.3 (b)). For the values of the voltage between V and V,,
output power varies as
pout= O . ~ ( ( I E AI

= 0.5Pin. ( K l

+

I E B Z ) ~ ~ Z E A I IEsI cos2 A q }

(6.8)

+ K2cos2(nV/2V,)

(6.9)

where the phase shift

2Aq =nV/Vn

(6.10)

Figure 6.3.(c) shows the output intensity as the function of switching/
driving voltage, which is represented by Eq. (6.9).
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(c>
Fig. 6.3 The principle of operation of the Mach-Zehnder intensity modulators (a) when
no voltage is applied across the two arms, on-state, (b) when a voltage equivalent to a n
phase shift, between the arms is applied, off-state, (c) with the output power of the modulator
as a function of the applied voltage.
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Driving Voltage

The change in the index as a function of voltage is
A.n(V) = n;3r,Vr/2G

(6.11 )

The phase difference in each arm of the interferometer will be rp and as
the voltage is applied on both arms, the push-pull effect can be used and
the total phase difference will be 2rp, and
2$3 = R v / V ,
The drivinghwitching voltage V, = h G / 2 n :
The voltage length product

rL

(6.12)

V, L = h G / 2 n ; r33r

(6.13)

r-33

where h is the wavelength of operation (say, lS), ne is the extraordinary
refractive index of the LiNbO3 waveguide (say, 2.15 at h1.5 pm), r33 is
the electrooptic coefficient, 30.8 x
mN, V is the voltage applied,
r is the overlap integral between optical and electric (RF) fields (usually
a value of 0.3 to O S ) , G is the gap between the electrodes, and L is the
electrode length.
Depending on the crystal orientation (z-cut, x-cut, or y-cut), the electrode configuration, whether they are placed on the waveguides or on the
sides of the waveguide, will result in the use of vertical or horizontal fields
(Fig. 6.4). The overlap integral, r, is better for the z-cut compared to an
x-cut. The driving voltage will be less in the case of the z-cut crystal
orientationhertical field, due to the large overlap factor. But, there is a
need to place a dielectric layer between the electrode and the waveguides,

Horizontal Electric field

I

Vertical Electricfield

(4
Fig. 6.4 The normally used electrode configurations and the respective field conditions,
(a) horizontal field used for the x - or y-cut crystal orientations, (b) vertical field used for
the z-cut crystal orientation, with the electrodes placed above the waveguides.
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to minimize the waveguide insertion loss, for a TM mode propagation.
This will increase the driving voltage. The parameters of the dielectric
layer, usually a Si02 layer, can be used as a design parameter to achieve
larger bandwidths.

Extinction Ratio and Insertion Loss
If ZO is the intensity at the output of the modulator, when no voltage is
applied, Zmm is the maximum intensity, and Zmin is the minimum intensity
when the voltage is applied, then
the insertion loss is defined as 10 lOg(Zmax/Zo),

(6.14)

the extinction ratio, ER, is 10 lOg(Zmin/Zmx).

(6.15)

and

Chirp
In the case of small-signal applications, the dynamic chirp &(t) is the
instantaneous ratio of the phase modulation to amplitude modulation of
the transmitted signal and expressed as [53]
(6.16)
where @ and Z are the phase and intensity of the optical field and t denotes
the time. In case of the intensity modulator using a Mach-Zehnder type
(Fig. 6.3), the a can be represented in a simplified form,
.

&-

A.82+A.81
.
AB2 - AB1

- AV2 + A V l
AV2 - A V l

(6.17)

AB 1, AB2 are the electrooptically induced phase shifts, and A V 1, A V2
are the peak-to-peak applied voltages of the two arms of the interferometer.
Although this expression can be applied in general to the small-signal
region, it can also be applicable, to a large extent, for the large signal
region, due to the shape of the switching curve. Also, the value of a can
take - or values and the chirp can be used to advantage, depending on
the optical transmission system. For systems that operate, away from the

+
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zero-dispersion wavelength region, and depending on the fiber used for
transmission, a negative chirp can be advantageous to achieve low dispersion penalties [53, 641. In general, for a z-cut lithium niobate intensity
modulator, with a traveling wave type electrode, the value can be -0.7.
Depending on the crystal orientation and type of electrode structure, the
value can be zero (x-cut modulator).

Common Electrode Structures
The simple electrode structure, consisting of two symmetric electrodes
on both interferometer waveguides, otherwise known as lumped electrode
structure, is shown in Fig. 6.5 (a). Figure 6.5 (b) shows the equivalent circuit of such a lumped electrode structure. The source part is represented
and load resistance, Rload. The modulator
by a voltage source, Vsource,
part is represented as a capacitance, Cmod. The bandwidth in this case is
limited by the RC (load resistance and modulator capacitance) and can be

I
.

..... .

- 1

-. . ....

i
(4

Source

Mod)

(e)

Fig. 6.5 The commonly used electrodestructures,for a z-cut orientedlithiumniobate optical modulator, (a) a symmetricallumped electrode structure, (b) the RC equivalent circuit of
the lumped electrode structure, (c) the equivalent circuit of a traveling wave electrode structure. The commonly used traveling wave electrode structures (d) a CPW (Coplanar Waveguide) electrode structure and (e) the ACPS or Asymmetric Coplanar Stripline structure.
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given by 1/2V, Rloa,jCmd,hence, it is difficult to achieve large bandwidths.
The widely used electrode structure for larger bandwidths is the traveling
wave electrode structure, where the modulator electrode structure is designed to be an extension of load resistance. Figure 6.5 (c) shows the
equivalent structure of this design. The modulator is designed to have the
characteristic impedance, Z , d . The widely used traveling wave electrode
structures are shown in Fig. 6.5 (d) and (e). Figure 6.5. (d) shows the structure of a CPW Coplanar electrode structure [56, 571, which consists of
a central signal electrode and two ground electrodes on both sides of the
signal electrode, whose widths are assumed to be sufficiently larger than
the signal (or central) electrode structure. Figure 6.5 (e) shows the ACPS,
Asymmetric Coplanar Stripline or ASL, Asymmetric stripline electrode
structure [58, 621, which consists of a central signal and one ground electrode, where the ground electrode width is assumed to be sufficiently larger
than that of the signal electrode. In both of these cases the bandwidth is no
more limited by the capacitance of the modulator, but is dependent on the
velocity matching and microwave attenuation of the electrode structures.
The other important characteristics include

Optical: Wavelength of operation, optical return loss, maximum
power, polarization dependency, etc.
Electrooptic and microwave characteristics: Bandwidth (frequency
response), microwave attenuation, characteristic impedance, etc.
Mechanical and long-term stability: size, temperature, and DC drift
stability, humidity and shock and vibration stability, fiber pull strength,
etc.
These are the characteristics that need to be addressed by the modulator
designer,from the initial stage. The waveguide technology is mature enough
to satisfy most of the characteristics. The most important characteristicsthat
need special attention from the design point of view are larger bandwidths
and lower driving voltages, which will be discussed in detail in the next
section.

6.3.3. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF MODULATORS
The usual system requirements are larger bandwidths with lower driving
voltages, due to the limitations of available low driving voltage drivers.
Bandwidth and driving voltage of lithium niobate modulators are in a tradeoff relationship. One has to be sacrificed for the other. Modulator design
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concentrates on optimizing various parameters and finding ways to achieve
both larger bandwidths and lower driving voltages 165-971.
6.3.4. BANDWIDTH

The bandwidth of a modulator is dependent on the velocity mismatch
between the optical and microwave (RF) and the microwave attenuation
of the electrode structure. The velocity mismatch can be controlled by the
electrode and buffer layer parameters. But once the electrodebuffer layer
parameters get fixed, the microwave attenuation (a)gets fixed. In other
words, the microwave attenuation, which gets fixed by the electrodebuffer
layer parameters, limits the achievable bandwidth, even though perfect
velocity matching is achieved. The driving voltage or V, is also dependent
on the electrodelbuffer layer parameters.

Velocity Matching
As the effective refractive indices of the optical wave (2.15, for TM mode,
at 1.55 pm) and the microwave (4.2) are different, a velocity mismatch
exists between the two fields, which are propagating simultaneously.This
mismatch limits the achievable optical bandwidth value. It is possible to
reduce the microwave refractive index to that of the optical refractive index,
by optimizing the electrode and buffer layer parameters. Figure 6.6 shows
the cross-sectional view of the Ti-diffused LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder modulator with CPW electrode structure. The parameters that are controlled and

G

W

G

LiNbOBsubstrate
Fig. 6.6 The cross-sectional view of the Ti-diffused LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder modulator
with a CPW electrode structure.
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optimized are W, the width of the signal electrode, G , the gap between the
signal and ground electrodes, Telecwde, the thickness of the electrode, Tbuffer,
the thickness of the buffer layer, and E , the dielectric constant of the lithium
niobate crystal. Highly accurate optical waveguide simulation methods and
tools are needed to design these modulators. The WKB method, finite element method, etc., are used to solve the two-dimensional analysis. There is
some commercial software available for three-dimensional analysis also.
But most of the optical and microwave field analysis tools give a general
trend as the calculation, and the actually measured characteristicsusually do
not agree completely. There is a need to improve the simulation techniques,
incorporating the measured experimental values of various parameters, in
order to achieve a better simulation tool. Here the general design criteria are discussed, where the various parameters used here are optimized
using the experimental results. Care should be taken in modifying these
parameters with the measured and fabricated conditions. In the following
design, two-dimensional finite element analysis is used for the microwave
analysis, to calculate the capacitance, effective microwave index, and the
characteristic impedance. The BPM (beam propagation method) or PBM
(propagation beam method) is used for optical field analysis. The details
can be obtained from various references, including, [58-60, 62, 66-69].
Here the results are given.
The parameters used include the refractive index (TM modes) at 1.55pm
of wavelength, ne at 2.15, the dielectric constants of the z-cut LiNbO3 28
for z direction and 43 in other directions. The buffer layer is assumed to
be Si02 with the dielectric constant of 3.9. Figure 6.7 (a) and (b) show
the microwave rcfractive index n, and the characteristic impedance Z as
functions of the electrode width to gap ratio, WIG, buffer layer thickness,
and electrode thickness. It can be observed that n, decreases by increasing the buffer layer and the electrode thickness. Similar results can be
observed for the characteristic impedance. Figure 6.8 shows the results as
functions of the buffer layer and electrode thickness for a fixed W I G of
7/28. A set of optimized design parameters to achieve the velocity matching and characteristic impedance of nearly equal to 50 C2 are W = 7 pm,
G = 28 pm, Tbuffer = 1.1 pm, Telecwode = 1.1 pm. For these values the
n , = 2.15 (n, - no = 0) and 2 = 48.5 0. These values depend on various experimental factors and fabrication conditions. Hence, care should
be taken that the necessary optimization is achieved in incorporating the
experimental values with the modulator design parameters.
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Optical Response Function

The bandwidth of a modulator can be obtained from the optical response
function, which can be defined as
(6.18)
where

-no)/C

(6.19)

a = aOf1/*/(20log e)

(6.20)

u =nfL(n,

= frequency, ptm = effective microwave index, no = effective optical index, (n, - no) = velocity mismatch, L = length of electrode, C = velocity of light.
The units of optical response in dB,are given as
a0 = microwave attenuation constant, f

Optical response in dB, electrical is 20log{H(f)}

(6.21)

Optical response in dB, optical is 10 log{H(f)}

(6.22)

and

S21 response is the electrical or microwave response, which can be
approximated by Eq. (6.20), under the assumption that the microwave
attenuation is mainly due to the stripline conductor loss. The approximate
relation between the microwave response S21 and the optical response can
be represented as follows:

6 dB value of S21 corresponds to approximately to the
3 dB value of the optical response in dB, electrical or
1.5 dB value of the optical response in dB, optical,
taking into consideration the exponential factors of Eq. (6.18).
Care should be taken in understanding the difference between the bandwidths (optical response) represented in dB, electrical, and dB, optical,
as they are different in system use. The 3 dB bandwidth, when represented in dB,optical, shows very large bandwidths, but, in reality, the bandwidth values will be much smaller when they are seen in 3 dB, electrical,
values. For example, referring to Fig. 6.9 (a) and (b), for a0 = 0.4 dB/{cm
(GHz)'I2}, the 6 dB, S21 bandwidth is approximately 16 GHz. The corresponding optical bandwidth, when represented, under dB, electrical, is
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18 GHz, whereas the optical bandwidth, when represented in dB, optical,
is 72 GHz. Under these values, the modulator will be useful for system
applications at 20 Gb/s, and not at 80 Gbls. It will be misleading to say that
the modulator can be used for an 80 Gb/s system, just because the optical
bandwidth in dB, optical, is 72 GHZ. Figure 6.9 (a) shows the calculated
values of S21, the microwave attenuation, as functions of frequency, and
various assumed values of the microwave attenuation, ao,for a fixed electrode length of 4 cm. Figure 6.9 (b) is the corresponding optical response,
the left axis in dB,electrical, and the right axis in dB, optical. In this case,
the perfect velocity matching condition (n, - no = 0), is assumed. It is
seen that the bandwidth increases tremendously when the microwave attenuation is decreased. From both these figures, it is very evident that, even
when a perfect velocity matching is achieved, the bandwidth is limited by
the microwave attenuation. Thus, reduction of microwave attenuation is
the key in achieving very large bandwidths.
The velocity matching using the thick electrodes and thick buffer layer
is in ACPS electrode structure (Fig. 6.5) reported by Ref. [ S I . For an
electrode length of 2 cm, a driving voltage of 5.4 V, a bandwidth of
20 GHz, and a microwave attenuation of 0.67 dB/{cm (GHz)'/~)was
achieved. One drawback of the ACPS structure is the resonance problem
at higher frequencies, and there is a need to reduce the chip thickness and
width. In the case of CPW electrode structure, thick electrodes and buffer
layer are utilized in refs. [68,69]. For an electrode length of 2.5 cm, a driving voltage of 5 V, a bandwidth of 20 GHz with a microwave attenuation of
0.54 dB/{cm (GHz)'/*) was achieved. The issue with a CPW electrode was
higher microwave loss due to the higher order mode propagation. Reduction of chip thickness is needed.
Another structure where velocity matching is achieved uses a shielded
plane above the electrode structure [57]. The idea is to put a metal above the
electrode structure, with an air gap between of the order of 5 microns. For
an electrode length of 2 cm, a driving voltage of 5.2 V, bandwidth of 20 GHz
and a microwave attenuation of .67 dB/{cm (GHz)'/'} was achieved. The
issues include difficulty of manufacturing and higher microwave loss.

Microwave Attenuation Componentsand Reduction Techniques
Reduction of microwave attenuation is the main factor to achieve very
large bandwidths. Figure 6.10 shows the general structure of the CPW
electrode. As mentioned earlier, to achieve velocity matching and required
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Fig. 6.10 The generic structure of the CPW electrode structure, showing the stripline
region, the bends, and the tapered regions.

characteristic impedance, the design deals mainly with the stripline region.
In this region the signal electrode width and gap are of the order of a few
microns to a few tens of microns. When this structure is to be connected to
outside RF connectors, having dimensions of a few hundreds of microns
order (say, the K-connector is 280 pm, the V-connector 220 pm), there is a
need to include a bend region, tapered region, and the connector matching
contact pad region. The external RF connector can be directly placed, or
wirehbbon bonded, with or without ceramic CPW structures in between.
All these components are sources of microwave attenuation and need to be
designed with minimum loss.
The total microwave attenuation of the electrode structure can be subdivided broadly into the following factors [77, 8 1, 83, 89-91,961:
1. Stripline conductor loss: This is the main component of the loss, and
is dependent on the electrode and buffer layer parameters. These parameters are already optimized when the velocity matching design is completed.
This loss has a root frequency relationship with the frequency (as given by
Eq. (6.20)). In general, the surface aredvolume of the electrode structure
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limits this loss. Increase of the electrode thickness and width decreases this
loss.
Simply, increasing the electrode width, W ,may decrease the microwave
attenuation, but it will also make the gap, G , become large, in order to
maintain the same W / G ratio for velocity matching. This in turn increases
the driving voltage. A novel electrode structure, with a two-layer structure,
with different widths in the upper and lower portions, is reported [77]. This
structure has two layers of electrodes, the lower layer with the standard W,
G values say, 7 and 28 pm, and another upper portion, with W’, G’ as say,
25 and 100 pm. This structure keeps the driving voltage small, as the lower
portion has a smaller gap, but, at the same time, has minimum microwave
attenuation, due to increase in the signal electrode dimensions. One issue of
this structure is the degradation of S11,the RF return loss, due to proximity
of the upper signal electrode of width W’ to the lower ground electrode gap,
G. The reason for this is the degradation of the characteristic impedance
from the designed 50 ohm value, as the W I G changes, in effect to W’IG.
Improved structures are shown in Ref. [151. A bandwidth of 18 GHz and
DC driving voltage of 3.3 V, with a microwave attenuation constant of
0.36 dB/{cm (GHZ)’’~],was the lowest reported achievable value at that
time [77].
2. Dielectric loss: This loss is an inherent loss of the crystal, and
depends on the dielectric constant and tan8 of lithium niobate and cannot be controlled by design. This loss is directly proportional to frequency.
This becomes a real issue, usually after 30 GHz. Reduction of the abovementioned stripline loss will ease the impact of this loss.
3. Higher order mode propagation loss: This loss is more prominent
for the traveling wave electrode structure, including the CPW structure.
It is always desirable to have a single-mode propagation structure, but,
as explained earlier, the tapers and the contact pad regions, due to their
large dimensions, always contribute to the multimodepropagation, which is
lossy. This loss can be reduced by reducing the substrate thickness [27,69],
but this reduction in substrate thickness necessitates the need of extra packaging techniques for fiber attachment, etc.
4. Losses due to bends, tapers: The bends and tapers increase the microwave attenuation. These can be reduced to some extent by proper design
considerations.The bends can be designed as straight 90 degree bends, with
a 45 degree cut at the edge, or curved bends with smaller bend radius. The
tapers are designed with smooth and unabrupt transition regions.
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5. The connector to contact pad loss and other package related loss:
These losses are very critical for bandwidths above 25 GHz, and proper
design considerations are needed. These problems are more severe for the
modulators at 40 GHz applications. Reduction in size of the contact pad,
taper widths, taper lengths, and the bends can be optimized [SS] to achieve
low loss. Figure 6.1 1 shows the S21 microwave attenuation measurements.
The experiments were carried out with a probe measurement, the packaged device without the above-mentioned improvements for the losses,
and that with the improvements. The probe measurements give the chip's
S21 characteristics, without the losses associated with the connector, the
connector to contact pad and other package losses. It can be observed that
the improvements on the package-related losses increase the achievable
bandwidths to a large extent, especially above 25 GHz. Figure 6.12 shows
the results of Ref. [88], with all the above-mentioned microwave attenuation improvements. For an electrode length of 4 cm, the driving voltage
is 3.3 V, and the bandwidth is 26 GHz with the microwave attenuation of
0.3 dBl{cm (GHz)'/*}.
It is also possible to reduce the microwave attenuation by increasing the
buffer layer thickness [89]. The big problem will be the increase of driving
voltage.
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Further reduction of the microwave attenuation is needed to achieve
much larger bandwidths of 80 GHz/ 160 GHz.

6.3.5. DRIVING VOLTAGEREDUCTION
The driving voltage is given by Eq. 6.12. The driving voltage reduction
can be realized, mainly by increasing the electrode length or r, the overlap
integral, between the optical and RF waves, or decreasing G, the gap between the two arms of the interferometer. There is a limit to decreasing G.
If the arms are too close, there is a problem of mode coupling between
these two arms. This will cause a degradation of extinction ratio. Also G
is the parameter that became fixed in earlier velocity matching design.
Increasing the electrode length poses problems on the achievable bandwidth due to microwave attenuation problems.
The overlap integral, r, can be represented as
G

E 2 b , Y ) E ( X , y ) dx dr
V 11E2( x , y ) dx d y

(6.23)

where, E ( x , y ) and E ( X , y ) are the optical and microwave/electrical fields
at a point P ( x , y) in the crystal. V is the applied voltage across the electrodes, G is the electrode gap. The optical field can be calculated using
BPM calculations and the electric field, using the finite element analysis
[55-60, 681. The overlap integral needs to be as large as possible and it
depends on the waveguide fabrication parameters and diffusion parameters, The waveguide parameters include the titanium thickness, titanium
concentration, and the gap between the electrodes. The diffusion parameters include the diffusion time and temperature. All these parameters are
to be optimized, in order to achieve strong mode confinement. Also, the
position of electrodes vis-&-visthe waveguide position dictates the overlap
integral value. The other important parameter is the buffer layer thickness.
As the buffer layer thickness is increased, the driving voltage increases as
the overlap integral decreases. Thicker buffer layers are needed to achieve
the velocity matching, as explained previously. Figure 6.13 shows the driving voltage as a function of the buffer layer thickness. Once the velocity
matching condition is obtained, the buffer layer thickness and the achievable driving voltage get fixed. The optimization of the waveguide/electrode
parameters to achieve a strong confinement remains to achieve the lower
driving voltages, in the usual cases.
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Another method to reduce the driving voltage is the use of a dual electrode structure 165, 861. In this structure (Fig. 6.14 (a)), where the two
arms of the interferometer are driven by two independent signal electrode structures, the driving voltage can be reduced by approximately half.
This structure has the advantage of controlling chirp value. As can be observed from Eq.(6.17), by individually controlling the voltages applied to
the two arms, it is possible to obtain a zero chirp or a negative/positive
chirp.
Another method (Fig. 6.14. (b)) of reducing the driving voltage is use of
a ridge waveguide structure, at the two arms of the interferometer [73,78,
79, 841. By etching rides in the region, the overlap integral can be made
larger. At the same time, it possible to design a modulator to achieve both
velocity matching and required characteristic impedance. A bandwidth of
30 GHz, driving voltage of 3.3 V for an electrode length of 3 cm is achieved.
Another method (Fig. 6.14. (c)) of controlling the thickness of the buffer
layer, across the waveguides, to achieve both large bandwidth and low
driving voltage is reported in [83, 88, 90, 951. The thickness is varied so
that both the velocity matching condition and the low driving voltage are
achieved at the same time. For the electrode lengths of 4 cm and 3 cm,
driving voltages of 2.5 V and 3.3 V and bandwidths of 25 GHz and 32 GHz
were achieved respectively.
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Thus, the various design parameters can be optimized to achieve large
bandwidth, low driving voltage modulators. Further innovations and improvements will be needed to achieve further increase in bandwidths.

6.4. Modulator Fabrication Methods and Reliability
64.1. FABRICATION METHODS

Lithium niobate wafers, of optical grade, with high surface homogeneity
and flatness are used to make these devices. These wafers are obtained
from the crystals grown using the Czochralski method, under controlled
conditions. These wafers are available commercially, in sizes of 3 or 4
inches (75 or 100 mm), in various crystal orientations, x- or y - or z-cut, in
different thicknesses.
There are two methods to make waveguides using the Lithium Niobate wafers for these modulators: the thermal in-diffusion and the proton
exchange.
Proton Exchange waveguides: A method of making the waveguides in
LiNbO3 is the Proton Exchange (PE) [33-36). Using acid baths (proton
rich) such as C@,COOH, at lower temperatures of 12O-25O0C, it is possible to make waveguides. The Li- ions in LiNbO3 are exchanged with
protons, H+,from the acids, resulting in the higher refractive index part
on the surface of the wafer, in the form of H,Lil-,Nb03, where x usually
> O S . The proton exchange waveguides need to be annealed at higher annealing temperatures, after proton exchange. The initial issues of the proton
exchange waveguides were non-uniformitystability problems of the refractive index and the degradation of electrooptic characteristics. Annealing
operation is very critical in solving these problems. In proton exchanged
layers, there is an increase in the extraordinary refractive index and no
change, or in some cases a decrease, in the ordinary refractive index. Also,
the proton exchange is possible in z-cut and x-cut orientations, as the acid
etches, chemically, the y-cut wafers.
Thermal in-diffusion: The waveguides are usually made by in-diffusion
of titanium metal strips, at temperatures ranging from 950 to 1O5O0C,for
5 to 10 hours [17, 32, 371. The fabrication of the modulators involves the
fabrication of the optical waveguides, buffer layer formation, and electrode
layer formation. The general steps are shown in Figs. 6.15 and 6.16. The
optical grade LiNb03 wafers (substrates) are inspected for surface flatness,
in order to achieve uniformity of modulator characteristic across the wafer
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and inside each modulator element chip. High yield and uniform characteristics are the key factors for volume manufacturing. The various photo
masks for the waveguide structure and electrode structures are made. The
titanium metal strips fabrication can be done in two ways. One is the liftoff method, in which the photo resist pattern is first made and the titanium
metal is coated, resulting in the required titanium strip structure. The other
method is first coating the substrate with titanium metal, then making the
photo resist pattern, and finally etching the extra Ti metal. Figures 6.15
and 6.16 show the difference in these two methods. The latter process is
explained in detail.
Titanium metal of thickness a few hundred microns (the thickness is
dependent on the single mode requirements, Ti concentration etc.), is
coated on the substrate, either using electron beam evaporation or sputtering method. Then the pattern of the modulator waveguide structure is
transferred on to the titanium metal using photo resist patterning technique.
Then the titanium is etched, except the areas where the modulator pattern
is required. After removing the photo resist and cleaning, the substrate is
placed in the diffusion chamber and the titanium in-diffusion is carried
out. During this process, care is taken in suppressing the out-diffusion
of lithium ions from the surface. The out-diffusion of lithium results in
unwanted surface planar waveguides, which degrades the waveguide characteristics. The methods include the use of covered platinum enclosures,
water vapor atmosphere during the diffusion, etc. The in-diffused titanium
forms the waveguide structure with increased refractive index, vis-&vis the
non-diffused substrate region.
The next step will be deposition of the buffer layer, which is usually
Si02 or doped Si02. It can be deposited by electron beam evaporation
or sputtering. Then a thick photo resist is coated and the patterning of
the electrode structure (either CPW or ACPS) is carried out. Usually, the
thickness is of the order of 15 to 35 pm and care is taken in making the
walls of the pattern as straight as possible. Then, the gold electrodes, of
thickness 10 to 30 pm, are electroplated. The edge straightness and the
surface grain size of the electroplated gold electrode play an important
role in the performance of the modulator in terms of microwave attenuation and characteristic impedance. Once the wafer processing is done, the
wafer is inspected and tested for performance, depending on the requirements of the modulator. Then, various modulator chips are cut and edge
polished. The chips are packaged in the hermetically sealed packages, after
the inpudoutput fibers are attached and the necessary connections to the
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external connectors are made. The presence of OH ions on the surface will
degrade the reliability of the device. Hermetical packaging is needed to
avoid contamination of the surface by OH ions.
6.4.2. REUABILITY

The long-term reliability was the main performance parameter that is vital
for using these devices for commercial and practical systems. The DC
drift and temperature stability (and humidity drift) are the main long-term
reliability issues [31,45,70,78, 80, 851.

DC Drift
DC drift is the optical output power variation under the constant DC bias
voltage application. Figure 6.17 (a) shows the output power of the modulator as a function of the applied voltage. The broken line shows the output
power as a function of applied voltage when only AC voltage is applied
(and no DC is applied, at t = 0) and the solid line shows the same, after
t = t l , when DC voltage is also applied in addition to the previous AC
signal voltage. The shift between these two curves, AV, is the measure
of the DC drift. When these types of modulators are used in practical systems, the signal is usually applied at the center of the switching curve (i.e.,
middle of the maximudminimum), which is known as the driving point.
Once the shift due to DC drift occurs, there is a need to bring back the
driving point voltage to the previous operating point, using an automatic
bias control circuit (ABC circuit) or feedback control circuits (FBC circuit). It is desirable to minimize this shift, and in most cases, a negative
shift is more desirable, as it facilitates smaller voltage application, through
the ABC circuit. The actual mechanism of the DC drift and its causes are
not yet well understood. But the cause can be attributed to the movement
of ions, including OH ions, inside the lithium niobate substrate and the
buffer layer. It is influenced by the balance of the RC time constants, in
both horizontal and vertical directions in the equivalent circuit model, as
shown in Fig. 6.17 (b). It was also found that the DC drift is more affected
by the buffer layer. In the circuit model of Fig. 6.17 (b), all layers, including the LiNbO3 substrate, the Ti:LiNbOs optical waveguide and the buffer
layer, are represented in terms of resistances R and capacitances C,in both
vertical and horizontal directions of the crystal.
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Fig. 6.17 The DC drift, (a) the output power of the modulator as the function of the driving
voltage, with and without the DC applied voltage, and (b) the equivalent RC circuit model
of the structure, with vertical and horizontal components.

It is experimentailyproved that the DC drift can be reduced by decreasing
the vertical resistivity of the buffer layer or by increasing the horizontal
resistivity of the buffer layer (or that of the surface layer). The surface layer
is the boundary layer between the buffer layer and the substrate.
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Fig. 6.18 The long-term reliability of the z-cut lithium niobate modulator, (a) the DC drift
characteristics as a function of the aging time at 85"C, and (b) the thermal (temperature)
drift as a function of time.

The reduction of the vertical resistivity is obtained by doping the Si02
buffer layer using Ti02 and In203 [SO]. The increase of the horizontal
surface resistivity can be obtained by making a slit in Si/SiO2 [87]. In
both cases, the movement of ions, especially between the two interferometer arms (waveguides) is arrested. Fig. 6.18 (a) [87] shows the DC drift
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characteristics of the z-cut modulators at 85OC,for a few thousand hours
for an applied DC voltage of 10 V. The accelerated DC drift measurement
was done at higher temperatures to assess the modulator's operation at
room temperature. It can be observed that, between 0 and 50 hours, the
DC drift stays negative and tends to saturate after 1000 hours. The DC
drift variation is less than 30% and the saturation shows that the modulator
can be operated for longer periods. It can be estimated, from the accelerated DC drift measurements and the activation energy of approximately
1 .O eV, that the long-term stability can be proved, in the form of DC drift
variations of less than 30% for more than 25 years at room-temperatureoperation. These values are more than sufficient for using the feedback control
circuits.

Thermal Drift
Thermal drift is the optical output power variations under temperature
changes. Once the temperature changes, the Piezoelectric charges are
induced on the surface of the LN substrate. This causes a surface charge
distribution across the two arms of the interferometer, affecting the electric field. This results as a shift in the switching curve and the driving
poindoperation point shifts, similar to the DC drift. Hence, in order to
reduce this thermal drift, there is a need to distribute or dissipate the charges
that are accumulated on the LN surface and between the electrodes.
A method in which the charges are dissipated using the semiconductor
layers like Si [48]and other materials was proved to reduce the thermal
drift. Another method, using a Si double slit and reduction of the resistivity
by one order of magnitude, was reported [92].Figure 6.18 (b) shows the
thermal drift, the horizontal axis denotes the time in minutes, the right
vertical axis shows the thermal drift in V , and the left vertical axis shows
the temperature. The temperature of the modulator is increased from room
temperature (25°C)to 65OC in around 5 minutes. The modulator is then
kept at that temperature for around 15 minutes and then the temperature is
reduced to 5°C.The modulature is then kept at that temperature for around
15 minutes and brought back to room temperature. During this cycle, the
thermal drift is changed from +3.5 V to -3 V. Without the Si double slit
stricture and without reducing the Si resistivity, the modulators had much
higher drift values (3 to 4 times higher than that given above), and were
previously unusable for practical system applications.
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6.5. Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, the progress of the lithium niobate optical modulator technology is reviewed. The research and development in this technology, all
over the world, has produced tremendous improvement in device characteristics, especially long-term reliability. This in turn, established the lithium
niobate modulators as the most promising external modulators, increasing
the system functionality. The deployment of LiNbO3 external modulators
for high-speed long-distance fiber optic communication systems [91-98]
is proof of the technological evolutions in all these years, The versatility,
and development of various other devices, such as polarization controllers,
switches, and wavelength filters, mean the lithium niobate device technology will greatly influence the long-term usage and marketplace superiority
in future years.
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Chapter 7

Electroabsorption Modulators

T.G. Beck Mason
Agere Systems. 9999 Hamilton Boulevard.
Breinigsville, PA 18031, USA

7.1. Introduction
7.1.1. FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS
Electroabsorption modulated sources offer many potential advantages for
current and next-generation fiber optic communication systems. EA modulators offer advantages over other modulator types in size, cost, drive
voltage, and compatibility with monolithic integration. In order to better
understand the role of EA modulated sources in fiber optic communication
systems we can first examine a conceptual system to see where they fit in.
A generic optical communication system is composed of three main parts,
a transmitter, a communication channel, and a receiver. In the vast majority of telecommunications systems data is transmitted digitally in either
unipolar NRZ or unipolar RZ format using amplitude shift keying (ASK).
This is also sometimes referred to as intensity modulation or on off keying
(OOK) because the light is turned on and off to represent either a one or
a zero bit. A simple conceptual diagram of a fiber optic communication
system is shown in Fig. 7.1. The function of the transmitter element is to
convert an electrical data signal into optical form and couple this optical
signal into the communication channel. The transmitter typically consists
of an optical source and some means of modulating that source either
directly or externally, to encode the data onto the transmitted lightwave.
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Fig. 7.1 A conceptual diagram of a fiber optic communication system showing the three
basic elements of transmitter, communication channel, and receiver.

The communication channel provides a medium to transport the optical
signal from the transmitter to the receiver without distorting it. In the most
basic implementation this can be simply a single-mode optical fiber. However, for longer distance or higher capacity systems the channel can incorporate amplifiers, dispersion compensators, regenerators, polarization
mode dispersion compensators, and other elements to maintain the fidelity
of the transmitted optical signal.
The optical receiver converts an incoming optical signal at the output of
the communication channel back into an electrical data signal. It usually
consists of a photodiode, electrical amplifier, and a clock and data recovery
circuit.

7.1.2. MOTIVATION FOR EXTERNAL MODULATION
For short distance or low bit rate communication systems a directly modulated laser can be used as a transmitter. However, this technique has many
limitations that preclude its use for longer distances or higher bit rates. The
maximum modulation bandwidth for a semiconductor laser is limited by its
relaxation resonance frequency,which can be approximated by Eq. (7.1) [2]
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for a laser above threshold. (where a is the differential gain, vg is the optical
group velocity, N,, t p ,and V, are the photon density, photon effective lifetime, and optical cavity volume). From the second part of the equation we
see that the bandwidth is proportional to the injection efficiency qi, and the
difference between the operating current and the threshold current.

This proportionality between the frequency response and the photon density places an upper limit on the extinction ratio for direct modulation.
Typically, directly modulated lasers are only capable of achieving extinction ratios between 6 and 8 dB and are not practical for bit rates greater
than 10 GB/s. There is a further limitation, which restricts the use of directly modulated sources in long haul or high bit rate systems. This is the
undesirable frequency modulation response or frequency chirping of the
laser output, which accompanies the amplitude modulation. Modulating
the current in the active region of a semiconductorlaser modulates both the
photon density and the carrier density. The modulation of the carrier density changes the gain, and also changes the index of refraction of the active
region. This causes a shift in the operating wavelength of the laser. This
undesirable frequency shift broadens the modulated spectrum of the laser
and increases the penalty for transmission through fiber links with nonzero
dispersion. Directly modulated lasers are generally only used for low bit
rate applications or in 1.31 um wavelength systems, which operate at the
dispersion zero for standard single-mode fiber. This precludes their use in
long haul or DWDM systems that depend on erbium-doped fiber amplifiers.

7.1.3. PRINCIPLE OF EA MODULATORS VS.
ELECTROOPTIC MODULATORS
These fundamental limitations on direct modulation for fiber optic
transmitters-limited bandwidth, large frequency chirp, and low extinction ratio-are the primary motivation behind the development of external
optical modulators. Optical intensity modulators can be categorized into
two main types based on the physical phenomenon that they use to modulate the light. One category contains modulators that rely on the electrooptic effect to change the effective index of a waveguide and modulate
the phase of an optical signal. This type of modulator typically employs a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer geometry to convert the phase change into
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Fig. 7.2 Comparison of electrooptic and electroabsorption based optical modulators.

an intensity modulation. A common example of this type of modulator is
a LiNbO3 based Mach-Zehnder modulator, widely used in 2.5, 10, and 40
GB/s communication systems. The other category of modulators we will be
discussing in this chapter are based on the electroabsorption effect, which
changes the absorption in an optical waveguide to modulate the intensity of
a lightwave passing through it. Schematic examples of these two different
modulator types are shown in Fig. 7.2. There are anumber of advantages and
disadvantages associated with each of these classes of modulators, but in
general they both offer substantial benefits over direct modulation. Among
these benefits are low or negative chirp, high extinction ratio, and bandwidths that are high enough to support data rates up to OC768 and beyond.

7.1.4. ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS OF EA MODULATORS

In the following sections of the chapter we will investigate the design,
fabrication, characterization, and transmission performance of electroabsorption modulated sources. They are and have been key components in the
evolution of optical communication systems. Compared with the LiNbO3
alternative EA modulators are more compact, less expensive, compatible
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with monolithic integration, and offer lower drive voltages. However, fabrication complexity and open questions concerning the fidelity with which
they transmit information make the exact role of EA modulators in advanced communication systems somewhat unclear. Later in the chapter we
will describe more complex integrated devices that combine EA modulators with lasers, semiconductoroptical amplifiers,and other EA modulators
to perform more complex data modulation functions.

7.2. Electroabsorption
7.2.1. FRANZ-KELLlYSH EFFECT
The electroabsorption effect for optical intensity modulators is based on
one of two phenomenon: the Franz-Keldysh effect for bulk modulators or
the quantum-confined Stark effect for multiple quantum well devices. The
Franz-Keldysh effect allows electron-hole excitation with below band gap
photons due to the possibility of lateral carrier tunneling under an applied
electric field. All energies in principle are possible for these transitions
along the electric field since the energy gap between the valence and conduction bands is a triangular potential well with a height h and width w
given by Eq. (7.2) [2], where F is the applied electric field.

For a given nonzero field the tunneling probability depends exponentially
on the barrier height, so even for a photon with zero energy there is still
a finite probability of such transitions (Fig. 7.3). The reduction in the required photon energy for ionization is proportional to the product of the
applied electric field and the effective tunneling length. For p-i-n based
structures very high electrical fields on the order of 200 to 300 kV/cm can
be generated with only a few volts of bias. This enables large changes in
the absorption coefficient to be realized. For photon energies below the
bandgap the absorption due to the Franz-Keldysh effect C ~ F Kcan be made
to vary from a few cm-* at low fields (-10 kV/cm), to almost 2000 cm-'
at high fields (-250 kV/cm) [ 1,2]. This is very promising for modulators
requiring high switching contrast and low insertion loss. One significant
advantage of bulk active layer modulators that rely on the Franz-Keldysh
effect is the large spectral width of the absorption change that this effect
yields. This makes them less sensitiveto temperature and more suitable for
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Fig. 7.3 Schematic illustration of below bandgap absorption of a photon in a semiconductor under an applied electric field.

use with widely tunable lasers than devices based on the quantum confined
Stark effect [3].
The absorption coefficient for a bulk semiconductor in the presence of
an electric field can is given by E5q. (7.3) [4] where n is the refractive index
of the material, c is the velocity of light, e is the charge on an electron, me
and mh are the electron and hole effective mass, w is the frequency of the
light, E, and E, are the conduction and valence band energies, and P f is
the matrix element for photon absorption.

The function F ( x ) is given by Eq. (7.4), where A i ( x ) is the Airy function
and H ( x ) is the unit step function.
1

F ( x ) = IAi’(x)I2- xlAi(x)12 - -&H(-x)
75

(7.4)

For the case when the photon energy is below the bandgap the last part of
5.
(7.4) drops out, and if we replace the Ai ( x ) and Ai’(x) with their asymptotic expressions we get the following approximation for the absorption
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change:

This expression shows that the change in absorption due to the FranzKeldysh effect is inversely proportional to the difference between the
bandgap and the photon energy. Perhaps the most interesting part, however,
is that it shows a newly linear dependence of the absorption change on the
electric field F .

7.2.2. QUANTUM CONFINED STARK EFFECT
Excitonic effects have a very dramatic influence on the optical properties
of semiconductors, particularly near the band edge. Below the band edge
there is a strong excitonic resonance in the absorption and emission behavior. This causes a strong enhancement of the absorption process above the
bandgap, especially in three-dimensional systems. Confining the exciton
in a quantum well greatly increases the binding energy along with the oscillator strength. This increased binding energy allows the exciton to exist
up to much higher temperatures than in a three-dimensional system. In
a conventional three-dimensional semiconductor system an applied electric field ionizes the exciton state by pulling apart the electron-hole pair.
However, in a quantum well when a field is applied in the transverse direction to the well the exciton is not ionized due to the confinement of
the electron and hole states, Because of this exciton transitions can persist at electric fields as high as 100 kV/cm. In quantum well structures
the dominant effect in the electroabsorption response is the quantum confined Stark effect. There are several effects that contribute to this. The
most significant is the change in the intersubband energies. As the field
is applied the bands become tilted and the electrons and holes no longer
see a simple square potential well. The field pushes the electron and hole
wavefunctions to opposite sides of the well, which reduces the intersubband separation or quantum well bandgap. This increased separation in the
electron and hole wavefunctions also has the effect of reducing the exciton binding energy, which counters the shift in the intersubband energies.
However, this effect is generally about ten times smaller than the shift in
the bandgap although it does result in a significant increase in the exciton linewidth [SI. In Fig. 7.4 we show a schematic of a strain compensated
quantum well structure with compressive strain in the well and tensile
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Fig. 7.4 QuantumConfined Stark Effect in a strainedquantumwell structure.(a) Quantum
well with bound states and wavefunctions under zero field. (b) Effect of an applied electric
field on the quantum well subband energies.

strain in the barriers. Note the splitting between the light-hole and heavyhole subbands. This is due in part to the difference in their effectivemasses,
which affects the bound state energy levels (E,) in the well. These energies
can be determined for a square potential well of width d and height A E,
by solving the characteristic equations for symmetric and anti-symmetric
states (7.5) [2].
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A more significant effect is the fact that the light-hole and heavy-hole band
energies are significantly different both in the well and in the barrier as
a result of the deformation potentials. For strained material there is both
a hydrostatic and a shear component to these. The hydrostatic strain causes
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a similar shift in the light-hole and heavy-hole valence band energies, however the shear component splits the degeneracy between the heavy-hole and
light-hole bands. The net result of these effects is that we see a substantially different bandgap for absorption of light polarized with the electric
field in the plane of the quantum well (TE) than for light polarized with
the electric field perpendicular to the plane of the well (TM). Later in this
chapter we will discuss how this phenomenon can be used advantageously
in the design of multiple quantum well electroabsorption modulators. The
effect of applying an electric field to the well can be seen in Fig. 7.4(b)the electron and hole wavefunctions have been pushed to either side of the
well and the effective bandgap has been reduced for both TE and TM polarized light. In principle these quantum well states are quasi-bound states
in the presence of an electric field, because there is a finite probability that
electrons and holes will eventually tunnel out of the well. This probability
increases significantly with increased field strength.
An exact calculation of the intersubband separation for a quantum well
in the presence of an electric field is beyond the scope of this text. There is
a complete theoretical model by Debernardi and Fasano [5] that includes
the effects of valence band mixing and coulomb effects. However, this
problem generally is solved either with a variational approach or with the
application of numerical techniques beyond the scope of this text. There
are a number of efficient numerical techniques for handling this problem;
among them is the transmission matrix method used by Johnson and Eng
[6], and Gathak et al. [7]. The simulated absorption spectrum for a quantum
well in the presence of an electric field is shown in Fig. 7.5. This calculation was performed using the transmission matrix method to solve for the
changes in the intersubband energies. The effect of the electric field on the
exciton peak can be clearly seen from this figure. As the field increases
and the peak shifts to longer wavelengths, there is also a substantial increase in the broadening factor for the exciton caused by the reduction in
the binding energy. Eventually at very high fields the exciton absorption
peak disappears. For a typical operating wavelength that is detuned from
the band edge by approximately 40 nm, a large part of the increase in the
absorption is due to the broadening of the exciton linewidth.
While the exact calculation of the change in the quantum well bandgap
under an applied electric field is quite difficult, an approximate solution
can easily be derived using perturbation theory. This approach can give
reasonable results for low electric fields. Adding a term to account for the
electric field perturbation to the Hamiltonian for the unperturbed quantum
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Fig. 7.5 Simulated absorption spectra for a quantum well structure in the presence of an
applied electric field.

well yields

H = H,+eF

(7.7)

The ground state eigenfunction for H, has an even parity so the first-order
correction is zero, thus the second-order correction must be used, which
gives the following change in the ground state energy [SI:
AE1=

-("
24n2 n2
1

1) m*e2F2w4
h2

From this simple expression we can see that the change in the ground
state subband energy has a quadratic dependence on the electric field F
and increases strongly with increasing well width w. It also increases with
increasing effective mass m*. This would seem to suggest that for the
highest modulation efficiency a wide well would be optimum. However, as
the well width is increased the exciton binding energy is reduced and the
overall change in absorption is not as great even though the change in the
intersubband separation is large.
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7.2.3. INDEX CHANGE KRAMERS KRONIG RELATION
One important property of electroabsorption modulators that must be considered is how the changes in the absorption spectrumfor the material affect
the index of refraction at the operating wavelength. The real and imaginary
components of the index of refraction are not independent but are related to
each other by a set of dispersion relations called Kramers-Kronig relations.
These were first derived independently by H.A. Kramers (1927) and R. de
L. Kronig (1926). They are general relations between the real and imaginary components of a response function. The dispersion relation for the
index of refraction n in terms of the absorption coefficient a can be written
as Eq. (7.9).

(7.9)

In this equation P represents the Cauchy principle value of the integral
defined as

= ,'!

I
O
3

[IE- LJ

(7. IO)

+

For optical intensity modulators it is more important to characterize the
change in the index of refraction, which can be related directly to the
change in the absorption spectrum using Eq. (7.11) [ 13. Because the effect
of the absorption at a given wavelength on the index of refraction at another wavelength is inversely proportional to the separation between these
wavelengths, and also the effect of the electric field on the absorption is
small for wavelengths far from the bandgap, the change in the index of
refraction can be reliably estimated using the absorption spectrum over a
limited range of wavelengths centered on the bandgap. This facilitates the
use of Eq. (7.11) with either calculated or measured data for the absorption
change in a semiconductor.
dh
V )- a @ , 0)

+lo+,
co a!@,

(7.1 1)

The desired behavior for an electroabsorption modulator active region is to
experience a significant change in absorption at the operating wavelength
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with a minimum change in the index of refraction. In particular it is often
desirable to see a small reduction in the index of refraction at the operating
wavelength as the absorption increases. This leads to optimal dispersion
tolerance for transmission of signals over standard single-mode optical
fiber. The relationship between the change in the index of refraction and
the change in the absorption is typically characterized by the Henry alpha
parameter (7.12) [9]; this is somewhat analogous to the linewidth enhancement factor for semiconductor lasers.

(7.12)
Some people refer to this as the chirp parameter, which can lead to confusion
with the chirp parameter C for Gaussian pulses defined by Eq.(7.13) [9].
The chirp parameter C only applies to a Gaussian pulse whereas the alpha
parameter is a more general parameter describing the relationship between
the amplitude and phase modulation properties of a device.

(7.13)
The main source of confusion comes from the fact that a negative alpha
parameter leads to positive chirp. That is an increase in the instantaneous
frequency of the pulse from the leading to the trailing edge. For transmission
of a pulse in an optical fiber the broadening depends on the relative signs
of the group velocity dispersion parameter BZand the chirp parameter C. A
Gaussian pulse will broaden monotonically with transmission distance if
PzC > 0. However, if p2Cc 0 it will undergo an initial narrowing stage before broadening monotonically, For standard single-mode fiber (SMF 28)
p2 is approximately -20 p s 2 h in the 1550 nm wavelength range indicating anomalous dispersion, thus a positive chirp parameter or a negative
alpha parameter is desirable for a modulator transmitting light through
these fibers. The group velocity dispersion defined in Eq. (7.14) [9]is more
typically specifiedby D , the dispersion parameter in units of [ps/(nm.km)].

(7.14)

If we reexamine the simulated absorption curves shown in Fig. 7.5 we can
see that there is an increase in the absorption for wavelengths longer than
the wavelength of operation. This will lower the index of refraction in the
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waveguide and contribute to positive chirp. However, the strong increase
in the absorption for wavelengths below the operating wavelength will
raise the index of refraction and contribute to negative chirp. This will be
somewhat offset by the sharp reduction in the absorption of the exciton
peaks at 1420 and 1500 nm, which will also contribute to positive chirp.
However, the effect of the absorption change on the chirp diminishes as
the separation from the operating wavelength increases so the effect will
not be as strong as the changes in absorption that are closer in wavelength.
It is clear from this analysis that as the detuning between the operating
wavelength and the quantum well bandgap is reduced the chirp performance
for a modulator will be improved.

7.2.4. DISPERSION PENALTY
In order to better understand the importance of the modulator chirp and its
effect on transmission performance we can look at the pulse broadening of
chirped Gaussian pulses propagating in an optical fiber. We can define an
input Gaussian pulse with a chirp C as

A(0, t ) = A,exp

(7.15)

where A, is the initial amplitude and To is the half-width of the pulse at
the 1 / e intensity point. It is related to the full width at half maximum by
(7.16)

The linear propagation of pulses in an optical fiber can be described by
Eq. (7.17) where t’ is measured in a reference frame moving with the pulse
at the group velocity, i.e. (t’ = t - z/v,) [91.

The three different terms on the righthand side of the equation represent
the absorption, dispersion, and nonlinearity respectively. If we consider
operation at a wavelength far from the dispersion zero then the higher order
dispersion effects can be neglected. Additionally we can assume that we are
operating at a power level where the nonlinear dispersion is not significant.
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Then the equation can be rewritten using the normalized amplitude U ( z , t )
defined as
(7.18)
Then the equation for the dispersion induced pulse broadening simply
becomes [lo]

au

i-

az

1 a2u
= -822 at2

(7.19)

This can be solved analytically to give Eq. (7.18), which defines the shape
of a chirped Gaussian pulse after propagating a distance z in an optical
fiber.

(7.20)
The benefit of considering Gaussian pulses is evident because the pulse
retains its Gaussian shape at the output enabling the output pulse width to
be written in a simple form (7.21), which clearly indicates the effect of the
relative signs of the chirp and group velocity dispersion on the pulse width.
"=[(l+F)2+($)2]i
C82z

(7.21)

TO

We can now use the broadening factor defined in Eq. (7.21) to estimate
the dispersion penalty for a transmission link. The width of the Gaussian
pulse can be defined by its root mean square (RMS) width 6 ,which is
related to the l / e width by (a = To/&). This factor can then be used as
a criterion on the maximum bit rate. A commonly used criteria is that the
limiting bit rate must be given by (4Ba 5 1). This ensures that 95% of
the pulse energy remains within the bit slot. From Eq. (7.20) we see that
the transmitted pulse remains Gaussian but that its peak power decreases
due to the dispersion induced pulse broadening. We can define the power
penalty for the transmission as the required increase in received power to
compensate this reduction. This is given by
P = l0log(T1/To)

(7.22)
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Fig. 7.6 The effectof chirp parameter on the dispersion-inducedpower penalty for optical
fiber transmission systems.

If we now plug in the relationship for the pulse broadening (7.21) and
perform a substitution to replace To with the bit rate we have an expression
for the chirp induced power penalty.

In Fig. 7.6 we have plotted the dispersion penalty as a function of the effective dispersion parameter &B2L for positive values of the group velocity
dispersion. For fibers with normal dispersion (Le., positive 82) the plot
would be the same, however the sign of the C parameter would be reversed. This plot shows that there is an initial reduction in the dispersion
penalty for positively chirped pulses. However, if the chirp is too high then
the penalty quickly increases beyond the penalty for unchirped pulses.
Regardless of the magnitude of the positive chirp there will always be a
distance beyond which the zero chirp case has a smaller dispersion penalty.
This distance is defined as
L=

-1
4CP2B2

(7.24)
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As an example if we consider a fiber optic transmission system with an
80 km span operating at 10 GB/s and the effective dispersion parameter is
0.16 correspondingto a 8 2 of -20 p s 2 h or a dispersion D of 17ps/nm.km,
then the minimum dispersion penalty would be 1 dB for a chirp factor of
0.8. For an equivalent transmission penalty with a negative chirp of -0.8
the transmission distance would be only 20 km.This shows the critical
nature of the source chirp for 10 GB/s systems. Ironically, at 40 GB/s the
effect is not as important. Because the effective dispersion parameter varies
with the square of the bit rate, the equivalent distances at 40 GB/s would
be only 5 km for C = 0.8 and 1.25 km for C = -0.8. For these higher
bit rate systems even with optimized chirp parameters only very short span
lengths are possible for low dispersion penalties. Because of this most
40 GB/s systems incorporate dispersion-managed transmission links. For
these applications the residual fiber dispersion can be either positive or
negative so a near zero modulator chirp is desirable.
It is important to remember that this result is based on the assumption
that we have Gaussian shaped pulses, which is not generally correctfor realworld transmission systems. These systems have pulse shapes with steeper
leading and trailing edges that are better characterized by higher order
functions. This condition is more difficult to analyze and will generally
result in an increased dispersion penalty when compared to the Gaussian
pulse shape.

7.3. EA Modulator Design
The design of an electroabsorption modulator involves a large number of
optical and electrical considerations. In its simplest form an EA modulator
consists of a semiconductor optical waveguide, with a PIN diode structure. The optical waveguide is formed by sandwiching a higher index of
refraction (lower bandgap) core layer between two lower index of refraction (higher bandgap) cladding layers (Fig. 7.7). Lateral confinement for
the waveguide can be achieved in a number of different manners, forming
a shallow ridge in the upper cladding layer, etching a deep ridge all the way
through the core layer, or regrowing around a deep etched ridge to form
a buried heterostructure (Fig. 7.8). npically the upper cladding layer is
acceptor or p-type doped, the core layer is an undoped or intrinsic semiconductor, and the lower cladding layer is donor doped making it n-type.
This gives the device a basic PIN diode structure where the active layer
is in the intrinsic or I region. This active layer is composed of a material
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Fig. 7.7 Simple conceptual longitudinal cross section of an EA modulator.
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Fig. 7.8 Different structures for achieving lateral index guiding.

that has a bandgap energy that is slightly greater than the photon energy
for the wavelength of light at which the device is intended to operate.
This difference between the nominal bandgap energy and the operating
wavelength is referred to as the detuning energy and is typically expressed
in units of nm. Applying a reverse bias to the device creates a strong field in
the intrinsic layer that shifts the absorption edge in the material to lower energies via the Franz-Keldysh effect in bulk semiconductor active layers, or
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the quantum confined Stark effect in quantum well active layers. This shift
in the absorption edge is used to modulate the intensity of a lightwave
propagating in the optical waveguide. The design of the optical waveguide
properties strongly affects the insertion loss and extinction ratio for the
device, whereas the design of the electronic properties of the device most
critically affects the bandwidth, and saturation power. These two aspects of
the design are intimately connected to each other and also to the fabrication
processes available for the creation of the device. Each has a significant
impact on the other and a careful methodology is necessary in order to
achieve an efficient design.
The first step in the design process is to identify the desired performance
parameters for the device. The selection of these parameters will depend
critically on the application for which the modulator is intended. The main
application space for EA modulators is for high-speed long-distance digital transmission in fiber optic communication systems. The first step in
designing an EA modulator for this type of application is to select the
operating bit rate for the transmitter. This determines the minimum 3dB
bandwidth requirement for the EA modulator, which sets an upper limit on
the junction capacitance. Because the junction capacitance scales with the
area of the junction, the bandwidth requirement ultimately limits the device
size. Because the width of the device is generally limited to a fairly narrow
range by the requirement that the waveguide only support a single mode,
the limit on the device size can be thought of as a limit on the total device
length. Thus as the bandwidth requirement for the device increases, the
size decreases. For shorter modulators a greater change in the absorption
coefficient for the device is required in order to achieve the same extinction
ratio as in a longer modulator. However, increasing the absorption per unit
length and reducing the overall modulator size decreases the power level
at which it begins to saturate. Despite this the output power requirement
increases for systems operating at higher bit rates. The result of this is that it
gets increasingly difficult to scale the EA modulator performance to higher
and higher bit rates. Oftentimes this necessitates choosing fundamentally
different technologies as the bandwidth requirements increase.

7.3.1. WAVEGUIDEDESIGN
The design of the optical waveguide for an EA modulator is coupled to
the selection of the active absorbing layer. This layer also forms a major
component of the waveguide core. It is generally good practice to limit the
size of the waveguide such that it only supports a single transverse mode.
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This places an upper boundary on the thickness and the width of the waveguide core. Because it is also desirable to limit the insertion loss of the device
in the on state, the waveguide must be designed to have a mode size that
is compatible with low loss coupling to optical fiber. To begin with we
will derive a simple procedure for calculating the effective index and the
transverse mode function for a dielectric waveguide. Full calculation of
the transverse amplitude function for an arbitrary two-dimensional structure requires a numerical solution. However, a good approximate solution
can be found using the effective index technique. In this technique the 1D
effective index is solved for each of the three lateral regions of the waveguide as if they were infinite slab waveguides. In the case of the buried ridge
the effective index of the regions on either side of the core is just the index
of the regrown semiconductor. For clarity we will first set the conventions
for describing the waveguide with reference to Fig. 7.9. The transverse
direction will be the x direction normal to the plane of the surface of the
device. The lateral direction or y direction will be in the plane perpendicular
to the propagation direction of the light z. For the 1D slab approximation
we will refer to the core region as region 2 and the cladding region as region 1. Light polarized with its e-field in the x direction perpendicular to
the interface between the core and the cladding is referred to as transverse
magnetic or TM, and light polarized with its e-field parallel to the interface
is referred to as transverse electric or TE. For most devices the waveguide
is asymmetric and the confinement in the vertical direction is greater than
2D Waveguide Geometry
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Fig. 7.9 Schematic waveguide cross section showing the transverse (x) and lateral (y)
directions and the core and cladding regions.
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in the lateral direction. For this reason we typically solve for the effective
index in the vertical or x direction first and then use this to solve for the
combined effective index in the lateral or y direction.
We can quickly derive the procedure for solving the 1Deffectiveindex of
a three-layer slab waveguide. First we begin by writing the wave equation,
which can be derived from Maxwell's equations.

a2E

2

V E=~LE-

(7.25)

at2

Here E is the electric field, p is the magnetic permeability which is equal
to po for most semiconductor materials of interest, and E is the dielectric
constant, which can be complex. The imaginary component of E represents
the gain or loss in the material. We can assume a solution of the form
~ ( xy,, z, t ) = z ~ E , u (y)ei(wt-pz)
~,

(7.26)

where & is the unit vector that defines the polarization and U (x,y ) is the
transverse wave function. Inserting Eq. (7.25) into (7.26) we find that the
transverse wave function must satisfy the equation

V 2 U ( X ,y )

+ (5%; - g " U ( x ,

y ) =0

(7.27)

Now taking a simple three-layer slab waveguide of the form shown in
Fig. 7.9, we can solve Eq. (7.27) in each of the three layers subject to
the boundary conditions matching at the interfaces. We can simplify this
process somewhat by replacing the complex index of refraction ii and propagation constant3, with their real components. This will not significantly
reduce the accuracy of the solution because the imaginary components are
typically very small compared to the real components for semiconductors.
The general solution to Eq. (7.27) for region m with index nm is given by
(7.28)
In the core region the index of refraction is greater than the effective index,
which leads to sinusoidal solutions of the form

[

A cos (k2ni - 8 2 ) ix]
U ( x )=
- S')

(symmetric solutions)

1

?x] (antisymmetric solutions)

(7.29)
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where 122 represents the index of refraction in the core layer. In the cladding
the effective index is greater than the material index, leading to exponential
solutions. We consider only the exponentially decaying solutions, which
correspond to guided modes defined by

(7.30)
where 121 represents the index of refraction in the cladding layers. If we
define the width of the waveguide core layer as d and place the origin at
the center of the waveguide, then we must match the boundary conditions
for the two wavefunctions at the interface d/2. In the case of a symmetric
guide we only need solve for a single set of boundary conditions. For TE
modes at the boundary we have the condition that both the field and its
first derivative must be continuous across the boundary. Thus U1 = U2 and
aUl/ax = a&/ax at x = d/2. This allows us to derive a characteristic
equation for the fundamental and higher order TE modes.

(7.31)
Here E is the effective index for the mode defined by /3 = kok. For TM
modes the boundary conditions are somewhat different and n;U* = n:U1;
the characteristic equation is then given by

Solving these equations for the effective index and then inserting this into
Eqs. (7.29) and (7.30) enables a piecewise solution of the transverse wave
function to be found. Repeating this process in the lateral direction using
the effective index for each layer the piecewise solution to the lateral wavefunction U ( y ) can be found. This also gives the total effective index for
the mode. Then the total transverse wavefunction is simply given by
U(X7

Y ) = V ( x >* U(Y)

(7.33)

In some instances there is no confined mode in the transverse direction for
the lateral guiding regions. In this case an effective index can be calculated
by computing the normalized index for the guided mode in the waveguide
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core section 11from Fig. 7.9, with the index distributionof the layer structure
in the cladding section I.

(7.34)
It is important to remember that if the characteristic equation for the TE
modes is used in the transverse direction for the effective index method,
then the characteristic equation for the TM modes must be used to solve
for the lateral direction and vice versa.

7.3.2. CONFINEMENT FACTOR
This integral in Eq. (7.34) gives a weighted averageof the index of refraction
in the cladding layers of the waveguide where the weighting function is
the square of the transverse mode field. This concept of using an overlap
between the wavefunction and the material to measure a property of the
mode is called an overlap integral. We can extend this concept to calculate
the effect of the waveguide design on the change in the absorption in an EA
modulator. The effective absorption coefficient seen by the optical mode
as it propagates in the waveguide can be written as

(7.35)
where a ( x , y) is the material absorption coefficient. In general the change
in the absorption coefficient under an applied bias is limited to the active
layer, which enables us to simplify this equation and rewrite it in terms of
the differential absorption in the active layer A@.

The integral on the righthand side of this equation is simply an overlap
integral for the mode with the active layer. This overlap represents a very
convenient concept called the confinement factor r, which can be used
to greatly simplify the analysis of the differential absorption in an EA
modulator. The extinction ratio for a modulator with a length L can now
be written in the following simple form:

E R ( ~ B=
) 10log,,(e-rXYAaL 1

(7.37)
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As a general point of reference the absorption coefficient for InGaAs at
1550 nm is approximately 6000 cm-' . For a quantum well EA modulator
under a strong electric field the change in the material absorption can be
as high as 4500 cm-* . Thus for a 100 pm long modulator with a confinement factor of 0. I O the maximum extinction ratio is approximately 20 dB.
If the confinement factor is increased to 0.15, for example, by increasing
the number of quantum wells in the active region from 8 to 12 then the
extinction ratio increases to almost 30 dB. There is an equivalent scaling
factor if the length is increased to 150 pm. However, increasing the length
also increases the junction area and reduces the maximum bandwidth of
the device. There is also a drawback to consider when increasing the confinement factor, which becomes evident when we consider the coupling
efficiency between the device and an optical fiber.

7.3.3. INSERTION LOSS
The confinement factor for the active region of an EA modulator waveguide can be increased by either increasing the thickness of the waveguide
or increasing the index difference between the waveguide core and the
cladding. Because for most EA modulators of interest we are restricted
to operating in the InP material system, the cladding material is generally
InP. The core index of refraction depends on the bandgap of the active
material, which is fixed by the operating wavelength for the device. The
use of a higher bandgap separate confinementheterostructurecan be used to
increase the overall confinement factor for the waveguide but this has only
a secondary effect on the active layer I?. The only remaining method is to
increase the thickness of the active layer itself. Increasing the confinement
of the optical mode in the active layer increases the effective index of the
mode and shrinks the effective size of the mode.
The insertion loss for an EA modulator is made up of two major components. One of these is the absorption, and scattering losses for light in
the guided mode of the waveguide, and the other is made up of the coupling loss for the optical system used to couple light into and out of the
device to single-mode optical fiber. The waveguide absorption is made
up of residual absorption in the active layer, and interband carrier scattering, primarily intervalence band absorption in the doped materials. Careful
design of the quantum wells and optimization of the doping profiles in
the cladding layers can minimize these effects but they are inherent to
the structure and cannot be eliminated entirely. Optical scattering loss is
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caused mainly by defects in the material or roughness in the sidewalls of
the waveguide. It is a particular problem for ridge and deep etched ridge
waveguide structures where there is a greater index contrast in the lateral
wave guiding. However, in buried structures this factor contributes only a
small amount of excess insertion loss. Scattered light can be particularly
problematical in EA modulators because it not only increases the insertion loss, it can also reduce the extinction ratio. The small size of most
EA modulators means that scattered light can easily be coupled into the
output fiber leading to a substantial reduction in the extinction ratio for the
device.
The other primary source of insertion loss is the fiber coupling loss. The
smaller and more tightly confined the optical mode is in the modulator,
the more difficult it is to achieve low coupling loss to the device. The
effective mode size in an EA waveguide is only 2 to 3 pm while in a singlemode optical fiber it is approximately 8 pm. Even for perfect positioning
of the fiber the coupling loss between it and the EA will be substantial.
Furthermore, maximum coupling efficiency will occur when the fiber is in
direct contact with the EA facet. To minimize the coupling loss either a
micro optic lens system is used or a small lens shape is fabricated directly
on the tip of the optical fiber. Lensed fibers are particularly effective and
can produce spot sizes on the order of 3.5 pm at their focal point, which
is around 20 pm from the fiber tip. The coupling efficiency between a
lensed fiber and an EA modulator can be approximated by calculating the
coupling efficiency for a Gaussian mode with a width of 3.5 pm to the EA
modulator transverse mode profile calculated numerically or by using the
effective index method described previously. This is done with a simple
overlap integral, e.g. 7.38 [2], where the mode functions are normalized
such that their integral over all space is unity. The factor t accounts for the
impedance discontinuity between the free space region and the waveguide.
If a proper antireflection coating is applied to the surface of the device this
factor will be very close to unity [2].

(7.38)
One way to overcome this tradeoff between the desire for a tightly confined
mode in the active portion of the device and a more loosely confined mode
at the input and output facet is with the use of beam expanders.
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Fig. 7.10 EA modulator with integrated spot size converter waveguides.

7.3.4. BEAM EXPANDERS
A spot size converter or a beam expander (as they are sometimes called) is
a section of waveguide wherein the thickness and/or the index of refraction
of the guide are tapered so as to effect a transformation of the effective
mode size as it propagates from one end to the other. An example of an EA
modulator with integrated spot size converters is shown in Fig. 7.10. The
spot size converters can serve two purposes, the first being to transform
the mode from the small tightly confined state in the active region of the
EA modulator into a larger size at the facet for easier coupling to optical
fiber. The other reason for adding these long passive sections to an EA
modulator chip is to increase the overall length of the device. For highspeed modulators the length of the active region is typically very short,
sometimes less than 100 pm. It is extremely difficult to cleave and handle
devices that are this short. The spot size converters eliminate this problem,
making the chip length somewhat independent of the length of the active
waveguide. Increasing the chip length also helps to reduce the amount of
scattered light that is coupled from the input fiber to the output fiber by a
path other than through the waveguide.
The majority of spot size converter designs employ tapered waveguide
structures operating close to the modal cutoff to expand their spot size.
These designs have been shown to provide improved coupling efficiency
and more relaxed alignment tolerances. Both vertical and lateral waveguide
tapers can be effective in transforming the mode size. For vertical tapers
such as those shown in Fig. 7.10 the waveguide tapers can be produced
by selective area growth [113 or selective area etching techniques [ 121.
Lateral tapers have also been used effectively for spot size converters in
1.3 pm lasers [ 131 and in polarization insensitive semiconductor optical
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amplifiers at 1.55 pm [14]. These are somewhat easier to fabricate than
vertical tapers and can be very effective, particularly for 1.3 pm wavelength devices. A particularly important aspect of the spot size converter
fabrication is the interface between the active waveguide in the modulator
and the passive waveguide of the spot size converter section. Etching away
the active waveguide layer and regrowing a butt-jointed passive spot size
converter waveguide is a technologically challenging but highly effective
method for performing this integration.
Now that we have a more thorough understanding for the optical waveguide parameters and how they impact the design of an EA modulator, we
can begin to examine the electrical characteristics of the modulator itself
and how they affect its performance.

7.3.5. FREQUENCY RESPONSE
In operation, an EA modulator is to first order a simple reverse-biased PIN
diode. The frequency response can be accurately predicted from a simple
equivalent circuit model based on extracting the series resistance, junction
capacitance, and parasitics from the device structure. For low optical power
levels we can neglect the effects of carrier transport and concentrate solely
on the RC limited response. Examining the cross section for a typical device
shown in Fig. 7.1 1 we can see that the electrical equivalent circuit is made
up of a number of elements, which include the series resistance andjunction

Fig. 7.11 Cross section of EA modulator with equivalent circuit model superimposed.
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Fig. 7.12 Simplified equivalent circuit for EA modulator.

capacitance for the device, a parasitic capacitance associated primarily with
the contact pad, and a leakage resistance in parallel with the junction. In
reality the operation of the device is far more complicated but this simple
equivalent circuit effectively captures the dominant factors in the device
performance. For buried devices with a PNIN blocking structure there is
also a significant parasitic capacitanceassociated with the blockingjunction
that can be included in the C, term. Generally the leakage resistance is
high enough that it can be approximated with a simple open circuit. If we
assume also that the parasitic capacitance is much smaller than the junction
capacitance and we neglect the voltage dependent current source associated
with the absorption we have the simplified equivalent circuit shown in
Fig. 7.12.
The bandwidth for the device is defined as the frequency range over
which its response function remains within 3dB of the peak. This is equivalent in this case to the frequency at which the voltage across the junction
falls to 50% of its DC value. If we assume that the device is being driven
by a source with an impedance Ri, and has a termination resistor Rt, it is
easily shown that the bandwidth is given by
(7.39)
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The use of a terminationresistor matched to the impedanceof the source and
the transmission line minimizes the reflection of RF power from the device.
Increasing the termination resistance above the impedance of the source
reduces the bandwidth of the device, while decreasing the termination
resistance increases the bandwidth but reduces the voltage across the junction, and thus the RF power coupled to the device since the voltage across
the modulator scales with
(7.40)

These simple models are very helpful in understanding the basic limitations
on the EA modulator design. Now that the key parameters have been identified we can develop a simple procedure for estimating the bandwidth of
a given structure. As an example we can calculate the maximum length for
a modulator with a 1.5 pm wide waveguide and a 0.2 pm thick depletion
region to achieve a bandwidth of 40 GHz. The series resistance and the
junction capacitance are the dominant elements so we will consider these
first. The junction capacitance scales with the device area and is given by
Eq. (7.41), where A is the area of the junction, d is the depletion width, and
E is the dielectric constant for the material. For devices with well-defined
doping profiles, d is approximately equal to the thickness of the intrinsic
layer.
&A
c .- J

-

d

(7.41)

The series resistance is composed of several different components, which
include the contact resistance for the n and p contacts, the series resistance
of the p layer, and the series resistance of the n layer. In InP the mobility
for holes is approximately 30 times lower than the mobility for electrons,
also the specific contact resistance for the p contact is typically 10 times
larger than for the n contact. In most device structures the n contacts are
very large covering the entire back side of the wafer, while the p-contact
area is limited to the width and length of the active region. To simplify
the problem of calculating the series resistance we can then ignore the
contribution from the n-contact and n-semiconductor layers, which will be
on the order of 1 to 2 Q, and just consider the p-contact resistance and the
p cladding layer resistance, which will scale in inverse proportion to the
device area. The specific contact resistance for an EA modulator can be
found from transmission line measurements and is generally between 1E-5
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and 1E-6 (S2cm2).A reasonably conservative number would be r, = 5E-6
(SZcm2). The mobility p in p-type InP depends on the acceptor doping
concentration nu and is given by Eq. (7.42).
p ( n a )= 65 - 20

nu 10'8

(7.42)

A reasonable activated doping level for the InP cladding layer is n, =
1 x 10l8 ~ m - The
~ . resistivity p and the conductivity CT is then given by

1

- = CJ

(7.43)

= qn,p

P

The total series resistance for the device can then be calculated using
Eq. (7.44, where w is the width of the device, 1 is the length, and t is
the thickness of the p cladding layer, which we can set to 2 pm.
R, = P ( 2 )

+ if_
wl

(7.44)

The resistance and capacitance per unit length for the example can now
be calculated: they are 1.6 Wmm and 93 1 pF mm respectively. Solving
Eq. (7.39) for the length we find that a 100-pm-long modulator will have
approximately 40 GHz bandwidth.
A more complete model, which includes the parasitics of the device and
termination including the effective inductance of the wire bonds used to
connect to the device, is shown in Fig. 7.13. This type of model is best
analyzed using a spice simulation tool. It is still approximate because it
does not include distributed effects, but it will be more accurate than the
model shown in Fig. 7.12.
Given the understanding we have developed so far of the design issues for
EA modulators, it is useful to review the basic tradeoffs that exist between
the different device performance requirements. The most fundamental of
these is between the bandwidth and the extinction ratio. We have seen that
the extinction ratio can be increased by increasing the length of the device
or by increasing the absorption change per unit length. The change in the
absorption per unit length is proportional to the confinement factor for the
optical mode in the active layer and to the applied electric field. The maximum confinement factor, however, is limited by coupling considerations
and the desire to maintain a single mode waveguide. Higher field strengths
in the active layer can be achieved by thinning the depletion thickness,
a
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Fig. 7.13 More detailed lumped element equivalent circuit model for an EA modulator.

which increases the junction capacitance and reduces the bandwidth. Also
the absorption change from the quantum confined Stark effect eventually
saturates so thinning the depletion thickness can be used to trade off drive
voltage with bandwidth for a given extinction ratio but not to increase the
maximum absorption change. Some benefit can be had from reducing the
waveguide width, but eventually the confinement factor begins to drop and
this results in a decrease in the absorption per unit length. This brings us
back to increasing the overall device length to increase the extinction ratio,
which increases the junction capacitance and reduces the bandwidth. This
fundamental tradeoff between the extinction ratio and the bandwidth provides an upper limit on the performance of lumped element EA modulators.
Later in this chapter we will discuss how to overcome this limitation with
a distributed design.

7.4. EA Modulator Characterization
Evaluating the performance characteristics of EA modulators involves the
application of a wide variety of different measurement techniques. There
is a basic set of measurements, which can be used to characterize the main
properties of the device. These include the insertion loss, extinction ratio,
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and frequency response. In addition to these basic measurements, additional tests are frequently performed to evaluate the scattering parameters,
junction capacitance, saturation power, timing jitter, and optical coupling
loss.

7.4.1. STATIC EA CHARACTERIZATION
The extinction ratio and insertion loss for an EA modulator must be characterized as a function of wavelength for the device. This is accomplished
by coupling light from a tunable laser into the EA modulator and monitoring the output power as a function of bias voltage for several different
wavelengths across the operating range of the device. A typical setup for
measuring the insertion loss and DC extinction ratio for a device is shown
in Fig. 7.14. First a lead-in cable is used to connect the tunable laser to the
power meter. Then the transmitted power is measured as a function of wavelength. This reference measurement characterizes the source and allows the
insertion loss of the connectors and the lead-in cable to be removed from
the real measurement. The next step is to insert the EA modulator into the
measurement system. A temperature controller is used to maintain the device at a constant temperature throughout the measurement, and a voltage
source is added to bias the device.
Calibration

ci

c2 c3

Power Meter
Laser Source
Lead In
Fiber

Measurement

Lead In Fiber

Fig. 7.14 Measurement configuration for insertion loss and extinction ratio.
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Fig. 7.15 Extinction curves of an electroabsorptionmodulatorfor arange of wavelengths.

A typical set of extinction ratio curves for an EA modulator is shown
in Fig. 7.15. The curves are normalized to the input power to the device
so the nominal insertion loss at a particular wavelength is given by the
value at zero volts. As expected, the insertion loss increases as the detuning between the multiple quantum well active region bandgap and the
operating wavelength is reduced. For this particular device the insertion
loss varies from -9 dB at 1520 nm to -6 dB at 1570 nm. The bandgap
of the material in this case is 1495 nm. For wavelengths that have a large
amount of detuning from the bandgap the insertion loss is dominated by
the fiber coupling loss. This is evident from the small amount of variation
in the insertion loss for wavelengths from 1540 to 1570 nm when compared to the variation for wavelengths from 1520 nm to 1540 nm. There
are other contributions to the insertion loss from interband absorption in
the doped cladding materials and optical scattering caused by waveguide
nonuniformities.
The shape of these curves is characteristic of multi-quantumwell electroabsorption modulators that exhibit significant nonlinearity in their transfer
function. The absorption curve is initially flat with bias then increases
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rapidly in slope before passing through an inflection point and finally saturating. The extinction ratio for a given voltage range is taken as the ratio
of the transmitted power in the on state to the transmitted power in the off
state. This can be read off the graph as the separation in dB between the
on and off state voltages. For this particular device the extinction ratio at
1530 nm for a 5 V swing is approximately 20 dB.
There are four main sources of uncertainty in this measurement; these
are caused by connector variations, power meter errors, polarization dependence of the device, and optical interference effects. For the test described
previously, the calibration measurement includes the loss of the connection between the laser source and the lead-in fiber, and we assume that
exchanging the connectors at the power meter does not significantly affect the measurement. However, in the device measurement there is an
additional connector pair in the optical path so that the insertion loss
measurement includes the device under test plus the loss of this additional
connector pair, which can be anywhere from 0.5 to 1 dB [151. Insertion loss
is always calculated as the ratio of two power levels so absolute accuracy in
power measurements is not required; however, the accuracy of the ratio is
important. Uncertainty in the power ratio can result from nonlinearity in the
response, polarization dependence, spatial inhomogeneity, and numerical
aperture limitations in the detector head. The use of a high-quality commercial power meter is essential for performing accurate insertion loss and
extinction ratio measurements. Because most EA modulators are highly
polarization sensitive, the uncertainty caused by polarization dependent
loss can be the dominant factor in device measurement error. For this reason
it is critical to have precise control over the input polarization state of the
light in the measurement setup. Figure 7.16 illustrates the effect on the extinction curves for varying degrees of polarization of the input light. There
is little effect on the insertion loss at 0 V bias for wavelengths sufficiently
detuned from the band edge that the nominal absorption is small. However,
even for the case when the TE to TM ratio of the launched light is 20 dB
there is approximately 1 dB of degradation in the extinction ratio of the
device at -4 V. To overcome this sensitivity most polarization dependent
EA modulators are pigtailed with a polarization maintaining fiber that is
carefully aligned to the polarization axis of the device.
Reflections in the test system can cause two different types of measurement uncertainty. First, reflections in the test system can lead to optical
interference that can result in a wavelength-dependent transmission function. This interference effect can magnify the impact of small internal
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Fig. 7.16 Polarization dependence of extinction ratio for EA modulator.

reflections. If we consider just two reflections in the transmission path, 11
and r2, separated by a distance L , the amplitude of the transmitted light
can be represented by Eq. (7.45) [2].
lS2lI

2

=

(1 - R ) 2
(1 - R ) 2 4 R sin2PL

+

a!

where R = r1r2eaL and fi = /3 + j 2
(7.45)

For the case when we have two 1% reflections and assume that there is
no internal loss so that a! is zero, the transmission loss uncertainty can be
as high as 4% when /3L is a multiple of n. Perhaps more significantly, if
we have a situation when the EA modulator is bounded by two reflections,
the path length may change with the change in the absorption within the
modulator, resulting in a perturbation of the extinction curve. Reflections in
the system can be minimized by using APC connectors wherever possible
and antireflection (AR) coatings on the device facets. APC connectors
have an angled interface, which typically reduces the back reflection below
-60 dB. Another technique that can eliminate resonances in long patch
cords is to decrease the coherence length of the optical source used in the
measurement system. Many tunable laser sources have a coherence control
that introduces a modulation to the source, which broadens the spectral
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line width. Without this coherence control external cavity tunable lasers
can have linewidths in the 100 kHz range. To reduce the coherence length
to less than 1 m, a typical length for fiber patch cords, a spectral width of
240 MHz is recommended [ 151.
7.4.2. DYNAMIC CHARACTERIZATION

A fundamental requirement of an EA modulator in a transmission system
is that it have sufficient modulation bandwidth to allow the transmission
and reception of the intended information. For digital systems using N E
format the total system bandwidth needs to be greater than one-half the bit
rate. In practice for optimum NRZ data transmission performance it has
been shown that the rise and fall time at the transmitter should be 40% of
the bit time, which is equal to 1 / B where B is the bit rate [16]. This corresponds to a small signal bandwidth on the order of 90% of the bit rate. For
the receiver the optimum bandwidth depends on the noise characteristics
of the system. For optically amplified systems where the input power is far
above the receiver sensitivity the optimum bandwidth is equal to the bit
rate B. In this case thermal noise is negligible and the system is dominated
by the intersymbol interference (ISI), which can be reduced by increasing
the receiver bandwidth. However, when the thermal noise of the receiver
dominates, the optimum bandwidth is approximately 60% of the bit rate. It
is also important for the phase response to vary linearly with frequency over
this bandwidth. Deviations from linear phase are indicative of group delay
problems, which lead to increased intersymbol interference (ISI) penalties.
The bandwidth for an EA modulator is typically measured using a lightwave component analyzer or a vector network analyzer with a calibrated
detector because these instruments are capable of measuring both the magnitude and the phase of the frequency response. A lightwave component
analyzer is used to measure the small-signal linear transmission and reflection characteristics of a device as a function of frequency. It operates by
injecting a modulated signal into a test device and comparing the modulated
input signal to the signal that is transmitted or reflected by the test device.
This comparison of the transmitted signal to the incident signal results in
a ratio measurement. The concept of making ratio measurements to test
the response of electrical devices and systems originated in the RF and
microwave industry. For measuring an EA modulator a swept frequency
RF source is applied to the device through a bias T. The bias T enables a
DC bias voltage to be applied to the device to control the operating point
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about which the RF voltage will swing. Light coupled through the device is
modulated by this RF signal. The light is converted back into an electrical
signal in a reference receiver, where it is compared to the initial modulation
signal. RJ?energy that is reflected back from the device is also compared to
the initial input signal to determine the reflection coefficient for the device.
These are generally referred to as the scattering or S parameters for the
device. The frequency range over which the magnitude of the S21 response
is within 3 dB of its peak magnitude is referred to as the 3 dB bandwidth
of the device. A plot of the frequency response for an Agere Systems EA
modulator is shown in Fig. 7.17. The input reflection coefficient for the
same device is shown in Fig. 7.18. The electrical equivalent circuit for the
device can be derived from the magnitude and phase of the S11 response,
which is useful for evaluating the design of the EA,
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Fig. 7.17 Frequency response measurement (&I), magnitude, and phase for Agere Systems EA modulator with 48 GHz bandwidth.
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7.4.3. CHIRP MEASUREMENTS
Lightwave component analyzer or network analyzer measurements can
also be used to characterize the small signal alpha parameter for an EA
modulator defined in Eq. (7.46), where n and k are respectively the real and
imaginary parts of the modal index of the electroabsorptionwaveguide [ 171:
(7.46)
For external modulators the variation in the phase q5 with intensity 1 is
related to the alpha parameter by Eq.(7.47).
(7.47)

A simple and accurate method for measuring the alpha parameter for an EA
modulator, which can also be used to measure fiber dispersion, has been
developed by Devaux et al. [18]. This technique uses small signal measurements in the frequency domain to analyze the chirp characteristics for
light propagating in a dispersive medium. In these conditions they observe
sharp resonance frequencies that originate from interferences between carrier and sideband wavelengths. By analyzing the frequencies at which these
resonances occur it is possible to obtain accurate and reproducible values
for the chirp parameter of the transmitting source.
The measurement is performed using a network analyzer with a calibrated optical receiver, the device to be measured, and a length of singlemode optical fiber with a nonzero dispersion (Fig. 7.19). The length of fiber
required depends on the dispersion of the fiber and the maximum frequency
of the measuring system. A general rule of thumb is for the total dispersion D L in pshm to be greater than 7E5/f& where fm is in GHz. To
first calibrate out the frequency response of the modulator and the detector
an
measurement is taken with the transmission fiber removed; this is
used as a baseline. Then the transmission fiber is reinserted and the measurement is repeated. This measurement is divided by the original result
to remove the bandwidth dependence of the modulator and receiver. The
frequency response for the transmission through the dispersive fiber shows
a number of resonances, which appear as sharp peaks in the frequency
response (Fig. 7.20).
We can represent the electric field by
E = fi,.i@W

(7.48)
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and assume that the transmitted intensity is given by Eq. (7.49) for small
signal modulation with a frequency f and a modulation depth rn being
much less than 1.
I = Zo(1

+ rn cos(2rrft))

(7.49)

After propagation through the fiber the frequency response, which is measured in Fig. 7.20, is given by Eq. (7.50) [ 181. The resonances in this equation are the result of two simultaneous interferences between the carrier
and the two sidebands. The resonance frequencies fu shown correspond to
the zeros of the cosine term and are given by FQ. (7.5 1).

Jl-

I f = lorn 1 +a; cos

(nh2D
C Lf2

+ arctanha)

2
f,2L = - 1 + 2u - - arctan(aa)
2Dh2
x

(7.5 1)

Extracting the resonance frequencies from Fig. 7.20 and plotting them
versus the parameter 2u, which is twice the order of the resonance, we
get a straight line shown in Fig. 7.21. The slope of this line is inversely
proportional to the dispersion parameter for the fiber D,and the intercept

PxPeak Order

Fig. 7.21 Plot of the resonance frequencies squared times the fiber length versus twice
the peak order.
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Fig. 7.22 Small signal alpha parameter as a function of bias voltage for the modulator.

can be used to calculate the small signal alpha parameter for the given
operating conditions.
Repeating this process over a range of bias voltages and wavelengths
enables us to plot the small signal alpha parameter characteristics for the
modulator (Fig. 7.22).
From this plot we can see that the alpha parameter varies with the bias
voltage on the modulator. For increasing bias voltage it becomes progressively more negative. It also shows a strong wavelength dependence. The
alpha parameter is a useful technique for comparing the chirp performance
of different active layers in electroabsorption modulators. However, the
variation in the alpha parameter with voltage leads to a complicated dependence of the chirp on the drive signal. One parameter that can be used as a
figure of merit for the device is the voltage at which the small signal alpha
parameter becomes negative. This again is a good means of comparing two
different quantum well structures. However, it is not as useful in predicting the transmission performance for the device. It is sometimes helpful to
define an effective alpha parameter, which is representative of the average
or cumulative chirp performance for the device. This can be done by first
calculating the change in the imaginary index Ak as a function of bias. This
can be found from DC extinction ratio measurements like those shown in
Fig. 7.15 by using Eq. (7.52).

(7.52)
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Fig. 7.23 Variation in the real component of the index of refraction plotted versus the
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Then the real part of the index change An can be calculated as a function of
voltage using the alpha parameter, which is the derivative of the n versus k
curve (Fig. 7.23). From this curve we can compute an effective large signal
~
Eq. (7.53).
chirp parameter c 3 using

(7.53)
This technique for calculating an effectivealpha can be reasonably accurate
for cases when the small signal alpha parameter does not change sign.
However, in the case demonstrated here, the effective alpha calculated
from Eq. (7.53) would be -0.06, which is clearly not representative of the
chirp characteristics of this device.
A better estimate for the effective alpha parameter was proposed by
Dorgeuille and Devaux [ 191in 1994,based on the so-called 3 dB rule. This
technique takes the average of the small signal alpha parameter over the
first 3 dB of the extinction curve.
(7.54)
Using this approach we can calculate the effective alpha parameter for the
curve shown in Fig. 7.24 over the same range of absorption, and we get
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Fig. 7.24 Small signal alpha parameter plotted versus extinction ratio for a 50 nm range
in wavelength.

an effective alpha of 0.9. If we bias the device with 3 dB of insertion loss
then the effective alpha is reduced to 0.3, which illustrates quite clearly
the tradeoff between insertion loss and chirp performance that is experienced by most practical modulators. Plotting the alpha parameter versus
drive voltage can be misleading because there is no direct correlation to
the transmitted light intensity, and it tends to show a greater wavelength
dependence than exists in reality. If we instead plot the small signal alpha
parameter as a function of the extinction ratio in the device for several wavelengths we see that the wavelength dependence is not as great as would be
assumed from the previous plot.
It is important to note that for an EA modulator there is no adiabatic
component to the chirp. This means that there is no inherent frequency
shift associated with the on state versus the off state in the device; only
during the rising and falling edges when the absorption is changing do we
see a shift in the frequency of the light. This shift will be roughly equal and
opposite for the rising and falling edges respectively. The large signal dynamic chirp for an EA modulator can best be observed using time resolved
spectroscopy (TRS). This technique is better for illustrating the temporal
distribution of the frequency shifts under large signal operation [20]. The
basic setup for a TRS measurement is shown in Fig. 7.25. The modulator is
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Fig. 7.25 TRS measurement setup.

driven with a pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) that has a relatively
short word length (typically 27 - 1).The transmitted light is coupled into
a monochromator or an optical spectrum analyzer configured as a narrowband tunable optical filter. The output light from the monochromator is
coupled into a high-speed detector connected to a fast sampling oscilloscope. The scope is triggered synchronously with the word pattern used to
drive the modulator. The measurement is made by setting the resolution of
the monochromator to as narrow a range as possible (to.1 nm), and scanning over a frequency range, which is wide enough to contain more than
95% of the transmitted energy. For a 10 GB/s PRBS sequence this would
correspond to approximately a 40 GHz range. For each wavelength an averaged trace is measured on the sampling oscilloscope. Typically a large
number of averages are necessary for each trace due to the small amount of
light transmitted through the monochromator. After the wavelength scan
is complete the set of time-dependent responses for each wavelength is
converted into a wavelength scan for each time interval. From this the
mean wavelength at every point in time can be calculated. We can also
recover the transmitted data pattern by summing the traces for every wavelength scan. Thus both chirp and extinction ratio can be simultaneously
measured.
The optical intensity modulation and the corresponding frequency shift
for a TRS measurement on an EA modulator operating at 10 GB/s is shown
in Fig. 7.26. In this case the device was deliberately operated at a reduced
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Fig. 7.26 Time resolved spectroscopy measurement for an EA modulator driven with a
10 GB/s pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS).

extinction ratio so both the on and off state chirp could be measured. As
discussed previously there is no inherent frequency shift associated with
the on or off state and all the chirp is confined to the rising and falling edges
of the data stream.For EA modulators integrated with semiconductor lasers
there is often an additional adiabatic component to the chirp, which results
in a shift in the wavelength for the on state relative to the off state. For
an isolated pulse in the on state the wavelength increases linearly across
the pulse. This corresponds to a decrease in the frequency across the pulse,
which is characteristicof a negative chirp parameter C or apositive effective
alpha parameter a ~Conversely
.
for the off state light the sign of the chirp
is approximately equal and opposite. This is not particularly important for
reasonable extinction ratios because there is very little light in the off state
of the pulse. The TRS measurement is very useful for characterizing the
overall performance of an EA modulator, because it can give us both chirp
and dynamic extinction ratio in a single measurement. Here the dynamic
extinction can be measured by taking the ratio of the power in the on
and the off state, which is only 7.2 dB for this case. A further benefit of
this measurement over the small signal alpha measurement is that it can
distinguish between the dynamic and adiabatic components of the chirp in
devices where both of these components are significant. The transmission
performancefor the EA measured in Fig. 7.26 can be predicted by extracting
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the Gaussian chirp parameter C from the peak-to-peak wavelength shift.
First the wavelength chirp is converted into an angular frequency chirp
using Eq. (7.55). Here the center wavelength was 1550 nm, the peak-topeak wavelength shift from Fig. 7.26 was 0.223 A, so the angular frequency
shift across the pulse is approximately 17.5 GHz. If we assume a 50% eye
crossing then the TFwMis equal to l/Bit Rate or 100 ps.
(7.55)
The Gaussian pulse width To can be calculated from Eq. (7.16), which gives
a value of 60 ps. Then using Eq. (7.13) with t set to the bit time we can
obtain an effective chirp parameter for the transmitted pulses of C = 0.63
assuming a Gaussian shape. Inserting this value into Fq. (7.23) we can
solve for the maximum transmission distance for a 2 dB path penalty.
Letting 8 2 = -20 ps2/km for standard single-mode fiber, we obtain a
transmission distance of 45 km at 10 GB/s. This calculation relied on a
number of approximations, the most important of which is that the shape
of the transmitted pulses is Gaussian. However, as we will see in the next
section it is remarkably consistent with the measured dispersion penalties
from actual transmission experiments.
7.4.4. BIT ERROR RATIO TESTING

In the simplest case the fundamental measure for the transmission performance of an electroabsorption modulator is how accurately a receiver can
determine the logic state of each transmitted bit. This figure of merit is
called the bit error ratio. It is defined as the number of errors in a given
time interval t divided by the total number of bits transmitted in that same
time interval. The equipment used to measure this is known as a bit error
ratio tester or BERT. It consists of three main components-a clock source,
a pattern generator, and an error detector. The pattern generator creates a
test pattern based on a pseudorandom binary sequence or PRBS. This is a
repetitive pattern whose pattern length is of the form 2N- 1, where N is an
integer. This ensures that the pattern repetition rate is not harmonically related to the data rate. Vpical values of N available on a commercial BERT
are 7, 15, 23, and 31. The bit sequence within the pattern is designed to
simulate random data, particularly for longer word lengths. The frequency
spectrum for a PRBS pattern consists of a series of discrete lines with a
spacing defined by Eq. (7.56) that follows a sin(x)/x envelope function
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Fig. 7.27 Test setup for measuring the dispersion penalty for an EA modulator.
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A typical test setup for measuring the chromatic dispersion power penalty
for an EA modulator is shown in Fig. 7.27. The light from a tunable laser
is modulated with the EA using a data stream from the pattern generator.
This light is passed through a variable optical attenuator and then a length
of optical fiber to a receiver. The receiver converts the optical signal back
into an electrical data pattern, recovers the clock, and passes the data to an
error detector. If a clock recovery circuit is not available, the error detector
can be connected to the source clock for the pattern generator. However,
this is not as stable because the phase shift between the transmitter clock
and the received data can drift over time, particularly for long transmission
distances. Inside the error detector is a decision circuit, which compares
the incoming data signal I with a decision level Id at a decision time td
determined by the received clock. Ideally td is in the center of the bit time.
The sampled value I fluctuates randomly about one of two values I1 or IO
depending on whether the received bit is a one or a zero. If I is greater
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than Id the error detector records the bit as a one. If it is less than Id it is
recorded as a zero. If we assume that the fluctuations in the levels follow
a Gaussian probability distribution with an rms width 0 centered at the
average signal level, then the bit error ratio can be calculated analytically
by summing the probability for I1 less than Id and the probability for IO
greater than I d . Then the BER can be written as

c
for the complimentary error function defined as
where e ~ stands

(7.58)
The minimum bit error rate is achieved by setting the decision level such
that the contribution from the two error sources is equal. Then Eq. (7.57)
can be rewritten as

I1 - Io
where Q = a1

+00

(7.59)

This form is used for plotting BER testing results where the bit error ratio
is plotted against the received power using a vertical scale defined by the
complimentary error function. Plotted in this way the bit error rate versus
received power follows a straight line.
The first step in measuring the dispersion penalty is to connect a calibration jumper consisting of a short length of optical fiber between the
transmitter and the optical receiver. Then the error ratio is measured as
a function of the received power. This is plotted in Fig. 7.28 using solid
circles, and is sometimes referred to as a back-to-back or baseline measurement. The next step is to remove the jumper and replace it with a length
of transmission fiber. Then the BER is again measured as a function of
received power. This is plotted in Fig. 7.28 with open circles. If we fit a
straight line to the data the receiver sensitivity is typically defined as the
received power level where the line intersects a bit error ratio of lo-'', that
is one error for every 10 billion bits of data. The difference between the
receiver sensitivity for the back-to-back measurement and the measurement
over the transmission fiber is the dispersion penalty.
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Fig. 7.28 Dispersion penalty test with bit error ratio curves for back-to-back and transmission through a dispersive fiber link.

7.5. Electroabsorption Modulators Integrated with Lasers
One of the biggest advantages of the EA modulator is its potential for
integration with other semiconductor-basedphotonic devices. In fact some
of the earliest examples of photonic integrated circuits are electroabsorption modulated lasers or EMLs which combine a conventional distributed
feedback (DFB) telecommunication laser with a monolithically integrated
electroabsorption modulator [2 11. These devices have seen widespread application in a large number of 2.5 and 10 GB/s fiber optic communication
systems. Their compact size and low cost make them an extremely attractive alternative to the more conventional approach of combining a fixed
wavelength DFB laser with an external lithium niobate modulator. The
basic elements of an EML are a DFB laser source, and an EA modulator.
They also generally include a passive waveguide section linking the two
devices to improve the electrical isolation between them. The operation
of the electroabsorption modulator requires that the operating wavelength
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Fig. 7.29 Integrated EADFB fabricated with (a) selective area growth, (b) quantum well
intermixing, (c) butt joint regrowth.

of the laser be at an energy that is below the bandgap of the active layer of
the modulator. For this reason EMLs are typically fabricated with different
active layer bandgaps in the modulator and the laser, although this is not
always the case [22]. For this discussion the active layer is the portion of
the waveguide in the laser that provides optical gain and in the modulator it
is the portion that provides a voltage dependent absorption characteristic.
For most EMLs a multiple quantum well layer is used for the active section
both in the laser and in the modulator. There are several different techniques that can be used to integrate the different active regions, the most
important are selective area growth or SAG [23], quantum well intermixing
or disordering [24], and butt joint epitaxy [25] (Fig. 7.29). Selective area
growth techniques use oxide masks patterned on the surface of the wafer
to enhance the growth rate in certain localized regions during the epitaxial steps used to form the active layers of the device. This enables the
thickness of the quantum wells in the laser section to be increased, which
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shifts their bandgap to lower energies relative to the quantum wells in the
modulator section that do not experience the SAG effect. This is one of the
most successful and widely used techniques for growing EML structures
because of the ease with which it can be implemented and the high-quality
modulator structures that are produced. One drawback of this approach is
that it restricts the modulator and the laser to using the same number of
quantum wells, and there is little room to optimize the different structures
independently.
Quantum well intermixing is performed using a wide variety of techniques that introduce vacancies into the material. High-temperature annealing steps are used to diffuse these vacancies through the quantum well
structure. The effect of diffusing the vacancies through the large concentration gradient in the quantum structure is to force an intermixing between
the well and the barrier material. For properly designed wells this produces
an increase in the effective bandgap of the structure. For EMLs the laser
active layer would be kept as grown and the modulator active layer would
be intermixed to shift it to a higher bandgap. This approach is also easily
implemented but it has the disadvantage that the intermixed quantum wells
in the modulator are less abrupt than they are in the case of a modulator
grown by SAG. This reduction in the abruptness of the heterointerfaces
reduces the confinement of the carriers in the well and broadens the exciton linewidth, which can lead to reduced extinction ratios and increased
absorption loss in the device.
The third approach for active layer integration is the butt joint regrowth
technique. In this method the active layer for the modulator is grown first
and then etched off in the area where the laser is to be fabricated. Then
the laser active layer is grown butt jointed to the original modulator active layer. This is the most difficult technique to implement but it provides
the greatest flexibility, enabling any two waveguide layer types to be integrated [26]. The designer is then free to independently optimize the number,
thickness, and strain of the quantum wells in the laser and modulator active
layers.
The chirp behavior is somewhat different for an EML than it is for an
isolated electroabsorption modulator. This is because in addition to the
dynamic component of the chirp that comes from the EA itself there is
also an adiabatic component that is caused by crosstalk between the EA
and the DFB laser. The adiabatic chirp leads to a steady state difference
between the wavelength of the device in the off-state and the wavelength
in the on-state. The crosstalk that leads to adiabatic chirp has an electrical
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component which is a result of imperfect isolation between the EAM and
the DFB laser. This is kept low by proper filtering of the drive circuitry
to the laser and by providing a long isolation region between the EAM
and the DFB.The other main source for the adiabatic chirp is the optical
crosstalk caused by residual facet reflections. The operating wavelength
for an index-guided DFB laser is extremely sensitive to the phase of the
facet reflections. In the case of an EML the intensity of the reflected light
from the front facet is modulated by twice the amount that the transmitted light is. This produces a large change in the intensity of the reflected
light that is coupled back into the DFB laser between the on and off states
for the modulator, which can lead to substantial shifts in the device wavelength. To mitigate this effect the facet reflectivity must be kept below
1E-4, which requires a very high-quality AR coating. Typical values for
the peak-to-peak chirp in a good-quality EML are on the order of 0.1 A,
while the adiabatic chirp is generally smaller than 0.05 A. This is generalIy more than an order of magnitude lower than for a directly modulated
laser, which enables 1550 nm EMLs to achieve much longer transmission
spans.
The high bandwidth, low chirp, and large extinction ratio of electroabsorption modulated DFB lasers has led to their widespread use in transmitters for 2.5 Gbls long haul DWDM systems. Their compact size, low
cost, and excellent transmission characteristics make them ideally suited
to this application. At 2.5 GB/s error-free transmission has been demonstrated over more than 1000 km of standard single-mode optical fiber,
while at 10 Gb/s dispersion penalty-free transmission has been achieved
at up to 130 km [27], although most commercial devices are only suitable
for 40 to 50 km transmission spans. For 10 GB/s systems the dispersion
characteristics of the fiber are such that the importance of the modulator chirp is paramount, and thus lithium niobate Mach-Zehnder modulators compete effectively with EMLs. For 40 GB/s systems the dispersion
limits are so short that even for optimized chirp, transmission distances
are limited to a few kilometers. In these systems dispersion compensation is widely used and chirp parameters are actually more relaxed than at
10 GBls.
The new advances in EML technology are following two directions.
One is the push for higher and higher bit rates, which has lead to the
development of 40 GB/s devices [28]. The other direction is the push for
increased functionality, which has led to the development of tunable lasers
integrated with EA modulators.
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7.5.1. TUNABLE EMLS

The integration of an EA modulator with a tunable laser represents an increased design challenge both for the modulator design and for the overall
device integration process. For tunable devices the EA must be capable of
achieving low insertion loss, high extinction ratio, and minimal chirp over
the entire tuning range of the device. For narrow tuning ranges between 8
and 10nm, EA modulators can be integrated with tunable distributed Bragg
reflector lasers. These lasers combine an active section, which provides optical gain, with a passive tuning element composed of a Bragg grating. The
Bragg grating acts as a narrowband reflector, which controls the operating
wavelength of the laser. Injecting current into the Bragg grating section
lowers the effective index of the waveguide and tunes the laser to shorter
wavelengths. The maximum tuning range is limited by the maximum index shift that can be achieved in the tuning section. A device of this type
is shown in Fig. 7.30. This device also has an integrated semiconductor
optical amplifier and an in-line tap for monitoring the output power. This
device was capable of transmission at 2.5 GB/s over a distance of 680 km
using any one of 20 fully stabilized wavelength channels spaced at 50 GHz
~91.
Over time the enhanced functionality available with the wavelength tunable EMLs will enable them to displace fixed wavelength EMLs in many
applications. The reduction in inventory, and the increased network flexibility that results from having tunable EMLs is enhanced for lasers with
wider tuning ranges. The ultimate solution will be a widely tunable EML
that can cover a wavelength range of more than 30 nm. One early example of a device that is capable of this is the sampled grating distributed
Bragg reflector with integrated electroabsorption modulator [30]. The sampled grating DBR is similar to a DBR laser except that it has two grating
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Fig. 7.30 Tunable DBR laser with integrated electroabsorption modulator.
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Fig. 7.31 Sampled grating DBR laser with integrated electroabsorption modulator.

mirrors instead of one. The SGDBR laser uses these two mirrors to employ a Vernier tuning mechanism that enables it to cover a much wider
wavelength range than the DBR. A schematic of the device is shown in
Fig. 7.31. The laser has four sections, front mirror, back mirror, gain and
phase control. Each of the front and back mirrors has multiple reflection
peaks, which are spaced so that only a single peak in the front and back
mirror can be aligned at one time. The laser operates at the wavelength
where the reflection peaks from both mirrors are aligned. Tuning any pair
of mirror peaks in tandem enables the laser wavelength to be tuned over
a range equivalent to that of a DBR. However, by differentially tuning the
mirrors, a new set of reflection peaks can be selected that covers an entirely
different wavelength range. Using this approach very wide tuning ranges
in excess of 60 nm have been demonstrated [31].
It is extremely difficult to design an EA modulator that can cover the
very wide tuning range of these lasers. Most multiple quantum well EA
modulators are useful over a range of only 15 to 20 nm. For a quantum
well the shift in the band edge absorption has a quadratic dependence on
the applied electric field. However, once a field is applied to a quantum
well the electron and hole states in the well are no longer truly confined
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states because on one side of the well they see only a triangular barrier. The
width of this barrier decreases with increasing electric field and the tunneling probability increases substantially, particularly for the electron states.
For high fields the exciton resonance will be completely washed out and the
absorption change due to the quantum confined Stark effect will saturate.
This effect fundamentally limits the wavelength range for QCSE-based EA
modulators..Usingwider wells, or a greater barrier height in the conduction
band, can help to extend the wavelength range, but this usually comes at the
cost of reduced performance. For the sampled grating DBR device a bulk
electroabsorption modulator was used instead of a multiple quantum well
design. The bulk EA modulator is based on the Franz-Keldysh effect, which
does not have the same saturation behavior that the QCSE effect does. The
application of an electric field to the bulk active region introduces a finite
absorption probability due to lateral tunneling at all wavelengths below the
band edge. The probability increases with increasing photon energy and
also with increasing electric field. DC extinction ratios of greater than 20
dB were demonstrated across the entire 40 nm tuning range of the laser
at a -4.0 V bias for wavelengths from 1525 nm to 1565 nm (Fig. 7.32).
This covers substantially more than the entire C-band for optical fiber
transmission. As would be expected, the extinction is much higher for the
shorter wavelengths, but the variation is unimportant because the typical
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Fig. 7.33 Back-to-back bit error rate for data transmission with the ENSGDBR at
2.5 GB/s.

requirement for the dynamic extinction ratio is less than 12 dB. The shape
of the extinction curves is very different from those shown in Fig. 7.15 for
a QCSE device. The Franz-Keldysh effect is generally not as efficient as
the QCSE in dBN, so an increased device length is generally required to
achieve high extinction ratio at low drive voltages. The device in this example had a 200-pm-long modulator, which limited its maximum bit rate to
2.5 GB/s.
Bit error rate curves were measured for the combined ENSGDBR at
2.5 GB/s and 1540 nm with a 2.5Vpp drive signal. The results, which indicate a receiver sensitivity for back-to-back measurements of -34 dBm,
are plotted in Fig. 7.33. The receiver input eye diagram corresponding to
a BER of 1E-9 is plotted in Fig. 7.34. This signal comes from the output of a limiting amplifier in the receiver path placed before the decision
circuit. The limiting amplifier flattens the top and bottom rails, which improves the eye appearance, but it converts the amplitude variation to edge
jitter. This explains the -20 ps of RMS jitter apparent in the crossing
points.
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Fig. 7.34 Measured 2.5 GB/s eye diagram for the ENSGDBR at a BER of 1E-9.

The tremendous potential of this device, which combines wide range
tunability and high-speed data modulation capabilities integrated within
a single semiconductor chip, represents an important future technology
for electroabsorption modulated lasers, which in turn represent the future
for electroabsorption modulators. The EML is perhaps the most commercially successful application for EA modulators. Fixed wavelength devices
have been demonstrated for 2.5, 10 and 40 GB/s applications, and tunable
devices capable of operating over 40 nm have been achieved. This will
continue to be the largest volume application for EA modulators in the
future, with tunable EMLs gradually replacing fixed wavelength EMLs in
many system applications. Only in the most demanding long-haul applications where the highest levels of performance are required will external
modulators continue to play a significant role.

7.6. Advanced EA Modulator Designs
As the information-carrying capacity and span of optical networks continues to increase, the demands on the transmitter design become continuously
more stringent. The push for ever-greater bandwidth, increased saturation
power, and lower chirp stretches the limits of the physics that govern the
performance of EA devices. To meet these requirements new approaches to
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the device design have been undertaken to overcome the traditional limits
to EA performance, and to meet the needs of novel applications such as
short pulse generation, optical demultiplexing, and clock recovery. In this
next section we will examine some advanced EA modulator designs that
are expanding the application space for these devices.
7.6.1. TRAVELJNG WAVE EA MODULATORS

The fundamental limitations on the bandwidth for conventional lumped
element EA modulators are determined by the electrical time constant associated with the RC product of the device series resistance and the junction
capacitance according to Eq. (7.39). Scaling of the device area indefinitely
in order to achieve greater and greater bandwidths is impractical due to
the tradeoff that exists between the device length and the optical extinction
ratio. Reducing the impedance of the drive signal and the termination can
significantly increase the bandwidth for a given junction capacitance. For
example, operating with a 25 R input impedance and termination resistance can increase the bandwidth significantly. In the case of a device with
a 10 R series resistance and a junction capacitance of 100 fF changing
from a 50 R system to a 25 SZ system will increase the 3 dB bandwidth
from 45 to 70 GHz. This represents about a 55% increase in bandwidth but
reducing the impedance of the system doubles the drive power. Assuming
one was willing to pay the penalty of increased drive power it is still substantially more difficult to design 25 R impedance transmission lines and
the microwave losses associated with them are significantlyhigher than for
standard 50 R lines.
A better alternative to breaking through the RC limitation on the device
bandwidth is to use a distributed design where the junction capacitance is
loaded with a series inductance to form a transmission line. In the ideal
case the bandwidth is then limited only by the microwave losses in the line
and the device length can be chosen quasi-independentlyof the bandwidth
requirement. This approach is called a traveling wave design because the
electrical wave traveling along the transmissionline modulates the light as it
travels along the optical waveguide. The critical problem with this approach
is the need to match the electrical phase velocity on the transmission line
to the optical group velocity in the waveguide. We can model the traveling
wave device as a loaded transmission line using the equivalentcircuit model
shown in Fig. 7.35.
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Fig. 7.35 Circuit model for a unit length of traveling wave EA modulator.

The impedance for the device Z m and the propagation constant y for the
electrical signal are given by

(7.61)
where L and C, are the inductance and capacitance per unit length of
the unloaded transmission line, and Cj is the device capacitance per unit
length. This formula treats the voltage controlled current source representing the photocurrent as an equivalent resistance and combines it with the
leakage resistance RL. Now that we have the formulas for the characteristic impedance and the propagation constant for the transmission line we
can begin the much more complicated task of calculating the electroabsorption bandwidth response for a distributed transmission line with both
microwave attenuation and velocity mismatch. The optical output power
for the modulator can be expressed as
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where C is the coupling coefficient at the input and output of the device and
a, is the optical loss coefficientin the waveguide independentof the applied
voltage bias and I? is the confinement factor. If we rewrite the absorption
coefficient in terms of a DC and an AC component we can approximate the
small signal transmission response as

From this we see that the frequency response for the modulator is governed
by the integral of the voltage response function along the length of the
device. The generalized formula for the AC voltage on the transmission
line can be written as shown in Eq. (7.64) [32].

The parameters T, Rs, and RL represent the microwave transmission coefficient at the source and the reflection coefficients at the source and
load respectively. The microwave propagation coefficient yp is given by
Eq. (7.61) and the microwave frequency is represented by w. We can rewrite
this formula in a reference frame propagating with the optical group velocity uo by replacing t with to + x / v , . This enables us to write the normalized
frequency response in terms of the optical and microwave properties of the
device using
= w/u, [32]. For InP based EA modulators the optical
group velocity is around 3.62.

so
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(7.65)
The reflection coefficients at the source and the load can be calculated from
the impedance values for the input and output transmission lines and the
impedance of the modulator transmission line.

In the case of a lossless impedance matched line the response function R
is equal to unity. Otherwise the frequency at which it drops to 0.5 can be
used to calculate the traveling wave EA modulator bandwidth. For the case
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of an impedance matched device with no source or load reflections, the
frequency response depends only on the microwave attenuation and the velocity mismatch between the electrical and optical waves in the modulator,
then Eq. (7.65) can be rewritten as Eq. (7.67).

(7.67)
In general the length of a traveling wave EA modulator is not substantially
greater than a few hundred microns and so the microwave attenuation is
generally relatively small even for high frequency operation.The bandwidth
is then more fundamentally limited by the velocity mismatch between the
electrical and optical waves. The traveling wave EA is one important class
of devices that will become increasingly important as system requirements
push the envelope of EA performance.

7.6.2. TANDEM EA MODULATORS
The growing interest in short pulse return to zero or RZ transmission as a
means to increase the span length in optical fiber communication systems
has led to the widespread use of EA modulators for short pulse generation.
The nonlinear modulation transfer function of an EA modulator makes it
well suited for use as a short pulse source. In 1992 Suzuki et al. demonstrated the generation of 14 ps optical pulses at a 15 GHz repetition rate by
driving an EA modulator with a high power sine wave signal [33]. A second
modulator can be added in series with the pulse generator to encode data
onto the stream of short optical pulses, for short pulse R Z data transmission.
When these two modulators are monolithically integrated the total insertion loss is substantially better than for two isolated devices in series, but it
is still around 12 dB [34]. To overcome this insertion loss a semiconductor
optical amplifier can be integrated on chip with the tandem EA modulators.
In this case up to 14 dB of fiber-to-fiber gain has been demonstrated [35].
An example of a tandem EA with an integrated SOA from Agere Systems
is shown in Fig. 7.36 [36]. This device has spot size converters on the input
and output to reduce the coupling loss. The input light is coupled into the
pulse carver first, which is driven with a single frequency sine wave at the
bit rate. This carves out a periodic train of short optical pulses. The pulses
are passed through the SOA and then to the data encoder where the data
modulation is imposed on the pulse stream. The SOA is placed in between
the carver and the encoder because the pulse carver has a high insertion
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Fig. 7.37 Streak camera measurement of short pulse generation using a SGDBR.

loss and the periodic pulse stream can be amplified by the SOA without
substantial distortion. In fact, pulses as short as 5.5 ps with extinction ratios
greater than 20 dB can be produced by this device [37].
A streak camera measurement of the pulse shape for a tandem EA driven
with a 40 GHz sine wave is shown in Fig. 7.37. The two pulses shown in
this graph correspond to pulse widths of 7 ps and 5.5 ps. Both pulses have
more than 20 dB of extinction. The wider pulse width is obtained with
a -3 V bias and a 4Vpp sine wave drive signal. The shorter pulse required
a -4 V bias and a 6Vpp drive signal. This ability to tune the pulse width by
adjusting the drive conditions is a substantial advantage of EA modulators
over other types of short pulse sources.
The large drive voltage swing required for the generation of very short
pulses would seem to be a substantial problem for 40 GB/s applications.
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Fig. 7.38 40 GB/s NRZ eye diagram.

However it is important to remember that the drive signal for the pulse
carver is a single frequency, and narrowband high power amplifiers are
readily available even at 40 GHz. The broadband drive is more difficult
and typical 40 GB/s drivers are only capable of 2.5 to 3Vpp swing. The
data encoder side of the tandem EA discussed here is able to achieve more
than 12 dB of dynamic extinction at this drive level, which is sufficient for
most transmission applications. An NRZ eye diagram for the Tandem EA
with just the data encoder being driven is shown in Fig. 7.38.
When the narrowband drive signal is applied and the phase is adjusted
so that the pulse is centered at the middle of the data encoder eye the
result is the RZ eye pattern shown in Fig. 7.39. The ringing in the bottom
rail is caused by the limited bandwidth response of the photodetector. The
advantage of the RZ transmission format is that it has a shorter dispersion
length. This enables higher launch powers in the fiber without introducing
nonlinear effects. The higher launch powers enable the signal to tolerate
more optical signal-to-noise ratio degradation and thereby traverse a longer
transmission span.
One drawback of the RZ transmission format is that it requires a larger
frequency spectrum when compared to an NRZ transmission format. This
limits the total fiber capacity by requiring increased spacing between
adjacent channels in a DWDM system. A comparison of the optical spectrum for an RZ data stream and an NRZ data stream in shown in Fig. 7.40.
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Fig. 7 3 9 RZ Eye diagram at 40 GB/s.

Fig. 7.40 Optical spectrum for short pulse RZ,NRZ, and CW transmission at 40 GB/s.
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Note the strong sidebands in the RZ signal spaced at 40 GHz intervals.
For the NRZ signal there is no energy in the spectrum at the frequencies
corresponding to multiples of the bit rate.
The ability to generate very short optical switching windows is not only
useful for RZ data transmission at a bit rate corresponding to the pulse
interval, it also can be used as an enabling technology for optical time
domain multiplexing and demultiplexing of signals to much higher bit
rates than could otherwise be obtained with electronics. At the transmitter
end 40 GB/s short pulse RZ sources can be optically multiplexed up to
160 GB/s or higher with each successive bit delayed by 6.25 ps so that it
occupies a different time slot [38]. The higher the bit rate the shorter the
pulse width required to prevent interference between adjacent bits. At the
receiver end the signal can be demultiplexed back down to a desired lower
bit rate using two cascaded EA modulators as gating elements. One EA is
driven at the bit rate and the other is driven at twice the bit rate to create a
narrower switching window. The EA drive signals are synchronized with
the recovered clock at the receiver and a phase shifter can be used to select
alternate bit streams. A schematic of a demultiplexer is shown in Fig. 7.41.
Because electronic clock recovery can be very difficult at these frequencies, the EA modulators can also be used in conjunction with a narrowband
filter element to provide an optoelectronic clock recovery circuit. For the
clock recovery circuit the output from the receiver would be fed to a narrow
band high Q filter [39]. The output signal from this would be amplified to
drive the first EA, and then doubled and amplified again to drive the second.
When the narrowband drive signals are in phase with the incoming data
stream the signal amplitude is maximized and the clock remains locked.
Receiver
hDUt

Signal
EA

Recovered
Clock

Fig. 7.41 EA modulator based OTDM demultiplexer.
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7.7. Summary
The wide variety of research on current and future applications for electroabsorption modulators is indicative of the critical role that they play in
optical communication systems. Their ability to transmit information with
high fidelity over long spans of optical fiber has led to their widespread
use in high bit rate fiber links. One of the greatest benefits of EA modulators is the ease with which they can be integrated with other components.
This has played a large part in the commercial success of EA modulators.
EA devices have been integrated with both fixed wavelength and tunable
lasers for compact and efficient transmission sources. They have also been
integrated with other EA modulators and with semiconductor optical amplifiers to perform more complicated functions such as short pulse RZ
transmission, clock recovery, and optical time division demultiplexing.
The compact size, low drive voltage requirement, and capability for ultrahigh bandwidth are making EAs a popular choice for many next-generation
high-speed systems. EA modulator performance is constantly pushing the
envelope with lumped element devices showing bandwidths greater than 50
GHz and traveling wave devices having the capability to push well beyond
this. The future for EA modulators is clear, as bandwidth and extinction
ratio requirements increase, traveling wave devices will become more prolific, and as network functionality becomes more complicated the focus on
devices will increasingly shift to higher and higher levels of monolithic
integration. The EA modulator will be a key building block in this integration, just as it has been a key building block in the evolution of the global
photonic networks that exist today.
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Part 31 Photodetectors

Chapter 8

P-I-N Photodiodes

Kenko Taguchi
Optoelectronic Industry and Technology Development Association,
Sumitomo Edogawzabashiekimae Bldg.. 7 E
20-10, Sekiguchi I-Chome, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, 112-0014, Japan

8.1. Introduction
Higher transmission capacity in both trunk lines and access networks
based on silica optical fiber is increasingly needed. To meet this need,
high-performance photoreceivers and light sources must be developed,
especially for use in actual WDM systems. The development of highperformance Er-doped fiber has enabled achievement of the highest overall receiver sensitivity ever reported in the 1S - p m wavelength region in
systems using InGaAs PIN photodiodes with Er-doped fiber amplifiers
(EDFAs).
Semiconductor photoreceivers based on InP materials are the device of
choice for use in long-wavelength optical-fiber communication systems.
Mixed compounds, such as InGaAs(P) and In(A1)GaAs lattice-matched
to InP, can detect long-wavelength light, especially that with a nondispersion wavelength of 1.3 pm and a loss-minimum wavelength of 1.55pm
in silica optical fibers. Because Ino.53Ga0.47As (hereinafter referred to as
InGaAs) lattice-matched to InP can detect all light emitted by InGaAs(P)
and In(A1)GaAs materials lattice-matched to InP, this material is most
widely used as a light absorber in optical-fiber communications. The characteristics of InP-based photodetectors are superior to those of conventional photodiodes composed of elemental Ge, which was the only material used for wavelengths below 1.5 pm. By using a heterostructure that
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hasn’t been expected until recently in group-IV elemental semiconductors, such as Si and Ge, new concepts and new device design for highperformance photodetectors have been developed. It has been found, for
example, that the absorption region can be confined to a limited layer, and
the wide-bandgap layer can serve as a transparent layer for specific communication wavelengths. Also, a heterojunction layer structure enabling
a high speed with a high optical-to-electronic conversion efficiency, or
quantum efficiency, and easier coupling to optical fiber has been analyzed
experimentally.
Because photodiodes operate under a reverse bias, high-quality semiconductor layers are needed. To obtain photodiodes that operate at a low
bias and have a low dark current, it is necessary to produce epitaxial layers
that are pure and that have few defects, such as dislocations, point defects, and impurity precipitates. Fabrication and processing technologies,
such as impurity diffision, passivation, and metalization of ohmic contacts,
will play an important role in the production of reliable high-performance
photodetectors.
The performance of photodetectors can often be evaluated in terms of
three main characteristics:responsivity,noise, and bandwidth. For practical
use in systems, photodetectors must also be highly reliable and inexpensive. With regard to noise, there is a limitation on the minimum signal
level needed to achieve a signal error rate that can be connected to the
ratio of signal-to-noise (S/N). This chapter describes PIN-type photodiodes (PDs) composed mainly of InGaAs as a light-absorption layer with
no internal gain. Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) with an internal gain are
described in the next chapter. Section 8.2 describes the basic device parameters needed to obtain a large S/N ratio in receiver circuits and discusses the
concept, design, and expected performance of photodetectors. Section 8.3
describes frequency response measured for different layer structures and
light penetrations. Response limitations in InGaAsDnP are also evaluated.
In Section 8.4, dark-current characteristics both theoretically estimated and
experimentally obtained for an InGaAs p+n junction are discussed. The
dark-current reduction is one of the most important factors responsible for
a large S/N. In Section 8.5, we introduce several typical detectors that
are applicable to WDM systems and that are important to future systems.
These include matured basic InGaAs PIN-PDs, highly efficient high-speed
waveguide PIN-PDs, uni-traveling carrier PDs, highly efficient PDs easily coupled to optical fibers, and PDs responsible for high-input power
handling. A summary is provided in Section 8.6.
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8.2. Basic Photodiode Concepts, Design, and Requirements
for Use in Optical Fiber Communications
Photodiodes used in receiver circuits must be reliable, must efficiently
translate optical signals into electrical signals, and must be able to receive
data transmitted through lightwave systems. In this section, we describe the
concepts and operation of photodiodes. The photodiode design and device
parameters required for practical use in fiber communicationsare discussed
on the basis of a simplified theoretical analysis of receiver sensitivity.

8.2.1. ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT
The fundamental mechanism behind the photodetection process is light
absorption. Light absorption can be expressed using an absorption coefficient. The absorption coefficient is defined as follows. When an incident
light with optical power Pi0 penetrates the surface of an absorbing media,
as shown in Fig. 8.1, lost optical power -d Pi ( x ) in region dx at position x
from the absorbing media surface can be expressed as being proportional
to optical power P i ( x ) at both x and dx by using proportional constant
ly(cm-'), which is the absorption coefficient.

The absorption length, or the penetration depth, is equal to l / a , which
is the optical power level position decreased to l/e (about 37%) of the
input power of Pi0 or the light penetration depth point absorbed with a
constant Pia.
Near the fundamental absorption edge (band-to-band transition) or the
bandgap wavelength of A, = h c / E g , of a semiconductor material, the absorption coefficient can be expressed as a! (hu - E g ) Y , where h is the
Planck's constant, c is the velocity of light in a vacuum, hu is the photon
energy, E g is the bandgap of the material, and y is a constant, that is,
respectively, 1/2 and 2 for the allowed direct and indirect transition 113, as
shown in Fig. 8.2, where an exaggerated band structure and transmissions
are illustrated for the different mechanisms. In the indirect transition, lattice phonons are needed to conserve the momentum. Therefore, in general,
direct-transition materials have steeper and larger absorption coefficients

-
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Fig. 8.1 Light attenuation within an absorbing media.

near the absorption edge than do indirect materials. As a result, from the
design point of view, direct-transition materials with a bandgap narrower
than the bandgap corresponding to the objective wavelength are more applicable to photodetectors.
Figure 8.3 shows the dependence of the absorption coefficient on the
wavelength for different semiconductors used in photodetectors. Absorption has asymptotic behavior near bandgap wavelength A, where the material is transparent, and there is a strong dependence of the absorption on the
wavelength shorter than A,. Silicon and Ge have indirect bandgaps. The
absorption-coefficientdependence of Ge on the wavelength is fairly similar to that of direct-transition materials because of the narrow bandgap and
narrow displacement between r and L in the momentum space. However,
Ge is not very effective in detecting light with a loss-minimum wavelength
of 1.55pn. This is because a depleted absorption region of at least a few
tenths of micron is needed to obtain a 90%optical-to-electronic conversion
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Fig. 8.2 Optical transitions in semiconductors:(a) dircct transition, (b) indircct transition
including phonons.

efficiency. In contrast, a 3-4 pm InGaAs layer can enable high conversion
efficiency in the 1.3-1.55 pm wavelength region.

8.2.2. PHOTODIODE OPERATION
Photodiodes operate under a reverse bias to create a depleted region in
which photogenerated electron-hole pairs are separated and swept across
the semiconductor, generating a flow of electric current. Figure 8.4(a)
shows a cross section of a photodiode with a p+-n-n+ structure. It also
shows optical absorption, or photocarrier generation, which depends on
the absorption coefficient, a,of the material for the incident light and decreases exponentially with an increase in the distance from the diode front
pf-region. Figure 8.4(b) and (c) show, respectively, the electric-field distribution and energy band. Most photocarriers are designed for use in a fully
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depleted n-region so that they had a high-speed response: electrons and
holes generated within the depleted region are instantaneously separated
by an electric field and drift in the opposite direction, inducing a photocurrent in the external circuit. At the same time, minority carrier holes excited
within the average diffusion length in the undepleted n+(or n)-region adjacent to the depleted region diffuse into the edge of the depleted junction
with some recombination and are collected across the high-field region,
which results in a diffusion photocurrent in the external circuit. The diffusion photocurrent is generally characterized by a slow response to the
optical signal, because the speed of the response depends on the time it
takes the photogenerated minority carriers to diffuse from where they are
generated in the neutral undepleted region into the edge of the depleted
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Fig. 8.4 Basic photodiode operation: (a) schematic view of p+-n-n+ photodiode under a
reverse bias; (b) electric-field distribution; (c) energy-banddiagram.

rcgion. These photoresponse-frequency characteristics will be discussed
in greater detail in the following section. Photodiodes should, therefore, be
designed in such a way as to minimize optical absorption in the undepleted
neutral region as much as possible. For the same reason as well as to reduce
the recombination loss of photocarriers generated in the p+-region on the
front side of the diode, the p+-region must be as thin as possible.
When the electric field of a diode is elevated to several hundreds of
kilovolts per centimeter by increasing the reverse bias, an internal gain
for the primary photocurrent can be obtained. This gain is a result of the
electron-hole pair creation avalanche process initiated by the photogenerated carriers, which is governed by the relationship between the strength
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of the electric field and the electron-hole impact ionization rates of the
material itself, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
Based on the preceding discussion, the depletion region must be as large
as possible to suppress the slow photocurrent created in the neutral region and enable a high conversion efficiency. For instance, for an objective
wavelength to enable a conversion efficiency as high as 95%, the depletion
layer of inversely a b ~ uthree
t
times the absorption coefficient must be 4050 pm for Si for a 0.85 pm wavelength as well as 30 pm for Ge and 6 pm
for InGaAs for a 1.55 pm wavelength. Figure 8.5 shows the relationship
between the junction capacitance in the units of area C j / S and donor concentration No as a function of bias voltage V, including the built-in voltage
for a p+n one-side abrupt junction having a dielectric constant, EO, of 12.

1013

1014

1015

10’6

ND(cm-3)
Fig. 8.5 p+n-junctioncapacitance vs. donor concentration at different bias voltages.
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This is based on the following relationships:

cj = S

J

n

(8.3)

where q is the electric charge, E is the permittivity, N D is the donor concentration, W is the depletion-layer width, and S is the diode area. For
instance, at an operating voltage of -5 volts, the concentration for Si must
be smaller than 1 x 1013 cm-3 and that for InGaAs must be smaller than
2 x 1014~ m - This
~ . is why a highly purified absorption layer is needed for
photodiodes.

8.2.3. QUANTUM EFFICIENCY
Quantum efficiency rl is defined as a ratio of the electron-hole pairgeneration rate contributed to photocurrent Zp to the photon incidence rate.
rl = ( Z p / d / ( & / W

(8.4)

where Pin is the incident optical power. Responsivity defined as a ratio of
I , to Pin in the units of A/W is also usually used to evaluate the conversion
efficiency. External overall efficiency depends on the reflection of incident
light on the photodiode surface. By using reflection rate R , optical power
Pi0 in the photodetector can be expressed as
Pi0

= (1 - R)Pi,

(8.5)

To minimize the reflection, antireflection dielectric film is usually overarrayed on the semiconductorsurface. The antireflectioncoating film thickness is tailored to the objective wavelength where the thickness is set to the
wavelength divided by four times the coating-film refractivity. When the
absorption layer is fully depleted, the quantum efficiency can be approximated by
q = (1 - R)[1 - exp(-aW)]

(8.6)

where (II is the absorption coefficient of the light and W is the thickness of
the absorption layer.
Figure 8.6 shows the typical spectral external quantum efficiency of
commercially available photodiodes. There is a quantum efficiency cutoff, or a decrease, at long wavelengths, corresponding to each absorption
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Fig. 8.6 Spectral external quantum efficiency of photodiodes.

edge, and the short wavelength side decrease in the efficiency is due to the
recombination loss of the photogenerated carriers in the surface high-doped
region in elemental photodiodes or in the wide-bandgapcapping layer used
in heterostructures. In InGaAs PIN photodiodes discussed following, a
high efficiency can be obtained for a wide wavelength range by using a
heterostructure with a wide bandgap cap and contact layers adjacent to the
absorption layer.
8.2.4. EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AND RC TIME CONSTANT
Following the schematization commonly used in electronics, the smallsignal behavior of a photodiode can be described by using an equivalent
circuit as shown in Fig. 8.7,to which external load resistance RL is connected. Here, CL is the equivalent capacitance of the load including the
output terminal parasitic capacitance. The signal is given by the current
generator driven by photogenerated current Zp(o),
in parallel with the
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Fig. 8.7 Equivalent circuit of a photodiode and a load.

internal capacitance, Ci,that takes into account the junction capacitance
and packaging capacitance. Rj is the internal resistance, or the dispersion
resistance, that takes into account finite conductancedZldV of thejunction.
The series resistance, R,, is due to the ohmic contacts and the undepleted
bulk resistance.
The output electrical power, Pout(o),
as a function of frequency obtained
in the circuit can be expressed as

+

where Reg = Ri RLl(Ri R L ) when R, << RL. Then, the electrical RC
cut-off frequency (3-dB-down bandwidth) can be defined as

fc(RC) = 1/(2n(Ci

+c~)Req).

(8.8)

In Eq. (8.7), the maximum output power can be obtained under the
condition of RL = R;. Because the internal resistance, Ri, is usually very
high, typically 1-1 00 MQ, Reg can be approximated to be RL.Then, for a
low capacitance of C L Ci and a high speed of Zp(o),
the load resistance,
R L , must be as large as possible to satisfy Eq. (8.8) in which fc(RC) is
equal to or slightly greater than the objective bandwidth, in order to enable
a highly sensitive detection. This is because the receivers composed of a
low-capacitance PIN-PD and high-impedance E T amplifiers are used for
bit-rate systems of less than a few hundred Mb/s [ 5 ] .

+

8.2.5. NOISE AND RECEIVER SENSITIVITY
Receiver sensitivity has been analyzed for a variety of signal waveforms by
Personick [63 and Smith [7]. The present discussion of sinusoidal optical
signal detection with a PD is simplified, focusing on the receiver circuit
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combined with load resistance RL followed by a preamplifier with equivalent input noise Fmp. For a sinusoidal signal with a full modulation depth,
the mean-square signal current is given by

("5)

= z32,

(8.9)

where Zp is the photocurrent transferred from the optical signal to the
electrical signal. The relationship between the input optical signal and the
photocurrent is give Eq,(8.4).
The noises in the circuit are shot noise and circuit noise (including
the following preamplifier noise). The shot noise is due to the diode dark
current, I d , and photocurrent, Zp. The total mean-square shot-noise current
is thus

(if) = 2qUP

+Id)B,

(8.10)

where B is the objective bandwidth. The receiver circuit noise can be
simplified to the circuit thermal noise including the following preamplifier
noise, Famp, as follows:
(8.1 1)

where Re, is the equivalent circuit resistance usually represented by the
load resistance, RL, described previously, k is the Boltzman constant, and
T is the absolute temperature. The thermal noise can be further described
by using the shot noise due to the preamplifier FET gate leak current and
its channel noise [SI.
The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in the circuit can thus be expressed as
S/N = ( i ; ) / ( ( i : ) +

(ec))

= (Zp)2/{2[2q(Ip

+ h ) B +4 k T F m p B / R ~ l }

(8.12)

The minimum optical signal power, Pmin, required for a given S/N ratio can
be calculated from Eq. (8.12). If the dark current, Id, is negligibly small,
Pminis limited by the thermal noise to
Pmin

= [hv / (4VII (S /N 'I2 (8kT Famp B / R L ) 1/2

(8.13)

and Pmin(S/N = 1) is equal to the thermal noise power. Then, the noise
equivalent power, NEP, can be expressed by Pmin(S/N = 1) for a unit of
frequency as Pmin(S/N= 1)/B1/2 (W/HZ'/~).This is one of the performance indices of photodetectors. Based on this, the dark-current reduction
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is one of the most important factors in high-performance photodetectors,
especially at low bit rates.

8.3. Frequency-Photoresponse Calculations
The main factors limiting the photodiode response speed are the carrier
diffusion and drift (transit) time of the photogenerated carriers and the
diode capacitance (RC time constant in the circuit). An AC analysis of the
photogenerated diffusion current was carried out earlier by Sawyer and
Rediker [9], and a response analysis of the photo-excited drift current for
PIN-PD depletion layers was done by Lucovsky et al. [IO]. In this section,
the general expression of frequency response in the pn-junction is analyzed
to clarify the photo-response phenomena.
The carrier behavior in semiconductors, especially the carrier deviation
from the thermal-equilibrium condition under the influence of external
conditions, is basically governed by the current-density conditions and
continuity equations.

8.3.1. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FOR PHOTOGENERATED
DRIFT CURRENT
For a PIN-type photodiode shown in Fig. 8.8, the following conditions
are assumed: the I-layer is fully depleted, resulting in a constant electric
field in the I-region; the carrier recombination is neglected in the I-region;
@O is the incident photon density in the unit area on the p-side surface.

t
Fig. 8.8 Calculation model for a PIN photodiode.
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Under these conditions, the continuity equations can be written as follows:
(8.14)
(8.15)
where n p and p n are, respectively, the minority electron- and the holecarrier density. The normalized generation rate, g, of an electron-hole pair
is given by
g = CU@O exp(-ax)

(8.16)

The current density for the axis shown in Fig. 8.8 is a negative value so
that the current is defined as Jn = -qVnn and J p = -qv,p. Here, v, and
v p are, respectively, the electron drift velocity and the hole drift velocity.
The continuity equations for an AC solution are as follows:
(8.17)
(8.18)
where Jn and J p are, respectively, the electron current density and the
hole current density. It is assumed that the intensity of the incident light is
modulated by a function of exp(ot) with modulation degree m. The electron current density can be obtained from Eq. (8.17) by using a boundary
condition of Jn = 0 at X = X,.

The hole current can also be obtained from Eq. (8.18) by using a boundary
condition of Jh = 0 at X = X,.

Based on Eqs. (8.19) and (8.20), the total current density is obtained by
averaging the currents in the depletion region.
(8.21)
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Then, the total current density can be expressed as
drift) = qcpomejw' Fdrifr(w)

(8.22)

where Fd,.jp(o) is the transit-time frequency response. The electron-drift
transit-time frequency response, F,-d,if(w), can be expressed as

In Fiq. (8.23), the limit case of a -+ 00 and X, = 0 corresponds to the
transit-time response of the electron carriers injected into the depletion
edge. This can be expressed as

(8.24)
Here, the injected electron carriers are electron carriers that have reached
the depletion edge from the photogenerated position in the neutral pregion. This is also the frequency response added to the diffused-electron
photocurrent-injected edge from the adjacent neutral region as an external
circuit.
In photodiodes with a back-illuminated structure (incident on the n-type
semiconductor surface), the frequency response can be expressed using
ma~oe-a(wn+w+w~)eaxe~wt
instead of g.

8.3.2. DIFFUSION-CURRENT FREQUENCY RESPUNSE
The frequency response of a photogenerated diffusion current is given by
the minority-carrier continuity equations including photo-induced carriergeneration and recombination terms in the neutral semiconductor region.
Because the electric field in the neutral region can be neglected assuming
that there is a low carrier-injection level and no doped-impurity gradient,
the equations can be expressed as

an,- - Dn-a2np - n ,
at

ax*

-npo
rn

+ aaome-ffXejW'

(8.25)
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where Dn and D, are, respectively, the carrier diffusion constant for the
electron and that for the hole, which are the functions of mobility and are
expressed using the Einstein relationships of Dn = (kT/q)pw,and D, =
( k T / q ) p , for semiconductors with a non-degradation condition. Here,
n p and pn are, respectively, the minority electron density in p-type semiconductors and the minority hole density in n-type semiconductors; npo
and p,o are, respectively, the thermal equilibrium of the electron and hole
density; and t n and tp are, respectively, the electron lifetime in p-type
semiconductors and the hole lifetime in n-type semiconductors.
The minority-electron-carrier AC expression in a p-type semiconductor
can be deduced from Eq. (8.25) using the boundary conditions as follows:

n,(x, t ) = 0 at x = xp,

(8.28)

where S, is the recombinationvelocity on the surface of the p-type semiconductor. The electron diffusion current induced into the depletion layer can
thus be expressed taking into account the flow direction by the following
equation:

As described previously, the external current caused by the diffusion current
is also affected by the drift in the depletion region. Therefore, the external
electron diffusion current can be expressed as

(8.30)

+

where LL = L n / ( l j m t n ) 1 / 2and L, = (Dnrfl)1/2.
For an ohmic contact
on the surface ( x = 0) of a p-side surface, S, is an infinity, and for an ideal
hetero-interface, S, is zero.
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The diffusion current due to the photo-excited hole carriers in the ntype neutral semiconductor region can be deduced by using the boundary
conditions as follows:
apn(X. t )

= - S p p n ( x , t) at X = W,
D~ ax
p,(x, t ) = 0 at X = W, W

+ W + W,

+

(8.31)

(8.32)

8.3.3. FREQUENCY RESPONSE FOR InP/InGaAs/InP
DOUBLE-HETEROSTRUCTURE PIN-PDs
In this section, we analyze the frequency response of the structure shown
in Fig. 8.9 as a function of the bias voltage. We also analyze the incident
light direction. In this section, our obtained results are summarized. In the
calculations of the InP cap, buffer, and substrate, the photo-absorption was
neglected and the drift effect was included only for the depleted region.
The trap effect and the time-delay effect at the hetero-interfaces,which can
P+-InGaAs

n-InGaAs

-
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hv

P+-lnP

\

DEPLETED
n-lnP
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n-lnP
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1

I
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\;Pi
I

-

I

Fig. 8.9 Frequency-responsecalculation model for InPfinGaAsfinPdouble heterostructure: (a) depletion stayed in the absorption layer; (b) depletion spread out in the wide
bandgap layers.
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be easily evaluated by introducing a delay function, were not taken into
account.
The light penetration on the surface of the p+-InP side can be expressed
as follows:
# Hole drift current:

m q ~ ~ e j o t e - f f W14- e Jex(p - dtij?) =

jw-

(
w2

j o 5

vP(B)

v p m

(8.33)
where vp(B)and vp(T)are the hole drift velocities in the InP layer and
InGaAs layer, and W2 is zero when W4 is not zero.
# Electron drift current:
(1
Jex(n - dr$) = mq@oej''e-"W4

where W3 is zero when

W5

- e-j-&)
jw-v nw3
(B)

is not zero.

# Hole diffusion current:

where W2 is zero when

W4

is not zero, and L'p = L p / ( l

(8.35)

+j w ~ ~ ) l / ~ .
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# Electron diffusion current:

(I+&)

cosh

(3)
+

sinh

(2)
(8.36)

+

where W3 is zero when W4 is not zero, and Lh L n / ( l j w t , , ) ' / 2 . From
Eqs. (8.33-8.36), the external current is given by

Here, Fex(w)is the analytical solution of the objective frequency response,
and F,,(O) is the quantum efficiency, which can be easily divided into a
drift term and a diffusion term, based on Eqs. (8.33) (8.34), and (8.35)
(8.36). The frequency response for the light penetration on an n+-surface
can be obtained in the same way.

+

+

8.3.4. FREQUENCY RESPONSE CALCULATIONS OF InGaAs
PHOTODIODES AND ITS HIGH-SPEED LIMITATIONS
Photoresponse is usually calculated using a load resistance (usually 50 a).
As a result, the photo-induced current suffers from the RC time constant
effect. The following equation is the expected frequency-responsesolution:
fex(0)

= Fe.x(w)/(l

+ jwCtRe9)

(8.38)

where C, and Re9 are, respectively, the approximated diode capacitance
and its load resistance.
The calculations were done for an InPAnGaAsAnP-structurediode with
a p+n junction diameter of 100pm, an InGaAs absorption-layer con~ , an absorption-layer depth of 3pm at
centration of 3 x lOI5 ~ m - and
a bias of -5 V including the built-in voltage and an additional stray capacitance of C,, = 0.3 pF (mounted on a TO18 can case). The junction
front was formed on the InGaAs layer closely to the InPflnGaAs interface.
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Fig. 8.10 Calculated frequency response: (a) for a 1.55 pm light; (b) for a 1 . 3 0light;
~
(c) n-side illumination with a 1.55 pm signal light.

The theoretical frequency response for the light penetration from the p+side with an absorption coefficient of a = 6800 cm-' [ 113 (equal to the
wavelength of 1.55pm) is shown in Fig. 8.10(a). In the calculations, we
assumed that there was no p+-InGaAs region, and a built-in voltage was
added to the bias voltage. We found that the total capacitance was 0.9 pF
and the 3-dB-down bandwidth was 2 GHz. The internal quantum efficiency
was 8796, which consisted of a drift-term efficiency of 66% in the depleted
1.6pm region and a diffusion-term efficiency of 21% from the neutral
1.4 pm region. The steep signal degradation in the low-frequency region
was less than 0.3 GHz. Figure 8.10(b) shows the frequency response for
a light with a = 116000 cm-' [l 11 (equal to a 1.3 pm light). Because of
the large absorption coefficient compared to that of the 1.55 pm light, the
effectivehole drift distance decreased, resulting in a bandwidth of 2.8 GHz,
which is higher than that for the 1.55pm light. The expected quantum efficiency of 97% means that an InGaAs layer exceeding 3 pm is not needed for
1.3 pm wavelength signal detection. Figure 8.lO(c) shows the frequency response of the back-illuminated (n+-side illumination) structure for a signal
with a 1.55pm light. The response characteristics were strongly affected
by the diffusion from the neutral region. However, the obtained quantum
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efficiency was the same as that for the front-illuminated structure, even
though the diffusion-term efficiency was 63%. The diffusion length and
sec
lifetime used in the calculations were, respectively, 75 pm and 6 x
[ 121. The drift velocities of the electrons and holes used were, respectively,
v, = 6.5 x lo6 cm/s and vh = 4.5 x lo6 cm/s 1131, and they were independent constants from the electric field.

8.3.5. BANDWIDTH LIMITATIONS IN InGaAs PHOTODIODES
Figure 8.1 1 shows the bandwidth calculated against the InGaAs absorptionlayer thickness under full-depleted conditions in the InGaAs layer. The
pn-junction diameter was treated as a parameter. The load resistance
(equivalent-circuit resistance) was 50 52. For a given pn-junction diameter there was a maximum bandwidth. This is due to the effect of the diode
capacitance, which is inversely proportional to the thickness of the depleted
absorption layer. The cut-off frequencies limited solely by the transit time
and free from the capacitance effect, for the back and front illumination, are
shown in Fig. 8.1 1. At a given thickness, the speed was somewhat higher for
the front illumination than it was for the back illumination. This is because
the saturation velocity of electrons is higher than that of holes. It is obvious
that a diode with a 1OOpm diameter cannot operate at 10 GHz or above.
To obtain a bandwidth exceeding 10 GHz for a 1.55 pm light, the InGaAs
layer must be thinner than 3 pm for the front illumination and thinner than
2.5 pm for the back illumination.
Figure 8.12 shows the bandwidth calculated against the InGaAs donor
concentration at a bias of -5 volts including the built-in voltage. The RC
time-constant effect was neglected to observe the limitations. The InGaAs
layer thickness, dT, was treated as a parameter. For the TnGaAs layers
thinner than 1.5 pm, there was almost no bandwidth dependence on the
concentration. In contrast, for d~ > 2 pm,the degradation became significant especially at the donor concentration higher than 5 x 1015 ~ m - For
~.
dT = 3 pm, a concentration lower than 3 x lo1’ cm-3 is required to obtain a cutoff frequency of over 10 GHz. The figure shows the maximum
bandwidth for a thin undepleted neutral InGaAs region. From the figure,
we can conclude that when there is an undepleted thin region, the transit
time decreases and there is almost no effect of the diffusion current due to
the undepleted region on the overall bandwidth, compared to what happens
under depleted conditions.
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Fig. 8.11 Bandwidth vs. InGaAs absorption-layer thickness calculated for different p+njunction diameters.

8.4. Current Transport in InGaAs p+n-Junction
The dark current is one of the most important parameters in determining the
receiver system S/N, as was discussed in Section 8.2. By evaluatingthe dark
current and its temperature-dependent characteristics for an InGaAs p+n
junction, we can clarify the current transport process in the junction. The
dark current can also be used to evaluate the composing crystallinity and
processing technology employed. Based on this evaluation, the limitations
on the dark current in InGaAs materials can be estimated. Forrest [141 and
Takanashi [ 151 earlier attempted to analyze the exponentially increased
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Fig. 8.12 Bandwidth vs. InGaAs donor concentration.

dark current in InGaAs p+n-junctions as a band-to-band tunneling current.
This exponentially increased current as a function of the reverse bias was
characterized by a low mass of electrons in narrow bandgap materials.
However, the obtained data were often explained qualitatively by using
fitting parameters [ 161 or were deduced from the effective mass [ 171.
In this section, the tunneling current at a relatively high bias and the dark
current under a low bias are analyzed separately. Based on the temperaturedependent characteristics, we attempted to separate the dark current into a
generation and a diffusion current. We found that there is a residual dark
current around the tunneling current in the explicitly increased region that
cannot be divided into the two components.
8.4.1. InGaAs PIN-PD SAMPLE FABRICATION

A cross section of the diode we examined is shown in Fig. 8.13. The layer
structure was fabricated by using hydride vapor phase epitaxy. The resultant
structure was an InP-cap-layer/InGaAs-photo-absorption-layer~nP-bufferlayer structure on an InP substrate. The concentration of the InP cap layer
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hv

Fig. 8.13 Planar InGaAs-PIN-PD cross section.

was typically about 1 x 10l6 cm-3 and that of the InP buffer layer was
over 1 x 1017 ~ m - The
~ . p+n junction planar structure was obtained by
selective diffusion of Zn (Zn3P2 source) and Cd (Cd3P2 source) [18]. The
InP-cap-layer surface was coated with a passivated SiNJSi02 bilayer. For
the contacts in the p- and n-layers, we used Ti/pt/Au and AuGe alloys.
The pfn junction area was 95-100pm@.

8.4.2. TUNNELING BREAKDOWN CHARACTERISTICS
UNDER A HIGH BIAS
The exponentially increased dark current is often explained by the Kane
theory [ 191 that assumes a parabolic potential barrier and an uniform electric field. However, the resulting theoretical value is several orders-ofmagnitude larger than the experimental values [ 14, 151. The differential
equation formula based on the dependence of the electric field on its position can better explain the data. The differential equation is as follows:
dJ,,dx

- q3m*'/*E2(x)
22/2n3~2~j/2

)

Irm 1/2E3~2

22/2qAE(x)

(8.39)

where m* is the effective tunneling mass. Figure 8.14(a) shows the tunneling current characteristics of the sampIes with an InGaAs donor con~ . solid lines in Fig. 8.14(a) show
centration of about 5 x loi5 ~ m - The
the theoretical curves based on Eq. (8.39), calculated for different
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Fig. 8.14 (a) Tunneling dark current. Solid lines show theoretical results for different
thicknesses. (b) Donor concentrationprofiles estimated by C-V measurements.
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InGaAs-layer widths. In the calculations, m* = 0.04mo [20],and E, =
0.75 eV. Figure 8.14(b) shows the measured carrier profiles of the diodes
used to obtain the tunneling current characteristics shown in Fig. 8.14(a).
We can see that the tunneling dark current characteristics depend on the
InGaAs layer concentration and thickness. With regard to the dark current
in the high-electric field, Kane's differentiated theory explains the experimental results very well.
The temperature dependence of breakdown is usually evaluated by using
the following equation:

= V(TO){l + Y ( T - To))

(8.40)

where the avalanche process is dominant for y > 0, and the tunneling process is dominant for y < 0. In the experiments with the InGaAs p+n diodes,
(K-l).
y was around -6 x
There are no temperature-dependentterms in Eq. (8.39). To explain this,
the dependence of the energy gap on the temperature is used [21].

E , ( T ) = 0.75{1 - 3 x 10-4(T(0C) - 20)).

(8.41)

The calculated value of y agreed well with the experimental one.

8.4.3. DARK-CURRENT CHARACTERISTICS AT A LOW
BIAS AND EFFECTIVE LIFETIME
In this section, we discuss the dark-current characteristics at a low bias that
line for the
did not appear in the tunneling current. By setting the J c(
experimental dark current versus the bias curves, the effective lifetime, re8,
can be estimated. The generation-recombination (g-r) current due to the
depleted region under a reverse bias is expressed as [22]
Jg

= qni W/reff

(8.42)

where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration (about 6 x 10" cm-3 at
300 K for InGaAs) and W is the depleted layer width. In the p+n junction,
W equals ( 2 V~/ q N , ) ' I 2where NT is the donor concentration of InGaAs,
and therefore, the g-r current can be evaluated by setting the line of V1l2 for
IV 1 > 3 k / q . Based on this, regwas obtained as a function of the InGaAs
concentration for different photodiodes as shown in Fig. 8.15. From the
leading edge that better fits the data, t e f f can be approximated as
reg(sec) = 1.5 x 101'/N~
(~m-~)

(8.43)
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For the equal cross sections of the electrons and holes in the g-r process,
the theoretical lifetime is given by [23]

r e f = 2t’cosh{(Ei - E , ) / k T }

(8.44)

When Ei equals E t , ref is the minimum value, and when [E; - Et I equals
( I /2)E,, it is the maximum valuc. Here, E, is the g-r energy level and t’
is the same as the minority-carrier lifetime in the crystal, which is in the
order of 10-9 seconds for most group 111-VI compounds. Therefore,
IO-’

z

teR(sec) 2

(8.45)

Because t’ is inversely proportional to the impurity concentration, t
.
8
should have the same tendency as does t’.It is remarkable that the obtained
z,ff characteristics (see Fig. 8.15 and Eq. (8.43)) inversely proportional
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to the donor concentration coincided well with the extrapolated line of
the lifetime dependence on a carrier concentration of over 1017 cm-3 rewill be
ported by Henry [24]. Therefore, the maximum te8of about
achieved at a high purified donor concentration lower than that in the order
of 1014 ~ r n - ~ .
The diode dark current usually consists of a g-r current and a diffusion
current. We attempted to divide the dark current into the two components:
the g-r term proportional to the root-square of the bias voltage and the diffusion term with no dependence on the bias voltage. Figure 8.16 shows the
component separation for a diode at different temperatures. The separation
was successful. However, we found that there is a residual component
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Fig. 8.16 Compositional analysis of dark current.
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Fig. 8.17 Arrhenius plot of compositionally analyzed diffusion current and generationrecombination(g-r) current.

that cannot be divided into the two components. The characteristics of the
divided Components are discussed separately following.
Figure 8.17 shows the results obtained from the same process as that
in the experiment shown in Fig. 8.16 including the diffusion-current component and the g-r current component at a bias of -5 V. Here, the diffusion current data were strengthened with forward saturation current data at
low temperature to clarify the activation energy. The activation energy obtained in this experiment was greater than 0.75 eV in the InGaAs bandgap.
The reason activation energy Ea for the InGaAs p+n-diode was greater
than the energy gap of InGaAs can be explained as follows: The diffusion
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current is equal to the forward saturation current and can be approximatedas
follows [25]:
(8.46)

ni = (NcNu)'12exp(-E,/2kT)
= 4.9 X 1015(mdemdh/m~)3/4T3/2
exp(-E,/2kT)

(8.47)

where L, is ( D , T , ) ' / ~Nc(Nu)
,
is the effective carrier density in the conduction band (balance band), and mde(mdh) is the effective mass in the
conduction band (valence band). Then, D , / t , can be assumed to be proportional to TY, which gives us
(8.48)
Thus, the diffusion current can be approximated to [26]

Js cx AT3 exp(-E,/kT)

(8.49)

By using the temperature dependence of the InGaAs bandgap described
previously, the value of Ea was found to be about 0.96 eV, which was in
good agreement with the experimental value.
The temperature dependence of the divided g-r current at -5 V is shown
in Fig. 8.17. Based on Eq. (8.42), the effective lifetime was re-estimated,
resulting in
teff(sec)= 3 x ~ o ~ ~ / N ~ ( ~ ~ -(8.50)
~ )
The extrapolatedvalue was twice as large as the value obtained in Eq. (8.43).
As can be seen in Fig. 8.16, there was a residual anomalous dark curat around the intercept region between the g-r current as well
rent J,,
as the difision and the tunneling current that could not be divided into
the g-r and diffusion components. In the experiment, a relationship of
JmOma V3I2was obtained. From the Arrhenius plot, the activation energy
was estimated to be approximately 0.5 eV. Here, J,,, o( V3j2is equal to
the tunneling process in the energy bandgap of E, = 0.01 eV in Eq. (8.39),
and in the multi-step tunneling of a few tenths to one hundred steps, by
assuming the multi-step tunneling process described by Riben [27]. The
tendency in the anomalous components was the same as that in the planar
devices reported by Hasegawa et al. [28] and Kagawa et al. [29] .However,
more research is needed to clarify this phenomena and improve the growth
and processing technologies. Finally, in the case of poor growth and poor
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processing, the dark-current characteristics were deteriorated more than
the data ones reported here.
8.5.

Photodiodes

The photodiodes (PDs) described in this section are mainly of the PINtype. “PIN” means a layer structure in which an unintentionally doped
high-purity layer is sandwiched between the p+ and n+ layers. The lightabsorption layer described here is an InGaAs layer lattice-matched to InP.
This is because InGaAs is responsive to all wavelengths of the WDM light
sources based on InGaAs(P)/InP and In(A1)GaAshP material systems.
8.5.1. BASZC ZnGaAs PIN PHOTODZODES

To fabricate a simple and reliable planar-structure PD, we grew a double
heterostructure consisting of InGaAs/InP with an InP capping layer. This
step was followed by selective impurity diffusion to form a p+n-junction.
A window for the light to pass through was formed on the front (the grownlayer surface) and back surfaces of the InP substrate. The back-illuminated
structure is the one often used to obtain a low capacitance for high-speed
operation.
A cross-sectional view of the front-illuminated planar-structure InGaAs
PIN-PD is shown in Fig. 8.18. The front of the pn-junction was formed
on the InGaAs absorption layer close to the InGaAsfinP interface by using
thermal diffusion with Zn and Cd [18]. The dark current characteristics of
the diode with an effectivejunction diameter of 104pm (a light-receiving
area diameter of 80 pm) and a 4-pm-thick InGaAs absorption layer with a
carrier concentration of 2 x l O I 5 cm-3 measured at different temperatures
are shown in Fig. 8.19. As was discussed in the previous section, the exponential dark-current increase with an increase in the bias, observed when
the reverse bias was large, was due to the InGaAs band-to-band tunneling
[ 14, 151. The diode must be operated under a moderate reverse bias, where
it is not affected by the tunneling current. At a bias lower than 10V, the dark
current of the well-fabricateddiodes was less than sub-nA and it changed by
about one order ofmagnitude when the diode temperature changedby 40°C.
This low dark current was obtained using a planar structure that terminated
the pn-junction in the wide-bandgap InP capping layer. The dark current in
a mesa-structure, which is controlled by the surface leakage current at the
mesa wall, is generally two or more orders of magnitude higher than that in
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Fig. 8.18 Planar InGaAs double-heterostructure photodiode.

a planar heterostructure. Figure 8.20 shows the spectral external quantum
efficiencyfor a diode under a 5-V bias. The quantum efficiency was higher
than 80% at wavelengths between 1.O and 1.55 pm. This wide-range high
efficiency was due not only to the antireflection coating of the surface but
also to the thin p+-InGaAs region, which acted as a recombination region
for the photocarriers generated in it. The high efficiencywas also due to the
reduction in the interface recombination velocity of the photogenerated carriers at the p+-InP/p+-InGaAs heterojunction, the configuration of which
cannot be expected in conventionalhomojunction photodiodes. The cut-off
at the short wavelength (about 0.95 pm) was controlled by the bandgap of
the InP ( E g = 1.35 eV) capping layer. The bandwidth (3-&-down cut-off
frequency) was about 5 GHz with a 5042 load resistance.
Planar double-heterostructure PDs are needed for use in practical transmission systems because of their stable operation and reliability. Accelerated life tests using diodes with a surface coated with a plasma-deposited
SiNJCVD-Si02 double layer to prevent the formation of pin holes and
reduce the film thermal stress in InGaAs/InP showed that there was no
significant degradation after a 5500-h aging at 250°C at a reverse bias of
10V when Ti/Pt and Ti/Au were used for the p-side contacts [30]. A similar
reliability of layer-structure diodes with BeAu/Cr/Au as a p-metal in humid
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ambients was reported. The diodes had a 20-year hazard level of less than
100 FITS in the devices operating at an ambient of 45"C/50% RH [3I].
Cut-off frequencies higher than 100 GHz were earlier obtained in a
thin small-area diode using a graded-bandgap layer to reduce the carrier
trapping at the InGaAsllnP heterointerface [32, 331. Figure 8.21 shows a
mushroom-mesa-geometryPIN-PD with an air-bridge contact metal developed for ultra-high-speed operation [34]. The mushroom mesa was used
to reduce the junction capacitance while maintaining a large contact area
for the low series resistance [35],and the air-bridge contact was used to
minimize the parasitic capacitance. A photodiode with a 2-pm diameter
and a 0.18-pm-thick InGaAs layer had a response time of 2.7 ps (full
width at half maximum) for Ti-Sapphire laser pulses with a wavelength
of 0.98 pm. The cut-off frequency obtained by the fast-Fourier transform
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Fig. 8.20 Spectral external quantum efficiency.

of the measured pulse responses was 120 GHz. The estimated external
quantum efficiency at a wavelength of 1.3pm was 28%.
Other techniques have been developed to improve the low quantum efficiency in vertical-illumination-typehigh-speed PIN-PDs associated with
the small junction area. These include the use of signal light reflection at
the contact metal deposited on the rear surface of the InP substrate and a
Bragg reflector to enhance the efficiency [36,37], as well as monolithic lens
integration [38,39] on the substrate to magnify the effective receiving area.
8.5.2.

MSM PHOTODIODES

A metal-semiconductor-metal(MSM) structure with an interdigitated contact has been used in photodetectors because this structure is easy to fabricate and the simplicity of the planar contact makes it suitablefor integration
with electrical circuits. MSM photodiodes have therefore often been used
in receiver OEICs. They also have a low capacitance per unit area, which
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is advantageous and useful in photoreceivers with a large photoreceptive
area. The main problems with these photodiodes are the dark current and
quantum efficiency. The dark-current degradation in the InGaAsAnP material systems is mainly due to the low Schottky barrier heights of InP
and InGaAs(P). This problem can be solved by using an InAlAs capping
layer [40]. However, the degradation in quantum efficiency caused by electrode masking cannot be eliminated. There have been reports on transparent
electrodes [41,42] and back illumination [43,44] for the substrate side of
MSM-PDs to improve the efficiency. However, the use of these new structures results in response-speed degradation due to the low electric field
underneath the electrodes. Electron-beam lithography has also been used
to reduce the size of the contact-metal region. For high-speed applications,
an MSM structure with a submicrometer line-and-space layout has been
analyzed by using electron-beam lithography [45].

8.5.3. WAVEGUIDE PIN PHOTODIODES
There is a trade-off between the speed and efficiency in conventional
vertical-type photodiodes. In contrast, waveguide(WG)-structurephotodiodes are basically free from this trade-off problem because of the parallel
penetration of signal light along the absorption layer. In this structure, the
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internal quantum efficiency is a function of the length, propagation mode,
and mode-confinement factor. To improve coupling, several structures have
been developed.
WG-PDs with a bandwidth of 50 GHz and a quantum efficiency of
40% at a wavelength of 1.53 pm were described by Wake et al. [46],
who developed a PD with an asymmetric InGaAsP waveguide structure. A
thin (0.13-pm-thick) InGaAs absorption layer was sandwiched between a
3-pm-thick n-doped InGaAsP layer (bandgap wavelength of A, = 1.3 pm)
and a 0.1-pm-thick undoped InGaAsP layer. The absorptive InGaAs and
thick InGaAsP layers were designed to enable a high external efficiency:
the thick InGaAsP layer largely determined the transverse waveguiding
properties of the diode, ensuring a large mode size comparable to the mode
size of lensed fiber. The InGaAs absorption layer was thin to enable a
large mode size. The diodes were 5 pm wide and 10pm long, and their
capacitance was less than 0.1 pF.
A multimode waveguide structure with symmetric InGaAsP intermediate layers inserted between the InGaAs light-absorption and InP cladding
layers was developed by Kat0 et al. [47].It was shown that higher-order
mode lights in the structureincreased the efficiency of coupling between the
waveguide PD and the fiber. Experiments using a structure with a 0.6-pmthick InGaAs absorption layer sandwichedbetween 0.6-pm-thick InGaAsP
(A, = 1.3 pm) layers yielded a bandwidth of 50 GHz with an external quantum efficiency of 68%. Figure 8.22 shows the simulated coupling efficiency
as a function of InGaAs thickness for multi-mode WG-PDs in which the
total thickness of the InGaAs and InGaAsP layers was kept constant at
1.8 pm. Here, qcYoand qcy2 show, respectively, the calculated fundamental
and second-order mode contributions to the coupling efficiency. The calculations showed that the coupling efficiency depends on the total thickness
of the InGaAs and two InGaAsP intermediate-bandgap layers. These results mean that the InGaAs absorption-layer thickness can be designed not
only for the coupling but also for the objective speed. Figure 8.23 shows
a multimode waveguide PIN-PD with a mushroom-mesa structure [35].
The mushroom mesa configuration was used to reduce the diode capacitance, and this configuration enabled leaving a wide area for the metal
contact to minimize the series resistance. The layer structure consisted of
0.8-pm-thick p-doped and n-doped InGaAsP layers with a 0.2-pm-thick
unintentionally doped InGaAs absorption layer. The mushroom mesa was
made by forming 6-pm-wide cladding layers that were then selectivelywetetched to decrease the junction capacitance. The diode with a 1.5-pm-width
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core showed an external efficiency of 50% at a wavelength of 1.55 pm and
had a capacitance of 15 fF and a series resistance of 10 Q. The frequency
response for a circuit with an impedance of 50 R was measured and is
shown in Fig. 8.24. The response was almost flat over the frequency range
between 0 to 75 GHz. The Fourier transform of the measured short-pulse
responses indicated a bandwidth of 110 GHz. The obtained bandwidthefficiency product of 55 GHz was 1.6 times larger than that of the 120GHz-bandwidth vertical PIN-PD described in the previous section.
Multimode waveguide structures have been attracting much attention
because of their potential ability to be coupled easily to fiber and planar
lightwave circuits (PLCs) without the use of a focusing lens, which lowers
the cost of receiver modules [48]. The operating speed of receiver modules
in access networks should not exceed a few gigahertz, so the key issue for
this application is the alignment tolerance of the structures to fibers and optical waveguides. A WG-PD that can be used in 155-pm-wavelength-range
access receivers was earlier designed and fabricated for receivers related
to the input spot size and for waveguide layer structures [49].Figure 8.25
shows the maximum external quantum efficiency, vex,for both symmetric
and asymmetric waveguide structures as a function of the total thickness
of the guide layers and InGaAs core layer calculated by using a beampropagation method. Here, the InGaAs layer was 1.5 pm thick, which enabled a low-bias operation, and the guide layers were InAlGaAs with a
1.3-pm bandgap wavelength. An input spot size of 0.75 pm was obtained
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by using a hemispherically ended fiber with a sufficiently small spherical
radius. A typical value for a flat-ended fiber or a silica waveguide is 4pm.
The calculation results showed that the symmetricwaveguides had a higher
vexthan did the asymmetric ones, which was a result of the optical confinement difference. Figure 8.26 shows the calculated 1-dB-down full widths
of the vertical coupling tolerance curves as a function of the total thickness of the guide and core layers. Here, the waveguide length was fixed,
because it is usually determined by the specificationsof the junction capacitance, which is the objective speed, The vertical tolerance for the spot size
of 0.75 pm decreased abruptly at a total thickness of around 7.5 pm. This
means that the depth of the coupling dips, which is due to the coupling of
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the input spot light with the weakly confined propagation modes, exceeded
the l-dB allowance at this point. From these calculations, we conclude that
a high external efficiency and a large vertical tolerance can be achieved by
using a symmetrical waveguide, an optimized guide-layer thickness, and
an input spot of a small size. The device structure we examined consisted
of a p+-InP cladding layer, a 2.5-pm-thick p+-InAIGaAs guide layer, a
1.4-pm-thick undoped InGaAs layer, a 2.5-pm-thick n+-InAlGaAs layer,
and an n+-InP cladding layer on a semi-insulatingInP substrate. The waveguide mesa of the WG-PD was 18 pm wide and 100pm long. Figure 8.27
shows a schematic of the fabricated WG-PD with alignment markers for
flip-chip mounting. We ensured that the alignment system recognized these
markers by using an infrared camera to set the system on a Si submount
bench with objective aligned markers and a V-grooved trench for the input
optical fiber. Figure 8.28 shows the coupling tolerance curve measured in
the vertical direction. The maximum quantum efficiency was over 95%
at a wavelength of 1.55 pm and the l-dB-down vertical tolerance was as
large as 6.5 pm. The capacitance of the tested diode was 0.28 pF, and its
bandwidth was higher than 10 GHz at a bias of -2 V.
Greatly simplified structures that enable easy coupling at a low bias were
previously reported [50]. Their layer structure consists of a 3-pm-thick
InGaAsP (Ag = 1.4 pm) photoabsorbing core layer and two 2-pm-thick
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InGaAsP (Ag = 1.2 pm) intermediate layers for 1.3-pm-wavelength applications. Selective impurity diffusion was used to form the pn-junction and
slab waveguide, and the pn-junction front was designed to be deep in the
light-absorption core layer. A tolerance of 5.5 pm in the vertical direction,
a bandwidth of 500 MHz, and a responsivity of 0.87 AIW at a wavelength
of 1.31 pm were achieved at a l-V bias.
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8.5.4. EVANESCENTLY COUPLED PHOTODIODES
For next-generation systems with a data transmission rate of 40 Gbls, a
waveguide structure can be used to obtain photodetectors with high-speed
and high-efficiency characteristics, as discussed in the previous section
[51]. However, the detectors must enable a stable operation at high power
levels, because the use of EDF preamplifiers in such systems results in the
optical input to the detectors being at a high level normally, for example,
a few mW. High power inputs of several milliwatts often damage the input
facet of simple waveguide photodiodes due to the absorption of input light.
To improve these high-power handling capabilities, the characteristics of
an evanescently coupled waveguide photodiode (EC-PD) were analyzed
[52, 531. Figure 8.29 compares the structure of a WG-PD with that of an
EC-PD. The parameters of the layer structures are shown in the figure. From
the photocurrent distribution curves calculated by a beam-propagation
method for both the 0.5-pm InGaAs-core WG-PD and EC-PD, it can be
seen that the photocurrent density near the input edge of the PD region in the
EC-PD decreased by one half, compared to that in the WG-PD. This is because the input light in the EC-PD gradually penetrated the absorption layer
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Fig. 8.29 Calculated photocurrent density distribution for WG-PD and EC-PD.
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,

Fig. 8.30 EC-PD with three-layer graded index guide [53].

from the guide layer. This means that the EC-PD will be much more robust
than the WG-PD under high-input-power conditions. Figure 8.30 shows the
device structure of an EC-PD with a graded index guide. The critical photocurrent for the EC-PDs we examined was approximately twice as large as
that for the WG-PDs. An external quantum efficiency of about 60% was obtained for 6-pm-wide and 30-pm-long devices and a bandwidth of 40.2 GHz
at a bias of -5 V was obtained for the averagephotocurrent of 10mA, which
corresponds to an output peak voltage of 1 V for a return-to-zero signal.
8.5.5. UNI-TRAVELINGCARRIER PHOTODIODES

To achieve a high-speed response and a high saturation output by using only
the electrons as drift carriers, thereby suppressing the space charge effect,
a uni-traveling carrier (UTC) photodiode with an npn structure was developed by Ishibashi et al. [54]. This device structure shown in Fig. 8.31 was
configured using a thin p-type neutral narrow-gap light-absorption layer
and a depleted n-type wide-gap carrier-collector layer. A wide-gap n+layer anode was used to block the photo-generated electron diffusion into
the anode. This configuration enables using only the electrons as active
carriers. Minority electrons photo-generated in the absorption layer diffuse, or are enhanced by the internal field due to the potential gradient, into
the carrier-collector n--layer, while excess holes photo-generated in the absorption layer are swept out as a conduction current. Similar structures with
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Fig. 831 Band diagram of uni-traveling carrier photodiode structure [54].

a photo-absorption in a neutral layer were developed to suppress the dark
current, reduce the diode capacitance, and enable a high current. However,
these structures failed to enable a high speed [55,56]. The answer lies in the
thin p-type absorption layer with a hopefully potential gradient and in the
smooth injection of photo-generated electrons into the n--collector layer.
Simulation has shown that a potential gradient of more than 50 meV in a
0.2-pm-thick p-layer is needed to enable a speed higher than that enabled
by a pin-structure photodiode with the same dimensions [54].
In the experiments shown in Fig. 8.32, two different absorption layers
were tested and compared [57]. The type-I layer was a 140-nm-thickphoto~.
absorption layer uniformly doped to a concentration of 2 x lo1*~ m - The
type-I1 layer had different doping levels of 2 x 10'' and 2 x 1017cm-3 in
the absorption layer, as shown in Fig. 8.32(b). As shown in Fig. 8.32(a),
the UTC-PD structures consisted of an (n+-)InP-InGaAs-InP subcollector
layer on a semi-insulating InP substrate, followed by a 208-nm-thick InP
collector layer (Si = 4 x 10l6 ~ m - ~a) 10-nm-thick
,
InP cliff layer (Si =
3 x 10'' ~ m - ~ a) 2-nm-thick
,
undoped InP spacer layer, a 2-nm-thick undoped InGaAs spacer layer, a 140-nm-thickcarbon-doped InGaAs absorption layer, a 15-nm-thickp+-InGaAsP barrier layer, and a 60-nm-thick p+InGaAs cap-and-contact layer. The capacitance of the fabricated devices
obtained by S-parameter measurements was 0.5 f F/pm2, and the external
quantum efficiency was 13% for both structures. Figure 8.33 shows the
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Fig. 8.32 (a) Cross section of UTC-PD. (b) Doping profile of InGaAs absorption layer
for type41 devices [57].

relationship between the peak output voltage and the bandwidth at different input laser-power levels for devices with a 20-pm2 active area at biases
of - 1.5 and -4.0 V. The measurements were done for laser pulses with
a 1.55pm wavelength by using an electrooptic (EO) sampling technique.
The maximum bandwidths were, respectively, 125 and 152 GHz for the
type-I and type-I1 devices. When the bias was - 1.5 V for the type-II devices, the output voltage saturated at around l volt. At a bias of -4 V, the
saturation voltages increased to around 1.9V. The maximum bandwidth at
a bias of -4 V was smaller than that at a bias of - 1.5 V. This is because
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the electron-velocity overshoot in the InP collector layer was clearer at the
lower bias. It was found that a device based on this concept can directly
drive a logic IC with 4O-Gb/s optical signals [58]. A 4O-Gb/s operation of
a monolithically integrated digital OEIC composed of a UTC-PD and InP
HEMTs was also reported [59]. Recently, a bandwidth of 310 GHz and a
pulse width of 0.97 ps at a wavelength of 1.55 pm were obtained with a
UTC-PD, in which the InGaAs absorption layer was made thin (30 nm) and
the collector layer was made relatively thick (230 nm) to keep the junction
capacitance low [60].
A UTC structure was used in the high-speed high-efficiency multimode waveguide photodiode described previously to improve the quantum efficiency of the vertically illuminated structure [61]. The UTC structure used in the WG-PD consisted of a 0.1-pm-thick InGaAs absorption
layer and a 0.2-pm-thick InGaAsP layer. To form a multi-mode doublecore waveguide, intermediate bandgap InGaAsP layers were used above
and below the UTC structure. The 0.8s-pm-thick upper layer also acted
as a diffusion block layer, and the 0.63-pm-thick lower layer acted as a
subcollector layer. The device showed a quantum efficiency of 32% at
the 1.55-pm wavelength, an output voltage of 1.3 V with a bandwidth
of 55 GHz, and an output voltage of 0.45 V with a bandwidth of
70 GHz.
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p-electrode

Fig. 8.34 Cross-sectionalview of fabricated refracting-facet photodiode 1631.

8.5.6. REFRACTING-FACET PHOTODIODES

To reduce the cost of optical modules, the optical axis alignment must be
simplified and the number of optical components, such as lenses, must be
reduced. For photodiodes, a large optical axis misalignment tolerance is
the most important factor in reducing the cost. A low-cost edge-illuminated
refracting-facet photodiode was previously developed, in which the incident light parallel to the device surface is refracted at an inwardly angled
facet and absorbed by the absorption layer as shown in Fig. 8.34 [62,63]. It
improves the optical axis misalignment tolerance and responsivity. This is
because the tolerance of the optical axis to the most severe misalignment in
the vertical direction is determined not by the thickness of the absorption
layer as in the waveguide photodiodes, but by its length with the incident
light refraction. The angle facet was formed by anisotropic chemical etching to produce a (1 1l)A plane with an angle of 54.7 degrees on InP (001)
surface. In the 14 x 20-pm2 diode with a 1-pm-thick absorption layer, the
external quantum efficiency was found to be 80% for the 1.55-pm light,
the bandwidth was 38 GHz, and the vertical misalignment tolerance was
3.3 pm for 1 dB down [62].
This structure with a thin absorption layer also enables a high output
peak voltage [63]. This is because a high responsivity can be obtained
even with a thin absorption layer, and this structure enables a decrease in
the photo-generated carrier density. Raising the electric field by thinning
the absorption layer is thought to be effective in improving the saturation
output characteristics because the field modulation effect due to the space
charge in the depleted region can be suppressed. In the experiments, the
device structure consisted of a 0.4-pm-thick undoped InGaAs absorption
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layer and a 0.03-ym-thick p-doped InGaAs contact layer. A non-alloyed
p-metal for the p-electrode acted as a reflector to double the absorption
length. The external quantum efficiency measured at a 1.5-pm light and the
bandwidth were, respectively, 49% and 66 GHz for a 6 x 9 ym2 diode at
a bias of -2 V. Figure 8.35 shows the bandwidth against the output peak
voltage with changing input power for a 4 x 14 ym2 diode. The bandwidth
decreased with an increase in the output peak voltage (input power). A
bandwidth of more than 40 GHz was obtained at an output peak voltage of
1 V when the diode was biased at -3 V and at an output peak power of over
2.5 V when the diode was based at -7 V. This structure using a selectively
impurity-diffused planar pn-junction is believed to be as reliable as the
planar devices described earlier in this chapter.
8.5.7. RESONANCE-CAVITY-ENHANCED PHOTODIODES

To improve the quantum efficiency of surface-illuminatedphotodiodes with
a thin absorption layer, mirrors for multiple optical passes through the
absorption layer (similar to the resonances of Fabry-Perot microcavities)
have been used [36, 371. The schematic diagram of a resonance-cavityenhanced (RCE) photodiode is shown in Fig. 8.36 [64]. A thin InGaAs
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absorption layer is sandwiched between two p- and n-doped InP spacer
layers. The top mirror can be the airhemiconductorinterface. The external
quantum efficiency of a RCE for a wavelength of h is given by
(1
rl=

+ R2e-ad)( 1 - R1)(1 - e-crd)

+ + @Q) + R1 R2e-2c"d

1 - 2 , / m e c f f dcos(4nnLc~v/h 41

(8.51)

where R1, R2 are the reflectivities of the front and back mirrors, d is the
absorption-layer thickness, 41 and h are the phase shifts for the reflection
is the distance between the mirrors, and
on the front and back mirrors, LCAV
n is the refractive index of the cavity. The efficiency has its maximum when
4nnLcAVlh 41 @Q = 2nm and R1 = R2eWhd. The RCE photodiode
also acts as a wavelength selector due to its operation principle. In an
InP-based photodiode that had a 0.2-pm-thick InGaAs absorption layer
embedded in the cavity consisting of InP spacer layers, a bottom mirror of
an InPhGaAsP quarter-wavestack, and a top mirror of a single ZnSe/CaFz
pair, the external quantum efficiency was 82%at a wavelength of 1.48 pm
1641. However, even though there have been a number oftheoretical studies
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Fig. 8.37 Traveling-wave photodiode [65].

of and numerical simulations with RCE photodiodes, an RCE detector for
transmission experiments could not be obtained because of the difficulties
with its fabrication, material growth, and structure design.
8.5.8. TRAVELING-WAVE PHOTODIODES

To design high-speed photodetectors, a traveling-wave (TW) photodiode
was developed [65,66]. This is a waveguide photodiode with an electrode
structure designed to support traveling electromagnetic waves with a phase
velocity or acharacteristic impedancematched to that of the externalcircuit,
as shown in Fig. 8.37. In a TW photodetector, the optical dielectric waveguide is designed to also be an electrical waveguide for propagating electric wavefields. Because the TW photodetector is an electrically distributed
structure, it is free from the RC limitation of the waveguide photodetector.
As a result, larger bandwidths can be obtained compared to those obtained
by using waveguide photodetectors. The bandwidth of TW photodetectors
is limited by the optical absorption coefficient and the velocity mismatch
between the optical and the electrical waves. The absorption contribution
to the bandwidth is practically independent of the device length, which
means that TW photodetectors with larger bandwidth efficiency than those
of waveguide photodetectors are possible. A bandwidth of 172 GHz and a
76 GHz bandwidth-efficiency product were obtained for a GaAsIAlGaAs
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diode, 1 pm wide and 7 pm long [66]. A unique feature of TW photodetectors is their ability to detect high-power light intensity. This is because
of their large size compared to that of waveguide photodetectors in which
the size and, as a result, the maximum power dissipation are limited by the
requirements imposed on the detectors to achieve a small capacitance.
Photodetectors with high power-handling capabilities and a high speed
are needed for receivers with a wide dynamic range. The power-handling
capabilities of high-speed photodiodes are limited by the screening effects
of the photo-generated carriers. When the carrier density becomes too large
in the absorption region, the electric field is screened, and the carriers are
no longer efficiently collected. Consequently, the transit time increases. In
high-speed detectors with a small active area to minimize the capacitance,
the power-handling capabilities are not very good because the detectors are
designed to increase the bandwidth. To extend the saturation power to the
100-mW level, the absorbing volume must be enlarged. A new photodetector structure was developed for simultaneously achieving a high saturation
power and a high speed [67]. The detector, known as a velocity-matched
(VM) distributed photodetector, achieves a high power-handling capability
by combining the outputs of multiple photodetectors. The VM distributed
photodetector, which is the same as a periodic traveling-wave photodetector, consists of an array of discreet photodetectors serially connected on a
passive optical waveguide, the output of which is collected by a separate
velocity-matched electrical transmission line. In this structure, the optical
waveguide, photodiodes, and transmission line can be independently optimized at the cost of increased complexity and higher losses due to the
reflection and scattering at each distributed photodiode. The overall device
bandwidth is determined by that of the individual photodiode elements
and by the velocity matching. Each photodiode along the transmission line
is fed by an optical waveguide, which runs parallel to the transmission
line. Making the electrical and optical wave velocities equal ensures that
the photocurrents are added in-phase, which leads to efficient combining
of the photo-generated signal. The above scheme was implemented using
GaAdAlGaAs, an integrated optical ridge waveguide, and a coplanar-strip
transmission line. MSM detectors were placed across the coplanar strips,
and the waveguide ran beneath them. The detectors, fabricated by using
electron-beam lithography, had 0.3-pm finger widths and 0.2-ym finger
spacings. By using five detectors spaced at 150-pm intervals, peak combined photocurrents of 66.5 mA (optical power of 98 mW) at a wavelength
of 860 nm were obtained at 1-dB compression under pulsed operation.
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This is much higher than 28 mW obtained for a similar structure with just
one device. Because the waveguide feeds the detectors serially, a good
coupling is needed to the sections of the waveguide that pass beneath
each detector. This coupling between the passive and active sections of the
waveguide was 88%. As shown in Fig. 8.38, further improving this coupling increases the saturation current. The saturation characteristics in the
described device were affected mainly by the first of the serially connected
diodes. Thus, to achieve a uniform illumination, the optical signal should
be split evenly n ways before illuminating n detectors [68].
8.5.9. PHOTONIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
INCLUDING PHOTODIODES

One key element in WDM system is the wavelength-demultiplexing receiver that can resolve the wavelength channels and receive the signals.
These functions were earlier integrated on a single chip [69]. Figure 8.39
shows a monolithic 8-wavelength demultiplexing receiver [70].The waveguide grating router (WGR) consists of eight input waveguides, eight output
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Fig. 8.39 Monolithic %wavelengthdemultiplexing receiver [70].

waveguides, two star couplers, and an arrayed-waveguide-grating (AWG)
section. When eight wavelengths are launched simultaneously into any one
input waveguide, the WGR spectrally resolves the eight signals, sending
one into each of the eight output waveguides. Each signal is then coupled into a PIN-PD, and the photocurrent is amplified by an integrated
amplifier. The WGR has a buried rib waveguide consisting of an n--1nP
lower cladding layer, a 0.3-pm n+-InGaAsP (kg = 1.3 pm) waveguide, a
1Znm-thick n--1nP stop-etch layer, a 40-nm-thick n--1nGaAsP rib layer,
and a 1.5-pm-thick undoped InP layer burying the rib waveguide. The
chip can demultiplex 8 wavelengths spaced 0.81 nm apart with a nearest
neighbor crosstalk of less than - 15 dB. Polarization-independent operation was achieved using polarization-dispersion compensation, with two
different sections for the array waveguide for an 8-channel high-speed
( 10 GHz) phase-array-demultiplexing receiver monolithically integrated
with photodiodes [7 13.
To make a polarization-insensitiveAWG section, nonbirefringent waveguides were developed and used [72]. A deep-ridge waveguide structure
was used for this purpose and also to obtain a small bending radius. It
was found that using an InGaAsP core layer close to the InP composition can increase the fabrication tolerance of nonbirefringent waveguides.
A multiwavelength photodetector chip with 16 channels and a channel
spacing of 100 GHz was developed by integrating a demultiplexer with a
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Fig. 8.40 Output spectra of multiwavelength photodetector with 16 channels and 100GHz channel spacing [73].

photodiode array [73]. As can be seen in Fig. 8.40, the crosstalk among
the neighboring cannels was lower than -20 dB with almost polarizationinsensitive characteristics. The capacitance of the detector in this chip was
less than 0.5 pF at a bias of - 1 V. This means that the detector can be used
as a multiwavelength detector for WDM applications.
With regard to access networks, bidirectional links for broadband integrated service digital networks and fiber-to-home architectures are receiving a lot of attention. Optical receivers with different circuit configurations
have been studied and developed. For these devices, cost reduction and high
performance are essential. There have been several studies of transceiver
devices, both of a semiconductor photonic-integrated-circuit (PIC) type
[74,75]and a hybrid type with silica waveguides [76]. All optical components in PICs are monolithically integrated on a semiconductor substrate.
Thus, the number of optical alignments can be reduced, and the assembly costs can be lower than they are for hybrid transceivers. The most
common fabrication process for PICs, however, requires repetitive etching
and regrowth, which in turn reduces uniformity and lowers the fabrication
yield. The new technology allowing for selective-areametal-organic-vaporphase epitaxy will overcome the limitations of conventional fabrication
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techniques by enabling in-plane bandgap control [77], which will be described in greater detail in Chapter 10. The bandgap energy of InGaAs(P)
layers can be controlled by varying the mask width. Figure 8.41 shows a
conceptual diagram of a WDM transceiver PIC [78]. The active layer of
the LDs, the absorption layer of the PDs, and the core layers of the passive
waveguides can be grown simultaneously on a mask-patterned substrate,
and this growth will be followed by InP regrowth over the layers. Active
and passive components can be fabricated without complicated etching and
partial regrowth and without forming waveguide discontinuities. Thus, the
new technology will increase the fabrication yield at the same time as it
lowers the cost of producing the devices.
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8.6. Conclusion
This chapter described the design and performance of photodetectors for
use in optical fiber communications, focusing in particular on WDM applications. Photodiodes based on a new concept with a heterostructure not
expected in conventional elemental materials, such as Si and Ge, were
developed.
High-speed and low-cost optical modules are essential for WDM systems. To reduce the cost of optical modules, the alignment of the optical axis
must be simplified, and the number of optical components, such as lenses,
must be reduced. For photodiodes, achieving a high tolerance to optical
axis misalignment is one of the most important goals to minimize the cost,
improve the wavelength-handling capability, and increase the power of the
photodiodes.
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Avalanche Photodiodes
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9.1. Introduction
Explosive growth of information due to the expanding Internet and multimedia society has accelerated the further increase in transmission capacity and data rate in all the photonic network systems from long haul
to metropolitan and local access area. In the time-division multiplexing
(TDM) systems, 10 gigabit per second (Gbps) transmission has already
been established, and development of ultra high-speed transmissions of
40 Gbps has become an urgent issue. Rapid increase in transmission capacities of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) systems using fiber
amplifiers has also required widening of the usable spectral range beyond
1.6 pm wavelength (L-band region) [ 1,21.
The heart of a receiver for any lightwave transmission system is the
optoelectric component that is used as a photodetector. In high-speed
and large-capacity TDM and WDM systems for 2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps,
InPBnGaAs avalanche photodiodes (APDs) have played an especially important role as the key component satisfying system requirements. In
short- and/or medium-distance transmission systems such as metropolitan networks, the benefits of using APDs-cost effectiveness, low power
consumption, and compact size-have made them a very attractive solution for system design as well as very high-speed and high-sensitivity performances without fiber pre-amplifier [ 3 ] .Internal gain of the avalanche
379
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photodiode improves the receiver sensitivity, which increases the maximum allowable loss design in the high-speed signal transmission channel. The first avalanche photodiode detector that had been made commercially available for long-wavelength ligthwave transmission systems
(1.3 pm wavelength window) was the Germanium avalanche photodiode
(Ge-APDs) [4]. It was the most useful avalanche photodiode detector in
1980s. Limitation of Ge-APD performance for dark current, multiplication noise, and sensitivity at longer wavelength window at 1.55 pm comes
from its material parameters. To respond to the needs for higher sensitivity APDs both at 1.3 pm and 1.55 pm wavelength windows, compound
semiconductor materials were widely utilized. InP has a larger bandgap
energy and a smaller intrinsic carrier concentration than Ge, so low dark
current can be natively expected, as well as higher speed operation by
its k value (ionization coefficient ratio). InGaAs is a material latticematched to InP and has a narrow bandgap energy suitable for 1.55 pm
light absorption.
To realize high sensitivity lnPAnGaAs APDs, the key issues to be studied
were the inff uence of the InPAnGaAs hereto-interface to the dark current
and the frequency response and the design of a useful guard ring structure.
Many studies have also been done to reduce and eliminate crystalline imperfections, which were present in the semiconductor starting materials or
introduced during device fabrication of epitaxial growth and wafer process.
Defects and imperfections in the high electric field active region resulted in
unexpected generation of dark current and occurrence of localized multiplication. They often caused avalanchephotodiodes to fail in the early stage
of their operation lives. High quality InP, InGaAsP, and InGaAs alloy semiconductors have now been realized by several epitaxial growth methods,
and device fabrication technologies have been refined as well. After many
efforts to put InPAnGaAs avalanche photodiodes (InPAnGaAs-APDs)into
practical use, they have been made commercially available since the mid to
late 1980s [5-71. Then, they shortly became indispensable components for
optical front ends of receivers, to realize large-capacity and long-distance
lightwave transmission systems. In a typical long-wavelengthreceiver design using a low noise pre-amplifier integrated circuit of GaAs FETs for
2.5 Gb/s operation, a receiver with an InPAnGaAs APD gives about 10 dB
better sensitivity than that with an InGaAs PIN photodiode. No alternative
to the InPAnGaAs APDs has become available presently for the longwavelength and high-speed systems because manufacturing techniques,
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productivity, and high reliability have been refined and established for
volume.
In this chapter we deal with APDs for long-wavelength lightwave transmission system applications. Fundamental design expressions for important characteristics will be derived in Section 9.2. Germanium APDs are
briefly explained in Section 9.3 because they support long-wavelength optical communication systems in their early stages. In the following section,
Section 9.4, the main subject will move to InPhGaAs APDs. The most
important structural concept for these devices, SAM (Separated Absorption
and Multiplication region) structure, is first introduced. The key issue for
realizing practical APDs is to form effective planer guard ring structure,
and several examples are discussed. Then, the conventional InPRnGaAs
APDs and APD/pre-amplifier-IC hybrid integration receivers for 10 Gbps
system applications are reviewed. Reliability of InPDnGaAs APDs is also
addressed in this section. APDs with a strain-compensated multiple quantum well (MQW) absorption layer to enhance the responsivity above 1.6 um
wavelength are described. Recent studies of novel APDs meant to improve
sensitivities for ultra-high-speed systems beyond 10 Gbps are surveyed in
Section 9.5. These novel devices include structures such as the superlattice avalanche multiplication region, the thin multiplication region, and the
Si/InGaAs hetero-interface (wafer fusion) type.

9.2. Basic Design and Operation of Avalanche Photodiodes
Avalanche photodiodes used in the lightwave transmission systems are
required to satisfy several performance criteria, such as high responsivity (quantum efficiency), high multiplication gain, wide bandwidth
(fast response speed), and low noise generation to achieve better receiver
sensitivity.
This section proceeds from addressing the avalanche multiplication
process to the fundamental operation mechanism that influences device
performance. The carrier impact-ionization process will be reviewed and
analytical expressions that describe the basic operation of the avalanche
photodiodes will be derived. These expressions are rather complicated but
should be useful when considering the design of the practical avalanche
photodiodes. Sensitivity of the APD receiver will also be explained in the
last part of this section.
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Fig. 9.1 Signal and noise flow along with photodetection, avalanche multiplication, and
electrical amplification process in an avalanche photodiode and a receiver.

9.2.1. DETECTION AND GAIN PROCESS
OF AVALANCHE PHOTODIODE AND RECEIVER

Functional Diagram of APD Receiver
Figure 9.1 is a functional block diagram for a receiver with an avalanche
photodiode at the front end. The system shows signal and noise flow through
the receiver to the demodulation circuit as well as key parameters that influence the total performance [8-lo]. The input light with signal and noise
components is absorbed in the photodiode and converted into the current
(primary photocurrent). The photocurrent may contain undesired excess
optical noise (due to cross-coupling of laser frequency noise and amplitude noise, mixing of polarization mode, optical feedback-induced laser
instability, and so on) and a background noise component in addition to
the desired signal and quantum shot-noise. The excess optical noise, however, is not considered further here. The current gain mechanism of the
photodiode multiplies both the signal current and the noise current. The
multiplied noise current is composed of that from the noise of the input
light and from a part of dark current that flows through the region in the
photodiode where avalanche multiplication takes place. Then, the dark current is distinguished into the multiplied dark current and the unmultiplied
dark current. The avalanche gain mechanism also generates an additional
noise component, called excess noise. The APD includes equivalent electrical elements resulting from its physical structure. These elements could
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influence the signal and the noise as well as the bias circuit and the electrical elements from packaging for the APD. The APD is connected to the
external circuit, which consists of an external load resistor in the simplest
case, to deliver a signal and noise output. The resulting signal is amplified
by electric amplifiers that introduce additional voltage noise and current
noise, and finally the system delivers a necessary amplitude of signal voltage to the demodulator to extract the desired information. The receiver
sensitivity will be discussed later in this section.

Avalanche Multiplication Process
The most important physical process in an avalanche photodiode is the
avalanche multiplication process that appears in the functional diagram
of Fig. 9.1. In a semiconductor material, carriers traveling through the
high electric field region (>1 x lo5 Vkm) gain energy from the field
and generate additional free electron-hole pairs by impact ionization of
valence electrons into the conductionband, leaving free holes in the valence
band. The secondary electrons can be accelerated by the electric field and
generate more electron-hole pairs when they ionize other valence electrons.
This process, with increasing number of carriers in the high electric field
region, is called avalanche multiplication. The generation of electron-hole
pairs can be described in terms of the impact-ionization coefficient or the
ionization ratio, and these coefficients increase with applied electric field
and decrease with elevating the material and/or device temperature. They
correspondto the probability that the carrier will cause an impact-ionization
in a unit length or the average distance a carrier will travel before impactionization. Their dimensions are in cm-' . Here, we present the impactrespectively.
ionization coefficient for electrons and holes as a and #?,
The feedback by electrons and holes traveling opposite directions causes
statistical fluctuation in the avalanche multiplication process, which is
schematically explained in Fig. 9.2 [ 113. The figure shows the multiplication gain of 8 (eight) both for the case of #? = 0 (only electrons make
impact-ionization) and the case of a = B (equal ionization coefficients).
An electron that enters the high electric field region in Fig. 9.2(a) is rapidly
accelerated and the avalanche proceeds from left to right. In Fig. 9.2(b), an
electron moving to the right can generate a hole that moves to the left and
create an electron that moves to the right, etc. This is positive feedback, and
it is the cause of the excess shot-noise due to the avalanche multiplication
process. From the figures, all the carriers are collected in shorter period
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Fig. 9.2 Avalanche multiplication process for M = 8 (a) in the case that only electrons
contribute to impact-ionization (,9 = 0) and (b) in the case that both electrons and holes
impact-ionize equally (a= P).

of time and fluctuation becomes smaller when only electrons contribute
to the ionization than when both the carriers do. The uncertainty in the
multiplication process and the extra time involved to clean all the ionized
carriers would reduce and restrict performance of APDs. The actual characteristics depend strongly on the exact location at which the carrier enters
the multiplication region and the spatial variation of Q and within the
region.
Electron and hole ionization coefficients, Q and @, greatly influence
APD performance such as current multiplication gain, multiplication noise,
and response speed characteristics. For a given temperature, the ionization
coefficients are exponentially dependent on the electric field and have a
functional form of
a ( E ) = A, exp(-B,/E)

and @ ( E )= Ah exp(-Bh/E)

(9.1)

where A,, Ah, Be, and B h are experimentally determined constants, and E
is the magnitude of the electric field. Measurement data for InP and InGaAs
and other key materials are summarized in Fig. 9.3 [12-16]. An important
factor for designing APD performance is the ionization coefficient ratio,
k = Q/B (or k = @/a when Q is larger). Semiconductor material with a
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Fig. 9.3 Electron and hole ionization coefficientsof various semiconductor materials used
for long wavelength avalanche photodiodes.

large difference in the ionization coefficients is desirable to achieve better
performance for lightwave transmission use.

9.2.2. BASIC PERFORMANCE EXPRESSIONS OF APD
The functional block diagram could be linked with a typical avalanche
photodiode structure and made more applicable to a description of its
basic performance expressions based on the structure. Because the current DWDM systems usually employ InPAnGaAs avalanche photodiodes,
the structural modeling is based on and resembles APDs.

Expression for Multiplication
An avalanche photodiode composed of a pc-i-nc multiplication region
extending from x = 0 to n = L , and a depletion region extending to
x = Wd is considered and modeled as shown in Fig. 9.4. The stack of
multiple layers with p+-i-n+-n--n+ (substrate) impurity doping profile is
shown in Fig. 9.4(a) and (b). The electric field distribution when a reverse
bias is applied to the device is drawn in Fig. 9.4(c). Figure 9.4(d) indicates
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Fig. 9.4 Simplified model of avalanche photodiode: (a) structural concept by stack of
multiplelayers, (b) image of the doping profile, (c) image of electric field, and (d) schematic
diagram of avalanche multiplicationregion. (The electric ficld is applied between x = 0 to
L,. Definition of direction of eleckic field and electron and hole currents are also defined.)

the definitions of current flows. The direction of the field is assumed so
that the electrons travel in the positive x direction and the holes drift to the
negative x direction with velocities of Ve and vh, respectively. Je(x) and
Jh (n)are the electron and hole current densities and defined as in the figure.
The equations that describe the electron and hole current transportation
through the avalanche multiplication region are as follows [9, 17, 181:

(9.2a)

(9.2b)
where q is the electronic charge, qG(x, t) is the sum of the thermal and
optical current generation rates. The electron and hole ionization coefficients a ( x ) and ( x ) are functions of the electric field at x . For the steadystate condition @ / a t = 0), the expression for the position-dependent multiplication gain at the position x = XO, where an electron-hole pair is
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generated in or injected into the multiplication region is obtained from
Eq. (9.2)

For B > a,hole injection from the n+-side edge of the multiplication
region makes the holes travel the entire width of the multiplication region,
and optimum multiplication could be achieved. In the case of a! > j?, the
electron should be injected from the p+-side edge of the multiplication
region. An injection scheme with the higher ionization coefficient carrier
is important to obtain the lowest possible excess-noise factor for the given
material. The multiplication factor M of the specific device can be defined
as the ratio of the total current density that flows through the avalanche
photodiode Jrotto the total injection current density into the multiplication
region JO

where Je(0) is the electron injection current at x = 0 (p+-side edge of
the multiplication region), and Jh (L,) is the hole injection current at x =
L , (another edge of the multiplication region). The avalanche breakdown
voltage, which is not influenced by the type of carrier injection, is defined
as that voltage where the multiplication factor becomes infinite, and it can
be expressed as [191

In the actual device, the multiplication factor is dependent on current
levels that flow through the device. There are three factors that contribute
to this characteristic. Voltage drop across device series resistance (contact
resistances and undepleted bulk semiconductor regions) lowers the actual
applied voltage to the p-n junction. Carriers drifting through the depletion
region reduce the electric field (space-chargeeffects). The electron and hole
ionization coefficientsare reduced by elevation of junction temperature due
to device thermal resistance. The multiplication factor can be empirically
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expressed as

where
is the total current, Rs is the device series resistance, VB is the
breakdown voltage, and the exponent n is an adjustable parameter that
could be obtained by fitting Eq.(9.6) to the experimental data [19]. This
exponent depends on the material parameters and device structure. The
maximum achievablemultiplication factor for agiven primary photocurrent
l o is then [101

Localization of avalanche multiplication also limits the electric field that
can be maintained over the entire active area of the device (micro-plasma
effect). This is mainly associated with crystalline defects and imperfections and/or doping fluctuations introduced during the device fabrication
process.

Response Speed
The response speed of avalanche photodiodes can be an important factor in
determining the performance of high-bit-rate optical front-end receivers.
The response speed is generally limited by a carrier transit-time effect and
a RC parasitic effect (RC time-constant) when carriers are well absorbed
in the depletion region and carrier diffusion effects can be neglected.
When holes are the carriers of interest (for example, /Iz a),the transittime of the avalanche photodiode shown in Fig. 9.4 consists of three components [lo]. They are the time for holes to travel the absorption region,
the time for holes to transit the multiplication region, and the time for
electrons generated by the avalanche multiplication process to travel both
the multiplication and absorption regions to the n-type neutral region. The
transit-time trrcould be approximately written as

+

La is the total depletion width, V e and Vh are the electron
where L ,
and hole mean velocities, respectively. For the assumption that all primary
carriers (holes) are generated at the end of the depletion region and they
drift the entire depletion layer to the multiplication region, the normalized
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frequency response determined by the carrier transit-time Ftr(o)could be
expressed as

(9.9)
This should be the limited case of response, and the 3-dE! cut-off frequency
is 0.446/ttr.
The ultimate speed of an APD does not equal that of a p-i-n photodiode with the same traveling distance of photo-generated carriers. There
is an inherent time delay because the regenerative nature of the impact
ionization process requires longer periods to build up the avalanche multiplication than a single path transit across the multiplication region. The
relation of multiplication factor and bandwidth for a p-i-n structure APD
was examined by Emmons [ 171 and Chang [ 181. The current transportation
equations are given in Eq. (9.2), and they can be solved to determine the
frequency response of the multiplication factor M ( w ) under the simplification of constant electron and hole velocities (at the saturated velocities)
and constant electron and hole ionization coefficients in the multiplication
region. The frequency variation of the multiplication for the hole injection
scheme can be represented by an equation of the form

M ( o ) = Mo/Jl+

mot,)*

(9.10)

where o is the angular frequency, MO is the dc (low frequency at o + 0)
multiplication factor, and t, is the effective transit-time. The avalanche
buildup time corresponding to the dc multiplication factor is
tav

= GnMo

(9.1 1)

The effectivetransit time depends on the reduced effectivecarrier ionization
coefficientratio kef = (a//3)ef(which is different from a//3 as a function of
electric field) and the effective carrier drift velocity vefin the multiplication
region, and it is expressed by the formula of
(9.12)

where N is a slowly varying number between 1/3 (for a = /3) and 2
To achieve large gain-bandwidth products, L, and keg
(for a/,!?=
should be small. Kaneda [20] experimentally derived tm= 5 x
sec
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for Ge. In the case of InP, tm = 1.5 x
sec can be expected from the
gain-bandwidth products of InPDnGaAs APDs reported so far [21-251.
An approximate frequency response of an APD could be written by
the three factors including the RC-time limitation, and the normalized
expression is

- sin(otJ2)
@%/2

1

1

+ (wMrJtm)2 J i q i G F

J1

(9.13)

'

+

where tRc = (R,
R L ) C ~is the RC-time constant for the device capacitance, C,,the series resistance of the device, R,, and the load resistor
of the measurement circuit (or receiver circuit), RL. C,is the capacitance
measured between the anode and the cathode terminals of the device and
usually includes parasitic effects due to packaging. This equation is reasonably expressive for the case where the multiplication factor is larger
than l/kefi In the case where the multiplication factor is less than l/kefl,
the RC time-constant and carrier transit-time then determine the achievable
bandwidth. Because the avalanchebuildup time increases as the multiplication increases, the cut-off frequency of the APD decreases with increasing
multiplication factor and a gain-bandwidth product can become evident
[17, 181.

Avalanche MultiplicationNoise
The average current flowing through the diode contributes the mean-square
shot-noise current, which is (i!) = 2qZB in a bandwidth B. A carrier
generated in the multiplication region is multiplied by a factor of M ( x ) ,
then the noise current at position x could be multiplied by a factor of M ( x ) .
A small element of dx is considered and the variation of the spectral noise
density for the unit bandwidth dc#Jis written as [26,27]
d+ = 2q . d J ( x ) M 2 ( x )
= 2q(a(x)Je(x)
ct ( x ) Je (x) and /3 ( x ) Jh ( x )

+

B(x)Jh(x)

+ qG(x)}M2(x)dx

(9.14)

represent the electron-hole pair generation rate
by the electron current Je and hole current Jh at the position x , respectively. Integration of Eq. (9.14) gives the total noise spectral density 4.
Consider a typical boundary condition so that photo-carrier generation in
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the multiplication region could be neglected, such as a thin multiplication
region with G ( x ) = 0 and multiplication initiation by electron and hole
currents injections at x = 0 and x = L,, respectively. Assuming a constant
ionization coefficient ratio in the multiplication region

where Fh(Mh) and Fe(Me) are the excess noise factors for pure hole injection and pure electron injection, respectively, and J,(O) = Jeo, Jh(L,) =
JhO, M ( 0 ) = Me, M ( L , ) = Mh. Mh and Me are the multiplication by
hole injection and electron injection, respectively, and Jho Jeo = Jo. The
multiplication factor of the device is, then,

+

(9.16)

keffis the reduced effective ionization coefficient ratio ( ~ / / 3 )which
~ ~ is
different from the a//? as a function of electric field. The excess noise
factors are

It is inevitable that the shot-noise is multiplied by M 2 times and extra
noise is added by the multiplication process in APD operation. However,
designing better noise performance by selecting materials with a smaller
ionization coefficient ratio k@(=a//3 or /3/a)and making proper carrier
injection profile is possible. Excess noise factor can be calculated from
Eq. (9.15) to Eq. (9.17) for various keg values as shown in Fig. 9.5. Excess
noise factor F depends strongly on the ionization coefficient ratio kep When
the hole injection current is dominant, a smaller keg value gives lower noise
performance. When the ionization coefficient of holes is larger than that
of electrons, it is obvious that the pure hole injection condition gives the
low noise performance. kef = a/B = 0.4 corresponds to the ionization
coefficient ratio of InP [14,151, which is one of the most important materials
now composing long-wavelength APDs.
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Fig. 9.5 Excess noise factors calculatedfrom Eqs. (9.16) and (9.17). For various kegwhen
1, = 0.1 and I k o = 0.9 and I , = Oand I k o = 1.0.

Dark Current
The dark current Id is another important characteristic of an APD, and it
can be functionally expressed by the sum of the multiplied dark current Id,,,
and the unmultiplied dark current 40as
Id

= MOIdrn

+ Id0

(9.18)

The origin of the dark current can be classified into three components
under a low reverse bias voltage. They are the surface leakage current that
flows along the interface between the semiconductor and the dielectric
passivation film Id,surfacp, the generation-recombination (g-r) current in the
depletion region under the reverse bias Id&,, and the diffusion current of
minority carriers from outside the depleted region
The expressions
connecting to the temperature dependence (activation energies) are given
using the intrinsic carrier concentration ni cx exp(-Eg/2k~T) as follows
[28]:
(9.19a)
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(9.19~)
where S is the surface recombination velocity, Wd is the depletion region
width, ref is the effective carrier lifetime in the depletion region, Lh is the
diffusion length of holes, and N D is the carrier concentration of the n-type
substrate. A, and A i are the areas of the surface depletion region and the
p-n junction of the APD. Tunneling dark current is the fourth component,
which should be carefully taken into account for direct-transition narrow
bandgap material such as InGaAs under a high reverse bias near the breakdown voltage [29,30]. Measuring temperature dependence and reverse bias
voltage dependence of dark current can be a useful method to examine the
source of the dark current.

9.2.3. SENSITIVITY OF APD RECEIVER
The processes from the conversion of the incoming optical signal to the
output of the electrical signal to the external circuit have been reviewed
in the previous subsections. The functional block diagram of Fig. 9.1 can
be modified to describe an APD receiver in some detail with the addition
of signal and noise sources onto the schematic circuit diagram. As the
preamplifier design is not the subject of this chapter, we will only look into
analytical expressions for the APD receiver used in the digital lightwave
transmission system application and describe the advantage of APD over
the p-i-n photodiode receiver.

Signal and Noise Expressions of APD Receiver
The equivalent circuit of an APD with the signal and noise current sources
and electrical circuit elements can be combined with the equivalent input
noise current of the following amplifiers as shown in Fig. 9.6. The noise
sources in the equivalent circuit have the dimension of p A / a and will
contain contributions from isho, for the shot-noise associated with the signal photocurrent Is,idm for the multiplied dark current Id,@, id0 for unmultiplied dark current Zdo, and iciKuitfor the receiver electronics. The single
equivalent noise current source,,,i
is placed at the input of a noiseConsidering the noise
free amplifier with a transimpedance gain of Z t (a).
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Fig. 9.6 Equivalent circuit of modified APD with a following amplifier circuit showing
signal and noise sources and equivalent electronic components.

equivalent bandwidth of the receiver, Beq,that is determined by the combination with filter to attain either the maximum signal-to-noise ratio, the
minimum intersymbol-interference, or the maximum jitter tolerance, the
total mean noise current from each noise current source in units of amps is
[8,31,321
(9.20a)

(9.20~)
and
(9.20d)
The optical signal is assumed to be the 50% duty cycle NRZ,and Pin-one and
Pin,, are the one-level and the zero-level optical input power, respectively.
The signal currents observed at the input of the preamplifier for the onelevel and the zero-level are

1s-one = Pin-oneRAPDM = (qv/hv)Pin.oneM
[ w e , = Pin-zemRAPDM = (qv/hv)Pin-zeroM

(9.21a)
(9.21b)

where M is the average multiplication of the APD, RApD is the responsivity
of APD, and RApD = 4 v / h u using quantum efficiency of APD r,~ and
photon energy h II.
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Using the Gaussian approximation in combination with the signal and
noise currents of an APD, the probability densities for a one-level and a
zero-level in the APD receiver are
and

(9.22a)
(9.22b)

where poneand pzeroare the mean current at the one-level and at the zerolevel, respectively, and a,,, and a,,, are the total noise current at the onelevel and at the zero-level, respectively. When optical excess noise (relative
intensity noise from laser transmitter and waveform distortion caused by
dispersion of lightwave channel) and optical background noise can be neglected, they are obtained from
Pone

= M(Pin-oneRAPD

PZL,,

.,'ne

M(Pin-zemRAPD

+

Idm)

Id0

zdm)

Id0

= 2qM2F(M)Pin-oneRAPDBeq

(9.23a)
(9.23b)

+ %(IdmM2F(M) f IdO)Buy

+i k u i r B e q

(9.23~)

and
2

+

azem
= 2qM2F(M)Pin-:.,.,,RAPDBeq

+ 'circuit
2
Beg

2q(IdnM2F(W

zdO)Beq

(9.23d)

Be, is equivalent to Personick integrals that are often described as BZ1 and
BZ2, where I1 = Z2 = 0.56 for NRZ signal when the receiver implements
a 100%raised-cosine filter function.

Q-Factor
One of the best ways to measure the data transmission quality of any digital
transmission system is to determine the bit-error-rate (BER) characteristics.
BER is greatly influenced by the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) of
the system, which can't be easily tested because of the many aspects that
contribute to noise in an optical transmission system, especially in the case
of long-distance DWDM systems using many optical amplifiers. OSNR is
the ratio between the received signal and the additive noise of the optical
line. Many optical networks need to operate at low error rate, usually on the
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to 1 x 10-l5. Use of Q-factor has become the new quality
order of 1 x
measure to approximate the BER in a system. Q-factor can be a quantitative
parameter of quality of an eye as well as eye aperture. It is usually derived
from making measurements of BER as a function of threshold level near
the upper and lower rails of eyes at the input of the demodulator circuit
to determine the uoneand a,,, in Eq. (9.23). The measured one-level is
poneZtand the measured variance is aoneZt.The mathematical expression
of Q-factor is then obtained and the minimum BER can also be predicted
by the Q-factor as follows:
(9.24)
(9.25)
Because the variances of two Gaussian distribution in Eq. (9.22) are not
equal, the optimum threshold is not positioned halfway between poneZtand
pze,Zt. The threshold is set approximately at
(9.26)
The calculation assumes that the signal levels, pose and p,,,, are constant
irrespective of the bit pattern (in the actual transmitter/receiver pairs, the
signal levels could show any bit-pattern dependence if there is a considerable intersymbol-interference, etc.).
Receiver Sensitivity
For the case of Pi,.zem = 0 (at a high extinction ratio, for example) and
reasonable level of input signal power and multiplication factor, the multiplied signal shot-noise is the dominant factor during the one-level and the
multiplied dark current becomes the dominant factor during the zero-level.
Equation (9.24) can be written as

Solving this equation means the required optical power to the APD for the
specified Q-factor can be obtained when the threshold of the receiver is
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Fig. 9.7 Calculated receiver sensitivity for BER = lo-'* versus multiplication factor.
The data with ke8 = 0.65 represent the case of a 10 Gbps InPlInGaAs APD receiver and
the data with kef = 0.4 represent the case of a 2.5 Gbps receiver.

assumed to be set near the optimum [32,33].

When a system needs the
error rate to specify the sensitivity of
the APD receiver, Q = 7 is necessary. A calculated result is plotted in
Fig. 9.7, where the parameters of the APD and circuit are assumed to
resemble practical models (kef = 0.4 for InPDnGaAs APD). From the
figure the advantage of the APD receiver can be obviously determined
against the p-i-n photodiode receiver. From the calculation for 2.5 Gbps
system applications (Beq = 1.75 GHz), some 8 dB better sensitivity than
PIN-PD receiver is confirmed, and about 8 dB improvement of sensitivity
is also attainable for 10 Gbps applications (Beq = 7 GHz). The effect of
t h e circuit noise current is reduced by the multiplication factor of the APD,
improving the sensitivity of the APD receiver. Note that the frequency
variation of the multiplication factor is not considered in the discussion,
which might influence when the gain-bandwidth product is considerably
smaller than the bit rate of interest.
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In higher bit-rate lightwave transmission systems, the minimum
achieved sensitivity of the APD receiver becomes worse. This is due to
widening of the receiver noise bandwidth and the ultimate achievable APD
bandwidth at necessary gain. The first factor is a common subject for
any wide-bandwidth receiver and the second factor determines the limitation of the APD receiver application. The largest GB product reported
for InPhGaAs APD so far is around 100GHz, which implies that the highest bit-rate applicable to this APD and APD receiver would be 10 Gbps
(OC-192). The superiority of APD receiver sensitivity then reduces beyond
10 Gbps.

9.3. Germanium Avalanche Photodiodes
The first Germanium avalanche photodiode (Ge-APD) was reported in
1966 by Melchior [19], and studies for putting them into practical use
were activated after the minimum loss window of silica optical fiber was
shifted from the 0.8-pm window to the 1.3-pm window in 1976 [4,34-361.
In the early 1980s Ge-APDs achieved satisfactory results, and throughout
the 1980s they were the most practical devices in the optical front-end of
1.3-pm wavelength lightwavetransmission systems. In this section, we will
briefly touch on structure, fabrication, and performance of Ge-APDs.

9.3.1. STRUCTURE AND FABRlcATION
Ge has a large absorption coefficient at 1.3 pm (7.5 x lo3 cm-') and large
ionization coefficients(a, > 10" cm-') at a relatively low electric field of
around 2 x 105 V/cm. Ge-APDs generally show high responsivity and low
breakdown voltage around 30 volts. Of several structures that have been
developed, the p+-n structure Ge-APD was the only structure introduced
into commercial application in volume [4,36]. The cross section of the p+-n
structureGe-APD is shown in Fig. 9.8 with illustrations of the electric field
and the carrier absorptionprofiles in the device. The structure was fabricated
from the n-type substrate with carrier concentration of 8 x 1015 cm-3
(resistivity of about 0.25 S2-cm). The guard ring is formed by Beryllium
(Be) ion implantation and annealing, which makes about 5-pm-deep graded
junction by Be impurity profile tail. The thin p+-region of about 0.2 pm in
depth is formed by Indium (In) or Boron (B) ion implantation to produce
an abrupt p+-n junction. Realization of the thin p+-region was extremely
important to achieving both a high quantum efficiency and a small excess
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Fig. 9.8 Cross section of the p+-n structure Ge-APD and schematic illustration of the
electric field profile and photoabsorption profile in the device for h = 1.3 pm (solid line)
and h = 1.55 pm (dotted line) lights.

noise. Photo-generated electrons near the surface of the pf-region are easy
to recombine because of a large surface recombination velocity of minority
carriers, and they don’t contribute to the quantum efficiency. Some of the
photo-generated electrons are injected into the multiplication region. It
results in a mixed injection scheme. The ionization coefficient of holes is
larger than that of electrons in Ge, as shown in Fig. 9.3. The wider the p+region width is, the more the electrons are injected and the worse the excess
noise factor becomes. Employment of ion implantation technique made
high controllabilityof both the shallow and deep junction profiles possible
so that the productivity was much improved from using the general thermal
diffusion methods. Another feature of this structure is the channel stop that
avoids the surface inversion layer extending farther away from the junction
and increasing surface leakage current. Arsenic (As) was used for the ion
implantation species to make the n+-channel stop layer. Si02 by thermal
chemical-vapor-deposition(CVD) method was used for surfacepassivation
and SiN, by plasma-assisted CVD was used for the antireflection (AR) film.

9.3.2. DE VICE CHARACTERISTICS
Typical characteristics of dark current and multiplication factor versus
reverse bias voltage for the pt-n structure Ge-APD with the photosensitive
area diameter of 30 pm are shown in Fig. 9.9. The breakdown voltage VB
is about 30 volts and the dark current at 90% of the breakdown voltage is
about 50 nA. The multiplication was measured under 1.3 pm wavelength
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input light. The multiplication factor M is defined as the ratio of the
measured external photocurrent at increased reverse bias voltage to that
at a lower bias voltage (1 volt is usually defined for Ge-APD). The maximum multiplication factor more than 100 was achieved at the primary
photocurrent ZPo of 1 pA. The hole diffusion length in n-type Ge is much
larger (about 50 pm) than the width of the depletion region (about 3 pm),
making the dark current component by the carrier diffusion outside from
the depletion region considerably larger and less reverse bias dependent.
Then, increment of the dark current with the reverse bias voltage is all considered as the multiplied dark current component. Setting the two reference
reverse bias voltages, V I and V2, the multiplied dark current is [36]

(9.29)
The dark current and the multiplied dark current are severely dependent
on the junction temperature Tj because of exponential dependence on the
inverse of the junction temperature as exp(--Eg/kBTi), where k~ is the
Boltzmann constant and Eg = 0.67 eV for Ge. Temperature dependence
of Id at 90% of VB and Idm is shown in Fig. 9.10 and components of
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dark current can be determined by referring to Eq.(9.19). Above 15°C the
dark current varies depending on exp(-E,/kB T j ) , which means the carrier diffusion from the undepleted region is dominant. The dependence on
exp(-Eg/2kB T j ) at lower junction temperature shows that the generationrecombination current andor the surface leakage current is the dominant
component of the dark current. The activation energy of the multiplied
dark current is also 0.67 eV. Ge-APD receivers then suffer from sensitivity degradation at higher operating temperatures. For 1.3 ym wavelength
light, the gain-bandwidth product of the p+-n structure Ge-APDs is about
30 GHz and the maximum bandwidth is about 3.0 to 3.5 GHz for the 30 pm
photosensitive area diameter devices.
For 1.55 pm wavelength application, the p+-n structure Ge-APD can’t
support sufficient bandwidth. The small absorption coefficient of about
1 x 1 O3 cm-’ causes undesirable photo-carrier generation outside the depletion region. The source of speed degradation is the slow diffusion of
those carriers. The response speed depends on the time it takes for carriers
to diffuse into the high elcctric field regions and then be collected. As such,
the 3-dB cut-off frequency is only about 10 MHz, while it is more than
3 GHz at 1.3 pm wavelength light. The excess noise factor measured at
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1.55 pm light, on the other hand, is as low as 6.2 at M = 10 because the
carrier injection becomes almost the pure hole injection scheme.
The reach-through structure Ge-APD with p+-n-u(n-) impurity concentration profile was studied and a small excess noise factor of 6.1 at M = 10
and 1.55 pm wavelength was reported by Mikawa [37]. The 3-dB cut-off
frequency of this APD was more than 1 GHz. This improved Ge-APD did
not, however, appear on the market in volume. Since InPhnGaAs APDs
have become commercially available, applications of Ge-APDs have been
transferred to and replaced by InPflnGaAs APDs.

9.4. InPhGaAs Avalanche Photodiodes
Several types of InPAnGaAs APDs having satisfactory light-receiving performancefor high-speed and long-distance lightwave transmission systems
have been reported in the early stages of development [38-47]. Mesastructure devices were reported to demonstrate high-frequency characteristics [35, 361, however, planar-type APDs with high-performance guard
ring structure were recognized to be absolutely necessary for practical use
in regard to electrical stability, long durability, and better productivity. The
practical APD structure that has been widely deployed in long-wavelength
optical transmission systems is the SAM (separated absorption and multiplication region) APD [38, 391. In this section, we will begin from the
explanation of the basic InPflnGaAs APD structure, then we will review
several InP/InGaAs SAM structure APDs with different guard ring structures. Performance of InPhnGaAs APDs for 10 Gbps system applications
will be then overviewed, and performance of receivers with hybrid integration of InPhGaAs APDs and pre-amplifier-ICs will be reported. Reliability of planar structure InPflnGaAs APDs is discussed in the last part of
this section.
9.4.1. SEPARATED ABSORPTION AND

MULTIPLICATION STRUCTURE
Basic Structure
Ino.53Ga047As ( E , = 0.75 eV) is the narrowest bandgap mixed alloy
material lattice-matched to InP ( E g = 1.35 eV). It has a large absorption coefficient for the whole 1-pm-wavelength range (absorption coefficient both at 1.3-pm and 1.55-pm is 1.2 x lo4 cm-l and 8 x lo3 cm-',
respectively). The narrow bandgap InGaAs light absorption layer can't
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support an electric field high enough to achieve avalanchebreakdown without excessive tunneling leakage current [29,30]. Avalanche breakdown is
charged with the wide bandgap InP layer. The structure is called a Separated Absorption and Multiplication (SAM) structure. A schematic of
SAM structure is explained in Fig. 9.11. As shown in Fig. 9.1 l(a), on an
InP substrate, InGaAs light absorption layer, thin InGaAsP intermediate
n--lnP n+-lnP ,n--1nGaAsP
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Fig. 9.11 Basic operation of InPnnGaAs SAM structure avalanche photodiode: (a)
schematic structure, (b) electric field distribution,(c) schematic band diagram, (d) photocamer generation distributionfor back-illuminationconfiguration,and (e) reduced electric
field model for simplification.
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layer, and InP layer are prepared by a certain epitaxial growth technique.
A p-n junction is formed inside the InP layer. The n-InP, n-InGaAsP, and
n-InGaAs layers are designed to be fully depleted under reverse biased
operation of the p-n junction. Details of structures and fabrication process will be discussed later. Impact ionization coefficient of holes is larger
than that of electrons in InP as shown in Fig. 9.3, so hole injection into
the avalanche region (hole-initiated avalanche multiplication) is necessary
for proper high performance. InP is transparent to l-pm wavelength light
and in the InGaAs layer the incident light is absorbed and photo-generated
carriers are created as shown in Fig. 9.1 l(d). Carriers are transported over
InPiInGaAsPIInGaAs hetero-interfaces into the InP layer making a pure
hole-injection scheme. A typical electric field profile and a schematic band
diagram at a reverse-biased operation condition are shown in Fig. 9.11 (b)
and (c), respectively. In the early stage of development, these APDs were
slow due to hole trapping by a potential well of valence band discontinuity between InGaAs and InP. This problem was solved by inserting thin
InGaAsP layers with intermediate bandgap energies between the InGaAs
and the InP or by continuously grading the composition between InGaAs
and InP [48-5 11. A fundamental difficulty with SAM structure is the need
to control simultaneously the maximum electric field strength at the p-n
junction, E-, and the field strength at the upper hetero-interface of the
InGaAs layer, E H . E,, must be designed to achieve a required multiplication gain, and E H must be in the appropriate range. It is low enough for
suppressing tunneling leakage current in the InGaAs layer and high enough
for avoiding response speed degradation either by undepleting the InGaAs
layer or by trapping of holes at the InPIInGaAsPIInGaAshetero-interfaces.

Guard Ring Structure and Device Fabrication
Effective and reliable guard ring structures are strongly required for planar
InPiInGaAs APDs. Difficulties in realizing the insertion of guard rings into
InPAnGaAs SAM structure lie in the impurity control to achieve an ideally linear graded and deep-positionedjunction that has sufficiently higher
breakdown voltage than the one-sided abrupt p+-n junction for the multiplication region. The guard ring is expected to be more useful with the
low-high impurity profile of the InP layer, where a low impurity concentration n--1nP layer helps to suppress the edge breakdown at the periphery of
the guard ring junction. Two other design issues combined with the guard
ring structure are the electric field design in the n--1nGaAs layer beneath
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the deep guard ring junction to suppress the tunneling dark current, and the
depletion layer width in the n--1nGaAs layer beneath the multiplication
p+-n junction to avoid undesired diffusion component. The first realization
of effective guard ring structure was reported by Shirai et al. using a Be
ion implanted junction and a low-high carrier profile in the InP layer [40],
and so far almost all guard ring structures have followed this scheme.
Figure 9.12 shows several different planar InPDnGaAs APD structures
with effective guard rings. The structures shown in Fig. 9.12(a) and (b)
contain almost the ideal guard ring scheme. These structures were named

2nd-ept

M-epi

Structures with deep ion-implanted guard ring

Structure formed bv diffused auard rina
le)

,p+-lnP p+-lnP floating GR
n--lnP
n-lnP
n--InGaAsP

I

n+-InPsub.

I

Fig. 9.12 Various guard ring structures employed for InPDnGaAs avalanche photodiodes:
(a) and (b) structures made by two-step epitaxy methods, (c) and (d) structures made by Be
ion implantation technique, (e) structure formed by multi-diffusion process.
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“buried-structureAPDs” [ 4 5 4 73. The two-step LPE (liquid phase epitaxy)
technique enables a completely embedded n--1nP multiplication layer and
n-InP field-control layer into low carrier concentration n--1nP layers. The
periphery of the multiplication p-n junction (abrupt junction) is covered
by the guard ring p-n junction formed by Be ion implantation (graded
junction). The combined effect of difference in carrier concentration and
differencein p-n junction profile brings large breakdown voltage tolerance
of the guard ring region (consisting of n--InP, n--InGaAsP, n--1nGaAs
layers) to the active region (consisting of n-/n/n--InP, n--InGaAsP,
n--1nGaAs layers). The fabrication procedure of the structure in
Fig. 9.12(a) is as follows: In the first LPE growth, n--1nGaAs light absorption layer, n--1nGaAsP thin intermediate bandgap layer, and n/n--1nP
layers are grown on a (1 1l)A faced InP substrate. The n-InP layer is chemically etched into mesa shape to form the embedded field control layer.
At the second growth the n--1nP layer is overgrown onto the mesa after a slight melt-back procedure. A proper growth condition gives a flat
surface of the epitaxial wafer. Cadmium (Cd) selective thermal diffusion
and beryllium (Be) ion implantation are used to make the multiplication
and guard ring p-n junctions, respectively. A silicon-nitride (SIN,) film deposited by a plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor-deposition (P-CVD) is used
for a diffusion mask and the film is retained on the InP surface for junction passivation. An antireflection coating film of SiN, is also formed by
P-CVD. The structure of Fig. 9.12(b) employed Silicon ion implantation
to form n-InP field-control layer to increase controllability of the amount
of the charge [47]. Even those APDs with the two-step epitaxy include
re-growth interface in or near the high electric field region. It has been
shown that no excess leakage in dark current or any microplasma induced
by local defects around the interface was observed. Large attainable multiplication factor and a quite uniform gain distribution within the active area
were also reported. The structure of Fig. 9.12(a) was employed for the first
mass-produced InPhGaAs APD.
The structure shown in Fig. 9.12(d) is called the preferential lateral extended guard ring (PLEG) structure [7]. It is characterized by the deep
guard ring region and by the shallow guard ring region. The junction front
of the deep guard ring is located in the n-InP layer (it is deeper than the
p+-n junction of the multiplication region) in order to prevent the p+-n
junction edge breakdown. The junction front of the shallow guard ring
is located around the n-In-InP interface to reduce the curvature of the
deep guard ring and then suppress the deep guard ring edge breakdown
in the n-InP. This dual guard ring increases the breakdown voltage of
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the guard ring sufficiently. The guard ring is formed by two-step selective Be ion implantation under different conditions and subsequent annealing. The first implantation for the deep guard ring is carried out with
5 x 1013cm-2 dose at 110keV energy followed by the second implantation
at 3 x IOl3 cm-* dose and 60 keV energy for the shallow guard ring. The annealing is at 700°C for 20 to 30 minutes within evacuated and sealed quartz
ampoules.
These sophisticated guard ring structures are useful when the breakdown
voltage of the p+-n junction is somehow higher than about 80 volts. In these
APDs the breakdown voltage of the guard ring had to be more than 100
volts. Pursuing higher response speed with a wider 3-dB bandwidth and
a larger GB product, a higher carrier concentration field control layer and
a narrower multiplication region have been introduced. The breakdown
voltages of APDs used for 2.5 Gbps system applications are now in the
range of 50 volts and those for 10 Gbps applications are as low as around
30 volts. Single Be implanted guard ring structure as shown in Fig. 9.12(c)
might be applicable for such a low breakdown voltage APD.
The structure in Fig. 9.12(e) uses a shaped junction profile and floating
guard ring to control edge breakdown [25]. This design employs a widening
of the multiplication region width at the junction periphery to reduce the
electric field strength there. This shaping of the junction profile can be
made using the multiple diffusion method. The p-n junction is formed by
closed ampouleZn diffusion through apatterned SiN, passivation film. The
floating guard ring lowers the surface field intensity by spatially spreading
surface equipotential lines and it is combined with the shaping junction
to reinforce the guard ring effectiveness. In this structure, narrowing the
multiplication region width reduces breakdown voltage due to reduction
of the area for electric field profile and requires a higher maximum electric
field to reach breakdown. To balance these two competing factors, there is
an optimum width that brings the largest tolerance between the breakdown
voltages for the center of the junction (multiplication region) and for the
periphery of the junction. This type of guard ring structure would be useful
for devices with lower breakdown voltage such as for 10 Gbps system
application devices.

Multiplication Characterisitcs of SAM APD
A distinctive feature of SAM structure appears in a plot of photocurrent I,,
versus reverse bias voltage V R at 1.3 pm or 1.55 pm wavelength incident
light, where kinks or knees exist on the Zp-V~curve at a low reverse bias
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Fig. 9.13 Multiplicationversus reverse bias voltage characteristicsof InPnnGaAs-SAMAPD with 30 pm photo-sensitive area diameter.

voltage range. The Zp-V~curve in Fig. 9.13 is for a typical InP/InGaAs
APD with a planar guard ring structure. Two knees at lower reverse bias
voltage correspond to the depletion layer of the p-n junction reaching
through into the InGaAs layer from InP layer beneath the guard ring p-n
junction and beneath the multiplication p+-n junction, respectively. The
insertions in the figure show the position of the depletion region edge
and flow of photo-generated carriers at these knees. There is a valence
band discontinuity about 0.36 eV between InP and InGaAs, which would
form a potential well for holes. Photo-generated holes would be trapped
in this well and they would be emitted into InP with the help of either an
elecmc field or thermal energy. As the guard ring p-n junction is formed
deeper than the p+-n junction of the multiplication region, the first knee
results from the guard ring p-n junction. Letting e, and e, represent the
emission and recombination probabilities of holes from andor at the well,
respectively, then the kinks can be qualitatively explained. When reverse
bias is low and the depletion region does not reaches into the InGaAs
layer, e, >> e, and the holes are not transported into the InP layer nor
collected by electrode. With the reverse bias condition for the depletion
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layer reaching into InGaAs layer, e, << e, and photo-generated carriers
go through the depletion layer and are collected by electrode. Estimation
of the multiplication factor using the photocurrent at the first plateau appearing after the first knee as the reference for M = 1 has becn often
used. Because the photocurrent level at this plateau could depend on e, and
e, through the hetero-interface quality such as abruptness of the barrier,
it is unlikely that it corresponds to M = 1. The multiplication factor of
InPhGaAs APD could be estimated more quantitativelyby a measurement
of multiplication noise versus photocurrent. The noise power, @, can be
expressed as
@ = 2q IpoM2'tXRLB = 2q IpM''tx RLB

(9.30)

Taking the logarithm of both the sides gives
log(@)= (1

+ x) log(Zp) + const.

(9.31)

where M is the multiplication factor, I p = IpoM is the total photocurrent,
RL is the load resistance (typically 50 a),and B is the noise bandwidth of
the measurement system. The noise power in dB could be a linear function
of log(Ip). The solid line in Fig. 9.14 is a plot of measured noise power
against log(Ip) and the dotted line is for the ideal shot-noise. The intersection of the dotted line and the solid line in the figure gives the photocurrent
for M = 1. The reverse bias voltage corresponds to this point, usually
locate between the first and the second knees, but sometimes (depending
on the device structure or fabrication condition) out of the first plateau.
The multiplication factor at the edge of the second plateau after the second
knee is usually less than M = 2, in which case the reverse bias voltage
for M = 2 or a higher multiplication factor should be preferable as the
reference point of the multiplication factor.
Assuming the double-path absorption in the InGaAs layer with a partial reflection of unabsorbed light by the front-side p+ contact metal, the
generation rate of photo-carrier in the InGaAs layer is
G ( x ) = UT exp[-aT(wd - x ) ]

+ RB exp(-aTLT)

. a exp[-aT(x
~
- LB)]

(9.32)
where a~ is the absorption coefficient of InGaAs for the incoming light, R B
is the reflection rate at the front-sidepf electrode, and Wd,LB,and LT are
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Fig. 9.14 Dependence of multiplication noise on photocurrent for InPnnGaAs APD.
Closed squares are measured noise power at Zpo = 10 pA, 10 MHz bandwidth, and 50 SZ
load resistance.

as given in Fig. 9.1 1. When the InGaAs absorption layer is fully depleted
through its whole thickness LT, integrating Eq. (9.32) gives the primary
photocurrent JO at input light power Pin and the quantum efficiency v A p D
as

(9.33b)
where q is the electronic charge, h is Planck's constant, v is the photon
frequency, and RF is the reflection rate of incident light on the photodiode
surface (mainly determined by the reflection rate at the AR coating film).
Transparency of InP to long-wavelengthlight makes the double-path design
possible, and in this case the APD usually employs the back-illumination
configuration. This configuration also helps to shorten the total depletion
region width and to reduce the total junction area, but it requires somewhat
troublesome assembly compared to the surface illumination configuration.
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9.4.2. DESIGN OF LOWER NOISE AND HIGHER
SPEED DEVICE

It has been assumed that all avalanche multiplication occurs in the InP
region near the maximum electric field location until Kobayashi pointed
out that both the excess noise factor and the gain-bandwidth products of
InPhGaAs S A M structure APDs depend stronglyon the electric field at the
hetero-interface [46]. When the electric field at the hetero-interface is high,
impact ionization initiated by electrons occurs in the InGaAs absorption
region. Holes generated in the InGaAs travel back to the InP multiplication
region and initiate avalanche multiplication. Electrons generated in the InP
multiplication region drift to the InGaAs. This process takes longer transit
time from the InP avalanche region to the InGaAs and back again into the
InP than the transit time across the InP avalancheregion. The multiplication
noise is also increased by this feedback process.
Multiplication and Noise Expressions of SAM APD
Let a g , BB, U T , and BT represent the electron and the hole ionization
coefficients in InP and InGaAs, respectively. From Eq.(9.3), the position
dependent multiplication at x in the InP and In GaAs depletion region is
~521

(9.34a)

where
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The excess noise factor for the SAM structure APD can be written when
the depletion region is fully extending through the InGaAs absorption layer
as

(9.35)
where JO and M can be known from Eqs. (9.3), (9.4), and (9.34). Simplification can be made assuming the constant electric field in the InP layer
and in the InGaAs layer as shown in Fig. 9.1 l(e). Calculation using the
ionization coefficients in Fig. 9.3 shows that the hetero-interface electric
field E H of more than 1.4 x lo5 V/cm at the breakdown voltage severely
deteriorates the excess noise of InPAnGaAs S A M structure APD due to increase of randomness from considerable feedback by the multiplication in
InGaAs. This critical electric field strength at the hetero-interface is lower
than that for suppressing the tunneling dark current in the InGaAs layer.
However, as discussed later in this section, the gain-bandwidth product is
more sensitive to the electric field at the hetero-interface.

Hole mapping at the Hetero-interface
The SAM structure of the InP/(InGaAsP)AnGaAsmaterial system contains
valence band discontinuity at the hetero-interface and it leads to the trapping
of the primary holes before they are injected into the InP layer. The trapped
holes are emitted with an exponential decay time that could be long enough
to degrade the response speed of the device. The emission rate eh is known
as the function of the hetero-interface electric field E H as [48]
eh

= COeXp(-EH/kBT)

(9.36)

where kB is the Boltzman’s constant and COis the constant over a limited
temperature range. It was found that this effect gave rise to a long decay
tail in the pulse response of InP/InGaAs APD and the observed bandwidth
was typically less than 100 MHz at the beginning of development [48,49].
There is some uncertainty with the emission process for the holes, but it is
clear that the emission rate is very sensitive to changes in the barrier height
and interface width. A general model incorporates a tunneling through
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the barrier at lower temperature and a thermionic-field emission at higher
temperature [53].Hot holes that are accelerated by the field in the InGaAs
layer may not be in equilibrium with the lattice, and this results in enhanced
emission rate by lowering the effective barrier height than that predicted
by conventional thermionic emission models.
Several solutions have been proposed to eliminate the problem of hole
trapping. Each proposal employs introduction of a transition layer between
the InP multiplication layer and the InGaAs absorption layer [50, 511.
The optimum solution could be the use of continuously graded bandgap
energy between InP and InGaAs, but there are technological difficulties in
preparing the actual structure. A complete compositionally graded quaternary InGaAsP layer is considered the most effective in diminishing hole
trapping delay at the hetero-interface. Kuwatsuka [57] first demonstrated a
high-speed InPflnGaAs-SAM-APD with a compositionally graded quaternary InGaAsP layer between the InP multiplication region and the InGaAs
absorption layer. The graded layer of 0.2 pm in thickness was grown by
metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MO-VPE) by gradually changing the
gas flow rate of TMI, TMG, AsH3, and PH3. The 3-dB cutoff frequency
was measured at the fixed hetero-interface electric field of 1 x lo4 V/cm in
the temperature range between -100°C to +50°C. The cutoff frequency
of the sample was unchanged in the measured temperature range, which
means that hole trapping at the hetero-interface can be diminished by an
engineering of the intermediate layer.

Gain-Bandwidth Product of SAM-APD
An approximate expression for the frequency response of the InPflnGaAs
SAM structure APD can be modified from Eq. (9.13) of the conventional
structure APD, and given by

(9.37)

where eh is the emission rate for holes trapped at the hetero-interfaces, tm
is the effective transit time through the avalanche multiplication region,
tRc
is the RC-time constant. At high multiplication factor the frequency
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response approaches a constant gain-bandwidth limit determined by .,t
The 3-dB cutoff frequency at the lower multiplication region rolls off due
to a combination of three other time constants, ttr,th, and tRc.
An example
of cutoff frequency roll-off will be described in a later section.
The frequency response can be directly calculated using the time dependent equation for the current transportation of Eq. (9.2). A simplified
electric field model in Fig. 9.11(e) assumes the constant electric field in
the InP layer and in the InGaAs layer and neglects the thickness of the InP
field control layer and the InGaAsP intermediate layer because they are
much thinner than the InGaAs layer. Two pairs of transport equations can
be set for InP and InGaAs from Eq.(9.2) and solved with suitableboundary
conditions (details are not described here) [54].
The calculated gain-bandwidth product as a function of the multiplication region length L , and the charge amount in the field control layer Ns
is shown in Fig. 9.15. The GB product decreases when the multiplication
region length increases because of the longer effective transit time associated with longer L,. On the contrary, narrower multiplication region
200
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length increases the maximum electric field E,
and thus the electric
field strength in the InGaAs layer, and degradation of the GB product results from occurrence of the avalanche multiplication in the InGaAs layer.
The optimum L , exists to achieve the maximum GB product at a given
charge amount of the field control layer N,. Larger GB product can be
achievableby putting larger charge amount into the field control layer. The
maximum GB product of about 100 GHz can be expected with the device
parameters of L, = 0.23 pm and Ns = 3.5 x lo'* cm-2. The heterointerface electric field EH at the breakdown for this device parameter is
about 1.0-1.1 x lo5 V/cm. When the device has the parameters for the
hetero-interface electric field at the breakdown of about 1.4 x lo5 V/cm,
which is the critical hetero-interface electric field strength for the excess
noise factor degradation, the GB product falls about 60% from the maximum value. Tolerances of the charge amount in the field control layer and
of the multiplication region length are very small if we want to fabricate
a large GB product device with a reasonable reproductivity. Then, an extremely high controllability is absolutely necessary on the thickness and
the camer concentrations of the epitaxial layers and the diffusion depth of
impurity species to form the p+-InP layer.

9.4.3. InP/InGaAsAPDS FOR 10 GBPS SYSTEMS
In this decade, many kinds of InP/InGaAs APDs have been developed
for application to 10 Gbps lightwave transmission systems [21-251.
Figure 9.16(a) shows the cross section of one of this kind of high-speed
InP/InGaAs APDs reported [21], where the electric field profile has been
carefully designed to suppress harmful avalanche multiplication in the
InGaAs absorption layer [46,54] and simultaneously to avoid hole pile-up
at the hetero-interface.High cutoff frequency for wide dynamicrange of the
multiplication factors with a large gain-bandwidthproduct is obtained. This
APD adopts, for the first time, a flip-chip bonding configuration.Flip-chip
bonding using a back-illuminated structure could be the key technique due
to minimization of the parasitic reactance and the capacitance in the surplus
bonding pad area. The junction capacitance is reduced by shrinkage of the
p-n junction area. The fiber-to-chip coupling tolerance with the small active area device can be managed by introducing a monolithically integrated
micro-lens on the back-side of the InP substrate. A large fiber alignment tolerance of 40 pm was achieved with the micro-lens as shown in Fig. 9.16(b)
despite the active p+-n junction area (the avalanche multiplication area)
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Fig. 9.16 Structure of flip-chip structure InPDnGsAs APD: (a) cross section of the APD,
(b) photosensitivity of the APD when light is irradiated through the micro-lens, and (c)
photograph of APD assembly on the evaluation substrate.

of about 15 pm in diameter. This wide photosensitive tolerance facilitates
optical assembly for the receiver module. Input light passing through the
micro-lens is focused on the active p-n junction area and reflected by the end
facet mirror of p-type contact electrode. The quantum efficiency can also be
increased by the double-path scheme in the InGaAs absorption layer. The
InGaAs layer can be made narrower than conventional surface-illuminated
structures to attain equivalent quantum efficiencies, and it contributes to a
shorter carrier transit time so that the 3-dB bandwidth could be wider.
Figure 9.16(c) is the photograph of the flip-chip APD mounted on
a evaluation substrate. This APD structure consists of n+-InP buffer
),
absorption layer (1.4 pm thick
layer (>5 x 1017 ~ m - ~ n--1nGaAs
and 1-2 x 1015 cm-3 of carrier concentration), three thin n--1nGaAsP
intermediate layers (0.05 pm thick each, 0.5-1 x 1015cm-’, and bandgap
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Fig. 9.17 Photocurrent multiplication and dark current characteristics of flip-chip structure InPflnGaAs APD measured at 0,25, and 70°C.

energies are 0.80 eV, 0.95 eV, and 1.10eV), n+-InP field control layer (about
0.5 pm thick and > 5 x 1017~ m - ~and
) , n--1nP top layer (1-2 x 1015~ m - ~ ) .
The layers were grown by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MO-VPE).
The thickness of the InP multiplication region defined by the depth of the
p+-InP layer, which is made by selective Cd diffusion into the top n--InP,
was about 0.2 pm. A Be ion implanted single guard ring structure was
employed for highly reliable planar p-n junction. An isolation mesa was
fabricated between the active p-n junction area and the n-type electrode.
The surface was passivated with SiN, film [21,22].
Figure 9.17 shows photocurrent versus reverse bias voltage measured at
h = 1.55 pm and 1.1 pW input light power and dark current characteristics
at three different ambient temperatures of 0,25, and 70°C. The breakdown
voltage at 25°C is 28 volts and the temperature coefficient of the breakdown voltage is 0.08 V/"C. This APD does not have a flat plateau between
the first and the second kinks, which are for the reach-through of the depletion region beneath .the guard ring junction and for the multiplication
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Fig. 9.18 Multiplication factor as a function of optical input power and reverse bias
voltage.

region, respectively, as described previously. A photocurrent at the unity
multiplication factor could be obtained by the method of Fig. 9.14 of
this chapter or from calculation by integrating EQ. (9.4) in the whole
depletion region with the ionization coefficient of both InP and InGaAs.
The latter method includes fitting parameters such as the multiplication
region thickness L,. The dark current at 90% of the breakdown voltage
is about 20 nA and the multiplied dark current is only about 2 nA. These
data indicate that the flip-chip bonding structure does not influencethe dark
current characteristics. Photocurrent multiplication characteristics against
input optical power are plotted in Fig. 9.18. The maximum attainable multiplication factor Mmaxat l pA of the primary photocurrent ZPo is more
than 50. Mmaxdecreases with increasing ZPo and it has a dependence of
c( 1/&
as expressed by Eq. (9.7).
The capacitance of the APD is as low as about 100 fF at 90% of the
breakdown voltage measured with a die form. The APD die was flip-chip
mounted on the top of a ceramic carrier with a 50 R impedance strip line and
a 50 SZ load resistor used for performance evaluation. The 3-dB bandwidth
as a function of the multiplication factor is shown in Fig. 9.19. The maximum bandwidth ceiling of about 10GHz was obtained at the multiplication
factor of 4.The cut-off frequency determined by the RC time constant is
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Fig. 9.19 3-dB bandwidth versus multiplication factors of the flip-chip InPhGaAs APD.

calculated to be more than 20 GHz, so a combined effect of the carrier
transit time across the depletion layer and the avalanchebuildup time is expected to determine the bandwidth ceiling. In the low multiplication factor
region, the turn-on of 3-dB cut-off frequency appears at around M = 2.5,
and at M = 3 the bandwidth comes close to the maximum bandwidth.
The gain-bandwidth product of 80 GHz has been obtained, which would
be sufficient for 10 Gb/s systems applications. A larger GB product around
95 GHz can be achieved with a higher multiplication factor for the bandwidth turn-on point, such as M = 3.5.In this case, the maximum bandwidth
ceiling becomes lower. Because APDs are the limiting element of receiver
bandwidth in a 10 Gbps system application, it should be preferable to have
a wider bandwidth within a wider range of multiplication factor for achieving a larger dynamic range operation. The excess noise factor of the APD
designed for 10 Gbps applications is shown in Fig. 9.20. The measured kef
is about 0.65 and this value is larger than the InPflnGaAs APDs designed
for 2.5 Gbps applications (which were not described in this paper in detail).
Because the required wavelength range has been extended into the
L-band region (A = 1.58 pm to 1.62 pm) in the DWDM systems with
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fig. 9.20 Excess noise factor of the flip-chip InPDnGaAs APD designed for 10 Gbps
application.

more than 100 wavelength channels, the wavelength dependent quantum
efficiency is one of the interesting parameters for practical application.
An optimization of device structure results in the performance shown in
Fig. 9.21. Responsivity (in units of A/W) is plotted in place of the quantum efficiency, because it is more suitable to have direct understanding for
the receiver design. At 1.62 pm wavelength, the responsivity is more than
0.8 A/W even at a low temperature of O'C, and it is 0.9 A/W at 25°C. The
response variation between 1.55 pm to 1.62 pm wavelength range is about
20% (1.0 dB). Typical characteristics of InPfinGaAs APDs designed for
2.5 Gbps system applications and for 10 Gbps applications are summarized
in Table 9.1 [ 5 5 , 5 6 ] .
9.4.4. INTEGRATED APD/PREAMPL.IFIER RECEIVERS

High-performanceoptical front-end receivers are required to expand the application of high-speed lightwave transmission systems. Large-bandwidth,
low-noise performance and high yield productivity are important for such
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Fig. 9.21 Wavelength dependence of responsivity of the flip-chip InPRnGaAs APD designed for 10 Gbps system application at various temperatures.

applications of receivers. TnPflnGaAs APDs with gain-bandwidth product
of 80 to 100 GHz have been in practical use. Electronic amplifier elements
made of advanced transistor technologies such as high-electron mobility
transistors (HEMTs) and hetero-junction bipolar transistors (HBTs) using
AlGaAdGaAs, AlInAdGaAs, and InGaP/GaAs systems have also shown
significantimprovements in cutoff frequency. Both bandwidth and noise of
receivers are largely dependent on the circuit parameters and parasitic characteristics at the interconnection of the device elements. Hybrid flip-chip
integration of APD and pre-amplifier is an attractive prospect to fabricate
the elements at the closest distance so that the introduction of any parasitic
reactance could be minimized. This approach has been studied and demonstrated so far using p-i-n photodiodes [57, 581 but has not grown to bear
any practical applications in the case of APD receivers, primarily due to
difficulties in achieving high manufacturing yield of such sub-assemblies.
To migrate such an experimental effort to a productive product realization,
many design constraints would have to be considered.
Figure 9.22(a) shows the photograph of a compact 10 Gbps APD/preamplifier module built by integrating the above-mentioned high-speed
APDs with InGaP/GaAs hetero-junction bipolar transistor (HBT) preamplifier-ICs [55, 59, 601. The schematic structure of the module is
given in Fig. 9.22(b). The module has a single-mode fiber pigtail as the
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Table 9.1 Characteristics of InPAnGaAs APD Designed for 2.5 Gbps and
10 Gbps System Applications. The Filp-Chip Structure with the
Back-Illumination Configurationis Adapted for 10 Gbps APDs, While the
Surface-IlluminationConfigurationis Employed for 2.5 Gbps APD

Pwameter

[2.5Gbps
[IO Gbps
Application]
Application]
Characteristics
Characteristics
Symbol Min. Typ. Max. Min. Typ. Max. Units
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optical interface. The electricalinterface for high-frequency signals is composed of co-planar leads through a ceramic feedthrough. An aspherical lens
is used to achieve an efficient coupling into the small active area APD chip
(coupling efficiency > 95%).The APD is flip-chip mounted on a ceramic
carrier, whose use is necessary to assure quality of the APD such as rejection of infant failure (by the burn-in screening) and selection of required
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Fig. 9.22 Integrated APD/pre-amplifier-IC receiver for 10 Gbps application: (a) photograph of a compact-size receiver with coplanar high-speed signal output and single-mode
fiber pigtail, (b) schematic internal structure of the receiver packaging, and (c) equivalent
circuit of the receiver.

performances. Conventionalwiring connection between the ceramic carrier
and the preamplifier-IC chip is used. An electrical model of the module,
including the equivalent circuit model of the APD chip, the interconnection between the APD and the pre-amplifier-IC, and other connections to
the preamplifier-IC chip, is shown in Fig. 9.22(c). Parasitic elements at the
interconnection between the APD and the preamplifier-ICinfluence the performance of the module such as the bandwidth. The effect of the ground
inductance (L1, L2, and L3) has also been taken into account in the design
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Fig. 9.23 Bandwidth and sensitivity of the APD receiver for 10 Gbps application. Inset
of the BER chart is the output waveform from the receiver.

of the receiver because they often have influence on the stability of the
receiver module.
Bandwidth characteristic of this module as a function of the multiplication factor is shown in Fig. 9.23(a). The receiver bandwidth is wider than
8 GHz at the APD multiplication factor from 3 to 10, which is sufficient
for 10 Gbps systems applications. This results in a wide dynamic range
of the receiver. The minimum sensitivity of -26 dBm is achieved at a bit( N E with 50% mark density) and 1.55pm wavelength
error-rate of
as shown in Fig. 9.23(b). The inset is the output electrical waveform from
the receiver when the optical input power is -25 dBm. A good eye opening and a symmetric differential output are confirmed. The sensitivity is
some 8 dB better than the receiver module with integrated PIN-PD and the
pre-amplifier-IC (with the same IC design). Sensitivity variation with the
case temperature is less than 1 dB from 0 to 70°C. The APD receiver modules are now in volume manufacture. They have been found very useful
to realize the cost-effective lightwave transmission system without fiber
pre-amplifier, especially in short and intermediate reach applications such
as metropolitan photonic network systems.
9.4.5. RELJABILITY STUDIES OF InP/InGaAs SAM APDS

Even high reliability of InPhGaAs APDs has already been established,
due to relatively high operation voltages of InPAnGaAs-APDs in the early
stage of development. Confirmation of their long-term stability had been
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Fig. 9.24 Long-term life test data performed for the APDs with the structure shown in
Fig. 9.12(a): (a) time-to-failure vs. aging time, and (b) plot of median lives.

the most important item for practical applications in long wavelength lightwave transmission systems throughout the 1980s. The first definite summary of reliability studies was reported in 1989 [6,61], where these APDs
with planar structure guard ring were concluded to meet even with the
submarine grade reliability requirements.
Time-to-failure versus percent of cumulative failures for aging tests at
three elevated temperature levels are plotted in Fig. 9.24(a) in a log-normal
chart. During the elevated temperature aging tests, sample devices were
biased at their breakdown voltage. A weak population was observed at an
early stage of the test and was followed by a main population. At 200°C
and 175°C tests, the devices that showed gradual increase of dark currents
made up the main population, and they showed relatively good obedience
to the log-normal distribution with a standard deviation of about 0.5. The
main populations at these temperatures were consequently considered to
be a wear-out failure. Median lives at 200°C and at 175°C were estimated
to be 750 hours and 3500 hours. At 150"C, although a few devices failed
at an early stage, others showed good stability within the aging test period
of 6000 hours. Median lives from the aging tests are plotted against the
reciprocal temperature as shown in Fig. 9.24(b). From an interpolation of
the median lives obtained from 200°C and 175°C tests, the activation energy
of wear-out failure was estimated to be 1.15 eV. The extrapolated median
life to the actual operating temperature, for example at 5OoC, exceeded
1 x lo8 hours.
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For all early failure devices, fluctuations of dark currents were distinctively observed at the initial measurement. Degree of the vibration was
only a few nano-Amps at 90% of the breakdown voltages and increased at
higher reverse bias voltage. The behavior was considered to be correlated
with a microplasma that initially existed and localized at the periphery of
the guard ring junction. Chin [62] reported the failure mechanism initiated by a microplasma in a planar PIN photodiode. The same degradation
mechanism can be presumed for the early failure of InPDnGaAs-APDs. A
higher electric field in APD due to a larger reverse bias voltage strongly
triggered the degradation and the failure was observed in the early stage
of the aging test. A hard burn-in screening at an elevated temperature such
as 200°C and at breakdown condition was always employed for the planar
InPDnGaAs APDs to eliminate those early failures.
The failure mode of the main population could be classified into a surface
failure because the only degradation mode observed was an increase of dark
current. The possible mechanism of the increase of the dark current was
an accelerated degradation of the interface between InP and SIN, at the
periphery of the guard ring. Hot holes injection into the SiN, film was
likely the cause of deteriolation of the interface.

9.5. Studies of Novel APDs
Along with the conventionalAPDs mentioned in the previous section, novel
structure APDs have been studied for the enhanced ionization coefficient
ratio for very high-speed and high-sensitivity performances. They are the
superlattice (multiple quantum well structure) APDs, thin multiplication
region APDs, and Si/InGaAs wafer fusion APDs. Also, from the DWDM
system requirement, APDs with improved responsivity over 1.6 ym L-band
wavelength range have been examined. In this section, those new APDs
based on the new physics and technology are reviewed.
9.5.1. IMPROVEMENT OF LBAND RESPONSE

Rapid increase of aggregate throughput of information in recent years demands APDs successfully operating in the L-band DWDM systems over
1.6 pm wavelength. However, the responsivity of the current APDs for
long wavelength tends to degrade, because the absorbing layer consists
of the InP lattice matched Im.53Ga0.47Asmaterial having lower sensitivities at 1.6 pm wavelength region. New APDs having a strain-compensated
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InGaAs multiple quantum well (MQW) absorbing layer have been studied
as the way to expand and improve the L-band responsivity.
An APD with an In0.83Gao.17As absorption layer and a thin
Ino52A10.48As multiplication layer has been reported [63]. By introducing a high In molar fraction of x = 0.83 compared with the InP lattice
matched value of x = 0.53, a high cutoff wavelength of 2.0 pm has been
reported, although obtained response speed was still limited by hole trapping at the MQW hetero-interfaces. As demonstratedby this study, increasing the In molar fraction x of In,Gal-,As is effective to create a higher
absorption coefficient at the L-band wavelength because of narrowing the
bandgap energy. There is a limitation of layer thickness according to the
Matthews-Blakeslee calculation of the critical thickness to prevent misfit
dislocation formation [@I, and this results in inadequate quantum efficiency. Very recently, a study of the InGaAs strain-Compensated MQW,
where the strain of In-rich compressive InGaAs wells is compensated by
the opposite tensile strain of Ga-rich InGaAs barriers, has been reported to
optimize structural parameters of the InGaAs MQW absorbing layer [65].
The schematic band diagram of the MQW absorption layer is shown in
Fig. 9.25(a). A strain compensation and a zero net strain condition can be
achieved by adjusting the barrier strain and thickness to meet the equation
as
e,

I,

+ eb

’

lb = 0

(9.38)

where e , and eb are the strain of well and barrier, 1, and lb are the thickness
of well and barrier, respectively. Thicker MQWs beyond the Matthews’ critical thickness can be grown under this condition without misfit dislocations.
Optimization on the structural parameters (e,, eb, Zw, and l b ) must be done
in terms of epitaxial quality, which could be observed from the surface
morphology of the epitaxial layer and the flatness of the MQWs interfaces.
Figure 9.25(b) is the absorption coefficient at -40°C for the optimized
strain-compensated MQW absorption layer. In shorter wavelengths than
1550 nm, lattice-matched InGaAs has a larger absorption coefficient than
the MQW. This is because the substantial absorption width of the MQW
layer including the barrier layers is thinner than that of the lattice-matched
homogeneous InGaAs. In longer wavelengths than 1550 nm, enhancement of the absorption coefficient by the MWQ is clearly demonstrated.
A PIN photodiode utilizing this optimized structure has also revealed a
responsivity as high as 0.46 A/W at a 1.62 urn wavelength and even at a
low operating temperature of -40°C with a low dark current of 0.1 nA.
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Fig. 9.25 (a) Schematic structure of the strain-compensated MQW absorption layer. (b)
Wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficients for the strain-compensated MQW
layer and the homogeneous InGaAs layer measured at -40°C.

The MQW absorption layer can directly replace the InGaAs aborption layer
for the APD structure shown in Fig. 9.16(a). APDs employing this MQW
have, for the first time, achieved excellent high-speed characteristics such
as a gain bandwidth product of 70 GHz and a wide bandwidth of 9 GHz,
eliminating the effect of the hole pile-up at the hetero-interfaces in the
MQW absorption layer. These results confirm usefulness of this InGaAs
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strain-compensated MQW structure to realize L-band APDs operating up
to a 1.62 um wavelength regime.
9.5.2. SUPERLATTICE APDS

The superlattice APDs of enhanced impact ionization coefficient ratio using the band offset of superlattice (multiple quantum well) structure have
been studied since their first proposal by Chen [66]and implementationby
Capasso [67]. In 1989, Kagawa [68] reported that InGaAs-InAlAssuperlattice showed enhancementof electron ionization coefficient and suppression
of hole ionization coefficient compared to InGaAs bulk material, which accelerated the development of superlattice APDs with InAlAs material systems on InP substrate. The main subjects in developing superlattice APDs
in the initial stages have been the suppression of tunneling dark current
from narrow bandgap wells, the achievement of higher gain-bandwidth
products, and the trying out of several material systems [69-711. The dark
current, especially when it results in a large multiplied dark current, is the
source of the degradation in receiver sensitivity as shown in Eq. (9.28).
Some promising performances with mesa-structure InAlGaAs-InAlAs superlattice APD with back-illuminationconfigurationwere reported in 1996
[72,73]. To realize the SAM structure, a thin p+-InP field control layer
has been introduced between the superlattice multiplication region and
the InGaAs absorption region, and the light absorption layer is a lightly
Be doped p--1nGaAs to make the electron injection into the superlattice
avalanchemultiplicationregion. Because the electron ionization coefficient
is larger than that of holes in the superlattice structure, avalanche multiplication initiated by electron injection can minimize the excess shot-noise
and enhance the gain-bandwidth products. Using the larger bandgap material for the well (InAlGaAs instead of InGaAs), low dark current less than
1 pA was obtained at a multiplication factor of 10 and a multiplied dark
current of around 10 to 20 nA was reported. The maximum 3-dB cutoff
frequency around 15 GHz was achieved, which is limited by the RC time
constant, and the gain-bandwidth product was derived at about 120 GHz.
The pf-InP field control layer has been shown to play an important role
of influence on the gain-bandwidth products. A thinner InP field control
layer is preferable to suppress holes causing avalanche multiplication, or
an InAlAs layer is suitable because it has larger electron ionization coefficient than the holes. The demonstrated performance could be enough
for 10 Gbps system applications. The first work on the planar structure
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InAlGaAs-InAlAs superlattice APDs was reported by Watanabe [74]. This
APD has such distinctive features as Ti implanted guard ring to prevent
periphery breakdown and Zn diffused p+-regions around the InGaAs absorption layer to realize planar structure. Characteristics of this superlattice
APD have shown fairly large gain bandwidth product of 110 GHz and the
maximum bandwidth of 15 GHz with the effective ionization coefficient
ratio kef of 0.4. As for the effective ionization coefficient ratio kd of the
superlattice APDs, a record value of 0.1-0.2 leading to very small excess noise factor of 3 at a multiplication of 10 has been reported in other
material systems, InGaAsP-TnAIAs [711, InGaAs-InAlAs [69] superlattice
structures.
In order to obtain high sensitivity in the ultra high-speed applications,
APDs having both wide bandwidth and large quantum efficiency are crucial. As is well known, however, there is a trade-off between bandwidth
and quantum efficiency in the conventional surface-illuminated and backilluminated structures. To overcome this limitation, edge-coupled waveguide structure is very attractive, Possible improvement up to 30 GHz
could be realized by introducing flip-chip configuration to reduce parasitic
capacitance.
9.5.3. THIN MULTIpLlCATION REGION APDS

It has been observed that the excess noise from Mclntyre’s theory does not
provide a good fit to the multiplication curves and that it overestimates the
multiplication noise and underestimates the gain-bandwidth products for
devices with thin multiplication regions [75-771. After an ionization event
a carrier needs to travel a certain distance before it can gain sufficient energy
from the electric field to have a certain ionization probability. The distance
is referred to as the “dead-space” or the “dead length.” It can be ignored if
it is small compared to the thickness of the multiplication region. However,
when the thickness is reduced to the point that it becomes comparable to
a few dead lengths, it is no longer valid to assume a continuous ionization
process. The influence of dead length results in decrease of randomness
of the impact ionization location inside the thinner multiplication region
[78, 791. A reduction in the multiplication noise permits the APD to be
operated at a higher multiplication factor, which results in improvement of
signal-to-noise ratio and higher receiver sensitivity. An added benefit with
a thin multiplicationregion is a higher gain bandwidth product as expressed
from Eq. (9.10) to Eq. (9.12).
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Several achievements on large gain-bandwidth products with thin multiplication region have been reported so far with various materials [80-821.
Lenox reported InAlAsflnGaAsAPD with a thin 200 nm thick InAlAs multiplication region and achieved an excellent ionization coefficient ratio of
0.18 and a large GB product of 290 GHz at near 1.55 pm wavelength [80].
They adopted a resonant cavity configuration with a thin InGaAs absorption layer of 60 nm so that at the same time they attained a high quantum
efficiency of 70% and a large unity-gain bandwidth of 24 GHz. Nakata et aE.
demonstratedthat 50 to 100nm thick InAlAs layers can be used in separated
absorption and multiplication (SAM) structure APDs [81] and achieved a
high GB product of 140 GHz, a low operation voltage of 18.8 volts, and
a quantum efficiency of 47% with a 100 nm thick multiplication layer
and back-illuminated mesa structure [82]. They recently reported an APD
composed of a multimode waveguide structure and a thin InAlAs multiplication layer, which could have an added advantage for high quantum
efficiency. The waveguide (6-pm wide mesa structure) consisted of upper
and lower AlGaInAs guide layers (0.7-pm thick and A, = 1.3 pm) and
InAlAsDnGaAs SAM layers (0.5-pm thick p--1nGaAs absorption layer,
0.02-pm thick pf-InAIAs charge control layer, and 0.1-pm thick i-InAlAs
multiplication layer) as a core region. All layers were grown by gas source
molecular beam epitaxy on a semi-insulating InP substrate. The quantum
efficiency at 1.54 pm wavelength was measured to be about 74% using a
hemispherically ended fiber coupling to a 30-pm-long waveguide device.
The maximum bandwidth of 32 GHz with 25 52 load and a GB product of
180 GHz were obtained.
9.5.4. SilInGaAs HETERO-INTERFACE APD

Another interesting study is an APD with the wafer fusion technology,
where p-type implanted Si substrate, which serves partially as a multiplication region, is heterogeneously integrated with the InGaAs absorption
layer [83]. The scheme can take advantage of the absorption properties of
InGaAs and the multiplication properties of Si, which exhibits nearly ideal
avalanche multiplication for electron-initiated process. The large electronto-hole ionization coefficient ratio of Si (about 50: 1 at an electric field of
2 x lo5 V/cm) results in APDs with little noise and high gain-bandwidth
products with relatively a thick multiplication layer. The lattice mismatch
between Si and InGaAs has prevented integration through epitaxy, however, the process of wafer fusion has allowed for the combination of the
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fusion interface

p-n junction
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Fig. 9.26 (a) Schematic multiple layers structure of the SinnGaAs hetero-interface APD
fabricated by wafer fusion technology, and (b) the internal electric field distribution of the
APD. (The figures are depicted after Ref. [84].)

two materials without threading dislocations or oxide barriers at the fused
interface between Si and InGaAs. This is important for photodiode operation to achieve efficient transport of carriers across the hetero-interface
with little loss or trapping of carriers.
Harkins [84]reported the fabrication of Si/InGaAs wafer fusion APD
with a GB product of over 300 GHz. The device structure was a backillumination structure through the Si substrate. Figure 9.26 is a schematic
multi-layer structure of Si/InGaAs APD and its schematic internal electric field distribution. Illuminated light with 1.3-1.55 pm wavelength is
absorbed in the InGaAs layer because of transparency of Si material in
the near infrared, and photogenerated carriers are multiplied in the Si p-n
junction. They prepared a 1.O-pm-thick undoped InGaAs layer and a thin
Zn-doped p+-InGaAs layer on InP substrate by MO-VPE and an n-type
Si wafer with B implanted surface portion (providing p-doped layer after
annealing). The top p+-InGaAs layer was fused to the Si wafer by placing
it in direct contact under pressure at around 650°C in a H2 atmosphere.
After fusion the InP substrate was selectively etched off from the InGaAs
epitaxial layer. Their device was a circular mesa structure of 20 to 30 pm
in diameter formed by etching through the InGaAs layer into the Si wafer.
The series resistance and capacitance were less than 50 !2 and 0.1 pF,
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respectively. They measured 3-dB bandwidth of approximately 13 GHz
at multiplication up to 20 and it decreased to 9 GHz at a multiplication
of 35. The carrier transit time in the 1-pm-thick InGaAs absorption layer
and the RC time constant limit the bandwidth for this sample. The highest
reported GB-product of 315 GHz, to date, exceeding the superlattice APDs
was successfully achieved due to the large ionization coefficient ratio of
bulk Si material [84].
The novel APDs have exhibited excellent gain bandwidth products ranging 1 10to 3 15 GHz, and a record effective ionization coefficient ratio of 0.1
corresponding to low multiplication noise around 3. These results indicate
the great potential of the novel APDs for application to very high-speed
systems over 10 Gbps. Especially, it is suggested that combination of an
edge-coupled waveguide with superlattice or thin multiplication region
APDs as well as Si/InGaAs wafer fusion type would be detector of choice
for the coming ultra high-speed arena of 40 Gbps transmission systems.

9.6. Conclusions
Basic design and performance of avalanche photodiodes, current status of
the InPIInGaAs APDs, and recent progress in the novel APDs have been
reviewed in this chapter. Because the InPflnGaAs S A M structure APDs
have been the most practical device for today’s high-sensitivity and widebandwidth receiver in the lightwave transmission systems, some detailed
explanation on the design and the performance of these APDs took up the
major portion of the chapter.
It has been shown through the development of InPflnGaAs APDs that
the suppression of avalanche multiplication in the light absorption InGaAs
layer is the most critical development to improve the high-speed characteristics as well as the suppression of carrier happing at the heterointerface. Planar structure with effective guard ring has been indispensable
for InPDnGaAs APDs to be put into practical applications, and the structures developed so far have shown satisfactory stability in productivity and
reliability. The receiver modules with conventional InPDnGaAs APDs and
wide-bandwidth pre-amplifier ICs have been confirmed very practical for
application to 2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps systems. Their advantage in system applications is their cost effectiveness and compact size without fiber
pre-amplifier. This proves an attractive feature for lightwave transmission
systems such as metropolitan and local area networks. Improvement of
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sensitivity in the L-band wavelength region also expands the potential of
the InPfinGaAs APDs and the integrated receivers in the WDM systems.
Reports on superlattice APDs, thin multiplication region APDs, and
SinnGaAs hetero-interface APDs (wafer fusion APD) have been summarized. Excellent performances of the novel APDs with very large gainbandwidth products and low multiplication noise have been demonstrated.
Until these novel APDs become practical, much work remains, such as
developing effective guard ring structure and confirming long-term reliability. The record GB-products of over 300 GHz achieved by the thin multiplication region APD and the Si/InGaAs hetero-interface APD indicate
great potential for the next-generation high-speed systems applications.
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and Their Application in WDM
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2-9-1 Seiran, Ohtsu-shi, Shiga 520-0833,Japan

10.1. Introduction
Recent progress in dense wavelength-division multiplexing(DWDM) transmission systems has called for the development of advanced photonic
devices with improved characteristics. The development of light sources
has made it possible to achieve modulation at a rate exceeding 2.5 Gbps
(OC-46) not only by combining a high-power distributed feedback laser
diode (DFB-LD) with a LiNbO3 external optical modulator, but also by
compactly integrating an electroabsorption (EA) optical modulator with
a DFB-LD. An increase in the transmission capacity of DWDM systems
requires light sources that can be operated in precisely adjusted wavelength
grids with high stability. Because the lasing wavelength of a DFB-LD is
determined by the grating pitch and effective refractive index of the waveguide structure, a highly uniform waveguide structure as well as accurate
grating pitch control are essential. Wavelength-tunable lasers, which can
cover several or all WDM wavelength signals by an electronically or a
thermally controlled scheme, will be key devices in future DWDM optical
networks. Tunable lasers generally consist of multiple sections such as gain
and tuning regions. Therefore, monolithic integration of various functional
sections, each having active and passive waveguide layers, is important.
Device fabrication strongly affects the device performance and production yield, particularly for complicated integrated photonic devices. In the
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conventional fabrication process of laser diodes, a double heterostructure
(DH) including an active layer is first grown on a semiconductor substrate.
Then, a mesa structure is formed by chemical etching, and both sides of the
mesa structure are buried with current-blocking layers to form a buried heterostructure (BH). This fabrication process enables low threshold current
and high output power operations of DFB-LDs that are suitable for WDM
transmission applications. However, if a mesa structure is formed by wet
chemical etching, accurate control of the active-layer width over the entire
semiconductor wafer becomes difficult due to the fluctuation in the etching conditions, which results in poor controllability and reproducibility of
lasing wavelengths for DFB-LDs. A dry etching technique can effectively
improve the structure uniformity, but the deterioration of device performance due to the plasma-induced damage on the etched surfaces of the
mesa structure is of great concern and should be carefully avoided.
To fabricate a monolithic integrated device such as a tunable light source,
several waveguide structures for each functional section, including the
active layer, the modulation layer, and the passive waveguide should be
smoothly connected to each section of the device. Figure 10.1 shows different waveguide joint structures. A butt-joint waveguide (Fig. lO.l(a))
is commonly used in device fabrication El]. This structure enables high
optical coupling efficiency, but its relatively complicated fabrication process, including partial etching of the active layer and subsequent buried
growth of a passive layer, should be optimized. Figure lO.l(b) shows an
“evanescence wave-coupled” waveguide joint, which has an advantage of
a simple fabrication process requiring only partial etching of the active
layer in the passive section [2]. However, the coupling efficiency is not
very high, due to a mismatch of the optical fields of the two sections.
Figure lO.l(c) shows a new approach based on the disordering of a multiple quantum well (MQW) structure in the passive section that is attained by
a cap annealing technique [3]. This technique is quite simple, and it enables
high optical coupling efficiency. However, annealing at high temperatures
may result in crystal deterioration, and this concern limits the flexibility
of the waveguide design. Although several devices have been successfully
fabricated by using the above-described techniques, the device fabrication
process must still be significantly improved.
A selective area growth technique, in which a DH structure is grown
on a mask-patterned planar substrate, is very attractive, especially for fabricating integrated photonic devices, because it enables bandgap energy
control over the substrate (Fig. lO.l(d)). This bandgap energy control is
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Fig. 10.1 Waveguidejoint structures: (a) butt-joint structure, (b) evanescent wave-coupled
(taper) waveguide, (c) disordered MQW, (d) selectively grown structure.

mainly a result of diffusion in metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE,
also called MOCVD, OMVPE, and OMCVD). By using this technique, all
waveguide layers in monolithically integrated devices such as the active
layer, the modulation layer, and the passive waveguide layer can be formed
simultaneously.This significantlysimplifiesthe fabrication process and improves the device yield. The technique also enables highly efficient optical
coupling between each waveguide without reflection at the joint. Moreover, if a narrow stripe opening (which is typically l to 2pm wide) is
used for mask configuration, the layer grown on the narrow stripe opening
can be directly used as an optical waveguide without any etching of the
semiconductor layer.
Selective MOVPE has been extensively investigated with regard to its
mechanism, and has been used in the fabrication of various photonic devices
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for optical communication systems. This technique is very attractive for
WDM applications. In this chapter, we first describe several studies on
selective area growth and then demonstrate various device applications
mainly for WDM systems.

10.2. Selective MOVPE
10.2.1. PREVIOUS STUDIES
Selective growth, a process of growth on a mask-patterned semiconductor
substrate, has been studied extensively [4].Early studies of selective growth
mainly focused on suppressed polycrystal formation on dielectric mask
surfaces, on a characteristic crystalline shape of grown structures, and on
buried growth of current-blocking layers into a mesa structure. Growth on
an unmasked nonplanar substrate, in which the mask film used for substrate
etching is removed prior to growth, also has been investigated. The resulting structures are shown in Fig. 10.2. Selective growth has been studied in
various growth methods, such as liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), MOVPE, gassource molecular beam epitaxy (GSMBE), metal-organic molecular beam

7

[OI 1
/

(a)

Fig. 10.2 Selectively grown structures: (a) selective buried growth for fabricating BH,
(b) selectivegrowth on a planer substrate, (c) a ridge growth on a mesa structure, (d) growth
on an etched groove.
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epitaxy (MOMBE), chemical beam epitaxy (CBE), and vapor phase epitaxy (VPE). The unique characteristics of a localized structure grown on
an exposed semiconductor surface originate in their own growth kinetics,
and have been investigated not only for the purpose of researching crystal
growth but also for practical applications in photonic and electronic device
fabrication.
In MOVPE, metal-organic species, which are a combination of group-TIT
atoms and alkyls, diffuse in the stagnant layer and adsorb on the substrate
surface. In the case of a mask-patterned substrate, that is a substrate used
for selective growth, the density of species adsorbed on the mask surface
should be relatively low to avoid nucleation; otherwise, polycrystals form
on the mask surface especially if the species have high sticking coefficients
[ 5 , 6 ] .A low adsorption rate, a high migration rate, and a high desorption
rate of the species on a mask surface can prevent mask-surface nucleation.
Consequently, a low growth rate, low reactor pressure, and an adequately
high substrate temperature are required to obtain high selectivity [7-91.
However, even under the optimized conditions, if the masked area is too
large, polycrystals will still remain on the mask surface. One probable
reason for this polycrystal formation is an insufficient migration length of
group-111species on the mask surface. If the migration length is not greater
than the mask width, the species will remain on the mask surface. Once
polycrystals form, further nucleation occurs, and the size of the polycrystals
increases. Based on this reasoning, the spacing between polycrystals, or
the width between the mask edge and the nearest polycrystal, was believed
to be related to the mean free path of migrated species [6, 10, 1 I].
Another study of selective MOVPE focused on low-index crystallographic planes as facets. As shown in Fig. 10.2(b), when the mask stripes
on a (100)-oriented substrate are formed along the [Ol 13 direction, (1 1l)B
side facets usually form in the grown structure. This can be explained by a
decrease in the number of surface dangling bonds on the (1 1l)B plane compared to that on the (100) plane [12]. As the growth proceeds, the length
of the (1 1 l)B facets increases, while the width of the (100) top surface
decreases. In the case of GaAs, there is no growth on (1 11)B facets, and
the growth does not proceed after the (100) top surface has disappeared.
Thus a ridge structure with a triangular cross section is selectively formed
on the window region between the mask stripes [7]. Note that the angle
between the (1 1l)B facets and the surface of the (100) substrate must be
54.7 degrees; therefore the mask-opening width determines the triangular
shape. A similar GaAs/AlGaAs ridge structure can also be formed on a
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mesa structure with no mask stripes as shown in Fig. 10.2(c), and it can be
used to fabricate laser diodes [13, 141 and optical waveguides [15].
InGaAsBnP ridge structures grown on mask-patterned substrates [161
and nonplaner substrates [17,18] have also been described. As is the case
with GaAs, InGaAs does not grow on (11l)B side facets. However, a study
on the growth rate of InGaAs layers on unmasked planar substrates with
various surface orientations [9] shows that the InGaAs growth rate on a
(11l)B-oriented substrate is much lower than that on a (100)-oriented substrate, but it is not zero. In selective growth, the difference in the growth
rates of InGaAs layers on these two planes causes a surface diffusion flux
of group-I11 species from the (1 1l)B facets to the adjacent (100) surface.
In contrast, InP layers do grow slightly on (I 11)B facets. Therefore, in
selective growth of an InGaAshP DH, the edge of the InGaAs thin layer
is covered with the following InP cladding layer. This ridge-growth technique is used to form pn-junction diodes [19], modulator-integrated DFB
lasers (201,optical modulators [21], and quantum dot structures [22]. Using
this technique, narrow active waveguides of devices can be formed on
mask-patterned and nonplanar substrates without conventional etching of
semiconductor layers, as will be shown later. The width of the active layer
is determined by the mask pattern.
When the mask stripes are patterned along the [0-113 direction, both
(11l)A and (11l)B planes can be formed, and the lateral growth on the mask
edge is relatively extensive [7]. Consequently, controlling ridge structures
grown in the [0-111 direction is rather difficult.

10.2.2. GROWTH-RATE ENHANCEMENT
Studies of selective MOVPE have found that the growth rate is strongly
affected by the mask configuration. The growth rate is locally enhanced
in the region near the masked area by an extra supply of group-I11 species
from the masked region as well as from the crystal facet region. This growth
rate enhancement is significant when the adjacent mask area is large or
the grown area is small. In the case of ridge structures, selectively grown
between a pair of mask stripes (Fig. 10.2(b)), the grown layer thickness
increases with an increase in the mask width or a reduction of the mask
spacing 115, 16, 20, 23, 241. Similar growth-rate variation has also been
observed in the growth on nonplanar substrates [ 17,251.
Figure 10.3 shows the process of selectiveMOVPE. In addition to regular
vertical vapor phase diffusion of metal-organic group-I11 species such as
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Fig. 10.3 Selective MOVPE process.

trimethylindium (TMIn), trimethylgallium (TMGa), and triethylgallium
(TEGa), species are supplied from the masked region mainly as a result of
the following two phenomena: lateral vapor phase diffusion and migration
on the mask surface. Consequently, selectively grown layer thickness d is
considerably larger than reference layer thickness do, which is measured far
from the masked region. Growth rate enhancement d/do increases with an
increase in mask width W, or a reduction in mask opening W,.Though the
mechanism of selective MOVPE is quite complicated and has not yet been
fully understood, lateral vapor phase diffusion of group-I11 species has been
recognized as the driving force of growth enhancement [9, 26, 271. In the
surface-exposed region, adsorbed species are incorporated into the surface
atoms in arelatively short period of time, and the concentration of species on
the surface is very low. In contrast, in the masked region, although most of
the adsorbed species will evaporate or migrate, the concentration of species
on the mask surface is not zero. This difference in the species concentration
on the two surfaces results in a lateral concentration gradient in the gas
phase. Consequently, lateral diffusion of group-I11 species occurs from the
masked region to the growth region. Figure 10.4 shows two lateral thickness
profiles of a selectively grown layer in the [0-111 direction, perpendicular
to the mask stripes [27]. On the left side of the mask stripes, deeply etched
grooves were formed on the substrate surface. If surface migration is the
dominant cause of growth rate enhancement, the two profiles should be
different because the layer thickness beyond the grooves should be affected
by the grooves. However, both thickness profiles are exactly the same, and
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WI.
are not affected by the grooves. This result clearly shows that this thickness
enhancement was not caused by the surface migration, but resulted from
the vapor phase diffusion. Kayser [9] and Gibbon [26] described similar
experiments. Note that extra growth can be observed in the limited regions
near the edge of the mask and grooves, which is due to the species migrating
from the mask surface and (11l)B facets.
Because this lateral thickness enhancement profile is related to the diffusion profile of the species, we can control the profile by growth pressure [28-301. Figure 10.5 shows lateral thickness enhancement profiles of
InGaAsP layers grown under different pressures [27]. Under a high growth
pressure, a reduced diffusion coefficient of the group-I11 species results
in thickness enhancement near the mask edge, while the thickness enhancement in the region far from the mask decreases. Consequently, the
growth rate enhancement of a selectively grown ridge structure increases
with an increase in the growth pressure as shown in Fig. 10.6 [30]. The
growth rate enhancement at an atmospheric pressure is four times that at
75 Torr.
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Fig. 10.5 Lateral growth enhancement profiles of InGaAsP layers with a pair of 15ymwide mask stripes under different growth pressures. Growth rates on unmasked substrates
are shown [27].

This growth rate enhancement technique for selectively grown layers
is very attractive for integrating an optical mode-field converter with an
optical waveguide [3I]. Spot-size converter-integratedlaser diodes (SSCLD) have already been developed [32, 331. This technique is also used to
control the Bragg wavelength in DFB/DBR-LD arrays by changing the
effective refractive index of the waveguide structures [34-361.
10.2.3. COMPOSITION SHIFT

In the beginning of the 1990s, several studies reported that selective
MOVPE enables not only growth-rate enhancement but also an alloy composition shift of the grown layers by changing the mask pattern [9,37-391.
Figure 10.7 shows measured photoluminescence (PL) peak wavelength
shifts of selectively grown InGaAsP ridge structures [40].In InGaAs and
InGaAsP layers, the PL wavelength increases with an increase in the mask
stripe width, W,,, . Direct measurements of the layer composition by using
Auger electron spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy showed an increase
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Fig. 10.6 Growth rate enhancement for InGaAsP layers (A, = I .5 wm) under different
growth pressures [30].

in the indium content with an increase in the mask width. The group-I11
composition shifts in the figure are a result of accelerated gas phase diffusion and incorporation of indium-containing species as opposed to
gallium-containing species [9, 391, or a result of the difference in the
surface migration rates of these species [37, 381. Due to a large V/III
ratio in MOVPE, the transportation rates of As and P atoms to selectively
grown layers seem comparable. Consequently, the shift in the group-V
composition is rather small compared to the shift in the group-111composition, and is almost never observed. Caneau [41]reported that the indiumcontent enhancement in GaInAs and GaInP layers selectively grown by
using TMGa as a gallium source was greater than that in the layers grown
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Fig. 10.7 Measured PL wavelength shift for different-composition InGaAsP layers as a
function of mask width [40].

using TEGa. This phenomenon can be explained by the difference in the
decomposition temperatures of the metal-organic species. The decomposition temperature of TMGa is higher than that of TEGa, and both TMGa
and TEGa have a high decomposition temperature compared to that of
TMIn. The decomposed group-I11 species appeared to have higher diffusion coefficients, which can account for their enhanced incorporation
[42]. The difference in the indium-content shifts in GaInAs layers was
also observed between regular TMIn and TMIn-di-isopropylamine-adduct
[9], and TMIn and dimethylaminopropyl-dimethylindium[43], which can
be explained by the difference in the decomposition temperatures of these
sources. The indium-content enhancement of InGaAs increased under a low
growth temperature of 400°C [MI, which can also be attributed to a significant difference in the decomposition rates between TMIn and TEGa at
low temperatures.
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Caneau [45] also investigated growth-rate enhancement for binary
materials based on the experimental results for GaInAs and GaInP layers.
The growth enhancement was in the following order: R(1nAs) > R(1nP) >
R(GaAs) > R(GaP), which coincides with the order of the decomposition
rates of TMIn and TMGa in the presence of AsH3 and PH3, respectively. A
higher decomposition rate of AsH3 compared to that of PH3 may enhance
the decomposition of metal-organic species. Different composition shifts
were also observed for InGaAsP layers grown with conventional groupV hydrides (AsH3 and PH3) and tertiarybuthyl-hydrides (TBA and TBP)
[46]. These results indicate that indium-content enhancement for InGaAsP
layer depends on the group-V composition and sources. On the other hand,
a clear coincidence was observed in the growth enhancement of indium in
InP and InGaAs layers with the same mask pattern [26,41].
10.2.4. SELECTIVE MOVPE SIMULATION

SelectiveMOVPE has been numerically simulated to investigatethe growth
mechanism. Gibbon [26] developed a simple two-dimensional simulation
model that can help understand the selective MOVPE process. The results
of an earlier simulation [47] that investigated a two-dimensional concentration profile of group-I11 species in the gas phase, can be interpreted by
using Laplace’s equations. Figure 10.8 shows the simulation model developed by Gibbon. The boundary conditions in this model are essentially as
follows;
1. The concentration of the group-I11 species at the top of the stagnant
layer is constant.
2. The concentration profile is symmetric to the center of the mask
pattern.
3. On the semiconductor surface, the flux of group-I11species is equal
to the adsorption rate of the species.
4. On the masked surface, the flux equals zero (no adsorption).

The third condition can be written in the form of the following equation:
D(6/6z) = kn,

where D is the diffusion constant of group-111 species, n is the concentration of species, z is the growth direction, and k is the rate of adsorption
of species on the semiconductor surface per unit of concentration in the
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gas phase. A useful fitting parameter is D / k , the ratio of the diffusion
coefficient to the rate of adsorption on the semiconductor surface. In this
simulation, the diffusion coefficient for each group-111 species was kept
constant and no decomposition process in the gas phase was taken into
account. The measured thickness enhancement profiles plotted against the
distance from the mask stripe were in good agreement with the simulated
results. Consequently, Gibbon concluded that the difference in the growth
enhancement between indium- and gallium-containing species results from
the difference in adsorption rate k, while the diffusion coefficients of the
, / 0.14.These
species are almost the same. The estimated ratio of k ~k ~~was
results show that the surface reaction of the species, including the breaking
of alkyls from group-I11 atoms, should be taken into account in explaining
the composition shift.
The simulated contour concentration plots of group-111 species [4,471
clearly show that the lateral concentration gradient causes an additional
supply of species. Fuji [48]simulated a layer thickness profile along the
stripe direction by considering the effects of surface migration and vapor
phase diffusion of desorbed species, and found that the simulated and experimentally obtained profiles were in good agreement.
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Simulation is a very effective way to estimate the layer thickness profile,
because it takes a lot of time to determine the proper mask pattern by several
growth experiments and characterizations. Although selective MOVPE is
very complicated and its quantitative clarification by simulation is difficult,
simulation is a powerful tool in the development of this selective growth
technique.

10.2.5. BANDGAP-ENERGY CONTROL
Based on the growth-rate enhancement and composition shift in selective MOVPE growth both on mask-patterned and nonplanar substrates, a
longitudinal bandgap-energy control technique has been developed and
its application to photonic devices has been demonstrated [15, 20, 24,
251. Figure 10.9 shows a measured PL peak-wavelength profile for selectively grown InGaAsPAnGaAsP MQW layers [27]. By changing mask
stripe width W, from 4 to 10pm, 50nm wavelength shift was obtained.
There was a transient area between two regions reflecting the gas phase
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Fig. 10.9 PL peak wavelength profile for MQW structure along the stripe direction. The
mask width was varied from 10 to 4 pm with a 20-pm-long transition region [27].
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diffusion effects of group-I11 species. This technique is quite effective
in fabricating photonic integrated devices because conventional etching/
regrowth processes used to form butt-joint waveguide structures are not
needed. Electroabsorption modulator-integrated DFB-LDs are the most
promising application [20, 241. A similar bandgap-energy shift was also
observed in a layer grown on an etched mesa and an etched groove
[25, 491, but these techniques require additional etching to prepare the
substrates, and their application in the fabrication of DFB-LDs is relatively
difficult.
In a composition shift, the group-I11 content changes significantly while
the group-V content remains almost unchanged. This means that a lattice mismatch occurs in the layers grown selectively under the growth
conditions for a lattice-matched layer on an unmasked region. In selectively grown quantum wells, a compressive strain is induced. The strain is
larger for InGaAsP layers with a lower bandgap energy. Therefore, for an
InGaAsP1InGaAsP MQW, the strain into the barriers is lower than that into
the wells. As the mask width increases, both the compressive strain and
the thickness of the InGaAsP wells increase, which results in a bandgapenergy decrease. Optimizing the mask pattern and growth conditions results
in large bandgap-energy shifts [27, 30, 50, 511. However, the largest shift
of 253 meV in the preceding studies was obtained by using unstrained InP
barrier layers. As will be explained later, a bandgap-energy shift of 354
meV was reported for an InGaAsIInAlAs MQW [52].
The bandgap-energy shift increases under high growth pressure, which
is a result of suppressed lateral diffusion of group-I11 species over the
grown region [35,50,53].Figure 10.10 shows a PL peak wavelength shift
for InGaAsPIInGaAsP MQW structures under different growth pressures
1301. In selective MOVPE under the atmospheric pressure, a 370-nm PL
peak wavelength shift (related to a bandgap-energy shift of 240 meV) was
observed when the mask stripe width was changed from 4 to 30 pm.Selective growth under the atmospheric pressure is also effective for obtaining
a steep bandgap-energy shift along the waveguide due to a short diffusion
length of group-I11 species.
Bandgap-energy control is the most attractive feature of selective
MOVPE in device fabrication. However, to practically obtain a large
bandgap-energy shift, the design of MQW structures and the growth conditions must be carefully controlled to prevent the degradation of crystal
quality due to changes in thickness and induced strain.
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10.2.6. SELECTIVE GSMBE, MOMBE, AND CBE

In selective GSMBE, MOMBE, and CBE, a similar ridge structure is
formed [19, 541. However, no growth-rate enhancement such as that observed in MOVPE has been observed. The beam nature of the reactant supply transports the reactant to the mask surface without a gas-phase reaction.
The species adsorbed on the mask surface evaporate and do not contribute
to growth. Consequently, the growth rate and bandgap energy of the grown
layers are independent of the mask pattern [39,54].When the growth conditions, especially the growth temperature, are optimized, no polycrystals
remain even in the large masked area. These growth techniques enable
growing a uniform structure with minor effect of mask structure variations
[ S I . In contrast, controlling the layer thickness and bandgap energy by
the mask pattern is difficult. Surface migration of group-I11 species from
grown (11l)B facets to the (100) surface was also observed in selective
MOMBWCBE [56,57], and the difference in the migration rates between
the indium- and gallium-containing species resulted in indium content enhancement with a decrease in the grown layer width [19,57].
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10.3. Narrow-Stripe Selective MOVPE
10.3.1. FEATURES
The most interesting feature of selective MOVPE is its bandgap-energy
control capability. By using this technique, photonic integrated devices
and wavelength-tunable lasers can be fabricated by a simple process.
In one approach of selective MOVPE for device fabrication [24], a mask
pattern with an enhanced thickness is formed in one region, and the other
region is left unmasked, as shown in Fig. 10.11. The mask opening is usually
larger than 5 pm, and only the center of a selectively grown structure is used
for the active layer, which is typically 1.5 pm-wide. In this approach, only
bandgap-energy and layer-thickness modulation on a substrate are used,
and a conventional BH structure is formed by mesa etching and subsequent
growth of buried layers (Fig. 10.1l(c)).
In another approach, shown in Fig. 10.12, a narrow stripe opening (typically 1.5 pm wide) is used to grow waveguide layers [20,27]. Mask stripes
are formed in all regions (Fig. 10.12(a)). Changing the mask stripe width
also enables bandgap-energy control. This approach, called “narrow-stripe

Fig. 10.11 Selective-area MOVPE for fabricating photonic integrated devices.

W0=l 5. m

(a)

(b)

(C)

Fig. 10.12 Narrow-stripe selective MOVPE for fabricating photonic devices.
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selective (NS) MOVPE,” is effective for direct fabrication of active and
passive optical waveguides, and it excludes mesa etching of semiconductor
layers to form waveguides. The waveguide structure is determined by accurate control of the mask lithography and MOVPE growth, and the resulting structure is highly uniform. By using this technique, not only photonic
integrated devices but also single-channel laser diodes with highly uniform
device characteristics due to the uniform device structure have been fabricated [58]. A semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) with a sub-micronwide bulk active layer has also been successfully fabricated [59]. This
approach is also effective for accurate control of the lasing wavelengths of
DFB and DBR laser diodes [35,60],because the effective refractive index
of laser structures can be precisely controlled by the mask width.
Both “wide”- and “narrow”-stripe selective growth techniques are used
to fabricate photonic devices for WDM systems. The main idea of device
structure control in these techniques is the same. However, as will be explained in the following section, there are several differencesbetween these
growth techniques, mainly due to different growth mechanisms.
10.3.2. GROWTH MECHANISMS

In narrow-stripe selective MOVPE, the mask opening is typically as narrow
as 1.5 pm, which means that the region close to the mask edge is used for a
waveguide. As shown in Fig. 10.4, the layer grown near the mask edge is
affected not only by the lateral gas-phase diffusion of group-111species, but
also by the surface migration of the species from the mask surface. Both
effects should be taken into account in the design of selectively grown
layers. In contrast, when the mask opening is relatively wide, the migration
effect is significantly small in the center of a grown layer. Sakata [61] investigated these processes in narrow-stripe selectiveMOVPE. Figure 10.13
shows a schematic drawing of the mask-width dependence on the growthrate enhancement. Migration from the masked region (MMR) is saturated
at several microns of the mask width because of a limited length of the
surface migration. Lateral vapor phase diffusion (LVD), including the incorporation of once evaporated species from the mask surface, increases
with an increase in mask width W,, because the diffusion of the species is
relatively long in the vapor phase. The actual growth-rate enhancement is
related to both of these effects. The threshold mask width for the LVD effect
is shown as W,. Figure 10.14 shows experimentally obtained growth rates
for 1.29- and 1.13-pm-wavelength composition InGaAsP and InP layers

w,

Mask width ( Wm)

Fig. 10.13 (a) Dependence of growth-rate enhancement on mask width. (b) Calculation
model for normalized growth rate @/do) with MMR effect [61].
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Fig. 10.14 Dependence of growth-rate enhancement on mask width as a parameter of
growth pressure. Dashed lines show calculated results. (a) InGaAsP (Ag = 1.29pm),
(b) InGaAsP (Ag = 1.13pm), and (c) InP [61].
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grown under the pressures of 100 and 200 hPa, respectively. The growth
temperature was 650°C. The growth rates were normalized by the growth
rate on an unmasked substrate. On the logarithmic scale, the mask-width
dependence can be divided into two regions. The w,h value is given by the
intercept of the LVD dominant line. The w t h value is around 5 to 10pm, and
it is large for the layer grown under low pressure and for the layer grown
with short-wavelength composition. Figure 10.15 shows the dependence of
growth on the growth temperature for a 1.13-pm-wavelength composition
InGaAsP layer. The w*hvalue increases at a high growth temperature.
The dependence of the threshold mask width on the growth conditions
with respect to the LVD effect can be explained as follows [61]. When
the mask width is smaller than wlb, the species that reach the mask surface
immediately migrate to the growth region. In this case, the concentration of

700hPa Q7.73
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Fig. 10.15 Dependence of growth rate enhancement on mask width for InGaAsP layers
(1, = 1.13pm) as a parameter of growth temperature [61].
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species on the surface of the mask is negligible as it is on the grown surface.
Therefore, there is no concentration gradient between the narrow-masked
region and the narrow-growth region, and there is no LVD effect. An increase in the w t h value under low growth pressure and high growth temperatures is due to enhanced migration of group-I11 species on the mask surface.
The MMR effect, which is dominant at a mask width smaller than Wfh,
is estimated by using the surface diffusion coefficient and the migration
length [61]. The dashed lines in Figs. 10.14 and 10.15 represent the values calculated by assuming that the migration length is half the threshold
mask width, W,h. The calculated results agree well with the experimental
values, which shows the validity of estimating the migration length from
the threshold mask width.
Figure 10.16 shows the dependence of the indium composition shift on
the mask width for two 1.13-pm-wavelength composition InGaAsP layers
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Fig. 10.16 Dependence of composition change on mask width ( A h : indium content
increase) for InGaAsP layers (A, = 1.13 pm)grown under different pressures [61].
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grown under different growth pressures [61]. In both cases, the composition
shift is composed of two lines, and the crossing points of these lines are close
to the threshold mask width, Wth (see Fig. 10.14(b)). Therefore, the two
lines are also a result of the MMR and LVD effects, respectively. The
indium content increase due to the MMR effect is greater than that due to
the LVD effect. This is consistent with the results of a previous study [51],
in which relative composition shifts of layers grown selectivelyon a narrow
( W, = 2 pm) and a wide (W, = 10pm) mask opening were compared and
evaluated at the same growth-rate enhancement. The study found that the
relative composition shift in the narrow-stripe selective growth was greater
due to the contribution of the MMR effect.
In conclusion, the migration of species from the mask surface is significant in narrow-stripe selective MOVPE, and this effect should be taken
into account when estimating the growth-rate enhancement and composition shift.

10.3.3. SURFACE FLATNESS
Surface-migrated species sometimes generate significant edge growth on
(100) surfaces [ 12,27,38,42]. This migration is strongly related to (1 11)B
facets. As the growth proceeds, the length of (1 1l)B facets increases. Because the growth rate on a (1 l l)B facet is very low, group-111 species that
have migrated from the mask surface to the facet quickly migrate toward the
(100) surface. When the migration length of the species on the (100) plane
is rather small compared to that on the (1 1l)B facet due to non-optimized
growth conditions, the migrated species will nucleate at the edge of the
(100) surface. In narrow-stripe selective MOVPE, the width of the (100)
top surface is generally comparable to the migration length, and the grown
layer surface tends to be flat. Nevertheless, the growth conditions should be
optimized to obtain a very flat surface. In the case of InP, the edge growth
can be suppressed by enhancing growth on the (11l)B facet at a high V/III
ratio [9, 56, 621. However, because the growth rate on (111)B facets is
significantly low in the growth of InGaAs and InGaAsP layers, enhanced
migration of species on the (100) surface is very important.
To enhance the migration length, the growth conditions such as the
growth rate, temperature, and VmI ratio should be optimized. Figure 10.17
shows measured growth enhancementprofiles for InGaAsP layers [27]. The
profiles were measured outside the mask stripes in the direction perpendicular to that of the stripes, and the horizontal axis indicates the distance
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Fig. 10.17 Lateral growth-enhancement profiles of InGaAsP layers (Ag = 1.3 pm) with
growth rates of 1.6 pmlh and 0.4 pm!h on an unmasked substrate [27].

from the mask edge. The growth rates on the unmasked region were I .6
and 0.4 pnh, respectively. The growth rate gradually increases toward the
mask stripe, and it increases sharply near the mask edge. This growth enhancement over a wide area is due to the vapor phase diffusion of group-111
species and is independentof the growth rate. In contrast, significant growth
near the mask edge, resulting from the surface migration of group-I11
species, is suppressed at a lower growth rate. Thus, reducing the surface
concentration of group-I11 species prevents edge growth.
The dependence of the surface flatness on the growth temperature and
growth rate for selectively grown InP layers has been investigated by Sakata
et al. [63].Figure 10.18 shows a cross sectional structure of grown layer. A
pair of Si02 mask stripes with stripe opening W, of 1.5 pm was patterned
on a ( I 00) InP substrate. The narrow-stripe InP layer grown selectively
between the mask stripes was almost flat and although the migration length
could not be estimated, a flat (100) terrace formed outside of the mask
next to the (111)B facet, as can be seen in the SEM image in Fig. 10.18.
The (100) terrace near the mask edge formed as a result of the step-flow
growth mode [30]. The species supplied from the (11l)B facet migrated
on the (100) terrace and were trapped at the steps and kinks. This step-flow
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(100) n:lnP-sub.

W,,,=25-60 pm

Fig. 10.18 (a) Cross section of a selectively grown structure. (b) SEM image of a region
grown at the outer side of Si02 mask [63].

growth mode continued as long as the migration length was greater than the
top surface width. Figure 10.19 shows the relationship between the length
of the (100) terrace (L(100))and the length of the (111)B facet ( L ( 1 1 1 ) ~ )
under different growth temperatures [63].The formation of the (100)terrace
was promoted by high growth temperatures and was a result of enhanced
surface migration of indium-containing species on the (100) surface. A
rapid decrease of the (100) terrace length at 580°C may be due to a lack of
phosphorus pressure on the surface. The dashed lines in Fig. 10.19 show
for different mask
the estimated values of half the mesa-top width (Wt/2)
spacing widths, W,.At growth temperatures higher than 600"C, the length
which means that the top of the
of the (100) terrace was greater than Wt/2,
InP mesa structure that formed on the mask opening narrower than 2.0 pm
was relatively flat. Similarly, the dependence of the surface flatness on the
growth rate is shown in Fig. 10.20.An enhanced (100) terrace width was
observed at a lower growth rate.
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To obtain a high-quality narrow-stripe MQW structure, the growth conditions should be optimized both for the well and barrier layers. The surface flatness of selectively grown narrow-stripe InGaAsP layers was investigated for the selective growth of InGaAsPDnGaAsP MQWs [30,64].
Similar results were obtained at different growth pressures: 150Torr and
the atmospheric pressure. Figure 10.21 shows the results obtained under
150 Torr. Figure 10.21(a) compares the surface flatness of bulk and MQW
layers grown under different temperatures and with different V/III ratios.
The closed markers indicate a flat surface, and the open markers indicate
a non-flat surface. The SEM cross sections of the surfaces are shown in
Fig. 10.21(b). The growth rate on the unmasked substrate was 0.3 ym/h,
which corresponds to a growth rate of about 0.7 pmk on the narrow-stripe
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opening region. The results are divided into three groups. In the 1.26-pmwavelength composition InGaAsP layer, used as a barrier layer in the
1.55-pm MQW, the surface was flat (sections I1 and 111) under a high
growth temperature, as it was in the results previously described for InP.
Section I includes results obtained when the growth temperature was lower
than the critical value. Here, the surface migration was insufficient and
as a result, the cross section of the grown layer has a concave shape, as
shown in Fig. 10.21(b). These results were observed for the InGaAsP layers with relatively high indium and phosphorus contents. In contrast, for
the 1.46-pm-wavelength composition InGaAsP layer used as a well layer,
higher growth temperatures and a higher V/III ratio (section 111) caused
deterioration of the surface flatness as shown in Fig. 10.21(b). This deterioration was not observed for InGaAs. The most plausible explanation for
this degradation of flatness is step bunching [30].
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Thus, flat surfaces can be obtained both for well and barrier layers under
the conditions for section 11 results. Under these optimized conditions, fine
InGaAsPDnGaAsP MQW structures have been obtained. Figure 10.22(a)
shows measured photoluminescenceFWHM for MQWs grown under different growth temperatures, while Fig. 10.22(b) shows cross sections of
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.70

PL Wavelength [pm]
Fig. 10.23 PL spectra for selectively grown MQWs with different mask widths [MI.

these structures [64].
In section 11,flat MQW layers with narrow PL FWHM
values were obtained, whereas in sections I and 111, the MQW interfaces
were not flat. Figure 10.23 shows PL spectra for simultaneously grown
MQWs with different mask stripe widths, W,,,
[64]. A PL peak wavelength
shift of 190nm was obtained by changing the mask width from 4 to 30 pm.
No specific degradation in the PL intensity was observed, because of the
optimized growth conditions and design of the MQW structures.
In NS-MOVPE, crystal quality depends on the surface migration, because the enhanced strain is induced by surface migration [51]. By optimizing the growth conditions, we can obtain narrow-stripe MQWs whose
optical quality is comparable to that of conventionally grown MQW. In
NS-MOVPE, when the (11l)B facet length increases, both the growth rate
and the indium content in the grown layer change as the growth proceeds
[27,65]. Therefore, changing the growth time for each quantum well can
effectively improve well-thickness uniformity and reduce the PL FWHM
[66]. Figure 10.24 shows the dependence of PL FWHM on excitation Ar+
laser power density. An Ar+ laser beam was focused on an area, l p m
in diameter, on the layer surface. A reference MQW was etched into the
1.5 pm-wide mesa to enable comparable excitation density. At a low excitation power density, the PL FWHM of the narrow-stripe MQW obtained
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by using a time modulation scheme was comparable to that of the reference
MQW. High crystal quality of the MQW obtained by NS-MOVPE was also
evident in the device characteristics [58,66].
10.3.4. SELECTIVE MOVPE GROWTH OF InAMs

AND InAlAs/InGaAs MQ Ws
Most studies on selective growth focus on InGaAsP materials, which are
most commonly used in device fabrication. Recently, the number of studies on InAlGaAs materials has been increasing, because these materials enable a large conduction band offset especially when InAlAs layers
are used for barriers. The device characteristics of laser diodes with an
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InAlGaAsDnAlGaAs MQW active layer deteriorate less than those with
an InGaAsPAnGaAsP MQW active layer at high temperatures. The use
of EA modulators is also attractive because of their large extinction ratios.
However, selective growth of aluminum-containing species is very difficult
to achieve, mainly because of a large sticking coefficient of aluminumcontaining species on mask surfaces. It is difficult to prevent polycrystal
formation on,a dielectric mask surface.
Selective growth of InAlAs and InAlGaAs layers can be achieved by
choosing a proper mask material and optimizing the mask formation process, the wafer-surface cleaning process prior to growth, and the growth
conditions [67,68]. Figure 10.25 shows a SEM plane-view of a Si02 mask
pattern after the growth of a 0.5-pm-thick InAlAs layer under different
conditions [67]. The growth pressure was 70 Torr, and TMIn and trimethylaluminum (TMA1) were used as group-111 sources. At a growth temperature of 700°C (Fig. 10.25(a)), polycrystals with a diameter smaller than

Fig. 10.25 Top view of selectively grown 0.5-pm-thick InAlAs layers: The growth temperature and growth rates were: (a) 700°C and 0.6 p&, (b) 650°C and 0.6 p&, (c) 650°C
and 1 .Op&,
(d) 650°C and 1.6 p&.
The Si02 mask was 10 pm wide [67].
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0.5 pm were deposited on the mask. No polycrystals remained on the mask
at a growth temperature of 650°C (Fig. 10.25(b)). The selectivity deteriorated as the growth rate increased (Fig. 10.25(d)). Generally, InAlAs
layers grown under low temperature have poor crystal quality due to the
incorporation of impurity materials. However, the donor concentration in
the layer grown under the conditions described in Fig. 10.25(b) was still
around 3 x 10'5cm-3.
The growth-rate enhancement and the composition shift have been compared for InAlAs and InGaAs layers [52]. Figure 10.26 shows the measured
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growth enhancement profiles versus the distance from the mask edge. The
tendency observed in the layers with respect to growth enhancement was
almost the same due to gas phase diffusion. In contrast, enhanced growth
was observed in the InAlAs layer on the region near the mask edge,
where migration of group-111species contributed to this enhanced growth.
Figure 10.27 shows induced compressive strain versus mask width W,,

/lj
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MASK WIDTH, W,,, (pm)

Fig. 10.27 Dependence of induced compressive strain on the mask width for selectively
grown InAlAs(0) and InGaAs(A) layers [SZ].
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for growths on narrow-stripe (W, = 2pm) and wide-stripe (W, = 5 pm)
spacings. The induced strain was larger in the InAlAs layer than in the
InGaAs layer, which is a result of suppressed lateral gas-phase diffusion of aluminum-containing species as opposed to gallium-containing
species. This can be explained by the fact that the decomposition temperature of TEGa is lower than that of TMAl. The difference in the induced strain between the InAlAs and InGaAs layers was small for the
narrow-stripe selective growth, which indicates an increase in the incorporation of aluminum in the narrow mask opening due to surface
migration.
After the investigation of bulk layers, a MQW consisting of InGaAs
wells and InAlAs barriers was selectively grown. Figure 10.28 shows PL
spectra of a 30-period MQW grown on a 5-pm-wide mask opening [52].
Both the well and barrier layers were designed to be lattice matched to
an InP substrate with a mask width of around 20pm. For the structure
with a mask width of 80 pm, the PL peak wavelength was 1548 nm, while
on the unmasked region, the PL peak wavelength was 1305 nm. The total
bandgap energy shift was 149 meV. No polycrystals remained even on the
100 x 200 pm mask. Thus, narrow-stripe selective growth of Al-containing
MQWs is quite attractive for obtaining BH-LDs with AlGaInAs MQW
active layers.

W,=40prn

W,

1200

1400

1600

= 80 pm

1800

WAVELENGTH hrn)
Fig. 10.28 PL spectra of an InGaAsDnAIAs MQW (30 periods) selectively grown on a
5-pm-wide mask spacing 1521.
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10.3.5. MICROARRAY SELECTIVE GROWTH (MASE)

The multi-wavelength DFBDBR laser array is a key device for WDM
transmission systems. A promising approach here is the use of wavelengthselectable light sources (WSLs) that can handle several wavelength channels. In particular, array-based WSLs consisting of a DFB laser array, a
waveguide combiner, and a semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) are attractive for their simple tuning scheme. A detailed description of WSLs is
given in Section 10.4.4, where a selective growth technique for fabricating
arrayed DFB laser structures is also described.
Downsizing is one of the most important issues in designing photonic integrated devices. Techniques are needed that would enable obtaining a large
number of devices from a processed wafer. To make the size of device structures smaller, a compact laser diode array structure with only 1O-Fm array
spacing has been developed [69]. This “microarray” waveguide structure
was obtained by using microarray selective epitaxy (MASE). Figure 10.29
shows a typical mask pattern used in MASE, where an eight-channel
waveguide region is densely arrayed. As well as NS-MOVPE, grown layers
are used directly for waveguide structures, and mask opening width W, is
typically 1.5 pm. In conventional NS-MOVPE, the stripe patterns are sufficiently separated from one another, and the effects of the mask stripes
on the waveguide layers are isolated. In contrast, in MASE patterns, stripe

ch.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Fig. 10.29 Qpical mask pattern for MASE (after [69]).
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openings are densely arrayed with 10-pm spacing, and no surface-exposed
region remains between the waveguide stripes. Therefore, each waveguide
region is strongly affected by the number of neighboring mask patterns
[69, 701. This effect is called “mask interference.” Figure 10.30 shows
a mask pattern and its PL wavelength distribution for an eight-channel
array waveguide [70]. When waveguide spacing L, is relatively wide, as
is the case in conventional NS-MOVPE, there is no interference between
the waveguides, and the peak wavelength profile is essentially flat (Fig.
10.30(a)).However, when waveguide spacing L , is close to inducing mask
interference,the PL peak wavelengths shift to longer wavelengths and affect
several mask stripes surroundingother waveguide channels (Fig. 10.30(b)).
Because this effect affection is not constant over the waveguide array, the
PL wavelength profile is no more flat. This mask interference depends on
the growth pressure.
Figure 10.31 shows the dependence of the PL wavelength shift on arrayed waveguide spacing L, under different growth pressures of 75, 150,
and 740 Torr [70]. The center waveguide in an eight-channel arrayed waveguide structure (channels 3 and 4 in Fig. 10.30) was measured. As the
waveguide spacing decreased, the PL wavelength increased sharply because of the effect of the neighboring mask stripes. The critical spacing
at which mask interference occurred was 60pm at 76Torr, and it then
decreased to 22pm at 740Torr. A short diffusion length at high growth
pressure resulted in less occurrence of mask interference. Consequently,
each waveguide in the array tends to be isolated with relatively narrow
stripe spacing.
Figure 10.32 shows PL wavelength distribution for an eight-channel
InGaAsPAnGaAsPMQW microarray grown under different pressures [70].
Only channels 1,2,3, and 4 are shown for simplicity. The mask pattern was
symmetric, and the outermost mask width, shown as W,,,,, in Fig. 10.29,
was varied. The arrayed MQW waveguides, grown under low pressure (75
and 150Torr), had a relatively flat wavelength distribution over the eightchannel array, and the distribution could be controlled by the outer mask
width. A mask width ranging from 20 to 60 pm resulted in an average wavelength shift of over 80 nm. Figure 10.33 shows PL wavelength distribution
obtained for eight-channel MQW arrays grown under 150Torr by using an

asymmetric mask pattern. The PL wavelength profile could be controlled
in the array by changing the outermost mask width asymmetry, and a wavelength shift of 90 nm was obtained for the mask widths of 20 and 70 pm.
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Fig. 10.30 Schematic mask pattern and PL wavelength distribution obtained for an
8-channel arrayed waveguide with and without mask interference [70].
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The thickness variation between channels 1 and 8 was 30%, but a high
crystal quality with flat interfaces was maintained. Thus, in low-pressure
growth, the entire array waveguide structure can be effectively controlled
by changing the outer mask width, because the outer mask width affects
the entire array structure.
In contrast, as shown in Fig. 10.32, atmospheric pressure growth
(740 Torr) resulted in a nonuniform PL wavelength profile in the eightchannel array, because the center waveguide is not significantly affected
by the outermost mask width. In this case, inserting dummy waveguides
between each waveguide and controlling their widths is effective in controlling the wavelength distribution. The dashed lines in Fig. 10.32 show
calculated results for a model that takes the mask-interference effect into
account [70]. In this model, the effect of neighboring mask stripes on the
corresponding waveguide was introduced by using a mask interference
constant that depends on the spacing between the mask stripes and on the
growth pressure.
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This MASE technique can be used with conventional NS-MOVPE, to
fabricate wavelength-selectable light sources with a DFB-LD array, as will
be shown in Section 10.4.4.

10.4. Application of Selective MOVPE in Fabricating
WDM Light Sources
Due to its superior in-plane bandgap-energy controllability of semiconductor waveguides, selective MOVPE is now widely used for fabricating
a variety of optical devices [71, 721. This technique is quite effective,
especially in the fabrication of photonic integrated circuits (PICs), because it can be used to form waveguides with different functions by using only single-step epitaxy and by simply changing the dielectric mask
width on a wafer. An electroabsorption (EA) modulator-integrated DFB
laser diode (DFBMOD) is one example; this device will be described
in Section 10.4.1. As was explained in Section 10.3, narrow-stripe selective MOVPE (NS-MOVPE) has an additional advantage; that is, it enables
direct waveguide formability without semiconductor etching. By using this
technique, a semiconductor etchingless optical device fabrication process
has been developed that includes the formation of double heterostructure (DH) waveguides, current-blocking structures, and cladding structures. It is called “all selective MOVPE’ (ASM). The ASM technique is
used to fabricate many kinds of optical devices such as 1.3-pm-wavelength
Fabry-Perot (FP) LDs, 1.48-ym-wavelength LDs for EDFA pumping, and
optical spot-size converter (SSC)-integrated LDs. These ASM LDs are
uniform and exhibit high device performance due to their semiconductor etchingless features. The ASM technique will be described in Section 10.4.2. By combining NS-MOVPE and electron-beam (EB) lithography, a simultaneous fabrication technique was developed to fabricate
different wavelength light sources on a single wafer. This technique is a
promising technique for cost-effective fabrication of WDM light sources
with different wavelengths because it can reduce the number of wafers
needed for device fabrication. This technique will be explained in Section 10.4.3, where the fabrication of different wavelength DFBMODs on
a single wafer will be described. Microarray selective epitaxy (MASE),
described in Section 10.3.5, was used to fabricate wavelength-selectable
light sources (WSLs) based on a DFB-LD array configuration. Although
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such WSLs have a relatively complicated and highly integrated structure
consisting of an DFB-LD array, an optical combiner, a semiconductoroptical amplifier (SOA), and an EA modulator, a simple process and a compact
chip were obtained by using MASE due to its capability to densely integrate a DFB-LD array. The use of MASE in WSL fabrication will be
explained in Section 10.4.4. Other applications of selective MOb'PE, such
as to fabricate SOAs and optical matrix switches, will be described in
Section 10.4.5.
10.4.1. ELECTROABSORPTION (EA) MODULATORINTEGRATED DFB LDs (DFB/MODs)
DWDM systems require an external modulation scheme that guarantees
low-chirp operation in order to prevent signal crosstalk between adjacent
channels and to achieve long-distance, high-bit-rate transmission. Electroabsorption (EA) modulator-integratedDFB LDs (DFB/MODs) are light
sources widely used for such systems not only because of their smaller
wavelength-chirp characteristics compared to those of directly modulated
LDs, but also because of their compactness, efficient optical coupling between an DFB LD and a modulator, and cost effectiveness.
The integration of a DFB LD and an EA modulator was first demonstrated by making full use of a semiconductor etching technique: the laser
gain layers were locally etched away and modulator absorption layers with
a higher bandgap wavelength were selectively regrown [73, 741. The development of bandgap-energy-controlled selective MOVPE, described in
Section 10.2, has enabled a simple fabrication process: proper masking
during epitaxy produces a change in the thickness and composition of
waveguide core layers along the length of the device. This enables forming
a structure in which thinner MQW core layers in the modulator section have
a higher bandgap wavelength compared to that in the laser section [20,24,
75-77]. However, because the thickness of the MQW core layers in both the
modulator and laser sections are directly related, individual control of each
thickness is impossible in selective MOVPE. Thus designing proper MQW
thickness combinations in both sections, and MQW detuning between
the lasing and modulator-absorption-peak wavelengths, are important in
achieving high-performance DFB/MODs based on selective MOVPE.
In the next section, the basic structure, design, fabrication process,
and characteristics of 2.5-Gb/s DFBMODs based on NS-MOVPE are
described.
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Fig. 10.34 Structure of a 2.5-Gbh EA-modulator-integrated DFB LD (DFBMOD) fabricated by NS-MOVPE.

Design and Structure
Figure 10.34 shows the structure of a DFB/MOD fabricated by using
NS-MOVPE. The device has a DFB-LD section, an EA modulator section,
and a window section in front of the modulator. A simple p-InP embedded
layer was used for the buried heterostructure (BH). This device meets the
2.5-Gb/s application requirements. For applications requiring more than
lO-Gb/s, a different BH such as Fe-doped semi-insulating, should be used
to reduce the modulator capacitance 1781. To obtain a high single-mode
yield, a h / 4 shift should be introduced into the center of the DFB cavity
with an antireflection (AR) coating at both end facets. However, no h / 4
shift is used for devices with high-reflection (HR) films instead of AR films
at DFB facet and this type of device is suitable for obtaining high-outputpower characteristics.
To use DFB/MODs in long-haul optical transmission systems, the thickness of their selectively grown MQWs and the MQW detuning between the
lasing and modulator absorption-peak wavelengths should be optimized in
terms of the extinction ratio at a certain voltage, output power, and chirp
characteristic. This optimization was done by Yamazaki et al. [79], who
obtained low-drive voltage and high-power characteristics simultaneously
for DFB/MODs by increasing the well thickness to enhance the quantum
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Fig. 10.35 Extinctionratio and output power characteristicsas a function of detuning Alc.
Open circles and crosses show, respectively, extinction ratios at bias voltages of 1.5 and
2 V. Closed triangles show output power from the modulator facet at a bias voltage of 0 in
the modulator and an injection current of 100 mA in the DFB LD [79].

confined Stark effect (QCSE) [80] and by increasing the electric field intensity by doping-profile optimization while maintaining a reasonably large
fabrication tolerance. Figure 10.35 shows acceptable modulator detuning
AA against the lasing wavelength, which simultaneously gives both an extinction ratio of more than 13 dB at 1.5 V and CW output power of more than
+6 dBm at an injection current of 100 mA. This output power of +6 dBm
means that it has sufficient output power to be coupled with single-mode
fiber, even assuming a 3-dB coupling loss and 50% duty modulation.
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In these experiments, the DFBNODs had eight MQWs with wells 5.8-nm
thick and an undoped layer 133.4-nm thick. The detuning tolerance was
Ah = 15 nm, which is high enough to enable the controllability and uniformity of currently used MOVPE. At a drive voltage of 2 V, the detuning tolerance was more than Ah = 20 nm. Yamazaki et al. concluded that
QCSE enhancement by increasing the well width and electric-field intensity
through the use of a thin undoped layer can effectively reduce the modulator drive voltage without increasing the absorption loss and decreasing
the fabrication tolerance [79]. Optimization of other parameters, such as
modulator facet reflectivity R , electrical isolation r between the laser and
the modulator, grating coupling factor K L , and differential gain d g / d N ,
is important for obtaining low-chirp characteristics to achieve long-haul
transmission in DFBMODs. This optimization was described in detail by
Yamaguchi et al. [81], who experimentally derived the following optimum
m3/s.
values: R < 0.1%, r > 2 kQ, K L > 1.5, and d g / d N > 4 x

Fabrication Process
Figure 10.36 shows a typical fabrication process of a DFBNOD by
NS-MOVPE. First, a grating with pitch A determined by using effectiverefractive index ne$ of the laser waveguide and target lasing wavelength
h ~ m ( A= h D F B / 2 & . ) is partially formed in the DFB section by holographic lithography or electron-beam (EB) lithography. Pairs of Si02 mask
stripes for NS-MOVPE are formed in the [Ol 11 direction so that they sandwich a 1.5-pm-wide window stripe. The Si02 mask widths (W,)for each
section are determined so that 1) the active-layer gain-peak wavelengths
coincide with the lasing wavelengths and 2) the absorption-layer bandgap
wavelength follows the designed detuning, Ah, from the lasing wavelength
(for example, Ah = 60 nm in Fig. 10.35.). Then, the active layer in the
laser and the optical absorption layer in the modulator, both of which consist
for example, of InGaAsP MQWs, are simultaneously grown by selective
MOVPE, which results in no waveguide discontinuity. Next, Si02 masks
for the buried heterostructure (BH) are re-formed in each section to obtain
a -7-pm-wide window stripe, and the MQW waveguide is covered with
a p-InP embedded layer and a p+-InGaAs contact layer also grown by selective MOVPE. A 25-pm-wide area in the contact layer at the joint of the
DFB-LD and modulator sections is removed to enable high electrical isolation of r > 8 kS2 [81]. Finally, Ti/Au stripe electrodes with small bonding pad areas are formed on the p-side. An AR coating is applied to the
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Fig. 10.36 Fabrication process of 2.5-Gbh DFB/MODs by NS-MOVPE.

modulator window facet to reduce the effective reflectivity to less than
0.1%, which is done to prevent wavelength chirping caused by light reflection [Sl]. The choice of the coating film for the DFB facet between AR
films and HR films depends on the device design described previously.

Characteristics
Figure 10.37(a) shows typical output power versus the injection current of a
DFBMOD fabricated by NS-MOVPE, while (b) shows the corresponding
extinction ratio against the modulator-applied voltage. The DFBMOD,
fabricated under the optimized conditions, includes an InGaAsP well with
eight MQWs and an InGaAsP barrier with a MQW bandgap wavelength
of 1.55 pm in the DFB section (400 pm long) and that of 1.48 pm in the
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Fig. 10.37 (a) Typical L-1 characteristics of DFBMOD against applied modulator voltages and (b) typical extinction curves of DFBMOD.

modulator section (200 pm long). The DFB/MOD showed output power of
more than 10 mW CW from the modulator facet at an injection current of
100 mA and a rather high extinction ratio of more than 14 dB at -2 V.
Experiments with 2.5-Gb/s, 600-km transmission (120-km x 5 spans)
were conducted by Ishizaka et al. [82], in which they used several 2.5Gb/s DFEVMOD modules with a fiber pigtail (a 2.5-Gb/s DFB/MOD module is shown in Fig. 10.38). These devices had a K L value of around 2
and a negative laser detuning of around 10 nm for reducing the excess
chirp [81]. Their measured 3-dB modulation bandwidth was 4 GHz. The
800-km transmission characteristics were also measured for several other
DFB/MOD modules and for a discrete EA modulator used as a reference.
The experimental setup used in these experimentsis shown in Fig. 10.39(a).
Conventional noma1 fiber with a chromatic dispersion of 1i-/-ps/nm/km
was used. Five Er-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) were used as a booster
and inline amplifiers, and the output power of each EDFA was kept constant at +8 dBm Lo eliminate the fiber nonlinear effect. Ishizaka et al.
used an AC-coupled driver circuit with a modulation voltage of 2.0 Vp-p.
Figure 10.39(b) compares the measured bit error rate of the DFBMOD
module with that of the discrete EA modulator. An optical isolator was
inserted between the DFB LD and the modulator during the measurements

+
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Fig. 10.38 2.5-Gbls DFBNOD module.
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Fig. 10.39 (a) Experimental setup for 2.5-Gb/s, 600-km normal-fiber transmission.
(b) Measured BER characteristics for DFBMOD module and discrete EA modulator [82].

for the discrete EA modulator. Ishizaka et al. achieved a power penalty
of less than 1 dB for DFBMOD module even after 800-km transmission.
The normal-fiber transmission characteristics of the DFBMOD module
were the same as those of the discrete EA modulator with an optical
isolator.
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10.4.2. ALLSELECTIVE MOVPE (ASM) TECHNIQUE

In the conventional BH-LD fabrication process, active-mesa stripes are
formed by semiconductor etching followed by a regrowth process. However, such etching is detrimental to the LD performance, uniformity, and reproducibility. To overcome these problems, an all-selectiveMOVPE (ASM)
technique for fabricating BH-LDs was developed by Sakata et al. by using
NS-MOVPE [58]. In ASM, a MQW waveguide is formed directly on the
mask-opening stripe by NS-MOVPE without any semiconductor etching.
A current-blocking layer is also grown by selective MOVPE using a Si02
mask partially patterned on top of the DH mesa by a self-alignmentprocess.
ASM has many advantages: it renders semiconductor etching unnecessary,
generates smooth mesa facets, and enables simultaneous growth of different wavelength composition layers simply by changing the mask width.
Excellent performance has been reported for devices obtained by ASM
including highly uniform 1.3-pm-wavelength LDs [58,83,84], thicknesstapered optical spot-size-converter (SSC)-integrated LDs [33, 85, 86,871,
high-power 1.48-pm-wavelength LDs for EDFA pumping [88, 891, and
10-Gbls DFBlMODs with good transmission characteristics [78].
In the following section, the ASM technique is described in detail by
introducing several ASM-based devices.

Fabrication Process
Figure 10.40 shows the basic fabrication process of ASM-based devices
[84].Typically, a 100-nm-thick Si02 mask is deposited on an n-InP wafer. A
pair of Si02 mask stripes is patterned by a conventional photolithographic
technique (Fig. 10.40(a)). Then, a DH mesa, consisting of an InGaAsP
MQW active layer, is selectively grown by NS-MOVPE (Fig. 10.40(b)).
Because this NS-MOVPE growth process induces changes in the InGaAsP
composition and leads to growth-rate enhancement, the growth conditions
are controlled to compensate for these changes. A Si02 mask is then formed
only on top of the DH mesa using a self-alignment process (Fig. 10.40(c)).
This self-alignment process is illustrated in Fig. 10.41 [84]. A Si02 film
is deposited on the wafer by atmospheric-pressurethermal chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) (Fig. 10.41(a)).The Si02 thickness, d t , at the top of the
DH mesa is greater than thickness ds at the side facets. The S i 0 2 film is
then etched with a buffered HF solution without any mask, and the etching
is stopped before ds = 0 (Fig. 10.41(b)).After this etching, Si02 remains
only on the top and bottom of the ridge. The bottom Si02 is then removed by
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Fig. 10.40 Cross section of LD fabrication process. (a) Si02 pattern for NS-MOVPE.
(b) Selective MOVPE of a strained InGaAsP MQW structure. (c) Self-aligned Si02
mask patterning. (d) Selective embedded re-growth of p/n-InP current-blocking layers.
(e) MOVPE growth of p-InP cladding and p+-InGaAs contact layers [84].

using SiO2-side etching and a photoresist mask that is wider than the ridge
(Fig. 10.41(c)). After forming a self-aligned Si02 stripe mask on the mesa
top (Fig. 10.41(d)), a current-blocking layer consisting of a p-n-p-n thyristor is selectively grown using the Si02 mask (Fig. 10.40(d)). Then the Si02
mask is removed, and p-InP cladding and pf-InGaAs cap layers are grown
(Fig. 10.40(e)). Figure 10.42 shows a SEM cross sectional photograph of
the current-blocking structure used in the 1.3-pm-wavelength ASM-DCPBH LD described following [84]. Smooth (111)B facets are formed by
the p-n-InP current-blocking layers around the ridge stripe without overgrowth on the Si02 mask (Fig. 10.42(a)). Generally, it is very difficult
to obtain such a non-overgrown structure for embedded MOVPE-regrown
layers around a mesa-etched ridge structure, but in ASM-BH, selectively
grown ridge stripes have side walls with a perfect (1 1l)B plane so that regrown layers are smoothly embedded around the ridge stripe with a change
in the crystal plane from (1 11) to (100).
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Si02 mask

3
Fig. 10.41 Cross sectional self-aligned S O 2 mask patterning. (a) S O z CVD on a wafer.
(b) Si02 etching over the whole area. (c) Si02 side etching. (d) Final structure after selfaligned process [84].

In this fabrication process, important device parameters, such as the
active stripe width and the leakage-current path configuration, are precisely
controlled by the epitaxial growth steps. This fabrication process enables
precise control of the waveguide dimensions because mesa etching is no
longer required. Therefore, light sources with uniform and reproducible
characteristics can be obtained, which results in cost-effective optical devices. Moreover, smooth crystal planes are formed in selectively grown
structures, which leads to low-propagation-loss waveguides.
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Fig. 10.42 Cross sectional SEM image of a 1.3-pm-wavelength ASM-DC-PBH LD
(a) after second MOVPE step, (b) after third MOVPE step [84].

1.3-pm-WavelengthASM-DC-PBH LDs
High-temperature and less-temperature-sensitive operations are very important for LDs used in optical access networks to reduce the module cost by
using cooler-less packages. To meet these requirements, ASM was applied
to 1.3-pm-wavelengthLDs to obtain an excellent current-blocking structure
for an optimized double-channel planer-buried-heterostructure(DC-PBH),
which reduces the leakage current even under high-temperature conditions.
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p-electrode

Fig. 10.43 Schematic device structure of a 1.3-p-wavelength ASM-DC-PBH LD [84].

Figure 10.43 shows a schematic structure of a 1.3-pm-wavelength ASMDC-PBH LD reported by Sakata et al. [83, 841. This device has a MQW
active layer consisting of six 0.7% compressively strained InGaAsP wells
(6 nm thick) and InGaAsP barriers (8 nm thick, A, = 1.13 pm), sandwiched
by InGaAsP SCH layers (60 nm, A, = 1.13 pm). The current-blocking
structure of this device is shown in Fig. 10.42. The structure has a theoretically optimized leakage-current path width of 0.2 pm [90], as shown
in Fig. 10.42(b).
The fabricated devices had an internal quantum efficiency (vi) of 100%
at 25°C and that of 96.3% at 80°C. Such a high qi for the ASM-DCPBH LDs means that the leakage current is small even if the LDs operate
under high-temperature conditions, due to the superior current-blocking
characteristics of the optimized DC-PBH structure. Pulsed light-outputversus-current (L-I) characteristicsfor 35 consecutive LDs at 25 and 85°C
are shown in Fig. 10.44 [84]. The cavity was 300pm long, and the facet
configuration had a 30 to 90% reflectivity. One can see the uniformity of
both the threshold currents and slope efficiencies for the 35 consecutive
LDs. For example, average operating current lopat 15 mW was 36.1 mA
with a standard deviation of f0.85 mA at 25°C. This high uniformity was
maintained even at a temperature of 85°C. Also average lopat 15 mW was
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Fig. 10.44 Pulse L-I characteristics for 35 consecutive 1.3-bm-wavelengthASM-DCPBH LDs at 25°C and 85°C [84].

51.6 mA with a standard deviation of f1.25 mA. This excellent uniformity
of the temperature characteristics can be attributed not only to the device
structure, which has effective current-blocking layers and a high-quality
MQW active layer, but also to the controllable laser fabrication process
with no semiconductor etching.
1.48-pm-WavelengthASM-DC-PBH LDs

The ASM technique is also used to obtain 1.48-pm-wavelength ASM-DCPBH LDs for EDFA pumping [88,89]. The schematic structure of such an
LD is shown in Fig. 10.45. In this device, a DH mesa, including an MQW
active layer and a recombinationlayer, is selectivelygrown by NS-MOVPE.
To prevent leakage current and forward break-over, a DC-PBH structure is
used. This structure has a recombination layer inserted below the currentblocking layer. Its 2.1 -mm-long cavity and a front-facet reflectivity of 1%
enable high output power without degrading the slope efficiency. An LD
chip is mounted on a diamond heat sink in the junction-down configuration. The lasing and module performance is shown in Fig. 10.46 with
the corresponding series resistance estimated from the I-V characteristics
[89]. The solid line shows the output power from the LD chip, and the solid
line with circles shows the output power from a butterfly laser module.
The threshold current was 67 mA. The slope efficiency was 0.39 W/A.
This high slope efficiency, even in a long-cavity structure, is due to the
low front-facet reflectivity and low absorption loss in the cavity. The series
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Fig. 10.45 Schematic structure of a 1.48-pm-wavelengthASM-DC-PBH LD [89].

resistance was constant over an injection-currentof up to 2 A. This means
that the leakage current through the current-blocking layer and forward
break-over were prevented by the DC-PBH structure. The maximum output
power was 504 mW. The maximum output power from the butterfly laser
module was 337 mW.

Spot-Size Converter (SSC)-Integrated Laser Diodes (LDs)
Spot-size converter (SSC)-integrated LDs with low-current operation even
under high temperatures [32, 33, 911 are needed for access network systems. These LDs are very cost effective, enable efficient fiber coupling
without the use of a lens, and have a direct driving capability by an IC
driver. Tohmori [91] described an SSC-LD consisting of a selectively grown
thickness-tapered waveguide jointed with an active layer by butt-joint coupling. Selective MOVPE has also been used to fabricate both active and
tapered waveguide layers simultaneously [32,92,93]. NS-MOVPE enables
not only in-plane bandgap energy control but also direct waveguide formation, as previously described. Thus, NS-MOVPE with ASM is an attractive technique for fabricating SSC-LDs. Figure 10.47 shows a schematic
structure of a 1.3-pm-wavelength SSC-LD [87]. The SSC-LD consists of
an LD section and an SSC section with a thickness-tapered waveguide.
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Both sections were simultaneously grown by changing the mask width in
atmospheric-pressureNS-MOVPE. The mask width was fixed at 25 pm for
the LD section and was varied from 25 to 5 pm for the SSC section. This
mask-width combination was chosen to follow the optimized thickness
profile at the SSC section for narrow-beam divergence operation to enable
a large coupling tolerance between the LD chip and the optical waveguide,
or optical fiber. Figure 10.48(a) shows typical lasing characteristics of the
fabricated device at several temperatures [87].The device had a highly reflective coating with a 95% reflectivity on its rear facet, and was mounted on
a diamond heat sink in the p-side-down configuration.The slope-efficiency
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degradation at temperatures ranging from 25 to 85°C was only - 1.6 dB.
The operating current at 85°C was 44.8 mA. Figure 10.48(b) shows the
measured far-field patterns [87]. The typical radiation angles were 11 and
10 degrees in the vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. Okunuki
et al. obtained a single-mode fiber (SMF) coupling loss of 3.2 dB and
a misalignment tolerance of f 1 . 8 pm for a 1-dB coupling loss increase.
This high coupling tolerance, needed to maintain high coupling efficiency,
enabled effective coupling between the LD chip and the optical waveguide
by a passive alignment technique. This laser diode had a low threshold current, a low operating current, narrow beam divergence, and high misalignment tolerance, and it is thus suitable for use in low-cost optical modules
for access networks.
10.4.3. SIMULTANEOUS FABRICATION OF DIFFERENT

WAVELENGTHS LIGHT SOURCES
The rapid progress from 1997 in expanding the gain bandwidth of dopedfiber amplifiers has opened a new transmission window for WDM systems
[94, 951, making it possible to greatly increase the system transmission
capacity. For example, DWDM systems with narrow channel spacing of
less than 100GHz can potentially transmit more than 200 channels through
single-mode fiber (SMF). This implies the possibility of developing WDM
systems with a very wide band and a large capacity. In 2001, Fukuchi et al.
achieved WDM transmission of over 10 Tb/s by using three gain bands,
namely, the S, C, and L bands [96]. An important issue in the deployment
of such DWDM systems is the need for inexpensive light sources, because
many light sources with different wavelengths are needed. However, conventional techniques based on planar MOVPE for fabricating LDs require
the use of many wafers to cover a wide wavelength range because the lasing
wavelengths of LDs on one wafer are almost the same. This increases cost
of WDM light sources. One way to reduce the cost of WDM light sources
is to fabricate light sources with different wavelengths simultaneously on
the same wafer. This was first demonstrated by Zah et al. [97], who fabricated different-wavelength DFB-LD arrays covering a wide wavelength
range of 131 nm. However, the obtained characteristics were still primitive. This simultaneous fabrication technique was improved by Kudo et al.
[60], who brought it up to the level of practical use by utilizing the in-plane
bandgap energy controllability feature of NS-MOVPE for tuning the MQW
gain-peak wavelengths to the designed lasing wavelengths on a wafer.
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This simultaneous fabrication technique is flexible and can meet any customer’s requirements in terms of the device wavelength and the number of
devices.
In the following section, simultaneous fabrication of different-wavelength light sources is described in detail by demonstrating DFB/MODs
fabricated on a single wafer that can emit at different wavelengths [98,99].
This technique combines advanced electron-beam (EB) lithography to form
different-pitch gratings with NS-MOVPE to grow MQW active and absorption layers.

Weighted-DoseAllocation Variable Pitch EB Lithography (WAVE)
The key techniques for simultaneous fabrication of different-wavelength
light sources are (1) EB lithography for controlling the grating pitches of
LDs to obtain the designed lasing wavelengths and (2) NS-MOVPE for
controlling the MQW bandgap energy to trace the lasing wavelength maintaining the optimum detuning of LDs. The main features of NS-MOVPE
have already been described in the preceding section; here, EB lithography
is briefly described.
The wavelength grids of WDM systems have been standardized with uniform spacing of, for example, 100 GHz. The tolerable lasing wavelength
error within a grid must be less than 10% of the wavelength, or less than
10GHz (0.08 nm). The wavelength of a light source must therefore be controlled precisely over a wide range of wavelengths. A promising way to control the lasing wavelength of DFB-LDs is by using EB lithography and by
accurately controlling the pitch of the gratings in the LDs. To set the lasing
wavelength of each LD within the error of less than 10 GHz, the grating
pitch must be controlled with a resolution higher than 0.01 nm. Conventional EB-lithography systems, however, have a fixed minimum drawing
step, which in most cases is 1.25 nm. This means that grating pitches can be
controlled in 1.25-nm steps. This is not fine enough for WDM applications.
and the minimum drawing step must be reduced by more than two orders of
magnitude. To achieve precise grating-pitch control, an advanced method
of EB lithography was developed by Muroya et ai.-weighted-dose allocation variable pitch EB lithography, called WAVE [loo]. Figure 10.49
shows a schematic diagram of WAVE. In WAVE, an EB-dose profile for
corrugation is composed of several weighted sub-dose profiles. The total
dose profile is a superimposition of the sub-dose profiles approximated by
Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the peak position of the total dose profile
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Fig. 10.49 Schematicdiagram of weighted-dose-allocationvariable-pitchEB lithography
(WAVE) [ 1001.

can be accurately controlled by a combination of both allocation and
weighting of the multiple exposure for each minimum index. Compared
to conventional methods based on deflection-amplitude control, WAVE is
more suitable for EB lithography because it uses well-defined calibration
of the EB system for different corrugation pitches. It enable easy control of
corrugation pitches with a minimum resolution of less than 0.01 nm simply
by using a software program. This resolution corresponds to 10 GHz and
is sufficient for fabricating DWDM light sources.

Different-Wavelength2.J-Gb/s-DFB/MODs
Figure 10.50 shows the configuration of a wafer ready for DH epitaxial
growth of different-wavelength 2.5-Gb/s DFBMODs reported by Kudo
et al. [98], who designed 40-channel devices with lasing wavelengths ranging from 1523to 1585 nm with 200-GHz spacing. Precise detuning control
for each channel between the modulator-absorption-peak wavelength and
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Fig. 10.50 Grating and Si02 mask design for simultaneous fabrication of differentwavelength DFB/MODs on a single wafer.

the lasing wavelength was achieved by combining accurately pitch controlled grating formation by WAVE and MQW bandgap-energy control by
NS-MOVPE. The fabrication process of these devices is almost the same
as that described in Section 10.4.1, except for the simultaneous formation
of different-pitch gratings and the corresponding different-bandgap-energy
MQWs on the same wafer. Pitches A of the simultaneously formed gratings
varied from A1 = 236.00 nm to 1\40 = 245.69 nm in 0.2485-nm steps. The
NS-MOVPE mask width (W,) for each channel was determined in order to
trace the MQW detuning design, i.e., the active-layer gain peak wavelength
coincided with the lasing wavelength, and the absorption-layer bandgap
wavelength maintained an optimum detuning of about -70 nm relative to
the lasing wavelength (see Section 10.4.1). In this case, WMOD = 14.9 to
24.6 pm was used for the modulator sections, and W D =~ 25.8 to 36.9 pm
was used for the laser sections. The MQW strain increased from shorter
wavelength MQWs to longer wavelength ones. The estimated well strain
varied from +0.55 to +1.21%, corresponding to the variation in W, (14.9
to 36.9pm). Yet, narrow photoluminescence (PL) spectra with the fullwidth at half maximum (FWDM) of less than 50 meV were maintained
for all MQWs. This indicates that all the MQW layers, from the shortest bandgap wavelength layer (absorption layer for ch. 1) to the longest
bandgap wavelength layer (active layer for ch. 40), were of high quality.
The complete DFBMOD structure was almost the same as that shown
in Fig. 10.34. The DFB was 400pm long with a h/4 shift located in the
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Fig. 10.51 Lasing spectra for 40-channel different-wavelength DFEVMODs [98].

center of the DFB cavity. The modulator was 250pm long including a
25-pm-long window. Both end facets had an AR coating, and this resulted
in an effective modulator-facet reflectivity of less than 0.1%.
The lasing spectra of the forty channels are shown in Fig. 10.51 [98].
Stable single-mode lasing characteristics with a side-mode-suppression
ratio (SMSR) exceeding 35 dB were obtained for the devices with wavelengths ranging from 1527 to 1593 nm. Figure 10.52 shows the thresholdcurrent and extinction-ratio distribution. On average, a uniform, low threshold current of 9.9 mA was obtained. The extinction ratios were also
uniform and as large as 20 dB f 2 dB at -2 V for all the channels. The
output power at 100 mA was typically 4 mW. The modulation bandwidth
at -3 dB was 3.8 GHz. Experiments with 2.5-Gbit/s, 600-km transmission
were also conducted using normal fiber with a chromatic dispersion of
+17 ps/nm/km. Transmission with a power penalty of less than 1 dB was
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achieved in these experiments. Such high performance of simultaneously
fabricated DFB/MODs proves the effectiveness of the NS-MOVPE-based
simultaneous-fabricationtechnique in DWDM device fabrication.

Different-Wavelength lO-Gb/s DFBMODs
The simultaneous fabrication technique was further improved to enable
the fabrication of different-wavelength 10-Gb/s-DFB/MODs on the same
wafer [78,101]. To achieve 10-Gb/soperability of DFB/MODs, ASM with
semi-insulating BH growth was introduced. Kudo et al. also expanded
the covered wavelength range to the full L band by using growth-timemodulation methods for NS-MOVPE [99]. Figure 10.53 shows a schematic
structure of a lO-Gb/s DFB/MOD designed by Furushima et al. [78]. They
fabricated 40-channel DFB/MODs with wavelengths covering 1560 to
1610 nm and obtained uniform L-I characteristics for each channel, as
shown in Fig. 10.54. The devices had AR and HR coatings on their front
and rear facets, which enabled high output power (over 10 mW at 100 mA)
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Fig. 10.53 Schematic structure of a lO-Gb/s DFBlMOD fabricated by ASM [78].
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Fig. 10.54 Characteristics of simultaneously fabricated L-band lO-Gb/s DFBiMODs.
(a) Lasing-wavelength and threshold-currentdistributions.(b) RepresentativeCW LIcharacteristics at 25°C [78].

even for the longest wavelength 1610-nm channel. The extinction ratios
were over 15 dB for all the channels at a modulator bias of -2 V. The 3-dB
bandwidth of the small-signal frequency response was typically 14 GHz.
Furushima et al. also tested lO-Gb/s transmission by using standard SMF
at 1.59pm (A Z 20 ps/nm/km). Figure 10.55(a) shows the experimental
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wavelength. (a) Experimental setup. (b) Bit error rate (BER) characteristics [78].

setup, and Figure 10.55(b) shows the obtained BER characteristics and
eye-opening pattern [78]. A 1.58-pm-band EDFA and a pin PD were used
as a pre-amplifier and a detector, respectively. The receiver sensitivity at
a BER of lo-'' was -32 dBm (back-to-back). They achieved error-free
transmission with a power penalty of 0.5 dB over 25 km (500 ps/nm) and
2.0 dB over 50 km (1000 ps/nm). This dispersion tolerance is sufficient for
both 10-Gb/s/ch DWDM inter-metro applications and 10-Gb/s/ch DWDM
long-distance transmission systems that use a dispersion-management
technique.

10.4.4. WAVELENGTH-SELECTABLELIGHT SOURCES
FABRICATED BY MASE
Wavelength-selectable light sources (WSLs) are key components of
DWDM optical transmission systems because these devices can reduce
the transmitter inventory costs and are cost-effective stand-by sources for
restoring failed channels. They are also promising devices for use in reconfigurable optical add/drop multiplexers (OADMs) and optical crossconnects (OXCs) of future photonic network systems. Many WSLs have
been described and they can roughly be categorized into four types: 1)DFB-
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LD-based [102-1131, 2) DBR-LD-based [114-1211, 3) VCSEL-withMEMS-based [122], and 4)external-cavityLDs [123]. Among these types,
WSLs based on DFB LDs have superior characteristics and stable and
reliable wavelength properties. Tunability over a wide range of wavelengths can be achieved by using an array architecture. Wavelength tuning
can then be implemented merely by selecting an appropriate DFB LD
and using a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) to change the temperature. This
type of WSL was first reported by Zah et al. in 1992 [102]. Since then,
some progress was made in terms of device configuration, but the results
were still poor due to a lack of sophisticated device fabrication techniques.
DFB-LD-array-based WSLs with performance almost good enough for
practical use were first reported in 2000 by Bouda et al. [ 1061 and Yashiki
et al. [ 1101.One such WSL was obtained by using an advanced NS-MOVPE
technique, i.e., microarray selective epitaxy (MASE) developed by Kudo
et al. [69].
In the next section, DFB-LD-array-based WSLs fabricated by using
MASE are described.WSLs basically consist of a monolithically integrated
hj4-shift DFB-LD array, a multi-mode-interference(MMI) optical coupler,
and a semiconductoroptical amplifier(SOA). The performance of two types
of WSLs is described. One type is a WSL with an EA modulator, called
“EA-WSL,” which was developed to obtain uniform 2.5-Gbh modulation
over the entire tuning range of -8 nm [110]. The other type is a WSL
without an EA modulator, called “CW-WSL,” which was developed for use
in conjunction with external modulators [69] because it provides flexibility
in making WDM transponders. A technique for simultaneously fabricating
multi-range WSLs on a single wafer [ 109, 110, 1111 is also described.

EA-Modulator-Integrated Wavelength-Selectable
Microarray Light Sources
In an EA-modulator-integrated WSL (EA-WSL), wavelength tuning is
implemented by selecting an appropriate DFB LD and changing its temperature by TEC. However, as described in Section 10.4.1, the extinction
characteristics of EA modulators are strongly dependent on the detuning
between the laser wavelengths and the modulator-absorption-edge wavelengths. Therefore, uniform modulation characteristics are difficult to obtain in such EA-WSLs because they have a wide tunable wavelength range
and a large detuning variation. Yashiki et al. [ 1101 reported one technique
that overcomes this problem. They successfully developed an EA-WSL
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EA modulator
Fig. 10.56 Schematic structure of EA-modulator-integrated microarray wavelengthselectable light sources (EA-WSL) [110].

with a wavelength-independent modulation capability.
Figure 10.56 shows the structure of their EA-WSL. They obtained a
compact chip with an area of 0.8 mm2 (0.4 mm wide and 2 mm long).
This compactness was achieved by using MASE because MASE makes it
possible to form densely arrayed (pitch = 10 pm) multiple-quantum-well
(MQW) waveguides without any complicated semiconductor etching and
to individually control MQW bandgap wavelengths [69]. The DFB LDs,
SOA, and EA modulator had a simple BH structure with a p-n InP homojunction. The MMI optical coupler had a p-InP buried ridge waveguide
geometry, and its length was optimized taking into account the covered
wavelength range of the EA-WSL. Both end facets were AR-coated, and
the output facet reflectivity, including the effect of the window structure,
was less than 0.1%.
Yashiki et al. developed a simple device fabrication process, which requires only two selective MOVPE steps. First, four different-pitch gratings
are partially formed in the DFB-LD-array section on an n-InP substrate by
EB lithography with WAVE [loo]. Then, Si02 masks with a MASE pattern in the DFB-LD-array section and an NS-MOVPE pattern in the SOA
and MOD sections are formed on a wafer. Eight compressively strained
MQW waveguides are selectively grown by using atmospheric-pressure
MOVPE [70] so that the bandgap energy of each microarray MQW in the
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DFB-LD-array section can trace the designed lasing wavelengths of each
LD within f 1 0 nm. MQW waveguides in the SOA and MOD sections are
simultaneously grown so that the typical lasing wavelengths were 60 nm
longer than the modulator-absorption-edgewavelengths and 20 nm shorter
than the SOA PL peak wavelengths. In the MMI section, a planar MQW
waveguide is grown. After this first selective MOVPE step, the Si02 masks
are patterned again, and a second selective MOVPE step is performed for
the p-InP and pS-InGaAs over-cladding structure, in which a ridge structure for the MMI section is defined. Finally, electrodes are formed, and the
surface processing is completed. This process requires only two growth
steps, and it is very similar to the fabrication process described in Section
10.4.1 (Fig. 10.36). After that, the wafer is scribed into bars, and front and
rear facets are coated with AR films.
This technique enables overcoming the detuning variation problem between the tuned laser wavelengths and modulator-absorption-peakwavelengths by using an offset for each DFB-LD’s operating temperature.
Figure 10.57 shows the temperature dependence of the lasing wavelengths
and modulator-absorption-edgewavelengths in the conventional and offsettemperature techniques [ 1101. In the conventional technique, the lasing
wavelength of each LD is pre-assignedby a spacing of 2 nm so that an 8-nmwavelength range can be fully covered by controlling the temperature over
arange of f10°C.However, this tuning scheme results in a 12-nmvariation
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Fig. 1057 Temperature dependence of DFB lasing wavelength and modulatorabsorption-peak wavelength. (a) Conventional method. @) Offset-temperature method
[110].
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in detuning between the laser and absorption wavelengths. This is because
modulator-absorption-edge wavelengths have a temperature dependence of
0.4 nm/"C, which is four times greater than that of lasing wavelengths. In
contrast, the offset-temperature technique reduces the detuning variation by
50%, to 6 nm. The operating temperature range of each LD shifts by 5°C so
that the center lasing wavelengths of the LDs have the same slope as that of
the modulator-absorption-edge wavelengths. This technique increases the
tolerance in modulator bandgap control and results in uniform modulation.
The fabricated EA-WSL had a tunable wavelength range of -8 nm,
stable single-mode operation with a SMSR of over 35 dB, and an optical
signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) of over 50 dB. Threshold current Zrh was
-6 mA at 25°C. Typical fiber-coupled power Pf was more than 5 mW at
ZSOA = ZDFB = 100 mA. Figure 10.58 shows typical extinction characteristics of four different DFB outputs at center operating temperatures of 15°C
for DFB1, 20°C for DFl32, 25°C for DFB3, and 30°C for DFB4 [IIO].
Uniform extinction curves were obtained as a function of the modulator
bias voltage. The typical DC extinction ratio was 14 dB at -2 V. The 3-dB
bandwidth of the small signal response was approximately 3.5 GHz. The
RF extinction ratio at 2.5 Gb/s was 11.0 dB, and error-free transmission
was obtained for all the DFB outputs at 2.5 Gb/s with a 600-kmfiber span,
with the power penalties ranging from 1.0 to 3.0 dB.
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Fig. 10.59 Simultaneous fabrication of multi-range CW-WSLs on a single wafer and
schematic structure of a fabricated ASM CW-WSL [1111.

ASM-BH Wavelength-Selectable Microarray Light Sources
In this section, we describe simultaneous fabrication of multi-range
CW-WSLs on a single wafer reported by Kudo et al. [ 1111. A conceptual
drawing of this process and the device structure are shown in Fig. 10.59.
The fundamental configuration of the CW-WSLs is the same as that of
EA-WSLs except for the EA modulator. Five types of devices (Cl-C5)
were fabricated to cover the entire C band from 1530.334to 1561.826nm.
The laser wavelength spacing was set to 2 nm so that a range of -8 nm could
be covered by one chip by varying the temperature between 15 and 40°C using TEC. All the devices had a compact chip of the same size (0.4x 1.93mm
= 0.77 mm2), an LD array spacing of 10 pm, and an LD length of 450 pm.
The MMI lengths were optimized to minimize the insertion loss considering their wavelength ranges. The SOA lengths were determined so as to
keep the total cavity length constant. The CW-WSLs also had antireflection
films with 25-pm-long windows in both facets to obtain a reflectivity of
less than 0.04%. The K L value of the DFB LDs was approximately 1.8.
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The laser wavelength grids were designed to have an overlap of approximately 0.4 nm between the neighboring DFB LDs within the chip, and an
overlap of approximately 2.5 nm between the CW-WSLs in the neighboring range. This was done to compensate for the wavelength fluctuation due
to fabrication errors.
In the fabrication process, different-pitch gratings were formed by EB
lithography, and corresponding Si02 masks for atmospheric-pressure
MASE [70] were patterned onto a single wafer. A DH structure of compressively strained MQWs was grown by selective MOVPE so that the
bandgap energy of each microarray MQW in the DFB-LD-array regions
and that of each MQW in the SOA regions could trace the designed lasing wavelengths maintaining optimum detuning. To generate higher power,
Kudo et al. introduced a pnp-InP current-blocking structure instead of a
p-InP BH structure into both the DFB and SOA regions. A self-alignment
process described in Section 10.4.2 was used to form Si02 masks on top
of the DH mesa in the microarray DFB regions and in the SOA regions.
This was followed by a second selective MOVPE step for the pnp-InP BH
structure and a third selective MOVPE step for the p-InP and p+-InGaAs
over-claddingstructure. After completingthese steps, they used inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) dry etching to electrically divide the DFB LDs and
SOA. The MMI section had a ridge structure. Figure 10.60 shows a cross
sectional SEM image of the DFB-LD-array region after ICP etching [ 11 11.
One can see a uniformly etched 5-pm-deep mesa structure. Finally, an
electrode was formed to complete the device fabrication. The process thus
consisted of four fabrication steps: three selective MOVPE steps and one
dry-etching step.
The wavelength selectability of the fabricated CW-WSLs was examined
by tuning their wavelengths. Figure 10.61 shows superimposedlasing spectra obtained for C1-C5 [ 1 1 I]. Each wavelength was tuned to 100-GHzspaced ITU-T grids by choosing a DFB LD and varying the temperature
between 15 and 40°C. Each device covered its eight pre-assigned channels,
so that all forty channels, the entire C band of the 32-nm range, were covered by the devices. Stable single-mode oscillations with an SMSR greater
than 45 dB were obtained for all tuning conditions. Kudo et al. obtained a
uniform of 8.3 f 1.2 mA and a facet output power, Po, of over 33 mW
with Z D =
~ 75 mA and ZSOA = 200 mA for C1- C5. The total MMI
insertion loss between the DFB LDs and SOA was estimated to be between
9 and 10 dB. Figure 10.62 shows the dependence of fiber-coupled power
P f on the SOA current at operating temperatures of 15 to 40°C at a fixed
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-

IDFB of 75 mA [ 1111. High values of Pf,between 8 and 15 mW, were
obtained for CI C5.
10.4.5. OTHER DEVICE APPLICATIONS

In addition to the optical devices described above, selective MOVPE is
widely used for other devices. Some are based on in-plane waveguidethickness and composition controllability of selective MOVPE; others take
advantage of direct waveguide formability of NS-MOVPE. In the next
section, we will describe some of these devices.

'hnable-Stair-Guide(TSG) DBR LDs
As described in Section 10.4.4, tunable DBR LDs have been extensively
investigated for their use in WDM transmission systems and future optical
cross-connection systems because they have fast wavelength tunability and
can be integrated with other optical elements such as EA modulators. The
only drawback of tunable DBR LDs is that two independent currents must
be controlled to avoid mode jumping. There have been attempts to obtain
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single-current continuous-wavelength tuning in DBR lasers by adding a
current divider to control the injection-current ratio in the phase-control
(PC) and DBR regions [124]. However, continuous tuning was difficult to
achieve and mode jumping still limited the tuning range because nonlinear
I-V characteristicsin the PC and DBR regions (typical diode I-V characteristics) made it difficult to keep the injection-current ratio constant. Continuously tunable DBR lasers with single-current injection without any special
current control circuit were developed by Kudo et al. [ 1161, who used the
feature of MQW-waveguide-thicknessand composition controllability of
NS-MOVPE. Their idea about phase matching between the DBR and other
regions resulted in a stair guide structure, in which the tuning layer thickness in the PC region is greater than that in the DBR region. They called
the device “a tunable-stair-guide (TSG) DBR laser.” A schematic structure
of the TSG-DBR LD is shown in Fig. 10.63. The TSG structure is characterized by phase matching and it enables uniform tuning current injection

Fig. 10.63 Schematic structure of a tunable-stair-guide (TSG) DBR LD, where I, and Zr
are, respectively, injection current in the active region and tuning current in both PC and
DBR regions [ 1161.
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Fig. 10.64 Lasing wavelength tuning characteristics of an InGaAslInGaAsPlInP TSGDBR laser at f,, = 100 mA [116].

into the PC and DBR regions. The device design for phase matching is
described in detail in Ref. [ 1161. This stair guide structure can be easily
obtained by NS-MOVPE just by changing the Si02 mask width. The typical threshold currents for the fabricated TSG-DBR LDs were 15-30 mA at
25°C. Figure 10.64 shows the measured lasing wavelength as a function of
tuning current It at an active current of la = IO0 mA. Continuous tuning of
over 3.8 nm was achieved. They obtained a continuous tuning range of over
3 nm without mode jumping for 1, ranging from 50 to 130 mA. The output
power was around 2 mW and the SMSR was over 30 dB. The maximum
continuous tuning range for optimized TSG-DBR LDs is expected to be
around 7 nm.
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Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs)
Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) are very attractive devices for
various optical communications systems, such as parallel optical interconnections, where high gain, low power consumption, and polarization
insensitivity are needed. For polarization-insensitive operation, a narrow
active waveguide of less than 1pm is needed to obtain a square-shaped
bulk waveguide structure. However, conventional wet etching cannot meet
this requirement, because it is difficult to obtain uniform submicron-wide
waveguides and the process is not reproducible. By using NS-MOVPE,
submicron-wide active waveguides can be easily obtained [59, 1251.
Figure 10.65 shows a schematic structure of an SOA and a SEM crosssection of a selectively grown bulk active layer. The 0.4-pm-wide, 0.3pm-thick InGaAsP bulk active layer was selectively grown and was buried
with a p-InP cladding layer. To suppress facet reflection, AR-coating films
and window structures were used. A module gain of 10 dB, a saturation
output power of 3 dBm, and an odoff ratio of 40 dB were obtained under
a low injection current of 30 mA. The polarization dependence of the gain
was less than 1 dB. Integration of SOA with a spot-size converter (SSC) is
also effective for SOA arrays because it enables passive alignment of SOA
arrays with silica waveguide arrays [ 1261.
To obtain high output power and a high odoff ratio, an angled-facet
waveguide with an offset between the input and output waveguides can also
be used [ 1271. Figure 10.66 shows a schematic drawing of a bent waveguide
u-InGaAsP Active Stripe
(h=l.55,urn)

Fig. 10.65 Schematic structure of a SOA with a SEM cross section of a selectivelygrown
narrow active layer.
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Fig. 10.66 Schematic view of a bent waveguide SSC SOA. Only one channel is shown
[128].

SSC-SOA, which represents only one channel of an eight-channel SOA array reported by Hatakeyama et al. [1281. A quasi-square-shaped InGaAsP
bulk active layer was selectively grown on a narrow (typically 0.7 pm wide)
stripe opening between the mask stripes. The device had a bow-shaped active waveguide between the SSC waveguides. This configuration was used
to reduce the facet reflectivity and obtain a high odoff ratio. A mask pattern with a sub-micron opening was easily made by using a step-and-repeat
projection printer. This enabled obtaining SOA arrays with uniform characteristics. The InGaAsP active layer was 0.3 pm thick and 0.45 pm wide.
The active region was 400 pm long, each SSC region was 225 pm long,
and the window region was 25 pm long. These SOA arrays were also fabricated by two-step selectiveMOVPE. Figure 10.67 shows fiber-to-fiber gain
characteristics of the eight-channel SOA array [128]. Hatakeyama et al.
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Fig. 10.67 Small signal gain characteristics for all eight channels of SSC SOA [128].

obtained operating currents of 18 and 32 mA for the fiber-to-fiber gains of
0 and 10 dB,respectively. The optical coupling efficiency and polarization
dependence were, on average, -3.1 and 0.075 dB/facet. These results show
that NS-MOVPE enables obtaining uniform sub-micron-wideactive layers
with a high gain.

Optical Matrix Switches
Among various kinds of optical switches, passive splitter/SOA gate
switches [ 1291are particularly attractive because they are free from insertion loss, polarization insensitive, and have extremely low cross talk.
Bandgap-energy-controlled selective MOVPE is the most suitable technique for fabricating such optical switch matrices [130, 1311. Figure 10.68
shows a 1 x 4 switch matrix for a 1.55-pm wavelength reported by
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Fig. 10.68 A 1 x 4 passive splittedSOA gate switch 11311.

Hamamoto et al. [131]. It consists of three Y branches and four SOA gates.
The chip was 5 x 1 mm, and the SOA was 500 pm long. Bulk InGaAsP
layers were used as active and passive core layers, because of their superior polarization-insensitivecharacteristicswhen a square-shaped active
waveguide is used. The InGaAsP core layer for the SOA gate was 0.4 pm
thick and 1 pm wide. The core layer in the SOA-gate region was buried
with a p-InP cladding layer and a p-InGaAs contact layer. In the passive
waveguide region, the core layer was buried separately with an undoped
InP cladding layer to reduce inter-valence-band absorption loss. Generally,
the bandgap-energy shift for a bulk layer is smaller than that for an MQW
layer, because the change in the layer thickness does not contribute to the
bandgap-energy shift. Therefore, Hamamoto et al. used selective MOVPE
under the atmospheric pressure to obtain a large bandgap-energy shift.
Consequently, a 170-nm-wavelengthshift was obtained. The core layer at
the passive waveguide was 0.15 pm thick. They obtained a small propagation loss of 0.2 dB/mm for the passive waveguide due to a bandgap-energy
difference of 170 nm between the core layer composition wavelength and
input light wavelength. The measured gain characteristics are shown in
Fig. 10.69 [131]. A O-dB fiber-to-fiber gain was observed at an injection
current of 58 mA. The estimated total loss was around 15 dB, and it consisted of a 6-dB fiber-coupling loss (3 dB/facet), a 6-dB splitting loss at
the two Y branches, a l-dB propagation loss from the measured loss of
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Fig. 10.69 Optical fiber-to-fiber gain of a 1 x 4 passive splitter/SOA gate switch. Solid
line shows results for the outside path (port 1); dashed line shows results for the inside path
(port2) [131].

0.2 dB/mm, and a 2-dB excess loss. The total loss was small enough to be
compensated for with a single SOA gate. A sufficiently high ordoff ratio
of more than 38 dB was obtained.
This integration technique was also used to fabricate a transceiverintegrated device [132], in which a 1.3-pm DFB LD, a PIN PD, and a
monitor PD were integrated with a Y branch waveguide. Thus, NS-MOVPE
can be effectively used to fabricate various devices from DFB LDs to integrated photonic devices.
10.5.

Summary

Selective MOVPE has many unique characteristics such as in-plane layerthickness control and bandgap-energy control, which is achieved simply by
changing the mask pattern. This technique is very attractive for fabricating
various photonic integrated devices used in WDM systems. Narrow-stripe
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selective MOVPE offers further advantages due to its direct waveguide
formation capability, because no semiconductor mesa etching is needed
to form active layers and optical waveguides. Consequently, highly uniform device characteristics can be obtained. This technique enables accurate control of Bragg lasing wavelengths for DFB-LDs, DFB/MODs, and
wavelength-selectablelight sources. This technique can be potentially used
to fabricate various advanced photonic devices for future WDM networks.
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Chapter 11

Dry Etching Technology
for Optical Devices
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Ann Arbor; MI 48109-2122, USA

11.1. Introduction
In this chapter, dry etching technology used for the fabrication of highperformance optical devices is reviewed. Various plasma systems are used
for dry etching. Among the different plasma system designs, high-density
plasma systems with an inductively coupled plasma source provide better
control and more flexibility because ion density and ion energy can be
adjusted using separate power supplies. A number of dry etched optical
devices are described, including high aspect ratio vertical mirrors in Si as
optical switching arrays, dry etched mirrors in GaAs/AIGaAs for microcavities and triangular ring lasers, high reflectivity horizontal distributed
Bragg reflector mirrors with air gaps between semiconductor layers, and
photonic bandgap lasers. All these optical devices require precise control of etch depth, etch profile, and smooth morphology. In addition, the
importance of developing low-damagedry etching technology is discussed
and techniques to minimize surface damage are reviewed. With precisely
controlled, low-damage dry etching technology, high-performance optical
devices using dry etched components can be achieved.
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11.2. Dry Etching Equipment
In dry etching, plasma systems are used to dissociate etch gases and generate reactive species. A typical system for dry etching consists of parallel
plates with an rf power supply connected to the bottom electrode. The rf
energy is capacitively coupled into the etch gases, resulting in accelerated
electrons which collide with gases and excite the plasma. The reactive neutrals and ions generated in the plasma are used to etch away materials from
a wafer placed on the bottom electrode. The ions are accelerated toward the
wafer by an electric field that forms between the plasma and wafer due to
the self-induced potential difference between plasma and electrode, which
depends mainly on the rf power applied. The density of ions is also largely
controlled by the rf power. However, in a parallel plate plasma system, ion
density and ion energy cannot be controlled independently.
In addition to parallel plate plasma systems, high density plasma sources
including helical resonator, helicon, electron cyclotron resonance (ECR),
and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) sources have been used [ 11. These
systems provide denser plasmas with more efficientcoupling of the applied
power. Compared to conventional parallel plate systems with plasma den~ , density sources offer plasma density on the order of 109-10" ~ m - high
sity that is 10-100 times higher [2]. A denser plasma can provide higher
etch rates. Because separate energy sources are used to generate the plasma
and accelerate ions toward the wafer, ion density and ion energy could be
controlled almost independently. Ion density has a large effect on the etch
rate, while ion energy has a large effect on selectivity and plasma-induced
damage. With separate power supplies for the plasma source and the stage,
these high-density plasma systems allow greater control and more flexibility for dry etching compared to conventional parallel plate reactors.
A typical high-density plasma system with an ICP source is shown in
Fig. 11.1. This ICP source consists of an rf coil as an antenna to inductively
couple energy into the plasma, which acts as the secondary of an rf transformer. The inductive discharge is a surface process, where the secondary
current is carried into the process gases, and it extends only a few skin
depths into the gases. The rf current in the coil generates a magnetic flux
that penetrates into the adjacent discharge. This time-varying magnetic flux
induces a solenoidal rf electric field to accelerate the electrons that sustain
the discharge. Large rf currents can be driven into the plasma in the inductive mode. Etch gases are injected into the system through a radial port
in the top plate. The water-cooled ICP source is powered by an rf supply
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Fig. 11.1 Schematic of an inductively coupled plasma source with an rf powered stage.

at 2 MHz. The stage where the wafer is placed is powered by a supply at
the rf frequency of 13.56 MHz. This power allows a self-induced dc bias
(I vd,I) to develop across the sheath or dark space between the plasma and
the stage, which creates an electric field and accelerates the ions toward
the wafer.

11.3. High Aspect Ratio Vertical Mirrors in Si
The fast-growing optical fiber communication network requires low cost,
highly reliable optical devices [3]. For a typical moving fiber switch, the
optical fiber physically moves between two positions to allow optical signal
transmission from one channel to the other [4,51. Although this kind of
switch is compact, power efficient, and has low insertion loss, it suffers
from low switching speed and is difficult to integrate into a large array.
An alternative is the moving light-beam switch [6, 71. Optical beams are
redirected into different stationary fibers by actuating reflective mirrors to
achieve switching functions. This design has the drawbacks of large size and
substantial power consumption due to mechanical moving compartments.
It does, however, have the advantages of easier integration into a large
matrix and faster switching speed.
The advances in micromachining technologies make it possible to precisely fabricate small movable mirrors. Hence, a moving beam switch array
with micromachined mirrors can be realized with reduced size and power
consumption. Vertical Si micromirrors have been demonstrated for optical
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Fig. 11.2 Schematic of an optical switch with a movable mirror driven by electrostatic
comb structures.

switching applications [8]. These high aspect ratio mirrors were fabricated
by a deep etching and shallow diffusion process [9]. Tall Si micromirrors
with comb drive were first dry etched, followed by a short B diffusion
to fully convert the etched microstructures to pf+ layer. Subsequently, an
unmasked second dry etch, anodic bonding to glass substrates,and selective
wet etch were used to release the microstructures. It is simpler to assemble
and batch fabricate a large matrix using vertical mirrors as opposed to horizontal mirrors. The micromirrors were actuated by the electrostatic comb
drives with minimal applied voltages.
Figure 11.2 shows the schematic of a micromachined mirror for optical switching applications. The device consists of a vertical micromirror
driven by high aspect ratio electrostaticcomb fingers. The mirror and comb
are supported by either folded beams or serpentine (meander) springs to
provide sufficient flexibility for large mirror displacement. The height of
the mirror is >30 pm to accommodate the light beam diameter from a
single-mode fiber (-10 pm) and to minimize optical loss due to diffraction. Because glass substrates can be recessed by dicing or etching to the
required depth and width, fibers can be easily mounted onto the glass
substrates. Depending on the mirror position, which is controlled by the
applied voltage, input light can either be redirected to another stationary
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fiber through a 45" reflection or it can continue its path until it hits another
micromirror.
II.3.1.

CONTROLLING SIDEWALL SMOOTHNESS
OF DRY ETCHED Si MICROMIRRORS

Smooth sidewall morphology and vertical profile are necessary to minimize
light scattering and maintain collimated light beam when etched sidewall
is used as a mirror surface. To maintain smooth and vertical sidewalls, it is
important that the etch mask have smooth edges and high etch selectivity
to prevent erosion during etching. Due to interference fringes along the
photoresist sidewalls in conventional optical lithography, etch mask often
has rippled edges. This causes rough sidewalls for the Si mirrors after etching. Baking the photoresist after exposure and development can reduce the
photoresist edge roughness due to the rippled optical interference fringes.
Because a large mask thickness is needed to prevent mask erosion for the
dry etching of thick mirrors, a multiple layer resist scheme can be used to
ensure high resolution and vertical profile in thick photoresist. For example, baking the top imaging photoresist at 160°C for 10 min can smooth out
the interference fringes along thc edges. Using atomic force microscopy to
characterize sidewall roughness, the smoothness of dry etched Si mirrors
improved from 30 to 19 nm after baking the photoresist mask [ 10, 1 I].
After Si micromirrors are formed by dry etching, the roughness along
the sidewalls can be further reduced by thermally oxidizing the Si microstructures, followed by removal of Si02. Because Si oxidation rates are
influenced by feature geometry and growth temperatures, roughness along
Si sidewalls can be smoothed out with optimized oxidation conditions.
The amount of available oxidizing species depends on surface geometry,
so thermal oxidation rates are different for concave and convex surfaces
[ 12,131.Typically, oxide grows faster on convex surfaces than on concave
ones. Ripples along Si sidewalls can be considered to consist of continuous concave and convex surfaces. The different oxidation rates on convex
vs. concave surfaces result in smoother morphology after the Si02 is removed. Figure 11.3(a)shows the atomic force micrograph of the dry etched
Si micromirror sidewall with a roughness of 30 nm. The mirror was etched
in a Clz plasma with 100 W power to the plasma source and 100 W rf
power to the stage at 3 mTorr for 2 h to a depth of 20 pm. After oxidation
at 1175°C for 2 h followed by oxide removal, smoother sidewall topography was obtained, with a roughness of 5 nm as shown in Fig. 11.3(b).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11.3 Scanned etched Si mirror sidewalls using atomic force microscopy. (a) Si sidewall after dry etching and @) smoother sidewall after oxidation at 1175°C for 2 h.

Fig. 11.4 Scanning electron micrographs of a 40-pm-thick, 2-pm-wide Si vertical micromirror bonded onto glass. Deep grooves in glass were formed by cutting 300 pm deep
into the glass with a dicing saw.

This shows smooth Si sidewalls for vertical micromirrors can be obtained
using smooth photoresist mask and thermal oxidation of Si.

11.3.2. MICROMACHINED VERTICAL Si MICROMIRRORS
Released Si micromirrors were fabricated by the deep etch-shallow diffusion process. The micromirrors were etched down to 40 pm deep and
diffused with B for 6.5 h. After an unmasked second dry etching to remove
the heavily doped layer near the bottom of the trenches, these micromirrors were bonded to Coming 7740 glass and released in ethylenediamine
pyrocatechol for 4 h. Figure 11.4(a) shows a released, 40-pm-tall, 2-pmwide vertical micromirror with both sides anchored on the glass substrate.
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Fig. 11.5 Scanning electron micrograph of a dry etched Si mirror that is 50 pm tall with
3-pm-wide folded suspension beams.

The deep grooves in glass, formed by cutting halfway through the glass
wafer, were designed to increase the clearance to minimize light scattering
from the glass substrate. A close-up view of the mirror surface is shown in
Fig. 11.4(b). With the smooth sidewall and vertical profile, these micromirrors have high reflectivity >90%.
Figure 11.5 shows a laterally driven, dry etched Si micromirror fabricated by the deep etch-shallow diffusion process. This vertical micromirror
is 50 pm tall and it can be moved by the electrostaticcomb drives. The microresonator is 50 pm thick with 2-pm-wide interdigitated comb fingers,
and the gaps between comb electrodes are 3 pm. The high aspect ratio Si
dry etching technology allows large number of tall and narrow fingers with
small gaps to be formed for large electrostaticforce at low voltage to reduce
power consumption for the comb drives. The movable Si micromirror is
supported by 3-pm-wide, 800-pm-long folded suspension beams. The narrow suspension beams with large beam thickness increase the beam rigidity
along the vertical direction while keeping the beams compliant along the
lateral direction. This ensures that during the optical switching, stiffeners
at the ends of these long folded beams are not in contact with the glass substrate due to gravity. These dry etched micromirrors in Si were used to form
optical switching arrays. A mirror displacement of 34 pm and a resonant
frequency of 987 Hz was achieved by a dc voltage of only 30 V. Typically,
the mirror displacement increases with beam length and decreases with
beam width.
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11.4. Dry Etched Mirrors for Triangular Ring Lasers
and Microcavities
Low damage dry etching technology can be used to fabricate optoelectronic devices including dry etched mirrors, triangular ring lasers, and
microcavities [ 14-16]. Etched mirrors are necessary for optoelectronic circuit integration and for surface-emitting laser arrays and diode ring lasers.
Reflectivityreported on wet etched or cleaved mirrors was only -30%, and
the surface morphology after wet etching was typically rough. Dry etching
allows these mirrors to be fabricated with high reflectivities, vertical profiles, smooth sidewalls, and high packing density. In order to achieve high
reflectivity on these mirrors, the surfaces of the etched sidewalls should be
smooth because surface roughness can cause light scattering and reduce
reflectivity. In addition, etch-induced defects have to be minimized because
these defects can act as non-radiativerecombinationcenters. A vertical etch
profile is also crucial to ensure that all the light will be reflected with the
same direction.
11.4.1. DRY ETCHED VERTICAL MIRRORS
AND MICROCAVITIES

Dry etching conditions can be optimized to fabricate mirrors with high
reflectivity. Dry etched mirrors for the Ino.20Gao.soAs/GaAs-basedwaveguides were fabricated using a C12/Ar plasma. In a low pressure plasma,
the directionality of the etch species can enhance etch anisotropy so that
vertical etch profile for the mirrors can be produced. Figure 11.6(a) shows
an Ino.20G~.8oAs/GaAsmirror etched down to 2.8 pm deep. The mirrors were etched in a C12/Ar plasma using 10% Cl2 generated with 50 W
source power and 70 W stage power at 0.5 mTorr. It can be seen that
vertical profile and smooth sidewall morphology have been obtained. The
etch rate was 0.11 prdmin. The selectivity of GaAs to the Ni etch mask
was 42 under these etch conditions. These highly controllable etch profile and surface morphology are critical for high reflectivity mirrors. This
dry etching technique has also been applied to the fabrication of microcavities in Ino.2oGao.8oAs/GaAs.Significant improvement in the threshold
current density has been predicted for microcavity structures in which the
width of the optical cavity is reduced to 0.3 pm [ 171. Figure 11.6(b) shows
0.25-pm-wide microcavitiesetched to a depth of 2.8 pm with vertical profile
and smooth surface. In addition, dry etching of Ino.wGao.~ o A s o . ~ ~ P o . J ~ / I ~ P
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Fig. 11.6 Scanning electron micrographs of dry etched Ino,zoGa,,8oAs/GaAs for (a) a
total internal reflecting mirror and (b) 0.25-pm-wide microcavities with 2.8 pm etch depth,
smooth sidewall, and vertical profile.
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Fig. 11.7 Reflectivity ( 0 )and sidewall damage depth (w) as a function of rf power. The
samples were etched with rf power on the stage ranging from 70 to 200 W.

mirrors has also been achieved with vertical profile and smooth sidewalls.
Fast etch rates in InP can be obtained using a C12/Ar plasma at 25°C as
long as the microwave power and the reactive species density are high.
The reflectivity of etched mirrors depends on the dry etch conditions.
Figure 11.7 shows the changes in the mirror reflectivity as a function of rf
power applied to the stage used for etching. The sidewall damage depths
extracted from GaAs conducting wires etched at different rfpower are also
shown for comparison [18, 191. The mirrors were etched with 10% C 4
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in a C12/Ar plasma generated at 0.5 mTorr with 50 W source power and
rf power on the stage ranging from 70 to 200 W. In this rf power range,
IVdcl increased from 120 to 380 V. Vertical profile and smooth sidewalls
were achieved on all the mirrors etched within this rf power range. The
etch depth was 2.8 pm. It can be seen that even though the sidewall damage
depth increases substantially from 9.9 to 20.4 nm with rf power, there is
no significant change in the mirror reflectivity. The reflectivity is 84% at
70 W rf power and 93% at 200 W rf power. Because this is within the
range of measurement uncertainty, reflectivity is mostly independent of
the rf power used during etching. These results suggest that the additional
electrical degradation on the sidewalls induced at higher rf power does not
cause any reduction in the mirror reflectivity. Similarly, varying the ion
flux does not change the mirror reflectivity as long as the mirror sidewalls
remain smooth and vertical.
However, the mirror profile affects the mirror reflectivity significantly.
Changing the etch gases from 10 to 80% Cl2 in a C12/Ar plasma would
change the etched I ~ O . ~ ~ G ~ O ~mirrors
~ A S /from
~~A
having
S
vertical
profile to slightly undercut profile with rougher sidewalls. The mirror reflectivity would be reduced from 90 to 47%due to the changes in the dry
etched mirror sidewalls. The decrease in mirror reflectivity could be caused
by light being scattered at different angles from the undercut mirror sidewalls or by surface roughness. These results show that the reflectivity of
the mirrors is highly sensitive to the etch profile and sidewall roughness,
but is not influenced significantly by the ion energy or ion flux used for
etching. In order to produce a vertical profile with smooth sidewalls for the
mirrors, dry etching techniques should be optimized to generatedirectional
reactive species at low pressure to reduce scattering. High selectivity to the
etch mask is also important to maintain smooth sidewalls and to avoid the
formation of tapered profile due to mask erosion.
11.4.2. TRIANGULAR RING LASERS WITH DRY

ETCHED MIRRORS

Triangular ring lasers with high-quality etched mirrors were fabricated.
Figure 11.8 shows the scanning electron micrograph of a triangular ring
laser dry etched with 120 W rf power on the stage. The exit mirror of the
triangular ring laser was below the critical angle, while the other two mirrors
were kept at above the critical angle for total internal reflection. The critical
angle for this laser structure is 15.9". The etched mirrors should have high
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Fig. 11.8 Scanning electron micrograph of an &.20G%.80As/GaAs triangular ring laser
with dry etched mirrors. The laser was etched down to 2.8 pm deep using 120 W rf power
on the stage.
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reflectance in order to minimize the threshold current for lasing. As can
be seen from the micrograph, the etched triangular ring laser has smooth
sidewalls and vertical profile. The entire structurewas etched through to the
bottom n-Alo.30Gw.70Ascladding layer with a total etch depth of 2.8 pm.
Figure 11.9(a) shows the light vs. current characteristics of the triangular ring laser. The threshold current measured from these lasers was
only 3.7 mA. The low threshold current obtained here shows that the
etched mirrors are of very high quality. This is made possible by the
high controllability of this dry etching technique using the C12/Ar plasma.
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Further improvement in the threshold current would be possible if the mirrors and the waveguides were etched separately in a two-step etch process.
The waveguides only need to be etched through the top p-Alo.30Ga070As
cladding layer, but the mirrors have to be etched all the way to the bottom
n-Alo.30Ga070As cladding layer. A lower guiding loss is expected from
waveguides fabricated with this two-step etch process because etch-induced
defects in the active multiple quantum well layers can be minimized. As
shown in Fig. 11.9(b),this ring laser has a single longitudinal mode with the
emission peak at 1005.6 nm using current level 20x the threshold current.

11.5. Nanostructures for Horizontal Distributed Bragg
Reflector Mirrors
An important component of any laser system is the mirror. The mirrors
define the cavity and allow light to leave the cavity. If the mirror reflectivity is too low, the gain medium must be pumped harder to reach threshold
and higher current densities are required. A high threshold current increases
the power dissipation, causing substrate heating and device failure. Initially,
mirrors for ridge-waveguidelasers were made by cleaving the sample along
crystal planes [20,21]. The processing constraints due to cleaved mirrors
are a major disadvantage of these lasers. Work has begun on etching the
mirrors, which would allow for optoelectronic integration and novel semiconductor laser designs [22]. However, the reflectivity of etched mirrors is
typically lower than cleaved mirrors. In a study on etched mirrors, it was
found that the laser fabricated with cleaved mirrors had a lower threshold
current than one with etched mirrors [23]. Using total internal reflection
and optimized etch conditions, reflectivity of etched mirrors up to 93% has
been reported [161.
Other alternatives have been investigated. For example, high reflectivity mirrors can be obtained by modifying the material structure such that
a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) mirror is formed. Distributed Bragg
reflector mirrors fabricated using focused ion beam implantation [24] or
etch and regrowth [25] rely on a very small change in the index of refraction, n , and several hundred periods are required to obtain high reflectivity.
The passive mirror region can be quite long for these structures. However,
one can obtain a high reflectivity mirror in a relatively small area by etching a periodic structure consisting of the semiconductor material and an air
gap [26]. This structure will be referred to as a horizontal DBR mirror,
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as a counterpart to the vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL),
which also uses DBR mirrors to obtain high reflectivity. The difference
in refractive index between the semiconductor material and air is much
larger than between different semiconductor layers, so fewer layers need
to be used.

11.5.1. REQUIREMENTS FOR DISTRIBUTED BRAGG
REFLECTOR MIRRORS
As an example, for an InP-air DBR and 1.5 pm wavelength light, n ~ , , p=
3.175 and nair = 1. The reflectivity for this DBR mirror is 96%with a twoperiod structure. Setting ltr1dl = nr2d2 = A/4, requires that the thickness

of the air layer be 388 nm and the thickness of the InP layer be 122 nm
for h = 1.55 pm. Typical ridge waveguide lasers are etched 1.5 to 3.0 pm
deep [27]. For a I .55-pm-tall waveguide, etching a 122-nm-wide InP stripe
requires an aspect ratio of 13. Although this structure requires very good
control in lithography and dry etching, the fabrication of this waveguide is
feasible.
The two most important issues for the etching of the DBR mirrors are
etch selectivity to the masking material and the etch profile. The etch should
remove the upper cladding region, the active region, and part of the lower
cladding layer. For a typical InP-based device structure [28], this requires
an etch over 2.1 pm deep, while for a GaAdAlGaAs waveguide laser an
etch of 1.4 pm is sufficient [29]. The major part of the InP-based device in
terms of layer thickness is the InP cladding layer. For the GaAslAlGaAs
laser, the cladding is AlGaAs, but the etch characteristics of GaAs are
similar to those of AlGaAs.
The thickness of the etch mask is limited because high-resolution patterning is required for the DBR mirrors. For a 1OO-nm etch mask, a selectivity >34 is required for InP. High-density plasma systems allow ion energy
to be controlled by adjusting the rf power applied to the stage. Figure 11.10
shows the effect of increasing the rf power on the InP and Ni etch rates.
The etch conditions were 250 W of microwave power to the ECR plasma
source, C12/Ar flow of 3/17 sccm, 1.5 mTorr chamber pressure, and stage
temperature of 350T. The I vd,l changed from 130 to 260 v as rf power
was increased from 100 to 250 W. At rf power of 100 W, the InP etch rate
is 879 nrdmin and the Ni sputter rate is 6 nm/min. This yields a selectivity
of 147. As the rf power increases, both etch rates increase. At 250 W rf
power, the InP etch rate is 1.1 1 pndmin and the Ni sputter rate is 20 nndmin.
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Fig. 11.10 Etch rates of InP and Ni increase with increasing rf power, and the selectivity
of InP to Ni decreases.

However, this leads to a decrease in the selectivity of InP to Ni to 55. To
etch the deep mirror structures, high selectivity must be maintained. At the
low rfpower of 100W, where the selectivity was largest, the etched surface
is somewhat rough due to inefficient removal of the InCl, etch products,
leading to preferential etching and roughening of the surface. By increasing
the ion energy, the physical component of the etch is increased. This tends
to equalize the etch rates of the In and P compounds and a smooth surface
is obtained, but the etch selectivity is reduced. Therefore, a tradeoff exists
between how deep a mirror can be etched and how smooth the surface
can be.
To obtain high selectivity of InP to the masking material, it was necessary
to use high temperature to increase the InC1, volatility [30]. This can be
done by heating the stage or by using a high-density plasma at low pressure.
It has been shown previously that at higher temperatures the sidewall etches
significantly [31]. The C12 percentage in Ar was 50%, and there was 1 pm
undercut in InP for a 4-pm-deep etch. The sidewall etch rate has been
suppressed by reducing the Clz percentage in Ar to 20%.
By using source power of 250 W with the stage at room temperature, the
surface temperature increases due to the energy transferred to the wafer by
the high ion density. An averageetch rate of 785 n d m i n is obtained with the
stage at room temperature. The average etch rate given is for a 5 min etch.
However, the etch rate for the first min is slower before the wafer is heated.
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Fig. 11.11 In emission intensity at 410.2 nm increases sooner at higher stage temperature.
Use of high stage temperatureincreases selectivityof InP to the Ni mask. The etch conditions
were 250 W source power, 200 W rf power, C12/Ar at 3/17 sccm, and 1.5 mTorr. S is the
selectivity of InP to the Ni etch mask.

The results are shown in Fig. 1 1.1 1, where the In optical emission intensity
at 410.2 nm increases with time for two different stage temperatures. At
25"C, the In emission intensity begins to increase substantially only after
the first min of etching [3 1,321.
Also shown in Fig. 11.11 is the local etch rate of InP at 25°C. This
was obtained by etching InP samples for 1 to 3 min, in 30 s intervals, and
calculating the etch rate for each 30 s interval. The local etch rate begins
increasing after 1 min of etching, in agreement with the optical emission
signal. At 350"C, the In emission intensity begins increasing after only 15 s
of etching, signifying that the etch rate starts to increase shortly after the
etching begins. By heating the stage to 350"C, a higher average etch rate
of 1.05 p d m i n is obtained. This also improves the average selectivity (S)
of InP to Ni from 39 at 25°C to 62 at 350°C.
11.5.2. HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTED BRAGG

REFLECTOR MIRRORS IN InP
A h/4 period InP mirror etched at 200 W rf power and 350°C is shown
in Fig. 11.12. The gaps are etched 2.0 pm deep and the region outside the
waveguide is etched 3.4 pm deep. The gap is etched through the active
region into the lower cladding while the area outside the mirror stack is
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Fig. 11.12 Distributed Bragg reflector mirrors etched in InP with h/4 period. The etch
conditions were 250 W microwave power, 200 W rfpower, C12/Ar at 4/16 sccm, 1 .O mTorr
pressure, and stage temperature of 350°C.

etched through the lower cladding. The reflectivity of the mirror should not
be degraded because the gap is etched into the lower cladding. It can be
seen that a slower etch rate and a rough surface occur near the waveguide
and in between the mirror plates. This is related to the microloading effect,
which is caused by the limitation of the transport of reactive species and
etch products through high aspect ratio trenches.
One method to reduce the surface roughness is to increase the gap spacing. This allows more ions to enter the gap and assist in removal of etch
products and redeposited materials. The mirrors can be designed as a 3h/4,
5h/4, or 7h/4 period grating structure. The reflectivity of the mirror will
decrease slightly but the operation of the mirror is the same. Figure 11.13
shows how the microloading effect is reduced as the gap between mirrors is
increased from 388 nm (h/4) to 2.72 pm (7h/4). At 1mTorr, the normalized
etch rate (obtained by dividing the etch rate of the gap by the etch rate obtained for an open area) increases from 53% to 100% as the gap spacing is
increased. Additionally, Fig. 11.13 shows that the microloading effect can
be reduced by decreasing the pressure. For the 3h/4 linewidth, at 0.7 mTorr
the normalized etch rate is 96%, while at 1.3 mTorr the normalized etch
rate is only 76%.
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Fig. 11.13 Effects of linewidth and pressure on the etch rate of InP for various gap widths.
The etch conditions were 250 W source power, 200 W rf power, Cl2/Ar at 2118 sccm, and
350c.

11.5.3. HORIZONTAL DISTRIBUTED BRAGG
REFLECTOR MIRRORS IN GaAs
High selectivity and vertical profile could also be obtained for the GaAsbased DBR mirrors. The rf power was found to have a large effect on the
selectivity of GaAs to the Ni etch mask. For 50 W rf power, the GaAs etch
rate is 287 ndrnin, the Ni sputter rate is 2.8 ndmin, and the selectivity is
102. At 200 W rfpower, the selectivity decreases to 46, due to an increase
in the Ni sputter rate to 8.6 nm/min. The 3 x increase in the Ni sputter rate is
caused by the increasing ion energy with rf power. At 50 W rf power, I v& I
is only 40 V, while at 200 W rf power, Iv&1is 255 V. The etch conditions
were 50 W microwave power, C12/Ar flow at 4/16 sccm, 1 mTorr pressure,
and 25°C stage temperature.
The C12 percentage in Ar also has a large effect on the selectivity. In this
case, the Ni sputter rate is essentially constant for varying C12 percentage.
However, the GaAs etch rate increases significantly. At 10%Cl2 in Ar, the
GaAs etch rate is only 217 ndrnin and the selectivity is 46. At 30% C12
in Ar, the GaAs etch rate is increased to 455 ndmin and the selectivity is
increased to 105. The large increase in the GaAs etch rate is caused by the.
increased chlorine reactive species for GaAs etching; however, this causes
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Fig. 11.14 Three period horizontal Bragg reflector mirror structures etched in GaAs
(a) with h/4 grating and (b) with 3h/4 grating. The etch conditions were 50 W source
power, 100 W rf power, C12/Ar at 4/16 sccm, and 1 mTorr.

the profile to become more undercut. For etching the DBR mirrors, the C12
percentage was kept at 20% and the profile remained vertical.
Figure 11.14(a) shows a 1.5-pm-deep, 59-nm-wide, h/4 GaAs mirror
etched with 20% C12 and 100 W rf power. The etch depth of the 213-nmwide gap was 64% of the open area. Figure 11.14(b) shows 3h/4 GaAs
mirror that was 177 nm wide and had 638-nm-wide gaps. The etch depth
was 1.8 pm and the etch rate inside the gaps was 75% of the open area.
As in the case of InP mirror stacks, the gaps between mirrors would be
etched into the lower cladding and the region outside the waveguide would
be etched through the lower cladding to a depth of 2.2 pm. All the dry
etched DBR mirrors have vertical profile and smooth sidewalls to ensure
high reflectivity.

11.6. Photonic Bandgap Lasers
qpical semiconductor lasers have broad spontaneous emission spectra that
only fractionally contribute to the stimulated emission. As a result, many
generated photons are lost to non-lasing modes. The photonic bandgap
(PBG) laser seeks to increase the spontaneous emission in the lasing mode
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by suppressing emission in the non-lasing modes with etched holes in the
laser structure to modify the photonic bandgap [33, 341. Semiconductor
lasers often have high thresholds due to the large linewidth of spontaneous
emission spectra and the resulting low fraction of emission in the lasing
mode. By reducing the linewidth of the spontaneousemission and designing
the structure so that the emission coincides with the lasing mode, zero
threshold lasers are possible.

11.6.1. DRY ETCHING TECHNOLOGY TO FORM
PHOTONIC BANDGAP
These PBG lasers require very demanding dry etch capabilities. The sidewalls must be vertical with no undercutting. The aspect-ratio-dependent
etching effects and etch-induced damage must be minimized. Previously,
optically pumped PBG lasers have been fabricated but surface recombination from etch-induced damage has prevented demonstration of electrically
pumped lasers [35, 361. For emission at 0.94 pm, the etched holes should
be arranged in a honeycomb pattern with diameters of 190 nm and a pitch
of 300 nm as shown in Fig. 11.15 [37, 381. The etched holes also have
to be deep enough to penetrate the active region of the vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser, typically 1 pm below the surface. High-precision
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Fig. 11.15 Illustration of the photonic bandgap structure showing the etched holes in the
vertical-cavity surface-emittinglaser.
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dry etching techniques are needed to fabricate high efficiency, low threshold
lasers.
The critical fabrication technology of the PBG laser is the etching of
the PBG holes. For light emission at 940 nm, the hole dimensions were
200 nm diameter with 300 nm pitch. These PBG structures were defined
by electron beam lithography and a 150-nm-thick Ni etch mask was lifted
off. The device heterostructure was grown by metal-organic vapor phase
epitaxy. It consists of an n+ contact layer, an n-type lower 29 pair of
GaAs/Alo.2Ga08As DBR mirrors, an undoped 5 cavity region with two
7 nm pseudomorphic In0.15Ga085Aswells in the middle and p-type AlGaAs
and contact layers on the top. n- and p-type Alo.96Ga0wAslayers are also
inserted on the respective sides of the cavity region for eventual lateral
wet oxidation during device processing. The Al,O, regions created by wet
oxidation help to funnel the charge carriers more efficiently into the center
of the PBG region. The etch conditions were 150 W source power, 30 W
stage power, C12 flowing at 5 sccm, and a chamber pressure of 0.12 mTorr.
The I vd, I was 45 V and the etch depth in the holes was 1.57 pm. The deep
etch goes through the entire cavity region and well into the bottom DBR to
ensure a good overlap with the optical field. Top and cross section views of
the etched PBG holes are shown in Fig. 11.16. In (a), the area in the middle
without holes is protected from etching and serves as a vertical laser cavity
and the emission point of the device. The small lateral dimensions and
presence of the PBG holes reduce the number of modes supported by the
device. Due to the high aspect ratio, the etch rate in the holes was limited

I

I

Fig. 11.16 Micrographs of (a) the etch mask prior to etching with the cavity region in the
center and (b) a cross section of a photonic bandgap structure after dry etching. The holes
are 200 nm in diameter and are etched to a depth of 1.57 pm.
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Fig. 11.17 Improved collimation of light emitted from etched photonic bandgap structure.
Beam dispersion decreased from 92" to 32", proving effectiveness of photonic bandgap
structure at suppressing unwanted spontaneous emission modes.

by the etch species and etch product transport. This effect was reduced by
the extreme low pressure used during etching.

11.6.2. EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS OF PHOTONIC
BANDGAP U S E R S
Figure 11.17 shows the far field radiation patterns, with and without PBG
formation. The devices were tested in the pulsed mode via probe contacts. The threshold current is 300 pA and the maximum measured output
power is 14.4 pW. The peak emission in the spectral output at 931 nm
has a linewidth of 0.8 nm. The samples were measured before and after
etching of the PBG holes to determine the effectiveness of the structure
at suppressing unwanted emission modes. Prior to etching, the emission
was found to be Lambertian, as expected for light-emitting diodes [39],
and the emission angle at full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) was 92".
After etching the PBG holes into the sample, the emission angle at FWHM
was reduced to 32", thus improving the directionality of the spontaneously
emitted light and confirming that lasing originates from the defect mode.
As the light is confined by the microcavity formed by etching, the number of supported modes in the structure was reduced and the associated
collimation of emitted light was observed.
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11.7. Effects of Dry Etching on Optical Properties
Dry-etch-induced damage has been shown to cause changes in material that
can degrade device characteristics [40-43]. The demands for integration
of electronic and optoelectronic devices on the same wafer have made it
important to understand how the etch-induced damage can affect the electrical and optical properties of the material. Characterization of etch-induced
damage to the optical properties of AlGaAdGaAs and InPDnGaAs have
shown that defects can propagate deep into the material by a combination
of ion channeling and diffusion. Etch-induced damage has been shown to
affect the electrical properties of materials as well by changes in mobility, sidewall damage depth, contact resistance, and Schottky diode ideality
factor. Previous work has also shown that the use of higher stage power
during etching can affect the residual damage depth and distribution of the
etch-induced defects [ 19,441. Furthermore, optical characteristics of nearsurface quantum wells for epitaxial layers grown on InP substrates have
been shown to be adversely affected by etch-induced damage to a greater
extent than epitaxial layers grown on GaAs substrates [45].Therefore, it
is important to develop low-damage dry etching technology for electrical
and optical devices.

11.7.1. DECREASED PHOTOLUMINESCENCE
DUE TO DRY ETCHING
Changes in the photoluminescence (PL) intensity and conductance of quantum well structures can be used to study dry-etch-induced damage in semiconductors. For the nanostructures used in the study of dry-etch-induced
damage, 160ym-long conducting wires with lateral dimensions down to
120 nm and 500 pm x 500 pm gratings with lines and spaces of 110 and
240 nm, respectively, were used. These wires and gratings were defined
by electron beam lithography and dry etched using the ICP plasma system
to a depth of 400 nm. Typical etch conditions were 150 W source power
and 50 W stage power with C12 flowing at 6 sccm. The chamber pressure
was 0.15 mTorr, the IVd,l was 80 V, and an etch rate of 250 nm/min was
achieved. It has been shown that etching at low pressures in a C12 plasma
yields vertical profiles, smooth surfaces, and high etch rates for gratings
and wires with small dimensions and high aspect ratio [46].
For the PL measurements, gratings were used instead of single wires
to improve the intensity of the PL signal. The Ino.1sGa0g5AsPL signals
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Fig. 11.18 Comparison of photoluminescence intensity and conductivity for wires of
different widths showing different cutoff width for optical and clectrical signals.

at 925 nm were normalized to the GaAs substrate signal at 820 nm and
the intensities were all divided by a fill factor for each grating so that the
active area was the same for all gratings. The PL signal, as a function
of etch conditions, was found to be independent of the illuminating laser
intensity. Figure 11.18 shows that both the PL intensity and conductance
decreased with wire width. It can be seen that the conductance of the
wires degrades more quickly for smaller wire width as compared to the PL
intensity [47]. The wires became effectively non-conducting when the wire
width decreased to 120 nm. The conductance decreased from 4.3 x
to 8.3 x loy9 !X' as the wire dimension was reduced from 550 to 120 nm.
However, a measurable PL signal was still detected from gratings with
linewidth of 110 nm. The PL intensity decreased by 83% as the linewidth
was vaned from 530 nm to 110nm, and the gratings were still producing an
optical signal at these sizes. The extracted cutoff width for the optical signal
was 33 nm, while the cutoff width for the electrical signal was 136 nm.
These results indicate a difference in how dry-etch-induced damage can
affect the electrical and optical properties of an InGaAs quantum well
as evidenced by the different cutoff widths of etched wires and gratings.
While the etch-induced damage may render the materia1 non-conducting,
the quantum well could still be sufficiently intact to allow for radiative
recombination of the carriers generated by the incident laser in the PL
measurement to allow the optical signal to be detected.
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Fig. 11.19 Changes in stage power during etching cause a degradation in PL intensity
from etched gratings. The stage power was varied between 50 and 200 W.

The effect of the stage power used during etching on the optical characteristics of etched gratings is shown in Fig. 11.19. The rf power on the
stage was varied from 50 to 200 W to control the ion energy bombarding the devices. The PL intensity from the gratings etched with 200 W
stage power were significantly lower than those etched with 50 W. The PL
intensity from the gratings with 530 nm linewidth decreased by 70% and
the 110 nm lines decreased by 22% as the stage power was increased from
50 to 200 W. The I vdc I varied from 80 to 270 V in this rf power range. The
degradations in the PL signal with increasing stage power were probably
related to the increase in ion energy, which could increase the etch-induced
damage along the sidewalls and reduce the luminescence from the quantum
well [48].
11.7.2. DAMAGE REMOVAL BY PLASMA PASSIVATION

It is desirable to develop techniques to remove or minimize dry-etchinduced damage in devices. Low-energy chlorine species, generated in
a high-density plasma system with no stage bias, have been shown to passivate the etched surface and sidewalls of GaAs and InGaAs structures
[49, 501. No etching was observed as the materials were protected by either
native or plasma-grown oxides. To study the improvement on the optical
properties using plasma passivation, gratings were defined by electron beam
lithography and a Ti/Ni (30/50 nm) etch mask was lifted off. After dry
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Fig. 11.20 Improved photoluminescence intensity from etched InGaAs quantum well
gratings after 10 min Clz passivation.

etching, the mask was stripped in buffered HF and a plasma oxide was
grown €or 1 min. The samples were then passivated in a low-energy plasma
using 150W source power, Cl2 flowing at 20 sccm, and a chamber pressure
of 2 mTorr. No stage power was used during passivation and the 1 v& I was
0 V. Therefore, the reactive CI species generated in the plasma will have
very low energy.
As Fig. 11.20 shows, PL measurements were performed and the signal
from the GaAs substrate was used to normalizc the signals from the wells
in different samples. The signal from the Ino.lsGao.85As well showed an
improvement of 2.7 times as compared to the etched sample. This indicates that the CI;! passivation techniques can be used to improve the optical signals from materials and can repair damage along the sidewalls of
structures.

11.8. Summary
Optical devices in Si or LII-V semiconductors have been fabricated using dry
etching technology. In order to achieve the desirable optical properties, the
dry etched devices should have precisely controlled etch depth, etch profile,
smooth morphology, and low surface defects. In many cases, these dry
etched optical components consist of high aspect ratio (>20: 1) structures
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with very small dimensions ( t 1 0 0 nm). The multiple requirements for
high-performance optical devices make it very challenging to develop the
needed dry etching technology.
High aspect ratio Si micromirrors with folded suspension beams for
optical switching were fabricated using dry etching technology. These vertical Si mirrors are 50 pm tall and they have high reflectivity because the
etched surface has smooth morphology. These micromachined Si mirrors
can be actuated using the electrostatic comb drives. The high aspect ratio comb resonators are supported by the folded beams that are 50 pm
thick, 3 pm wide, and 800 pm long. These optical switching arrays can be
operated at low power, achieving a mirror displacement of 34 pm at 30 V.
High reflectivitymicromirrorsand microcavitiesin I~o.~oGQ.~oAs/G~As
have been dry etched using a C12/Ar plasma. These mirrors and cavities
have dimensions down to 0.25 pm and a depth of 2.8 pm. Mirror reflectivity up to 93% is obtained, independent of the ion energy or ion flux used
during etching, as long as smooth sidewalls and vertical profile are maintained. These high-quality etched mirrors were used to form total internal
reflection in the triangular ring lasers. The high reflectivity etched mirrors
resulted in low threshold current of only 3.7 mA for the triangular ring
lasers.
Nanostructures have been dry etched in GaAs and InP to form horizontal DBR mirrors. With alternating layers of semiconductor and air gap,
reflectivity >95% can be obtained using only a two-period structure. For
h/4 DBR mirrors, mirror width should be 59 nm for GaAs and 122 nm
for InP. To clear the top cladding layer and the active region of the DBR
mirrors, etch depths up to 2 pm are required. Therefore, dry etching technology for very high aspect ratio DBR mirrors is needed. Horizontal DBR
mirrors in GaAs and InP have been demonstrated. These high aspect ratio
mirrors have vertical profile and smooth sidewalls for high reflectivity
applications.
Photonic bandgap crystal has been fabricated using dry etching to form
surface-emitting PBG lasers. By suppressing emission from the non-lasing
modes, PBG lasers have the advantage of increased spontaneous emission into the lasing mode with very low threshold. For light emission
at 940 nm, PBG crystal with 200 nm diameter holes and 300 nm pitch
is needed. Dry etching technology for vertical holes with low defects in
GaAs/Alo.2G~.gAsDBR mirrors and pseudomorphic Ino.~sG~.g5As
wells
has been developed. In order to get through the entire cavity region and
into the bottom DBR mirror to ensure a good overlap with the optical field,
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an etch depth >1 pm is needed. These high aspect ratio PBG structures are
dry etched in a Cl2 plasma with pressure down to 0.1 mTorr to enhance
the transport of the etch species and etch products through these deep, narrow trenches. The dry etched PBG lasers show low threshold current and
improved collimation of the emitted light.
Most importantly, for the optical devices to be functional and provide
the desired performance, low-damage dry etching technology should be
used to minimize surface defects. To avoid dry-etching-induced damage,
low-energy ions and uniform etching are needed, while impurities from
the gases, etch mask, and plasma system should be avoided. In addition,
low-energy C1 species have been shown to passivate surface defects and
improve optical device performance. With optimized dry etch conditions,
high-performance optical devices can be obtained.
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12.1. Introduction
Today's fiber optics components being used in WDM networks are
expensive, with most of the cost coming from their packaging/assembly
technologies. To achieve higher market penetration and greater volumes,
costs must come down further. Technology developments are underway to
lower the cost associated with the packaging and assembly.
Packaging/assembly technologies are also one of the keys to assuring
good performance and reliable field of application for the optical components. These packaging technologies for optical components are varied
depending on their area of application. For example, packaging technologies required for subscriber networks such as fiber-to-the home (FTTH) or
fiber-to-the curbs (F'TTC) are different from those being used in long-haul
transmission systems. The components in the subscriber networks need
to be inexpensive, highly stable, and exhibit low loss. These qualities depend not only on the chip fabrication and design technologies, but also on
the packaging technology. Lack of any of these would make it difficult to
realize high performance and cost-effective optical components.

12.1.1. BACKGROUND
Fiber optics components research has been going on since the early 1970s,
following the discovery of the glass fiber [l-31. However, practical implementation of optical components, especially light-emitting diode (LED)
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based components [4], started in the late 1970s. After confirming reliable
operation of the laser diode (LD) in mid 1980, implementation of the LD
gradually focused on use in the optical networks. Optical packaging technologies have been changed since its implementation. If we look back at
the pre-LD packaging technologies, the components packaging at the initial stage was mainly based on the metallic, and alignment technique was
mainly active alignment. The uses of optical components in real systems
were also limited at that time. However, with increasing demands of the
optical components for WDM network applications, the trends in packaging diverted from expensive to inexpensive by replacing the active alignment and metallic package with passive alignment and flat-type (plastic)
package. This is especially true for the components required for a subscriber network, where cost-effective components are necessary. So far,
small changes are noticeable in the optical packaging, especially used in
long-haul application.
Packaging is much more complex for photonics than for electronic ICs.
Packaging-related issues are fiber-chip coupling, which leads to the use of
tapers and lenses, the influences of reflections and the accompanying use
of isolators and temperature sensitivity, requiring thermoelectric coolers
(TEC) and thermistors. It is important to note that these packaging issues
form, on one hand, the major economic incentive for integration, but on
the other, a technical obstacle against integration. Therefore, it is highly
desirable to design the packaging that is simple and cost effective.
This chapter reviews the design methodologies required for optical
package design for future photonic components. Each design criteria will
be explained with its practical implementationin packages as the examples.
The next chapter will focus on more recent optical packaging trends with
the examples.

12.2. Package Types
Optical packages are mainly divided into two types: coaxial type package
and butterfly type package. The former is generally uncooled and the latter
is cooled or uncooled based on the application area. Figure 12.1 shows
examples of the two types of packages frequently used in telecommunication industries. Each package type could be with or without fiber attached,
and the fiber could be multimode or single-mode type fiber. As multimode
fiber is not used for WDM systems, optical package with multimode fiber
will not be considered in this chapter. The area of application of the optical
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Coaxial

(b) Butterfly
Fig. 12.1 Pictures of different types packages used in telecommunication applications:
(a) coaxial package, (b) butterfly package.

components, such as laser diode or detector, dictates which type of package is used. For example, the optical components for subscriber networks
are generally packaged without cooler, so in this case either coaxial or
butterfly packages could be used. On the other hand, in long-haul transmission systems where environmental conditions are severe on component
performance, a butterfly type package with cooler is used. The package
types shown in Fig. 12.1 are the standard packages, and their footprints
are almost the same for single a functional optical module. For more than
one functional optical device, however, hybrid or monolithic integration
schemes are used and package sizes vary from industry to industry.

12.3. Package Classifications
Based on how the enclosure of the packages (coaxial and butterfly) is
assembled and how their fibers are connected, optical packages are also
classified as hermetic and nonhermetic, based on their permeability to
moisture exposure.
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12.3.1. HERMETIC VERSUS NON-HERMETIC PACKAGES
The package might be assembled hermetically for a number of reasons,
including protection of the LD or photodetector (PD) materials, reliability requirements, and the use of environment. For low-cost applications
in benign environments using the silicon or even InGaAshP detectors or
LD, the device will be sealed in plastic packages with flat or lensed windows to input the light. This type of package will permit normal handling
and assembly operations and keep away the dust and dirt (which will degrade performance) from the surface of the detectors (or LD). If the optical
components will be used in dusty applications, the window needs to be
cleaned without damaging the device. For higher reliability applications
where there is a concern about organic contaminations affecting the longterm device reliability or where harsh environmentscan cause condensation
and/or freezing of moisture on the internal surfaces, hermetic packages are
normally used. Hermetic case materials are typically metals and ceramics,
and do not allow permeation of moisture through them.
Traditionally, optical components for long-haul terrestrial and submarine applications are hermetically packaged to prevent chemical degradation of the chip and the interconnection due to the ionically contaminated moisture and to assure long-term reliability. On the other hands, the
optical components for short-haul transmission applications are low-cost
and reduced size. These are typically encapsulated by a plastic package,
and permeable to moisture, which is called non-hermetic packaging. This
trends are likely to change in the future by development of the chip itself,
especially the fabrication technology along with the passivation technology. Recent studies have shown that high reliability could be achievable
with even nonhermetic packaging due to the improvement in chip quality.

12.4. Design Methodologies/Approaches
For designing the optical package for the specific communication application, a design methodology is required. This reduces the chances of any
design fault happening in the packaging. Figure 12.2 shows the design
methodology for the optical component packaging. Design methodology,
as shown in Fig. 12.2, combines with system requirements-packaging
technology and componentsflayout options-to obtain the various package designs. Each of these options must be assessed with respect to optical,
electrical, thermal, and mechanical designs.
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Fig. 12.2 Design methodology for optical component packaging.

First, optical design must consider the package geometries, and the
type of alignments, active or passive, available in the assembly process.
In optical design, achieving maximum coupling to/from the single fiber
provides the greatest chance for using less optics. Especially in assembly
where passive-alignment technique is used, internal component designs
are required. This technology takes the much simpler approach of forming
the optical coupling by positioning components in predefined locations
[%lo]. In order to minimize optical reflection occurring due to transmitting of light through different refractive index media, index-matching
of materials is also considered before launching to the optical fiber [6].
In long-haul system application, where the back reflection would cause
optical performance degradation, an isolator is used for reducing the back
reflection.
Second, electrical design is required, especially for the high-speed optical components. Because of the short rise time and fall time requirement,
a transmission line model is required for internal electrical interconnection along with appropriate driving, receiving, and loading circuitry design to minimize electrical reflection. The relationship between materials
parameters and electrical performance has to be established using a combination of analysis and experimental verification. The system-level simulation would be helpful to estimate system performance in the package
design stage, and to allow necessary design changes to be made, if required.
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Third, after handling the optical and electrical issues, mechanical designs, comprising thermal design, material selection, and package design
(geometry), are to be carried out based on the area of applications. Thermal
analyses using computer-aided design (CAD) can address both component
and module levels heat dissipation, helping to estimate temperature characteristics of the module. Direct heat sinking from the optical chips using
high thermal conductivity material is mandatory. Thermoelectric cooler
(TEC) is used in some packages for keeping the temperature fixed for
optical performance stability. As different types of materials are used in
optical packaging, careful material selection is also mandatory for avoiding
any possible stress formation. This selection is not only required to focus
on the higher dielectric constant for high-frequency packaging, but also
on the higher thermal conductivities and lower difference in thermal expansion between the materials used for avoiding the stress creation under
temperature changes. This is essential, as the formation of thermal step
either in manufacturing or in operation would not only degrade the optical performance by changes of the original optical alignment, but would
degrade the long-run reliability substantially. Surface-mounted packages
using the plastic package would face more thermal stress [ 111 if the packaging material were not selected properly. Extra effort on the chip development side is also sometimes required, if the chip is encapsulated by plastic
package.
Finally, design of assembly steps for components placement and attachment inside the optical package must consider vibration, shock, thermal
cycling, and acceleration. Thermal design can provide feedback in the
design stage about the effects of the large thermal excursion. In many applications, optical components will be subjected to adverse environmental
conditions such as high humidity, contamination, and temperature. For this
reason, some optical components are required to be packaged in hermetic
moisture-free enclosures. Selection of all components inside the optical
module must consider whether the package is hermetic or non-hermetic.

12.4.1. OPTICAL
Optical Design Issues

In optical module design, the first and foremost detail of the design is a good
coupling scheme, considering the space available inside the package and the
allowance required in manufacturing. Optical coupling in optoelectronics
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devices is as important as electrical connection. Optical performance is
mainly dependent on the coupling scheme design. The source of the light
can be either another fiber or a light source such as semiconductor LD
or LED. Regardless of what the source of the light might be, the recipe
for efficient coupling is to match the light field from the source with the
mode field of the fiber; the coupling scheme design plays the key role in
optimizing optical module performance. Alignment precision of micron
order or higher is required for optical coupling because of the small optical
beam sizes in the LD. In coupling system design, the incident light angle
should be smaller than the total reflection angle that occurs at the interface
between the core and cladding layer in the optical fiber or waveguide. The
light incident at the angle larger than the total reflection angle will leak
out through the cladding layer and be lost. It is essential to estimate the
coupling efficiency and to find a way to optimize it for the specific optical
package. As shown in Fig. 12.3, if P1 is the optical power output from the
LD, and P2 is the power received in the optical fiber, the coupling efficiency

&.,

Fiber

Laser Diode

(a) Without lens

(b) With lens
Fig. 12.3 Laser diode to fiber coupling.
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can be represented by
q = -log 10(P2/P1) (in +ve dB)

(12.1)

If the light passes from one medium to another medium of a different
refractive index, some portion of the light P3 will be reflected back at the
interface, and the reflectance can be expressed by

R = -log lO(P3/Pl) (in +ve dB)

(12.2)

Based on the coupling system design, a coupling efficiency q and reflectance R of close to 1 could be obtained. Generally, a lens is used between the optical source and the fiber, to enhance the coupling efficiency as
shown in Fig. 12.3(b). This could be a single lens or multiple lenses and/or
optics for optimizing the optical coupling. As in the optical module, different materials having separate refractive indices are used, and single or
multiple reflections may occur, which causes noise in the transmitter and
spurious signals at the receiver, possibly worse for the optical amplifier.
These reflections can limit the data rate of the transmission due to the
inherent noise caused by excess light in the system. For digital systems,
reflectance as low as -30 dE3 are required, and most components can meet
this requirement. However, in the analog systems where amplitude modulation is required, reflectance as low as -55 dB is desirable. The reflection
can be minimized by using index matching materials, optical coatings,
angled interfaces (to deflect the light from the transmission path), and optical isolators. The use of an isolator in the optical module rotates the
polarization of light passing through it so that impinging reflected light is
further rotated and blocked.

Coupling of Optical Light into the Optical Fiber
Mode Field Matching
For efficient transferring of optical energy from the LD source to the fiber,
the respective mode profiles should be overlapped as much as possible. To
understand what parameters are important for efficient coupling of light
into an optical fiber, it is essential to have a more quantitative definition.
It can be shown that for linearly polarized modes LP LP!,, coupling
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efficiency can be represented by
(12.3)
where 122 is the refractive index of the cladding, ZO is the free-space
impedance, and Ei and El, are the electric field amplitudes for the incoming light and for the light propagation in mode LPl, in the fiber, respectively. The fields in @. (12.3) are just the transverse fields, because in the
LP mode approximation the longitudinal component is neglected. In the
optical module/package, the single-mode fiber (allowing only one LP mode
to propagate) or multimode fiber (allowing several LP modes to propagate)
is used to transmit or to receive the light. In the step-index fiber, the core
with higher refractive index is surrounded by the clad with lower refractive
index. The index differences of the most important single-mode fiber (e.g.,
standard SMF-28) for the optical communication are about 0.3 to 0.8%.
The core and the clad diameters are 8 pm (2a) and 125 pm, respectively.
If the optical signal in the fiber is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution,
then the optical signal P ( r ) variation in the fiber can be expressed by
~ ( r=) P(O)exp[-2(a/wg>12

(12.4)

where 2w, is the mode field diameter of the fundamental mode, considering
the step index fiber, a is the core diameter. The mode field diameter 2w,
is the point where the intensity is 13.5% of the center intensity, and it is
dependent on the wavelength of the guided wave. It is greater than the
core diameter. For example, mode field diameter is 6%larger than the core
diameter for the 9 pm core, at an operating wavelength of 1.3 pm.For a
wavelength of 1.5 pm, however, MFD is 20% larger than the core diameter.
The larger the MFD is, the more power lies in the cladding layer. This power
is loosely bound and more susceptible to bending and being radiated away.
In the multimode fiber, where core diameter varies from 50 to 200 pm, the
mode distribution is not Gaussian shaped, as in Fig. 12.4. The discussion
on multimode fiber is out of context, however, as mostly single-mode fiber
is in packaging of optical components.
Losses Due to Different Mismatches

In the optical package, the optical axis alignment is the prime requirement for achieving optimum coupling efficiency. In the assembly, it is
difficult to achieve submicron ranges of alignment due to instrument and
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Fig. 12.4 Coupling of optical mode.

optics tolerances. It is necessary to design the coupling system considering
all tolerances, from component level to the instrument itself. There are a
few cases in which the mismatches (MFD, offsets, and misalignment) cause
the reduction of the coupling efficiency, and these mismatches are mainly
due to the MFD, axial, and angular misalignment, as shown in Fig. 12.5.
If there are multiple mismatches happening in the coupling system, the
losses are increased dramatically.
The following relations, as shown in Fig. 12.5, can express the mismatches;
Case 1: MFD mismatches: This is caused mainly by spot-size
mismatches in the coherent system, and the coupling efficiency
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(a) MFD
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(b) Transverse offset AZt

(c) Longitudinal offset A Z

A

(d) Angular misalignment w
Fig. 12.5 Possible mismatches causing the optical losses.

can be expressed by
(12.5)
where $1 and S2 are the field size of the laser diode and the fiber itself,
respectively.
Case 2: Matched MFD and Transverse Offset A&: In the optical
packaging, this results if the height of the components is different as
compared with the designed ones. The TI can be expressed as
TI = e x p [ - ( ~ z t / ~ 2 ) ~ 1

(12.6)

Case 3: Matched MFD and Longitudinal Offset AZ1: In the optical
packaging, this results from the axial displacement due to the
instruments and/or due to component thickness variation presence.
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The r] can be expressed as
rl = [1/{1+ ( A ~ 1 / 2 2 d 2 H

(12.7)

where 20 is the Rayleigh range.
Case 4: Matched MFD but Angular Misalignment q :The r] can be
expressed by
rl = exp[-(@/@cJ21

(12.8)

From the set of equations it can be seen that losses due to the longitudinal
offsets are more critical than any other mismatches. The preceding relationship is valid for the coherent source to the single-mode fiber, and the
details could be found in Nemoto et aL’s report [12]. On the other hand,
losses due to mismatches happening in the multimode fiber are complicated for the incoherent sources, and that context is not the part of this
chapter.
Different Coupling Methods in Packaging
In optical package, proper optical coupling system would improve the
optical performance of the module. The fiber could act as either a receiver
(from LD) or transmitter (to PD) in the optical module. As such fiber in
most cases is single-mode type fiber having a core diameter of 8 to 9 pm,
the coupling scheme is to be designed to minimize coupling loss as much
as possible. Typically, in most cases, single or multiple lenses are used
between the fiber and the chip to enhance the coupling efficiency. In some
cases, however, tapered or lensed fiber is used for increasing coupling by
compensating the mode-field diameter mismatching [ 13-16]. Figure 12.6
shows typical coupling schemes used in optical packaging. Increasing the
number of the discrete components in coupling would not only complicate
the alignment system, but also increase the packaging cost. The following section describes some of the main optics technologies related to the
packaging of the optical devices.

Different Packages
Optics in Packaging
As mentioned in the previous section and shown in Fig. 12.6 (case of laserdiode to fiber), the coupling scheme must be designed properly prior to
proceeding to the next design stage. After the coupling scheme design, the
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Fig. 12.6 Different coupling methods for single-mode fiber-to-LD.

next step in the optical design is to consider the way of implementing the
designed scheme inside the package. Based on the package geometry, and
also the alignment technique available, there are several ways to implement
the optics inside the package. One of the optics scheme, frequently used
in a typical LD package, is shown in Fig. 12.7. A discrete lens is used to
focus the beam into the fiber. In some packages, the isolator (not shown in
Fig. 12.7) is used for reducing the optical reflection. Tapered fiber or lensed
fiber is also generally used for focusing the beam into the fiber. Reducing
the radius of tapered fiber lens can increase the coupling efficiency, but with
a trade-off in optical alignment tolerance. Sometimes, LD with spot-size
converter is also used in packaging for easy coupling. Tapered waveguide
LD having a narrower far field pattern (FFP)is used for this purpose.
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Fig. 12.7 Schematic showing the laser diode packaging considering the optics.

Very recently, FFP of <9 degrees has been achieved in well-designed
tapered LD [17]. Figure 12.8 shows the cross sectional views and the far
field pattern of tapered LD in comparison with conventional LD. The coupling efficiency, along with the alignment tolerance with single-mode fiber,
can be enhanced using the tapered LD [17-201, as shown in Fig. 12.8.
Usually, alignment associated cost can also be reduced using such LD.
This LD as a transmitter source is targeted for the customer premises link
application, where cost issue is the main factor.
Another way to enhance the coupling efficiency of the LD-to-SMF fiber
is to use the index matching resin between the conventional LD and the
fiber interface. This would reduce the reflection of the different medias,
while the light beam passes from LD to SMF. Normally, silicon bench is
used as the platform for keeping both fiber and LD. Figure 12.9 shows
the schematic as well as the picture showing the LD to fiber, and their
coupling characteristics. Using index-matching resin having a refractive
index of 1.38 can enhance both the tolerance and coupling losses [6].This
coupling scheme also reduces the packaging cost, and is used in low-end
applications (customer premises).
Coaxial Package: Uncooled Package
Coaxial package (hereafter called coax) is generally the package type in
which cooler is not used. Optical components used in data or subscriber
networks are usually encapsulated by coax package. These package types
are connectorized or non-connectorized based on the application area.
Connectorized packages are currently used in applications that employ
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Fig. 12.8 Tapered LD and conventional LD, (b) far field patterns, and (c) coupling efficiencies variations.

multimode fiber such as data links, or single-mode fiber links operating in
the lower bit rate and with a modest dynamics range. For high-performance
links where high reliability, maximum dynamic range, and stability are
required, pigtailed type packages are required. A multitude of designs are
based on the package to be mounted on to the IC board. Some are shown
in Fig. 12.1. Internal structure of the CAN package is simple, where the
LD or PD is mounted on the submount carrier, and fiber is attached using
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Fig. 12.9 Fiber to LD coupling (a) configuration, and (b) variation of the coupling efficiency with and without index matching gel.
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(b)
Fig. 12.10 Schematic representing the cross sectional views of (a) coaxial, and (b) butterfly packages.

the epoxy or Tack welding using YAG laser. The schematic representing
internal structure of the typical coax package is shown in Fig. 12.10(a).
Generally, based on the assembly, a lens is used for focusing the light into
the fiber or onto the PD. This could be a hemispherical lens, discretely
implemented inside the module, or the fiber with the lens at the tip, as
mentioned earlier.
Butterfly Package: Cooled or Uncooled

This package has been named butterfly because of its external geometry.
The 14 pins (7 pins each side) butterfly package has been in telecommunication industries quite a while from its first origin. The packages for the
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optical components could be with or without cooler, based again on the
application. The optical components, especially the transmitter source,
being used in long-haul communication systems come with the cooler for
better stability of the source wavelength and long-run reliability. On the
other hand, the components used in the data or subscriber networks, especially comparatively short-haul applications, are being packaged without
cooler. Figure 12.10(b) shows a schematic diagram representing the internal structure of the butterfly package. The optics of this package usually
comprise two lenses. The lens inside the package is usually for collimating
the beam and the outside lens is for focusing purposes. Tapered or lensed
fiber is also used instead of discrete lenses.

12.4.2. ELECTRICAL

Design AspectsKonsiderations
The demand for high-speed optical components in the WDM communication system pushes the requirement of the electrical design side-by-side
with other considerations (optical and mechanical) in package designing.
As the electrical signal is necessary as an input for any optical devices,
all components (inside the package) carrying electrical signal are to be
designed for achieving good electrical performance. The main issue to
be considered in the design is the electrical needs of the circuits inside
the package. All connected signals should be considered to be propagated through the well impedance matched transmission line. Figure 12.11
shows the schematics comparing the interconnections in the optical package with and without considering the electrical design. Discontinuities
in electrical signal line due to conventional wire bonding as shown in
Fig. 12.11cause the reflection, which degrades the signal waveform reaching the optical device. Proper electrical design considering all discontinuities is necessary, without which total module performance (both optical and electrical) cannot be improved. The electrical characteristics that
are important for the design of the high-speed package include the fundamental transmission line properties of the interconnects as well as the
dynamic characteristics of the signals propagated to the optical devices.
The fundamental transmission line properties include the line resistance
( R ) , capacitance (C), inductance (L), and dielectric conductance (G), all
per unit length, and the characteristic impedance (ZO),and the propagation constant (6). These characteristics are functions of the cross sectional
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Fig. 12.11 Schematic representation comparing the conventional wire bonding and controlled impedance matching in the optical packaging.

geometry of the interconnect, the electrical properties of the driver and
the optical device, and other interconnect structures such as wire bond,
vias, and stubs affect the dynamic behavior of the signals reaching the
optical devices. Important dynamic characteristics include the propagation delay, the rise and fall time of the receiving signals, attenuation,
noise due to the signal reflections, and cross talk between the adjacent
lines. The interconnection between the transmission lines could be accomplished by wire or ribbon bonding or other flip-chip bonding. At multiGHz frequencies, interconnect lengths become a significant fraction of the
wavelength of the highest frequency harmonics, and therefore the interconnects must be designed as transmission lines with proper concern for
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impedance, cross talk, and attenuation [21,22]. Impedance mismatch must
be minimized to reduce the reflections and prevent ringing, which can
cause false decision (switching) in the receiver signal. Significant attenuation and rise time degradation can be caused by losses in the transmission line. The transmission line loss is the sum of the conductor loss
and dielectric loss, both of which are dependent on the frequency. Some
issues to be.considered in electrical design are explained in the following
sections.
Interconnections: Signal Lines

In optical packages, interconnections play a key role for overall module performance (both electrical and optical). Interconnection structure and interconnection performance issues are to be considered seriously in electrical
design. Figure 12.12 shows a simplified view of an interconnection for the
case of a modulator-integratedlaser diode (MILD) package. In this case, assume that signal is fed through from the electronics driver module. An actual
interconnection inside the optical package is, in fact, a much more complex
object than the simple straight interconnection, as shown in Fig. 12.12.
Common variations include bends in lines, vias between interconnection layers, connectors between levels of packaging, etc. Figure 12.13
illustrates the levels of packaging common in optical packages: the various packaging levels generally defined as the first level, corresponding

.................. ................................. .........................................................,
---------.MI-LD
I
;I
,I
;I I
I
; I \/\ I
-I

Interconnection

;

Fig. 12.12 Idealized interconnection connecting the modulator integrated laser diode
(MI-LD) to feedthrough connection.
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Fig. 12.13 Interconnection and packaging levels: a) interconnection between components
on the same carrier, and (b) interconnection between circuits, on different carriers.

to components and carrier (substrates); and the second level, corresponding to subassemblies.
An ideal interconnection would in all cases deliver the near-end
signal X ( t ) from the driver module (for example), undistorted, to the farend optical component, i.e., Y ( t ) = X ( t - T d ) , where Td is the propagation
delay across the interconnection. Surprisingly, it is true to some extent
that this idealized and simplified view of the interconnection is commonly
used in the optical packaging. Only recently it is understood that such a
view is no longer valid in the case of high bit rate (over gigabit rate) optical component packaging. As interconnection performance has become an
increasingly critical issue in high-speed optical devices, delay/performance
optimized interconnection layout has become a priority in the electrical
design.
The ideal interconnection is a simple delay line, propagating the signal unchanged at some propagation velocity. A real interconnection is
more properly viewed as the circuit function, and the interconnection
medium can be assumed as the linear medium (i.e., the electrical parameters of the interconnection are independent of the signal level). With respect
of thinking about the linear medium, it is appropriate to consider it as the
linear analog circuit. If the signal is considered as the electromagnetic wave
propagating down the interconnection, then the Fourier analyses based on
the frequency component of the waveform are convenient, because the
interconnection parameter is always frequency dependent. If instead, the
interconnection parameter appears as the localized lumped element, then
the analysis is considered as the Laplace transform, instead of frequency
dependent. These thoughts are mainly dependent on the operating wavelengths and whether they are comparable with the interconnection length.
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Fig. 12.14 Long line as a series of shorter segments: (a) N number of uniform lines, and
(b) two uniform lines connected by the discontinuity having transfer function g(f).

Let's consider the interconnection (see Fig. 12.14), as the Fourier transform. In this case the signal transfer function associated with the line is
H ( f , L ) , where L , length, is the the parameter of the transfer function. If
L is long, then the line itself could be considered as the number of section
having the length of 6L, and the transfer function h(f, 6 L ) is written as
(12.9)
where NL is the number of the segments having each segment length 6L. If
the segments are of different types having the transfer function of hi (f, 6 L i )
at ith section of the segment, then the overall transfer function of the
interconnection is merely
(12.10)
where again N L is the number of the segments having each segment length
6 L. This provides a convenient means of concatenating a sequence of interconnection structures (straight lines, bends, vias, etc.), and obtaining the
response of overall connections. The casual effects of multiple reflections
are also to be considered for each section. If H ( f , L ) is the overall interconnection transfer function, the far end signal Y ( t ) , as shown in Fig. 12.12,
is obtained from the near-end signal X ( t ) , by decomposing its near-end
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signal into its Fourier components a, (f),propagating through individual frequency component across the line to obtain the far-end frequency
component uy(f) = H (f,L ) a, (f).Then far-end signal Y (t) could be
reconstructed from its frequency components uy( f ) . The signal distortion
in this propagating wave model are the consequences of the changes (both
amplitude and phase) of the frequency components as the signal propagates down the line. Thereby, after propagating different types of lines,
if any, the frequency components a, ( f ) becomes distorted, and leads to
a, (f ) # a y(f). In particular, H (f,L ) can be represented by general form
as, H ( , f , L ) = A , ( L ) exp(NB), where At is the total attenuation and 8 is
the phase-shift of the signal over a distance of 6 L (total length L = N . 6).
In this consideration, the line length is larger than the wavelength of the
signal, and the signal is treated as the wave propagating across the line.
However, if the line length is very small as compared with the signal wavelength, and the signal is occupied in fraction of time period over the space.
Voltage across the line is essentially constant, and the far end signal can be
estimated using the Laplace transform.
An active or passive optical device (requiring the electrical signal) is
a localized and invariant structure. The electrical lumped model is necessary to estimate the interconnection behavior. The other localized elements
in interconnection structures are the vias, bend, wire bonds, connectors,
etc., and their lumped model can also help to estimate the overall interconnection behavior. In packaging, however, the line behavior could be
obtained from its scattering parameters (s-parameters). The overall line performance can be estimated calculating each segment’s (of different types)
s-parameters.
Discontinuities

In the preceding section, we assumed the simple model for a continuous,
uniform interconnection line. However, interconnection lines between the
optical device and the signal feedthrough connector encounter discontinuities as shown in Fig. 12.14@),due to bends, vias between the metallization levels, and interpackage level connection using the wirehibbon
bonding and/or flip-chip bonding. These discontinuities can significantly
impact the performance of the interconnection line, the effect depending to
some extent on the frequency of the propagating signal. At low-frequency
signal, the lumped circuit model remains valid, and the discontinuities
lead to changes in the net capacitance, inductance, and resistance. The
RLC model of such discontinuities must consider the nonuniformity of
the charge distribution and the current distribution at the discontinuities.
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For example, a right-angle bend in the line will exhibit the concentration
of the field lines at the sharp edges of the bend, impacting the calculation
of the capacitance of the bend. In addition, the current distribution will not
be uniform as it flows around the bend, affecting the inductance and the
resistance of the bend. At higher frequency signal, corresponding to long
interconnections, as the signal propagates through the uniform transmission line with characteristic impedance ZOand encounters discontinuities,
the discontinuities appear as the new transmission line with the impedance
ZdiS or as lumped circuit elements acting as the imperfect termination.
In both cases, signal reflection occurs, and it mixes with incident signal.
The resultant electrical signal launching into the optical components is
distorted, and degrades the optical performance accordingly. In order to
avoid or reduce signal reflection, the proper interconnection design with
impedance matching considering both load (in this case optical device) and
source (e.g., electronics driver) is required.

Carrier Materials
In high-speed package design, the materials of the signal carrier must be
selected first for their electrical Characteristics and then for their mechanical properties. That is not to say that mechanical performance is secondary
in importance to electrical performance, rather that the electrical properties
must be met before mechanical properties are considered. For example, if a
dielectric material has adequate mechanical properties and stability against
all anticipated temperatures, but has a dielectric loss factor in excess of what
can be tolerated by the design under consideration, that material cannot be
used and another one must be chosen that has adequate mechanical properties and meets electrical requirements as well. Consideration is also to
be given to the environment to which the package is to be exposed (in the
case of the nonhermetic type package). A wide variety of carrier materials
with good electrical characteristics is available. These materials range from
inorganic, such as aluminum, aluminum nitride, and beryllia, to organics,
such as polymide, polysulfone, and FR4 epoxy-glass. The properties of
these materials are to be studied to ascertain the compatibility with the anticipated requirements. Usually, in packaging of an optical device of speed
>2.5 Gb/s, mostly aluminum, and aluminum nitride are used as the carrier
materials because of their high electrical characteristics and also good mechanical characteristics. Detailed characteristics will be explained in the
Section 12.4.3(mechanical design).
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Bonding/Attachment

The chip carrier inside the optical package is generally required to connect
with another carrier to launch the electrical signal to the optical devices
(e.g., LD). For an electrical connection, wire and ribbon bonds, and flipchips bonds are frequently used. Ribbon bonding is generally used in the
package where inductance is to be minimized or where electrical current
may be greater, and wire bond cannot be handled. Flip-chip bonding is
used to connect the chip on the interconnection substrate, especially where
the high-speed signal is to be carried by minimizing interconnection inductance, and also where many chips have to be connected having a pitch that
cannot be connected by widribbon bonding. Flip-chip bonding involves
inverting the chips that have bumps or balls of compliant metal such as
solder adhered to its bonding pads and attaching the chip on an interconnecting substrate.

Electrical Design in Packaging: An Example
The previous section has discussed the importance of the electrical design
and the way of estimating the electrical characteristics considering each
component inside the package. We will show an example of electrical
design in high-speed optical device package where the electrical signal path
mainly comprises the connector, transmission line, and optical device such
as MILD, as shown in Fig. 12.15. The signal launching to the optical device
from connector is via the microstrip transmission line (MSL) or coplanar
transmission line (CPL). Single or multiple MSL (or CPL) carriers may
be required for launching the electrical signal to the optical component.
Interconnection between two carriers for high-speed electrical signal path
is usually done using the multiple wire or ribbon bondings. The discontinuity of the transmission line, experienced from the feedthrough section
(connector to the MSL or CPL) and interconnection section (one MSL
carrier to another MSL carrier), must be understood, and interconnection
design must be done properly. As mentioned earlier, these discontinuities
change the line impedance and cause the reflection of a part of energy
to the incident signal. Perfect impedance matching circuit (network) is
required to reduce the reflection loss, considering the optical component’s
impedance, interconnection elements, and also other parasitic effects. The
matching circuit for controlling the impedance may require it be designed
on the MSL or CPL carriers. Prior to designing the passive components or
the interconnection, and also estimating the total module-level electrical
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Fig. 12.15 Schematic representing the electrical signal path inside the package (a), and
schematicshowing the interconnectionincludingthe feedthroughpath inside the module (b).

characteristics, the most important issue is to derive the equivalent circuit
(lumped model) of the optical device, which could be the laser diode, the
modulator, or the photodiode.

Optical Device Modeling: Modulator Integrated Laser Diode (MI-LD)
Deriving the equivalent circuit of the optical device is very important
for designing the components such as MSL or CPL carrier, matching
circuit, and related interconnection. This is also necessary to estimate the
module performance in the design stage. In deriving the exact equivalent
circuit (lumped model) of an optical device, it is required to know its
approximate or measured frequency response characteristics, mainly S11
parameters. Generally, the electrical parameters in an equivalent circuit
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Fig. 12.16 Schematic diagram showing the typical MI-LD chip structure.

can be estimated from the frequency characteristic following the method of
extraction.

Frequency Response Characteristics: MI-LD. We consider here the
modulator integrated laser diode (MI-LD), as shown in Fig. 12.16. Both
LD and modulator have a p-n structure with a common n-electrode and
a separate p-electrode, electrically isolated from each other [23-251. The
working principle of the modulator is based on the Frantz-Keldysh effect,
Le., the effect of a strong electrical field on light absorption in semiconductors at the fundamental absorption edge [26]. The absorption edge or the
bandgap of the semiconductor shifts to the lower energy with the increase
of the electric field. In MI-LD, the modulator material is a semiconductor
with its band edge very close to the LD photon energy. The absorption edge
of the modulator can then be modulated slightly higher (light passing) or
lower (light absorption) than the LD photon energy by the input electrical
signal. The modulator is a high impedance component and, on the other
hand, the LD is a low impedance component. As both LD and modulator
are generally fabricated monolithically, and they are electrically isolated
from each other, the modulation characteristic is mainly determined by
frequency response of the modulator. Figure 12.17 shows the frequency
response (&I) characteristic (under operation) of a typical 10G MI-LD
chip terminated with 50 S2 thin-film resistor on the carrier.
A few factors influence MI-LD frequency response. The response of
change in refractive index and absorption coefficient is very high under
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Fig. 12.17 Frequency response (&) of typical MI-LDchip on carrier under operation.

modulation. The frequency response of the change in absorption coefficient is, for example, around 100 GHz in 111-V compound semiconductor
intensity modulators using the electroabsorption effect. The response is
determined by the plasma oscillation frequency. In most cases the frequency response is not determined by its physical effects, but is limited by
its physical structural dimension. The scale factor limiting its frequency
response is mainly due to the RC time constant and lightwave transit time
through the modulator. The impedance of the modulator gradually decreases as the modulation frequency increases and thus the intensity of the
modulated electric field decreases. The 3-dl3 bandwidth can be defined by
the frequency at which the voltage decreases by 2-'/2 from the value at
1/nRLCm,
low frequencies or under dc, and approximated by f3-dBICR
where RL is the load resistance and Cm is the modulator capacitance.
Another factor limiting the frequency response is the transit time, which is
t m = nmLm/ C,,where n , and Lm are the refractive index and length of
the modulator, and C , is the velocity of light in air. The 3-dB bandwidth
limited by transit time can be expressed [27] by f 3 . , j ~ / m s i t (1.4/n)tm.
For n = 3.2, and 200 pm modulator length, the bandwidth limited by transit
time is estimated to be 208 GHz. Mainly, the 3-dB bandwidth is limited by
RC time constant, mainly due to its physical dimension. This 3-dB bandwidth of the module is affectedreduced if internal interconnectionis not optimized properly and/or other parasitic components are included inside the
module.

-

-
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Fig. 12.18 Measured and fitted small signal frequency responses of the MI-LD in
(a) Cartesian, and (b) Smith chart. Chip carrier having 50 C2 coplanar lines is used for
the measurement. The MI-LD is terminated with 50 C2 thin-film-resistor.

Equivalent Circuit: MI-LD. The exact electrical parameters induced in
MI-LD are generally estimated from its measured S11 parameter. Figure
12.18 shows the S11 of the MI-LD (with chip carrier) under operation. The
equivalent circuit of the modulator section of the MI-LD is similar to that
of the pin photodiode. After fitting with the measured S11,as shown in
Fig. 12.18, the equivalent circuit of the MI-LD can be extracted from the
measured chip-on-carrier. Figure 12.19 shows the MI-LD chip equivalent
circuit, comprising the modulator junction capacitance C A, and series resistance RMI,and the bonding pad inductance L g and bonding capacitance
Cg.The bias-dependent current source (Io - Z p ) is also included, representing the current induced due to the light absorption inside the modulator.
The laser part mainly consists of junction resistance RLD, junction
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Fig. 12.19 Approximated large signal equivalentcircuit of MI-LD.

capacitance CLD,and series resistance RSLD.The modulator and LD part
are separated electrically by RC parallel network.

Module Performance: Controlled versus Uncontrolled Impedance.
Once the lumped parameter of the optical device is estimated, then the
equivalent circuit of the passive component to be used inside the modulefor example, thermoelectric cooler, feedthrough section carrying electrical
signal-is generally estimated from its behavioral characteristics (measured SI1) and/or physical dimension (simulated S11). The electromagnetic models of all key passive interconnect structures are helpful for
very high-speed module design. Module-level electrical response could
be derived from all key components equivalent circuits (including optical
device), and lumped model (or electromagnetic models of passive interconnect structures). As discussed in an earlier section, significant signal
reflection is expected, if the signal line impedance is not properly controlled. This signal reflection causes degradation in the signal waveform.
Figure 12.20 shows module-level s-parameters, and the waveform with and
without using the controlled impedance in signal line. From module design
stage, module performances could be estimated considering all effects of
passive components and various interconnect structures. The key passive interconnect structures could be optimized for the best module performance.
12.4.3. MECHANICAL

This section describes detail mechanical issues required for packaging of
the optical components. All materials as well as thermal issues to be considered in packaging will also be included in this section.
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Fig. 12.20 (a) Small signal frequency response of 2.5 Gb/s MI-LD module including
the total effects of the connectors, MSL carrier with or without matching circuit and
chip (MI-LD) on carrier, and (b) Eye patterns (back-to-back) under ZLD = 60 mA and
Vmd = -0.5 V: without and with the controlled impedance. Simulation (designed) in (a)
is the simulated & I characteristic of the equivalent circuit of a 10G MI-LD chip-on-carrier
terminated with 50 C2 resister. Experimental (before) and experimental (after) in (a) are
without and with controlled impedances, respectively.

Material Types and Properties
Prior to designing the optical components and their packages, it must be
known where the system will be used, and the different temperature environments. The optical components, as well as the materials used in the
optical modules, experience different temperature conditions from manufacturing to application. These are steady-state temperature, temperature
gradients, and rates of temperature changes, temperature cycles, and thermal shocks, through manufacturing, storage, and operation. Thermal properties enduring such life-cycle profiles include thermal conductivity, deflection temperature, glass transition temperature (typical for polymeric
material), and the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE).
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Fig. 12.21 Basic configuration of the optoelectronics device packaging.

Chip Materials

In packaging of optical components, different types of materials from
the solder material to package enclosure are used. For designing highly
reliable optical components, material selection is of foremost importance
in package design. Figure 12.21 shows the basic configuration of packaging, requiring the die (chip), attachments process, the carrier (or the heat
sink). The chip or die in the optoelectronics module is generally bonded
on the stem (metal base, acting as the heat sink) or on the carrier with or
without cooler.
The semiconductor materials used for optical device fabrication must
be direct bandgap, and they are fixed for the optical device (chips) used for
the communication. Electrons and holes can recombine directly across the
bandgap without needing third particle to conserve the momentum. Only
a direct bandgap material has the radiative recombination sufficiently high
to produce the adequate level of optical emission. These semiconductor
materials are III-V material, made from the compounds of a I11 element
(such as Al, Ga, or In) and a group of V elements (such as P, As, or Sb).
Various ternary and quaternary combinations of binary compounds of these
materials are also direct bandgap materials and suitable for optical sources
and optical detection.
For operation of 0.8 ym thru 0.9 pm wavelength spectrum the principle
material used is the ternary alloy of Gal-,Al,As. The content x determines the wavelength of the peak-emitted radiation. The substrate used
for this optical device is GaAs, because of having good lattice matches of
the ternary compound materials. On the other hand, at longer wavelengths
(1.3 pm and 1.5 pm), the quaternary alloy of In,Gal-, As,P1-, is the
primary material candidate. By varying the mole fractions of x and y contents, the peak wavelength could be varied from 1.0 pm to 1.7 ym for the
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Table 12.1 Chip Materials and Their Mechanical Properties

Material Types

AlP
GaAs
InP
Si
A103
Al0.03 %.97As
Ga.515Ino.4ssP
In0.47 Ga0.53As

(Al0.5 G%.5)0.525 In0.475p

Thermal
Conductivity
W (m - O K )

Thermal Coeflcient
of Expansion
(x 1O-6PK )

90

54
67
125
11
29
5
66

6.0
4.56
3.5

5.4
5.4

6.4

6

emitter and the detector. The substrate used for these long wavelength
optical components is Indium Phosphide (InP), which comes very close to
a crystal lattice match to the InGaAsP, and helps to reduce the interfacial
defects and to minimize the strains in the device as the temperature increases. Both substrate materials (GaAs and InP) have low thermal conductivity,
and it is essential to choose the material that could match with this material
for reliable package/module operation. Table 12.1 summarizes the mechanical properties of the chip materials used for optical devices fabrication.
The thermal and mechanical properties of the semiconductor crystal are
critical for die attach design. These properties are directional dependent due
to the isotropic nature of the semiconductor crystal. The material properties
involved in the chip attaching design are modulus of the elasticity, Poisson
ratio, and the coefficient of thermal expansion. Of them, the key property
involved is the thermal expansion. Therefore, it is required to choose the
packaging material so that it closely matches the thermal conductivity.
Attachment Materials

The chip or die bonding on the heat sink camer is the first step of package
assembly. The selection of heat sink (hereafter called carrier) and solder
materials, as well as the bonding processing, would influence the temperature characteristics of the optoelectronics devices, especially laser diode
and LED (light-emitting diodes). The bond strength of the attachment
material is an essential property to ensure that the die and the carrier stay
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in place despite the stresses imposed during manufacturing, storage, and
operation. The die must not be detached from the carrier during power or
thermal shock or exposure to extreme temperature. The properties for the
bonding material are tensile strength, shear strength, and fatigue endurance.
Thermal conductivity is another property, as the attachment must conduct
heat from the chip to the carrier.
There are a number of ways that chips can be bonded to the substrates.
Generally, solder, conductive plastics, and filled glasses can be used for
bonding. In optical components packaging, however, eutectics solders are
mostly used for the chip attachment, which provide good thermal conduction, and adhere despite elevated temperatures. This process requires that
the bonding surfaces first be plated with noble metals with a thickness in
the fractions of a micron. Solder material is usually chosen that cannot
create any mechanical stress due to the differences in thermal expansion,
if any, between the chip and carrier.
Solder is a fusible alloy with a liquid temperature below 400°C.The
common elements used for the solder alloys and their melting points are
summarized in Table 12.2. Solder alloys used in optical device packaging
are classified as hard solder and soft solder. Table 12.3 summarizesdifferent
solder alloys (and their properties), generally used in optical packaging.The
melting point of hard solder is relatively higher, and this is usually Au:Sn
or Au:Ge. Because of temperature tolerance level of the chip’s epitaxial
growth, the carrier-level solder for attaching optical device chips and other
components inside the package is limited to eutectic or neareutectic solders.
In some cases, tidsilver eutectic and soft solder are used. Gold-based
Table 12.2 Summary of the
Common Elements Used in Solder
and Their Melting Points
Material Types

Melting Point (“C)

Ag
Bi

96 1
271.5

Cd
In
Pb
Sb
Sn

321
157
328
630.5
232
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Table 12.3 Melting Points of Different
Solder Alloys
~

Solder Allovs
80Au- 12Ge
80Au-20Sn
10Au-90Sn
94Au-6Si
42Sn-58Bi
52Sn-481n
25Sn-75Pb
30Sn-70Pb
40Sn-60Pb
50Sn-50Pb
60Sn-40Pb
63Sn-37Pb

Melting Ranges (“C)
Liouidus
Solidus
356
280
217
370
138
131
266
255
238
216

190
193

335
250
205
345
138
118
183
183
183
183
183
183

eutectics such as Au:Sn, and Au:Ge are frequently used for chip attachment,
because they have higher flow stresses (onset of plastic flow) and therefore
offer excellent fatigue and creep resistance. The main disadvantages are
primarily due to their lack of plastic flow, which leads to high stresses in
the semiconductor, if the thermal expansion mismatches between the chip
and the carrier. On the other hand, the soft solders have relatively lower
melting point and their compositions contain Bi or In. These solders help
to reduce the mechanical stress from the bonds to the chip. Soft solder such
as In-Pb-Ag, Bi-Sn, and Pb-Sn are commonly used in optical packaging.
This solder alloy choice is also suitable for attaching other components
inside the package.

Reliubilility in Attachment
Process and Material dependent. The reliability of the optoelectronics
devices is dependent on the type of solder alloy used for the chip attachment,
and its processes. Reduction of stress between the chip carrier and chip,
and also reduction of oxidation formation during reflowing, has to be
considered for a long reliable optoelectronic package. Stress reduction in
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Indium-bonded GaAs is possible by choosing the Si or Silicon Carbide
(Sic) heat spreader instead of the Diamond. The thermal and electrical
resistance of the indium-bonded device is found to be decreased with time,
as the gold can diffuse into the Indium solder material and form the intermetallic layer of InAu, which is thermally resistant and brittle. Solder joint
embrittlement also formed in the tin-lead-based solder. Avoiding indiumbased material in die bonding is better for long reliable optoelectronics
packaging. More stable bonds are formed using Au:Ge and Au:Sn eutectic
alloys for optical device (chip) bonding.
The whisker growth may be expected in lasers bonded on a diamond heat
sink with Sn or Pb-Sn solders. In laser case, the whisker formation increases
slightly to the laser threshold, but in long run case, the risk of failure
is involved because of the possibility of an electrical short between the
p- and n-side regions. This whisker formation is generally seen for the laser
bonded with PbSn, In, or Au-Sn (Sn 90%) solders, and the current density
promotes the growth of whisker due to the electromigration mechanism
[28-311 . This formation is also enhanced by internal strain temperature,
environment, and also depends on materials used in the solder, and the type
of metalization used on the heat sink or packaged stem. Whisker formation
can be eliminated using hard solder containing the Au-Sn (80% Au) or
Au:Ge solder alloys [32].
Mismatching thermal expansion between the carrier and the die also creates undesired stress, and could be minimized using the soft, low melting
temperature solder. However, soft solders are subject to the slow, continuous deformation known as creep, which reduces module reliability [33].
Fatigue crack is also formed if the tin without silver exists in the alloys.
Using soft solder, especially In-based alloy, in LD attachment causes degradation in bonding in long-run operation, and causes thermal resistance to
increase [ 3 2 ] .This degradation results from the reaction of the In solder
and the neighboring Au layer [28]. The use of soft solder for LD bonding
must be avoided in LD packaging.
Void and Oxide Formation in Chip/Carrier/Heat Sink Attachment. Air
has a very poor thermal conductivity (0.026 W/m-OC) [34], and must
be eliminated from the thermal path from the semiconductor junction
(p-n junction) to the heat sink. Every package type, consisting of many
materials, is neither perfectly flat nor perfectly smooth. The portion of
heat sink that attaches with the carrier or chip is also not perfectly flat nor
smooth. At the microscopic level, the interface consists of the point-to-point
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chip
carrier
heat sink
(metal or cooler)
point contact
air bubble
Fig. 12.22 Microscopic view of air bubble, accumulated in the interface

contacts surrounding an air bubble, as shown in Fig. 12.22. To minimize
the thermal resistance caused by the non-smooth surfaces and the resulting air pockets, several techniques are available. One technique is to apply
mechanical pressure to smooth out the interfaces. This works to some
extent if soft solders are used. However, the pressure required to produce
an acceptable thermal condition might exceed the material strength and
produce degradation or failure. Solder can be used in two different ways
to fill the air gaps in the heat sink attachment interface. (i) First, solder is
reflowed between the device and the heat sink. Usually the solder used for
this purpose is Pb:Au having a thermal conductivity of 50 W/m"C. This provides several orders of magnitude improvement over the gap. (ii) Second,
solder can be used to fill gaps, and in this case solder (perform) in precut
form is to be used between the interface. By applying mechanical pressure, the solder having high lead content compresses easily and fills the
gaps.
Formation of void and/or surface oxide inside/outside of the solder bonding would not make reliable bonding. As the molten solder solidifies during
the cooling to form solder joins, the cooling process, such as cooling rate,
has a direct bearing on the resulting solder joints as to their microstructure
and void developments. The presence of oxide appearing on the carrier
surface or chip surface also interferes with soldering during the bonding
process. The void and oxide formation not only increases the device contact resistance, but also increases the thermal resistance, which can cause
a thermal dissipation breakdown. A void free, crack free, and good wetted
contact is necessary in optical packaging.
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This oxide formation should be minimized or prevented by using the
capping layer of gold. Wettable layer using the liquid fluxes, traditionally, could minimize the oxide formation. Flux is a chemical solution that
contains a reducing agent to convert metal oxides to metals and is generally used just prior to solder joint formation. The most common fluxes
are the organic acids; nearly all fluxes used for this purpose use this same
chemistry. After the soldering, the flux must be removed or deactivated to
prevent corrosion later on. The presence of acid in contact with metal can
cause a host of problems later. Corrosiveness of liquid fluxes and residue
left by fluxes can reduce reliability and complicate the cleaning process.
Oxide formation can also be fully alleviated or minimized if the bondings
are performed inside an oxygen-free atmosphere. A slow heating or in situ
vacuum bake prior to the solder reflow or brazing assists in removing the
contamination from the assembly.
Carrier Materials

For attaching the chip, ceramic-type materials are frequently used as the
carrier for optoelectronics packaging. Ceramics offer two important advantages for chip bonding. The first and the most important feature is that
the CTE is low enough that there is only a small thermomechanical mismatch between the chip material and the ceramic carriers. The second feature is high-temperature stability as well as superior thermal conductivity.
Ceramic can handle 300°C or higher, a valuable feature for the chip carrier.
From a frequency point of view, ceramic materials have also low attenuation in higher frequency, which makes them advantageous for use in
high-frequency optoelectronics packaging. The other advantage is that
transmission line based on micro-strip line or coplanar line design having
desirable impedance can also be made on the ceramics for reducing electrical reflection.
Only a few ceramic materials have been used extensively in optoelectronics packaging. These are aluminum oxide (Al2O3), aluminum nitride
(AlN), beryllium oxide (BeO), and various formulations of silicon carbide.
Other ceramic materials also used in the packaging are boron nitride (BN),
covering hexagonal, and cubic. They are not frequently used yet. Other than
ceramic materials, Si and S i c materials are also used as the chip carrier,
which have their thermal expansion closer to the chip materials, and higher
thermal conductivity. Copper and Copper-Tungsten (Cu:W) are also used
as carriers because of their high thermal conductivity and TCE close to
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Table 12.4 Materials Frequently Used as the Carrier
Thermal
TCE @ 25°C Conductivity @ 25°C
Material Types
(ppmPC)
(W/m°C)

Alumina (961)
AIN

Copper
GaAs
Kovartm

LTCC
(Dupont 95 1)
Molybdenum
Silicon
Tungsten
Copper (85/15)

6.2
4.6
16.5
6.0
5.5
5.9
4.8
2.6
7.0

Thermal
Conductivity @ ZOOC
(W/m°C)

25.1
170

14.6
140

397
58.0
16.5

388
17.6

3.0
137
147
230

134
98.8

chip material. Table 12.4 summarizes the carrier materials types frequently
used in the optoelectronics packages.

Ahminum Oxide (AZzO,). Aluminum oxide (hereafter called alumina)
is the most frequently used ceramic in optoelectronics packaging. The alumina is among the most hard and heat resistant ceramic, and could resist
temperature up to 2000°C [35].It also has excellent resistance to chemical heat. Its properties vary based on the percentage of alumina contents.
For high-speed interconnection in optoelectronics and electronics packaging, alumina containing 90% or more alumina is used. The most common
alumina available for packaging is 85,90,94,96, and 99.9. Table 12.5 summarizes the thermal and mechanical properties, and Table 12.6 summarizes
the electrical properties of the alumina ceramic, containing different contents of alumina percentage. The 85% grade alumina is good grade alumina
in use in much electronics packaging. They have the good wear resistance.
The 92% grade alumina has more wear resistance and is being used in
moderate frequency packaging [35,36].96%grade and above alumina is
used in many optoelectronics packaging. These are to be fired at comparatively lower temperature. They have smooth surface, and high mechanical
strength, and excellent electrical properties. The 99.5% alumina is usually
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TdZe 12.5 Thermal and Mechanical Properties of Alumina (Az03)
Az03, Wt%-as Indicated
99.9
85
94

Property

Units

Density
Thermal Expansion
(25-200°C)
Thermal Conductivity
@25"C
Tensile Strength
@25"C
Compressive Strength
@25"C
Modulus of Elasticity
Shear Modulus
Hardness

g/cm3
W/"C

3.62
6.3

3.41

5.3

3.96
6.5

Wlm-"C

15

18

39

lo3 lblin2

22

28

45

lo3 lb/in2

280

305

550

lo6 lb/in2

32
14
73

41
17
78

56
23
90

lo6 lb/in2

R45N

Table 12.6 Electrical Properties of Alumina (Az03)
A1203

Contents

Dielecttic Constant

Loss Tangent

(WHO)

1 KHz 1 MHz 1OOMHz

1 KHz 1 MHz 1OOMHz

A1203
(85 Wt%)

8.2

8.2

8.2

0.0014 0.0009

0.0009

Ab03
(94 Wt%)

8.9

8.9

8.9

0.002

0.005

A1203
(99 Wt%)

9.8

9.7

0.002

0.001

.0002

Resistivity
(acrn)
25°C

1000°C

5.0 x lo5
,1014

1.1 x 107

used for high-frequency applications because their high purity improves
the dielectric loss characteristics.

Aluminurn Nitride (AZN). Aluminum nitride (AlN) has thermal conductivity five times that of alumina at room temperature and above 200°C
higher than that of berryllia. Tables 12.7 and 12.8 summarize the various
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Table 22.7 Thermal and Mechanical Properties of AIN
Property

Units

Density
Thermal Expansion (TCE)
Thermal Conductivity (25°C)
Compressive Strength
Modulus of Elasticity
Poison’s Ratio
Hardness
Melting Point

g/cm3

Value
3.27

10-6/K
W/m-K

4.4
170

MPa
GPa

2000
300
0.23
1200
2232

Knoop 100 g
“C

Table 12.8 Electrical Propertiesof AIN
Property
Dielectric Constant
1 MHz
10 GHz
Loss Tangent
1 MHz
10 GHz
Resistivity

Unit

Value
8.9
9.0

0.0004
0.0004

R-cm

25°C

> 10”

150°C

2 x lo8

properties of A1N. As depicted, mechanical strength is comparable with
alumina. Its thermal expansion of coefficient is 4 ppm/C, better matched
with Si, GaAs, and InP as compared with alumina, which makes it advantageous to use in high-power optical devices packaging. Thermal conductivity of AlN can vary widely from its maximum value, reported to be
320 W/m-K, and is typically in the range of 170 to 200 W/m-K [37-391.
These properties are process dependent variations. This A1N is suitable
for blank substrate for high-power and high-frequency applications. Most
optoelectrics packaging, especially for telecommunications applications,
use AlN as the chip carrier. As AlN’s thermal expansion of coefficient is
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closer to Cu:W, it is also used with Cu:W as the chip carrier for efficient
heat dissipating in the optoelectronics packaging [40,41].

Other Carrier Materials. Other ceramic materials, which are also used
for optoelectronics packaging, are boron nitride, silicon carbide, and lowtemperature cofired ceramic. Table 12.9 summarizestheir properties. Beryllium oxide or beryllia has many characteristics comparable with alumina,
which makes it advantageous to use in many types of high-power density packaging from electronics to optoelectronics. Pure beryllia exhibits
a thermal conductivity higher than that of all metals except silver, gold,
Table 12.9 Propertiesof BeO, Sic, and LTCC

Low-Temperature
Be0
Property

Units

96.I
Be0

Density
gkm3 2.85
Thermal
10-6/K 6.3
Expansion of
Coefficient

Cofired Ceramics

99.5

Be0

Sic

2.90
6.4

3.21
3.8

DUPONT
951
NEC NGK
3.1
5.8

IBM

2.62
5.0

5.1

3.0

3

<4

(TW

Thermal
W/m-K
Conductivity
Flexural
MPa
Strength
Dielectric
Constant
1 MHz
10 GHz
Loss Tangent
1 MHz
10 GHz
Volume

Resistivity
25°C

159

281 70-260

6.7
6.8

450

320

280

380

210

40-79

7.8

7.1

7.0

5.0

0.000 0.001 0.050
7
0.003
0.003
0-cm

3.0

>ioi3

0.0015

0.002 0.001
0.005

>IO'*

>1014
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copper, and high-purity aluminum. Beryllia has excellent dielectric constant, outstanding resistance to wetting and corrosion by many metals and
chemicals, and mechanical properties comparable to high-grade alumina
[42]. Despite its favorable properties, beryllia use is limited, due to its toxicity for approximately 1% of the populace when submicron size particles
are ingested into the lungs.
Silicon carbide is also attractive for use in packaging, due to its two
main advantages; high thermal conductivity and thermal expansion coefficient closer to silicon than any other available ceramic. Because of its
high thermal conductivity, this is also popular for use as the carrier for the
multi-chip-module (MCM).
Low-temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC) are very famous for their
ability to stack multilayered interconnection configurations for high-density
packaging, and also to print conductor on the smooth surface. These are
cost-effective, and could be used in the comparatively low-speed optoelectronics packaging.
Bonding

Signals produced in the chip or required for the chip need to be connected to
the interconnects. After the chip attachment, the second step in packaging
hierarchy is to connect the chip pad to the carrier electrode. There are three
techniques for chip-to-package interconnection. These are (a) wire/ribbon
bonding, (b) flip-chip bonding, and (c) tap-assisted bonding.
Wire or Ribbon Bonding. Usually, in optical packaging the bond pad of
the chips is electrically interconnected to the package by wire or ribbon
bonding. Figure 12.23 shows the basic package configuration with wire
bonding. Gold wires of 25 pm diameter are used for bonding. Either a thermosonic or thermocompression ball-wedge process using gold wire or an
ultrasonic wedge-to-wedge process using gold wirehbbon can accomplish
the wire bonding. In high-speed application, however, sometimes ribbon
is preferable to wire for reducing the line impedance, which may help to
minimize the discontinuities in the line at higher frequency operation. The
wirehbbon bonding process could create a defect inside the crystal if special precaution is not taken. In particular, the substrate for optical devices
such as GaAs and InP is not as hard or as fractured as silicon, and is more
susceptible to crystal damage during the wire bond. Hardness and fracture
toughness is lower for GaAs and InP than for Si, which makes them much
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wedge

wire

chip
heat sink
(metal or cooler)

Fig. 12.23 Package configuration with wire bond, as the second step.
Self-Align
Aeklprn

Fig. 12.24 Flip-chip process showing the self-alignment technique.

more subject to cracking. The fracture properties depend on the substrate’s
defect density, and damage to substrate such as GaAs is shown to occur
at stress as low as 15 to 20 Mpa. Thermosonic ball bonding instead of
ultrasonic wedge bonding is recommended for wiring to avoid fracture and
damage to the chip. The minimum ultrasonic energy should be used during
wire bonding, and the temperature should be increased to compensate the
wire bonding.

Flip-Chip Bonding (FCB). In flip-chip bonding, as shown in Fig. 12.24,
direct attachment and electrical interconnection of the chip to package
(carrier) is done without using any additional pads. This helps to increase
interconnection density inside the package. In this process, the chip terminals are placed facedown to the footprints of the package carrier with the
help of electrically conducting bumps. FCB is used in optical packaging/
assembly where a passive alignment technique is utilized [5-lo]. In FCB,
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positioning accuracy of tl pm in both vertical and horizontal directions
could be achieved using a self-alignment technique [43, 441. The bump
materials are mainly eutectic solder materials, such as Sn:Pb, Au:Sn, etc.,
dependent on the reflow temperature that both substrate and chip can withstand. The short solder bump interconnections between the chip and carrier
would help to reduce interconnection inductance lower even than TAB,
The lower inductance and higher interconnection density capability helps
to enhance the electrical performance. In optical packages where higher
inputloutput (I/O) connections are required, such as arrays of verticalcavity Furface-emitting laser (VCSEL) [45,46], FCB with self-alignment
technique is generally used. In high-speed (especially > 10 Gb/s) optoelectronics packaging [47], FCB is also used for enhancing module electrical
performance. Especially in optical packaging, the selection of the FCB depends on the type of devices to be bonded, and effective designing of the
device (including solder material and also process), is absolutely necessary
to achieve high reliability. As the chip is placed facedown for this process,
especially for the case of laser diode or other electronics IC bonding, proper
heat dissipation is difficult through the small area solder bumps, which may
cause poor reliability. Heat dissipation for such high-power device bonding
using FCB may require under-fill, which is frequently used in electronics
packages [48-501.

Tape-Automated Bonding (TAB). TAB is the bonding process where
innerconnects attach to the outer pad leads using the automated tape bonding instead of using the slow wire bonding. This bonding has the advantages
of lower inductance, controlled lead geometry, higher bond strength, and
higher impedance controlled capability, helping to have better electrical
performance as compared with wirelribbon bonding. This process is fast
and can be used in low-cost packaging. In optical packaging, this TAB
bonding is not used so far. However, in lowering the assembly cost, this
TAB bonding has a greater chance of use in future optoelectronics packaging.
Packaging/EnclosureMaterials

Figure 12.25 shows the basic configuration of the optoelectronics packaging used for a butterfly type package. The types of materials used for
enclosure also influence the module performance, especially its mechanical and thermal characteristic. It is desirable to use material having good
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T d l e 12.10 Thermal Properties of the Materials
Used for Package Case or Enclosure
~~~

Material Types

Copper
Kovartm
Molybdenum
Silica (SiOl)

Stainless steel
Tungsten Copper

TCE @25"C
(PPrn/"C)

Thermal
Conductivity @25"C
(W/m°C)

16.5
5.5
4.8
0.6
16
7.0

397
16.5
137
12
173
230

(85/15)

lid

enclosure

carrier

heat sink
(metal base or cooler)

Fig. 12.25 Cross sectional view of basic configuration of the optical devices.

mechanical and thermal characteristics. Table 12.10summarizes the materials frequently used for optoelectronics packaging and their mechanical
and thermal properties. Based on the applications, the type of materials
used for enclosure for optoelectronics packaging is varied. For example,
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package case made from KOVAR with a copper-tungsten (Cu:W) base
is usually used in high-end optical component packaging (14-pin butterfly
package is a good example). This is due to its high thermal conductivity, and
also low thermal expansion as compared with other materials [40],helping to dissipate the heat instantaneously [41]. Besides, this material is also
hard compared with KOVAR and stainless steel, which helps to prevent the
enclosure from any unintentional mechanical stress, which could be intrinsic (in-module) or extrinsic (off-module) stress. In data or subscriber applications, the stainless steel (e.g., coax package) and plastic package [5 1,521
cases are used due to their low cost and friendliness for large-scale manufacturing.
12.4.4. THERMAL

Thermal Delima in Packaging (Why Thermal Management?)
Increasing the temperature in the optical module would not only change the
electrical performance but also affect the optical Performance of the module
such as power, wavelength, etc. This happens due to the stress build-up with
changes of the temperature, which may change the optical alignment, and
subsequently change the module performance. For LD made from InP and
GaAs materials, the wavelength changes are 0.1 nm/"C. It is required to
keep the temperature fixed inside the module despite the changes of the
operating condition. For this, the package design has to be done keeping
in mind that heat must be dissipated instantaneously from the module. To
alleviate the temperature dependences, efficient thermal management in
package design is essential. The following sections describe the thermal
design, including thermal load estimation, and cooler selection.

Heat Transfer Model
As mentioncd earlier, in optoelectronics packaging, different types of
materials (varying from chip to enclosure) are generally used. The characteristics of all materials must be considered together for the module's
optimum thermal, optical, and electrical performance. Let us consider a
case where an optical chip (active device) is attached on the carrier, and the
carrier is attached on the heat-sink, as shown in Fig. 12.26. Let us consider
that k, and k2 are the thermal conductivity of the chip and carrier, assuming
that those are not varied over the length.
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QI

iQ2

Cooler
Fig. 12.26 Basic heat flow model.

Changes in temperatures can be written as

where T A and
~ T A are
~ the temperature difference along the length L 1 and
L2, respectively; TI and T2 are the temperature in the interfaces of the
chip and carrier and the carrier and the heat sink, respectively. Thermal
resistances 81 and 02 can be defined as
61 = L l / k I A l

(12.13)

= L2Ik2A2

(12.14)

and
Q2

assuming that the active device, considered as the heat source, is producing
the heat of Q k l , and dissipating into the carrier. The temperature at the
interfaces could be calculated as
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and
(12.16)

So that Eqs. (12.15) and (12.16) give
To - T2 = 01 Q k i -k 0 2 Q k 2
Thenf source - Theat sink = 01 Qk

1

02 Q k 2

(12.17)

If we neglect any heat dissipation due to convection and radiation, then the
heat dissipation process is done by the heat conduction. In this case, the
Q k l and Q k 2 are the same, and equal to Q k ( Q k l = &2), heat generated
by the heat source.
If there are j number of interfaces between the heat source and heat
sink, then Eq. (1 2.17) can be written as
Thearsource

- Theat sink

=

Qk

oj

(12.18)

and

where

= temperature at the interface of j and j - 1, and
Oj,j--heatsrnk= the sum of the thermal resistances from the interface of
layers j and j - 1 to the heat sink.
T,,j-1

The temperature at the particular interface can be calculated by using
Eq. (12.19) when several materials are attached in series, such as the chip is
attached on the carrier, which is again attached on the submount. The equivalent thermal resistance is equivalent to the sum of the thermal resistance
in series, and could be written as for n, number of the layers, as
OEquivalrnnt

= QI

+ '32 + Q3 + . . + Qn
*

(12.20)

Heat Spreading Model for Thermal Design
In optoelectronics packaging, the active device (heat source) is generally
attached to the carrier before it is attached on the heat sink. The thickness
of the carrier in the optoelectronics packaging is generally decided based
on the thermal coupling system, and usually the carrier is thick. As shown
in Eqs. (1 2.13) and (12.14), the thermal resistance is inversely proportional
to the area of the carrier, and in order to dissipate the heat instantaneously,
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I

I

Chip

Fig. 12.27 Basic heat spreading configuration.

not only the thermal conductivity, but also the area, must be large. As the
thermal conductivity is needed to be kept high, and also as the carrier is
thick, the heat propagated through the carrier is not perfectly propagated
90" toward the heat sink (z direction). The heat is also propagated toward
the heat sink with a spreading angle of a , as shown in Fig. 12.27. This
spreading angle is dependent on the thermal conductivity of the chip and
carrier itself. Usually, in packaging, the carrier of higher thermal conductivity, as compared with the chip's, is used, and in this case, the heat is spread
laterally due to the random nature of the heat, and the spreading angle of
greater than 0". On the other hand, if the carrier thermal conductivity is
lower than the chip, the spreading angle is close to 90".
The spreading angle can be expressed as

a = tan-'(Kl/K2)

(12.21)

where K1 and K2 are the thermal conductivities of the chip and the underlying carrier, respectively. Eq. (12.21) indicates that when K1 = K2, the
spreading angle becomes 45", and in the case of high K1 / K 2 , the spreading
angle becomes close to 90". In the case of the slab where the heat spread
in trapezoidal and rectangular slab as shown in Fig. 12.28, the equivalent
thermal resistance is the summation of the trapezoidal and rectangular heat
path, and can be written as

eEquivaLenr
= el + (e21+ e22)

(12.22)
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Chip

1

Carrier

Fig. 12.28 Heat spreading approximation.

Q K - b

$2
Fig. 12.29 Schematic showing parallel heat path in the packaging.

where 81 and 02 are the thermal resistances of the trapezoidal and the rectangular heat path. In the optoelectronics packaging, the heat is not always
dissipated toward the heat sink. If the chip is bonded by the wire bond
or ribbon bond, the heat dissipation in this case is multiple, and the heat
dissipation is toward the heat sink and along the other heat path across
the wire or ribbon bond, as shown in Fig. 12.29. In this case, the equivalent thermal resistances are the parallel of the two thermal resistances.
For n number of thermal paths, equivalent thermal resistances can be expressed as
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Fig. 12.30 Flowchart for thermal design.

Thermal Design
Thermal design is one of the important design considerations required to
be done in optoelectronics packaging. The temperature characteristics of
the module are dependent on how effectively the thermal design or thermal
management is done. Before proceeding on to the thermal design, many
factors are required to be known. Figure 12.30 shows the flowchart of the
thermal design, essential in the optoelectronics package design. Before
doing the thermal design, it is required to know (i) the system requirement,
especially the worst condition of device operation; (ii) total heat dissipation for all active and passive devices; (iii) the worst condition of system
operation; (iv) availability of cooling approaches and permissible for the
system application. This follows the preliminary selecting of the material
and design of the layout. These layouts are usually done after the optical,
electrical, and mechanical designs. A thermal analysis is required in component and module level, which includes calculating the temperature in
each point of the assembly, and the interface, and also calculating quantitatively the stress build up during worst operating condition. This is required
not only for high reliable module design, but also to check whether the
optical coupling system is changed due to stress build up. The total thermal
results are required for analysis to check whether the module performance
meets the system requirements. As the thermal design is an iterative process, the material selection along with process choices, may need to be
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taken into consideration for optimum thermal design. The prototype and
test are performed subsequently to check whether system requirements are
met at worst condition. If all performances meet the system requirements,
the module is then considered for production.
While the speed requirement for the optoelectronics module continues to
rise, it pushes the importance of the integration of more functional devices,
including the electronics and the optical devices, inside the same module
[53].In this case, total power requirement for the integrated module goes
up, and thereby the challenges increase for highly integrated packages. The
net result is that the amount of energy that must be dissipated will continue
to rise for the foreseeable future. For example, if the laser (transmitter
source) will be integrated with the driver circuit inside the module, the net
power dissipation is increased to 3 to 5 W, and this is only one electronics
IC case. However, for the optoelectronics module with the multiplexed
demultiplexer and other amplifier circuits, the total power dissipation is
increased to close to 10 W, a case that will occur soon if it has not already done so. To assure the optimum module performance, thermal design considering each functional chip would be necessary. This is a hybrid type integration, and in all cases, the chps are used. The simple
fact remains that the c h p assembly approach taken must make allowance
for this important issue. Employment of direct thermal paths away from
the chip to a suitable heat exchange medium is vitally important. Failure
to address this issue will likely result in significant reduction in product
life due to thermal degradation of the chip. Direct chip attachment technologies, with the capability of rapid temperature transients, can help to
solve the problem.
Heat Sink Selection

The heat dissipation from the active and passive devices to be packaged
must be estimated based on the heat flux, and the cooling system has to be
selected accordingly. For low heat flux module normally the conduction
and/or natural convection is sufficient to meet the design requirement. This
optoelectronics module is low cost, and lower size. If the heat flux increases,
then the cooler is to be used inside the module for efficiently dissipating the
heat from the active device to outside of the module. Mostly, peltier cooler
is used in certain optoelectronics modules where stabilizing the temperature characteristics under worse operating condition is very important for
optimum system performance, such as long-haul, metro applications.
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Fig. 12.31 Typical thermoelecmc cooler.

Thermoelectric Cooler
Peltier effect is the basis of the thermoelectric cooler (TEC), which is a
semiconductor-based electronic component that functions as a small heat
pump. This is basically a semiconductor p-n junction, and is operated by
low-voltage DC power source, and could be used for heating and cooling
just by reversing the flow of current direction. Typical TEC consists of two
parallel plate ceramic, separated by the p and n type of materials, as shown
in Fig. 12.31. The elements are connected with each other electrically in
series, and thermally in parallel. When a positive DC current is applied
to the n-type thermo element, electrons pass from the p to n type thermo
element and the cold side temperature decreases as heat is absorbed. This
heat is transferred to the hot side of the cooler, where it is dissipated into the
heat sink and surrounding environment. The heat absorption (cooling) is
proportional to the current and the number of thermoelectric couples. The
thermoelectric semiconductor material most often used in TEC is bismuth
telluride (Bi-Te) that has been suitably doped to provide the individual
blocks or elements having distinct n and p characteristics. These materials are most often fabricated by either directional crystallization from a
melt or pressed powder metallurgical. Each manufacturing method has its
own particular advantages,but directionally grown materials are most common. In addition to Bi-Te, other thermoelectric materials used for particular types of TEC are lead telluride (PbTe), silicon germanium (Si:Ge), and
bismuth-antimony (Bi-Sb) alloys. TEC modules are made in a great variety
of sizes, shapes, operating currents, operating voltages, and ranges of heat
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pumping capacity. In optoelectronics packaging, different types of packaging are based on the heat flux load.

Thermoelectric Cooler Selection.
Heat Load Estimation. It is necessary to estimate the total heat load of
the package in worst operating condition before proceeding to select the
TEC. The heat load may consist of two types: active and passive, or a
combination of the two. An active load is the heat dissipated by the device
being cooled. It generally equals the input power to the device. Passive heat
loads are parasitic in nature and may consist of radiation, convection, or
conduction.
In optical packaging, the carrier is generally placed on the TEC for
cooling. The bonding parts from the active device (e.g., LD) to the TEC are
acting as the barriers of heat dissipation, as long as carriers, solder materials
are not selected properly. This is dependent on the thermal resistance of
the device, and the interface of device and carrier. The thermal resistance
of the pn junction device is easily known from its junction voltage changes
under the forward bias. The forward junction voltage is determined by
the bandgap of the semiconductor, and linearly dependent on the junction
temperature. Heat load for the active device is generally expressed by

(1 2.24)

where QNctlvr
is the active heat load (Watt),Vj (Volt)is the junction voltage,
R ( Q ) is the device junction resistance under operation, and I F is current
( A ) flowing through the device.
If Vh is the applied bias voltage, R, is the contact resistance, I F is
the forward current, and Ta is the ambient temperature, then the junction
temperature can be written using FZq. ( 1 2.15) as

where athermrrl
is the junction thermal resistance, and Vj is the junction voltage for the active device. The athermfll could be expressed using Eq. (1 2.14)
as

where A is the junction area, L is heat flow length, and Kactivris the thermal
conductivity.
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In the active device such as a laser diode or light-emitting diode, if Pout
is the power output, then the total heat dissipated is
Qacrive

= Qlaser = [ F v j

- Pour

(12.27)

and the junction temperature in the laser diode can be written from Eq.
(12.25)as
Tj-laser

= Ta

+

atherma[Qlaser

= Ta

+ athemal(lFVj - pour)

(12.28)

For example, a laser diode, if operated by 100 mA injection current, and
having the junction voltage of 1.8 V, lases 10 mW of power. The active
load is equal to 170 mW (=180 - 10) of heat dissipation. If there are other
passive devices and other active devices such as the electronics integrated
circuit (IC) inside the package, total heat load is the sum of heat produced
by each device under the operating condition, and can be written as
Qtotal

=

Q i active

+

Qj passive

(12.29)

where

Qj

= Total heat flow from i numbers of the active devices

QjpasSive
= Total heat flow from j

numbers of the passive devices

TEC’s Heat Estimation. In Eq. (12.29),the heat flow f r o d t o the different
path through the wire is neglected. Heat flow through the TEC to be selected
could be written as
QTec

= eTec(Thear - Tcold)

(12.30)

where On, is the thermal resistance of the TEC, and the Theatand Tcold
are the temperatures at heat and cold side of the TEC. The TEC’s heat
dissipation QTec in Eq. (12.30) is equal to total heat dissipated from all
devices (mounted on TEC). From Eq. (12.13)or (12.14),
QTec

= KTEC(A/L)(Theat- Tcold)

(12.31 )

where KTEC is the thermal conductivity of the TEC material, A is total
contact area, and L is length of the heat flow. As the contact area for the
TEC is equal to A = 2NAeaCh,where N and Aeachare the total number of
elements and area of p or n type junction, then heat flow from TEC could
be written as
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Fig. 12.32 Example of output circuitq frequently used to measure the temperature of the
LD chip by using the NTC thermistor. That temperature is fed back to the TEC to control
the temperature. The monitor detector is used to measure the light output of LD, and fed
back to the LD to control the output power.

Themistor

For keeping the temperature constant in an optical package where TEC
is used, it is required to monitor the exact temperature of the package,
especially the chip. Thermistors (thermally sensitive resistors), which are
a solid-state device, are used for this purpose. They are mounted onto the
chip carrier very close to the chip for exact temperature monitoring, and
feedback the variation to the compensation circuit for coolingkeating as
required by using the TEC. Figure 12.32 is the typical example of the
compensation circuit frequently used for controlling the temperature and
the light output of the LD package. The wavelength of LD is controlled
using a similar configuration.
Thermistor is a kind of semiconductor and made from the solid solution or sintered of oxides or carbonates of Cu, Fe, Mn, Mo. Based on the
temperature changes, thermistors are classified as negative temperature
coefficient (NTC) and positive temperature coefficient (PTC) thermistors. A typical resistance versus temperature characteristic is shown in
Fig. 12.33. The NTC has larger delta R vs. T than PTC. In an optical
package, as the precision measurement is necessary, (although resistance
changes nonlinear vs. temperature), NTC type of thermistor is mostly used.
The resistance R of a thermistor at a temperature T ( K ) can be related to
the resistance RrPfat a reference temperature Tr by
R = Refexp{(B/T)

-

(B/T')J

(12.33)
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Fig. 1233 Example of resistance versus temperature behavior of the thermistor.

where B is the characteristic temperature of the thermistor in K ,expressed
by
(12.34)

The B value is determined by the thermistor material and is a measure of
thermistor sensitivity to the changes in temperature. The higher B values
give greater percentage changes in resistance.

Reliability in Optical Packaging Due to TEC and Thermistor
The characteristics of the optical package, especially LD, frequently used
for WDM application is to tune the wavelength. In the DFB LD, it is
difficult to predetermine the laser wavelength with the desired accuracy
(-0.1 nm/C), and generally the temperature dependence of the DFB laser
is used to tune the wavelength channel. The tuning requirement of the LD
package implies that the package needs to control and also monitor the
temperature accurately, and this are done using the TEC and thermistor,
respectively as mentioned in the previous section. The stability of the TEC
and thermistor is important, and influences the reliability of the modules.
In the LD package case, wavelength drift (changes in operational wavelength at constant operating condition), occurs in long-run operation, which
is temperature dependent. This wavelength drift is mainly caused by (i)
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the LD chip's wavelength drift at constant temperature [54,551, (ii) the
aging of the thermistor [56],and (iii) also the bonding process especially
for TEC and thermistor used in the package. The wavelength drift due
to the chip is mainly dependent on the fabrication process, and the drift
due to other factors is dependent on the package. A 1% change of initial
10 kS2 thermistor resistance results in a temperature increase of 0.25"C, and
the laser wavelength red shift of 0.02 nm. This dependency puts stringent
requirements on the reliability of the thermistor to be used for the WDM LD
module.
The soft solder used for bonding the thermoelectric material to the electrode mainly causes the instability of the TEC. Degradation similar to that
of the LD bonded with the soft solder, mentioned earlier, is also expected
in the TEC. The solder instability increases the electrical resistance and
reduces the stability to control the temperature. On the other hand, the
thermistor itself is quite stable, and the instability is added to the package
if soft solder is used for bonding to the package. This instability could be
alleviated if hard solder is used. The degradation of the cooler and thermistor both could sometimes lead to failure, even if the photonics device itself
is not degraded.

12.5. Conclusions and Future Challenges in Optical
Module Designing
The basic design methodologies as required for optoelectronics package
designs are discussed in detail. Achieving high performance in the module
requires not only the chip design, but also requires the package design,
which includes optical, electrical, mechanical, and thermal designs. Without any of these, it is hard to improve the total performance of module.
Increasing demands of bandwidth in optical communication pushes the
requirements of the high-speed integrated optoelectronics module. Future
developments will see miniaturization and incorporation of both electrical
and optical functional devices inside the single packages, reducing the
space requirements and cutting system complexities. Packaging for hybrid
or monolithic integration of electronics and photonics devices in the single
package will be a trend in development. These push the consideration
of design methodologies, described in this chapter. Efficient convergence
of optical components and electronics components (communication IC)
requires well-designed packaging technologies.
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Development of advanced design tools is required for improving the

optical module performance, by effectively estimating system level performance from module design level. As the needs for higher speed optical
devices in the optical networks system get higher and higher, advanced
design tools comprising microwave CAD, thermal CAD, and photonics
simulation will help to develop the advanced packaging technologies for
the optical device module,
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13.1. Introduction
The basic design methodologies, such as optical, electrical, mechanical, and
thermal designs, as required for different kinds of optical packages/modules
used for different applications, have been described in the previous chapter.
Appropriate examples related to the design criteria have also been cited.
Those are the basic criteria to be considered for high-reliability and costeffective optoelectronics package designs.
The demands for high-speed data transmission are increasing, and there
are subsequent needs for an integrated optical module comprising more
and more functional optical devices, and electronics devices, as well. The
reasons are twofold; first to improve the total module performance, and
second to make packaging doing integration cost effective. Technology
developments in integrated packages are underway in the 10 Gb/s application area, and will soon be shifted toward the 40 Gb/s application
area. This chapter is an extension of the previous chapter, to include the
basic technologies, as required for the integrated module, and also examples of the state-of-the-art of integrated module technologies. Future road
map/trends in the optical packaging area will also be included in this
chapter.
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13.2. Integrated Modules: Hybrid versus Monolithic
Highly functional optical modules are only possible if numbers of integrated photonics devices are available. Today’s technology constraints make
it difficult to achieve all types of optical components (active and passive)
on a single substrate. To increase the functionality, it is necessary to use the
hybridization technique to integrate a number of devices. Many technologies have already developed, focusing on hybrid integration, and some are
simultaneously underway to realize monolithic integration on a single substrate. An important challenge for the packaging of integrated optics with
multiple optical inputs or outputs is the attachment and alignment of rnultiple optical fibers and devices in the tiny package. This challenge is significantly less in the case of monolithic integration. For the hybrid-integrated
package, the silica-on-silicon (Si) technologies (i.e., planar lightwave circuits:PLC technologies) are the most popular technologies, as conventional
IC technology can be used. The idea behind silica-on-Si is similar to the use
of the printed circuit board in the electronics industry. A network of siiicabased optical waveguides can be fabricated using precision photolithography and planar patterning techniques on the Si substrate [l-91. Alignment
as well as attachment of the fibers and laser diode (LD) or photodiode (PD)
can be done using the Si-V grooves, made by means of an isotropic wet
etching [lo-121. For example, Si-V grooves can hold multiple fibers at extremely well-defined regular positions. Passive alignment, eliminating the
complicated optical axis precise alignment, can be used. Because the Si
substrate has good thermal conductivity and also closer thermal expansion
of 111-V semiconductors, thermal control can also be possible. But however attractive silica-on-Si technologies are as the integration platform,
they are already close to their limits for monolithic integration. Silica does
not possess attractive material properties for manufacturing active components such as lasers, modulators, switches, and detectors. An interesting
alternative to the silica-on-Si platform is Lithium Niobate (LiNbOs)-based
integrated optics. Low loss waveguides can be made by titanium diffusion
into LiNb03. Rare-earth ion doping of these waveguides creates a media
suitable for optically pumped amplifiers and lasers. Unlike Silica, LiNbO3
is an excellent electrooptical material; the same property that made LiNbO3
modulators a big commercial successful monolithic integration of a DBR
waveguide laser and Mach-Zehnder (E)
intensity modulator as a part
of transmitter module is reported. Despite all the benefits, LiNbO3 has not
been successful for integration so far. The main reasons are its higher optical
loss (BO. 1dB/cm) than silica, and also the small size and expense of wafers.
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In contrast to hybrid integration, monolithic integration using the indium
phosphide (1nP)-based compound semiconductors is the most advantageous integration method. This not only promises to put active and passive
optical components interconnected by a network of waveguides in the compact assemblies, but also allows electronics and micromechanical components to be manufactured on the same chip. InP provides an excellent
substrate for epitaxial growth of indium gallium aluminum arsenide
(InGaAlAs) and indium gallium arsenide phosphide (InGaAsP), the two
major materials for telecom lasers and detectors and the most promising
candidates for ultra-high-speed electronics. InP also has good thermal conductivity and a high optical damage threshold and eliminates material compatibility problems typical of Si-based integration. Overall, InGaAlAsP/
InP monolithic integration has huge potential for delivering devices with
novel functionality for all-optical networks. Since its introduction for monolithic integration, successful products include a photodetector with transimpedance amplifier module, commercially available for 40 Gb/s application [ 13-15]. The DFB laser diode with electroabsorption modulator
[ 16-18] or MZ modulators [ 19-21] is another successful integrated module
available and commercially implemented in systems. More work on monolithic integration is already underway to increase the functionality [22-291,
and these devices are expected to be available commercially within a few
years. Despite its many advantages in both performance and manufacturing costs, the monolithic integrated module is advancing for implementation very slowly. The main reasons are that these materials are lossy
(>0.25 dB/cm) and brittle. Their optical properties are strongly nonlinear
and temperature dependent, implying the necessary use of thermoelectric coolers (TEC). Also, the InP is very expensive, and the integration
doesn’t exceed over 3 inches. Besides the substrate itself, there are many
technologies required for successfully making a highly integrated module (especially for hybrid integration). Following sections explain several
technologies required for integrated electrooptics packaging.

13.3. Technology Requirements
13.3.1. FIBER ALJGNMENT/ATTACHMENTIN PACKAGE

In packaging, the outcoming or incoming optical signals can generally be
handled using optical fiber. To do this, the optical fiber must be attached
to the package in such a way that it can provide higher coupling efficiency
and mechanical stability. Many technologies for making this attachment
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Fig. 13.1 Fiber attachment technique inside the optical module using YAG laser welding.

have developed, and these are mainly based on the type of the modules.
These attachments can be accomplished using (a) YAG laser welding,
(b) soldering, and (c) Silica-on-Si platform.

Fiber Attachment: YAG Laser Welding and Soldering
Modules frequently used in optical communications are usually hermetically encapsulated, and their fibers are usually attached with the package by
soldering or laser welding [29-301. Soldering often causes a large excess
coupling loss due to movement caused by thermal shrinkage of the assembly
components and the solder volume while the solder is cooling. Laser spot
welding has the advantage of being able to strongly and quickly join highactivation energy materials without contact. Figure 13.1 is the schematic
showing the pigtailed fiber and other components assembled inside the
package using laser welding. Active alignment is generally used to achieve
maximum coupling efficiency. In the laser weld process, reduction of optical coupling efficiency generally occurs due to post-weld shift, and recovery
of the coupling efficiency is generally achieved using the laser hammering process. These technologies are well matured and widely used for the
single optical device (LD or PD) and single optical fiber attachment.

Fiber Attachment: Using Silica-on-SiliconPlatform
An important challenge for the packaging of integrated optics with multiple
inputs and outputs is the attachment and alignment of multiple optical
fibers. One technique that has evolved to address this challenge is the
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use of Si-V groove arrays to hold single or multiple fibers at extremely
well-defined regular positions [ll, 121. A maximum of 96 fibers, with
high precision defined by photolithography techniques, can be attached
on the Si-substrate, and coupled with the waveguide arrays. The isotropic
etching technique [ 171, frequently used in conventional IC technology, can
also be used for making the V-grooves in Si. Figure 13.2 is an example
of the fiber attachment configuration onto the silica-on-silicon platform.
In the V-groove approach, the fiber is aligned by the two angled walls of
the groove and is held either by a flat top or another V-groove Si platform, as

channel
waveguide

V-Groove Fiber
integrated Optical
Circuit

Fig. 13.2 Fiber attachment and coupling techniques using the PLC platform: (a) Fiber
arrays attachments using the V-groove blocks, and (b)Coupling of fiber arrays to waveguide
arrays.
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shown in Fig. 13.2(a). This V-groove method fully constrains the fiber while
allowing the fiber to be placed onto the grooves from the top. Light curing
adhesive [31] can be used to adhere two V-grooves to hold the incoming
fiber. Passive alignment techniques can be used for aligning the fibers with
the optical devices such as PD, LD, and waveguide. Image processing of
the alignment marks on the Si bench and the LD or PD chip realizes the
passive automatic alignment. Coupling loss as low as 5 dB can be achieved
using this technique.

13.3.2. TECHNOLDGIES FOR WIRING
Typical Interconnection
For a comparatively lower speed optical module, conventional wire bonds
are frequently used for electrical interconnection, as shown in the previous chapter (see Fig. 12.11). However, in higher speed optical modules,
especially the multi-gigabit ranges, every signal line is required to be considered as a transmission line, and the carrier with transmission line and
interconnection must be designed for minimizing the resonance/reflection,
which can degrade the electrical signal and thus the optical signal.

Planar Lightwave Circuit (PLC) Platform
In hybrid-integrated modules where the PLC platform is used, internal
wiring is designed based on the speed and the cost of the module. For
low-cost applications where the operation bandwidth is less than 1 GHz,
the main concern about wiring is the reduction of the parasitic capacitance. The parasitic capacitance can be decreased by inserting silica under
cladding between the electrode and the silicon substrate [32]. The electrode
on the under cladding still experiences significant capacitance if the wire
length is over 1 mm. The capacitance could be minimized more if the electrode is placed over the clad. In the wide bandwidth module application,
however, the coplanar line or micro-strip line on the PLC platform is necessary. In that case signal distortion due to propagation loss, as described in
Chapter 12 (section 12.4.2), also occurs if the underlying clad thickness is
not thick enough. For example, the propagation loss of the co-planar line
at 10 GHz can be reduced from 17 dB/cm to 4 dB/cm, if the co-planar
line is on the 15-pm-thick silica layers instead of 1.5 pm-thick layers [33].
The higher propagation in 1.5-pm-thick layers is due to the larger loss
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tangent (tan 6) of the silicon substrate. Depositing a thicker silica layer on
silicon, on the other hand, creates large bending of the substrate because
of the thermal expansion coefficient difference between the silicon and
silica. To avoid any bending, the waveguide (lower clad and upper clad)
should be designed with a thickness of around 25 pm. For this, a coplanar
line on 15-pm-thick silica is appropriate [33]. The propagation loss for the
coplanar line is larger in silica than in the coplanar line formed on alumina
substrate.
For longer electrical interconnections on the PLC platform, the microstrip line can be used, which is composed of a lower electrode on the platform (acting as the ground), polymide insulation layer, and upper electrode
for the interconnection. Its propagation loss is dependent on the polymide
thickness. Recently, propagation loss as low as 0.9 dB/cm at 10 GHz is
reported for the micro-strip line on 29 pm of polymide. It has the advantage of being insensitive to under cladding thickness, because the ground
electrode shields the electrical field to the silicon substrate [33]. Separate
as
printed wiring carrier (PWC) with well-designed transmission lines [34],
shown in Fig. 13.3, can also be used in the PLC-based integration. Passive
alignment technique could be used for mounting this PWC, simultaneously

Blade-cu t Score

Layer
Fig. 13.3 Schematic showing the electrical interconnectionin the PLC platform.
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Fig. 13.4 Enabling technologies for low-cost optical module/package.

with other hybrid components, and it also be beneficial in cases where the
grooves are used in the PLC platform.

13.3.3. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES: LOW-COST
PACKAGES
The component costs, as well as the assembly techniques as required for
optical packaging, are to be considered seriously, as assembly and packaging account for more than 50% of the total module cost. A few enabling
technologies for producing cost-effective optical modules have already
been developed, and some are in the development stage. Figure 13.4 shows
the block diagrams representing the different enabling technologies. The
availability of automatic assembly, low-cost connectors and components
basically determine the degree of cost reduction in module manufacturing.
In addition, easy alignment technique is also required, and thereby the
optical components are to be designed suitable for the respective alignment technique.
Related technologies and components, as shown in Fig. 13.4,are developed to reduce the module cost. Today’s optical module assemblies that
are performed serially (one at a time and manually by hand) using mostly
active alignment mode, are needed as a foundation to change to the parallel
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mode (automation) using the passive alignment technique [ 121. This alignment technique for optical coupling between different optical components
is considered to be the least time consuming, and most accurate technique [35-39]. Recently, accuracy of passive alignment as low as 0.5 ym
ranges in x-y-z direction [40] has been attained using the V-groove on the
Si-substrate.
Further advances in automatic module assembly and reduced module
cost can be realized when optical pigtail cords can be replaced by newly
developed detachable pigtail cords. Small glass/plastic ferrule can be used
inside the package to facilitate the coupling of incoming/outgoing beam for
LaserPD module. In this case, Si-substrate is also used as a motherboard
for mounting different optical components. Conventional Si process technology is generally used for defining pits and standoffs on the Si-platform,
and a passive self-alignment technique is used for precision aligning of the
fiber, LD, and PD in assembly. To achieve low coupling loss by passive
alignment, either hemispherical lens and/or modification of the LDPD are
very much essential. Narrow beam divergence laser diode r41-431 and surface mount photodiode [44,451 are also developed specifically to further
increase the coupling efficiency and also the alignment tolerance in assembly. Generally, the coupling efficiency and optical alignment tolerance are
in a trade-off relation. Alignment tolerance has to be balanced to actual
positioning accuracy. Increasing alignment tolerance helps to increase the
yields in manufacturing. The coupling tolerance and coupling efficiency
of LD to SMF or silica-waveguide is generally dependent on how closely
the mode field of the LD beam matches with that of fiber. A laser structure
with an integrated mode size converter, as shown in Fig. 13.5, yields a better overlapping mode to fiber or waveguide from laser output and makes
coupling efficiency as high as 70% [4143]. The PD to be used either for
monitoring the laser power or for the receiver module must also be of easy
self-alignment structure. Figure 13.6 shows the cross sectional view of selfaligned PD. High sensitivity of more than 0.85 A/W (A = 1.3 pm) can be
obtained with wide tolerance bands of 25 ym and 65 ym (10% decreases)
in the vertical and horizontal direction respectively [46,47].
Nonhermetic package technology, especially using the injection mold
or plastic molding, is also required for further reducing the module cost.
For the nonhermetic package, not only the package technology itself, but
also the chip technology, especially the chip’s coating, has to be developed.
Recent studies have shown that high reliability could be achievable with
even nonhermetic package due to the improvement of the chip quality.
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Fig. 13.6 Structure of the self-aligned photodiode.

These are all enabling technologies, some of which are already available,
and some under development.The trends toward using a nonhermetic packaging scheme in telecom applications will be widely accepted by further
development of laser and detector chips (the fabrication technology along
with the passivation technology), and demonstration of long-term reliability. The following section explains the state-of-the-art of different kinds
of optical modules including low-cost modules.
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13.4. Different Packages
13.4.1. LOW-COST PACKAGES FOR SINGLE
FUNCTIONAL DEVICE
To date, the telecommunication industries mostly use single functional
devices in their systems. The package of this device could be hermetic or
nonhermetic, which is especially dependent on the area of applications. The
packages for single functional device also include similar packages; butterfly and coaxial package, already cited in the previous chapter. This section
debcribes mostly nonhermetic packages for single photonics devices.

Uncooled Mini-DIL Module: DFB-LD
The 14-pin butterfly package for cooled laser module has been the industrial standard for a while. The thermoelectric cooler (TEC) is generally used
inside the 14-pin LD module to stabilize LD performance in any operating
temperature. Performance improvement of LD chip for high-temperature
operation can remove TEC from laser module, and could make the module
a smaller size and more cost effective. In contrast with the cooled butterfly
package, uncooled coaxial (TO-can) packages (hermetic and nonhermetic)
are also considered to be the low-cost package in the industries. However, this package has the disadvantage in placing on the PCB (planner
circuit board). To make for easier placement, there are mini dip-in-line
(DIL) packages, which are flat and uncooled, and a smaller size than the
standard butterfly package (1 4-pins). This is expected to replace TO-can
package and cooled laser module (14 pins butterfly package) in the near
future.
Figure 13.7 shows the schematic structure of a mini-DIL laser module. Silicon submount is used in the mini-DIL package for mounting the
laser and the monitor photodiode. V-groove is formed on the Si substrate
to hold the first lens positioning. The Si substrate is inexpensive, and
has a good thermal conductivity, and is also easy to wafer level volume
production using commercially available Si process technologies [ 1-1 01.
Anisotropic etching of the substrate for making V-groove is of sufficiently
high precision, and easily achieves one-micron-meter range dimensional
accuracy. Using a combination of 1st spherical lens on Si-platform and 2nd
aspherical lens inside the package window, optical coupling efficiency as
high as 40% can be reproducibly achieved. The fiber can be attached with
the package using YAG welding.
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Fig. 13.7 Schematic showing the mini-DIL module: (a) assembly technique, (b) cross
sectional view, and (c) actual mini-DIL laser module @ 2.5 Gb/s.
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Fig. 13.9 L-I characteristics of the mini-DIL LD module at different case temperatures.
The package structure used is shown in Fig. 13.7. The 1310 nm h/4 shifted DFB-LD was
used in the package.

response for the module. An operating temperature range of 0 to 85°C can
also be achieved with uncooled operation. Figure 13.9 shows an example
of typical light vs. current characteristics of an uncooled mini-DIL LD
module at different case temperatures. Appropriate thermal design of the
package, as was discussed in the previous chapter, and also design of the LD
chip, could help to attain a module for uncooled operation with considerably lower threshold current. The h/4 shifted DFB-LD [48-501, developed
for uncooled operation, is used in the mini-DIL package. Recent developments also indicate that an uncooled LD module can be accomplished at
10 Gb/s [51,52], if the parasitic effect associated in the LD chip could be
minimized.
Plastic/Mold Packages
Flat (Sugace Mount) Module: LD/PD

The concept of the surface mount module came from the idea of the re-flow
soldering on an electric circuit board. Its package is compact, 12 mm by
7.6 mm, and its flat shape, usually only 3 mm height [52], houses the
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Fig. 13.10 Schematic diagrams showing the flat (surface mount)-type mold package and
its assembly: (a) Si-platform base subassembly, and (b) complete module with detachable
connector.

optical units and meets all requirements for the high density mounting on
both sides of the electric circuit board. The LDPD inside the package is
usually mounted using the low-cost packaging technique, already explained
earlier. Figure 13.10(a) shows the Si-platform base typical subassembly
technique. Image processing technique is used to position the LD or PD
onto the submount carrier.
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Others functionalities such as micro-strip line, solder bumps, and terminating thin film resistors are easily added. To make it more cost effective,
the passive self-alignment technique along with Si-V grooves technology
can be used for mounting LD on Si substrate, and aligning it with incoming fiber. High precision control of <0.5 um in the x - y - z direction can be
achieved in the V-groove technique. For increasing the coupling efficiency
compatible for passive alignment, the tapered LD, explained in an earlier
section, is now used, with the added benefit of increased alignment tolerance in assembly. For further cost reduction, a detachable connector is
usually preferred in the flat package. Figure 13.10(b) shows an example of
a flat module with a detachable connector. A simple receptacle structure in
the fiber out port can be used, which consists of a glass ferrule with short
length fiber and hooking parts. The connector pigtail with a clip and a ferrule in a sleeve is easily mated to the receptacle by using the clip-hooking
parts, as shown in Fig. 13.10(b). The two ferrule end faces (receptacle portion and connector cord) physically contact with each other in the sleeve
[52]. Based on the high mechanical accuracy of the glass ferrule and the
fine polishing of the ferrule end face, low insertion loss and high return
loss could be achieved [52,53].

Plastic Package: VCSEL and Edge-Emitting LD
Cost reduction is the key for the future development of the optoelectronics
components, mostly driven by upcoming large photonic network applications. To obtain a low-cost optical module, total assembly techniques are
to be seriously considered, as assembly and packaging accounts for a considerable portion of the module cost. In achieving low-cost manufacturing,
the photonic devices are to be encapsulated by plastic package, usually a
nonhermetic and uncooled type package. Approaches with beam deflections between laser (vertical-cavity or edge-emitting) and optical fiber are
generally used. Common for this solution is the submount, mostly made
from Si, that carries the active devices but also some mechanical or optical
features.
The surface-emitting type devices such as LED and vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) and also edge-emitting-type LD, can be
encapsulated by molded plastic, as shown in Fig. 13.1 1 [54-60]. The topemitting device can easily be attached onto the lead frame. However, for the
edge-emitting LD, the transformation of the lateral emission to a vertical
transmission can be accomplished by using the micro optical 45-degree
mirrors in front of the emitting facet. The common base of the LD chip
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and 45-degree micromirror is a Si-submount, which acts also as the heat
sink for the LD. Well-designed molded plastic lens, as shown in Fig. 13.11,
can make the radiation divergence below e 9 degrees, and coupling efficiency with fiber (e.g., plastic optical fiber >90%) [54, 571. An example
of such molded plastic package with surface-emitting device is shown in
Fig. 13.12. This package is usually suited for the short-haul data-links
application.
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Fig. 13.12 Molded package: (a) Cross sectional view of package with edge-emitting LD
scheme, (b) cross-sectional view of VCSEL and its mounting on the carrier using flip-chip
bonding technique, and (c) with VCSEL package scheme.

The optical devices to be encapsulated by plastic package are required
to have improved performance, and also to satisfy specific performances.
As plastic materials have the property of absorbing moisture, and also
lower thermal conductivity, the photonics device development must be
compatible for plastic package. It requires not only good passivation technology for device fabrication for preventing any moisture ingression, but
also high-temperature characteristics. In addition to chip development itself, the development of proper plastic material for packaging and also
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thermal design is required to achieve good performance. Highly reliable
operation of the plastic package must be assured for implementation in the
data or telecommunication. Figure 13.13 shows the aging characteristics
of the VCSELs, encapsulated by the molded plastic. High temperature and
humidity aging in long run operation (>lo00 hr) assures compatibility.
Recent development of new plastic material for preventing moisture penetration, and also the LD chip, push the molded plastic-based package in
new trends of packaging [60].

13.4.2. PACKAGING FOR MULTI-FUNCTIONAL DEVICES

Wavelength-Locker Integrated Laser Module
Dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) technique is the only
technique to increase the transmission capacity, in which several signals at
different wavelengths (around 1550 nm) are transmitted in parallel on the
single fiber. Newer DWDM systems, with up to almost 100 channels, are
used with the channel space of 0.4 nm (50 GHz), and they require the laser
module with a highly stable wavelength operation against ambient temperature during full life (20 yrs) cycle operation. It is expected that wavelength
variation of 50 pm or less ( t 6 GHz) is required in a DWDM system with
0.8 nm (100 GHz) channel spacing, and much more less t 2 5 pm ( t 3 GHz)
wavelength variation is expected to maintain for 0.4nm channel space. As
channel space gets down further in the DWDM system, the laser module
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DFB-LD chip

Fig. 13.14 Schematic structure of wavelength-locker integrated module. All components
constructing the wavelength-locker are built into the standard 14-pin butterfly package.

having wavelength variation of further lower than t 2 5 pm (3 GHz) is
hard to achieve. The main reason is that the wavelength variation isn’t
only caused by the chip itself, but also due to other components such as
thermistor, TEC, etc. used inside the module. Unfortunately, such highquality chips and components are not readily achieved with today’s chip
and component fabrication technology. To overcome this, the laser module
with wavelength monitoring and controlling capabilities using the passive
optical components is necessary for this DWDM application.
Recently, a micro-optics wavelength locker module has been integrated
into the conventional high-power CW laser package of 14-pins butterily
package [61]. An example of such a laser module, hybrid integrated with
the wavelength locker capability, is shown in Fig. 13.14. A 1550-nmDFB
laser diode designed for single mode and high power operation is mounted
on a heat sink carrier. Light beam from laser front facet is coupled into a
fiber with about 70% efficiency using two aspherical lens systems. Light
beam from laser rear facet is introduced into the internal wavelength locker
module, whose conceptual illustration is shown in Fig. 13.15. Beam splitter
is used at the rear end of the laser to divide the beam into two: one is to be
incident to PD1 for laser power monitor and the second is to be incident to
Fabry-Perot etalon and PD2 for laser wavelength monitor. Constant wavelength operation (wavelengthlocking) can be achieved by a feedback to the
laser temperature to maintain PD2 monitors current constant, even when
the laser oscillation wavelength changes by an aging effect. Fabry-Perot
etalon filter is used as the wavelength dispersive elements. Figure 13.16
shows an example of such a filter characteristic. A periodic transmission
characteristicof Fabry-Perot etalon filter makes a tunable option to ITU-T’s
wavelengthgrids. Its temperature realizes settingthe oscillationwavelength
of DFB LD to each desired grid. A good wavelength locker should give
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circles show the monitor current to retain each setting wavelength.

a wavelength resolution of about 5 pm and have sufficient locking range
around each wavelength at which the laser is aimed to operate. This type of
integrated wavelength locker showed close to 5 pm wavelength shift with
variation of temperature from 0 to 70°C.
The aging of the integrated wavelength locker might be an issue, but
because only passive F-P etalon and simple detector are used, the degradation should be much less than that of the laser sections with current
injection. The wavelength shift of less than 5 pm in long time accelerating test can be obtained for the type of integrated wavelength-locker, as
shown in Fig. 13.14. This confirms the wavelength shift of less than 5 pm
in long-run operation.
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Receiver Module with Integrated &-Amplifier IC
With increasing of the data rate in optical communication, integration is
very much necessary. Higher electronics functionalities for high-speed
optical system are also necessary for the high-speed optical receiver. In
many multielement systems or circuits, the performance is strongly influenced by those elements located near the input system or circuit. This is also
true in the digital optical receiver, where the performance of the photodetector and the amplifier elements will have a strong impact on the receiver
and system performance. In addition to the individual performance of these
elements, the electrical and physical design of the interface between them
is equally critical.
Photodiode (PIN or APD) with hybrid integration of the preamplifier
is the first step in the high-speed optical receiver. Various interconnection options can be adopted for the high-speed optical receiver package.
Figures 13.17 and 13.18 show the internal structure of 10 Gb/s optical
receivers as the examples. In the package [62], a high-speed InPAnGaAs
avalanche photodiode (APD) and a low noise and wide-bandwidth GaAs
heterobipolar transistor (HBT) IC are integrated as shown in the schematic
circuit-diagram of Fig. 13.19. The differences between these two are the
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Fig. 13.17 Cross sectional view of the receiver (APD and pre-amplifier) module. Slantended fiber and the surface-emitting photodiode are used in the optical module.
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Fig. 13.18 Cross sectional view of the receiver (APD and pre-amplifier)module. Spherical lens is used in this case for the optical coupling.

Fig. 13.19 Circuit diagram of 10 Gb/s InPhGaAs APD and GaAs HBT pre-amplifierIC
integrated receiver module.

optical coupling and also the bonding of the photodiode carrier. High optical coupling, and fewer discontinuities in the signal line due to the interconnection, are very much necessary for a high-peformance receiver. Slanted
fiber [63] or the combination of the lens can be used for coupling the optical signal to the photodetector. Fabricating a monolithic micro-lens on InP
APD helps to increase the optical coupling tolerance, even with a small
APD active area of about 10 pm in diameter [62]. The flip-chip bonding
or short wire bond technique can be used for interconnecting the PD with
the pre-amplifier IC chip. Interconnection between the APD chip and the
HBT-IC chip is designed to achieve low stray capacitance and inductance
for wide bandwidth operation. Figure 13.20 shows an example of measured
small signal frequency response of the APD/Pre-amp integrated receiver.
As high as >8 GHz @ M = 3 can be attained with wire bond and > 10 GHz
can be attained if flip-chip bonding is used [63,64]. Coplanar differential
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Fig. 13.20 Small signal frequency response of the receiver module at various APD gain
(M = 3 and 10).

output with ceramic feedthrough and 50 ohms impedance is suitable for
connecting the module on a circuit board. Figure 13.21 show the modulation and the BER performances of the 10 Gbls optical receiver integrated
with the APD and pre-amp. A similar package is also used to design the
PIN photodiode receiver.
A common standard package is highly desirable for the high-speed
receiver module such as the 14-pin butterfly package. However, there has
never been a common industrial standard package with common form
factor and pin-function assignment, in the case of integrated photodiode
and pre-amplifier receiver package for high-bit-rate telecom application.
This is mainly due to the differences in pre-amplifier functional design.
Establishment of a multi-source agreement would help the development
of a standard package style. Figure 13.22 shows an example of a 10 Gb/s
receiver module, which is in a multi-source package.
Hybrid Integrated Module on PLC Platform

It is widely recognized that the bandwidth in customer premises will only
be possible if the fiber-based network is extended from metro areas to customer premises. Bringing optics closer to the end-users, especially in fiber-tothe-home (FTTH), can be. realized based on the availability of the low-cost,
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Fig. 13.21 Modulation performances of the receiver (APD + pre-amplifier): (a) output
waveform and (b) bit-error-rate @ 10 Gb/s NRZ.

mass-produced optical modules. As explained in earlier sections, conventional optical module usually consists of many components, including a
LD mounted on heat sink, a lens in a metallic holder, and a fiber ferule
surrounded by a metallic fiber sleeve in the LD module. These components
are assembled using active alignment (by operating the LD), and the maximum fiber output power is adjusted aligning the lens and the fiber. A module
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Fig. 13.22 Picture of the 10 G receiver (APDand pre-amplifier) module.

architecture of such kind complicates the assembly process and increases
the number of components required, which results in increasing the cost.
Besides FTTH application, it is also essential to increase the module
functionality in many applications where the size and shape are the main
concerns. In last few years, much work has been going on to avoid complication in the assembly, and also to increase the module’s functionality
by integrating several functional devices in a single module. Photonics and
electronics devices are to be integrated inside the single module, either
monolithically or hybrid, to increase functionality. Monolithic integration
is unfortunately not readily achieved with today’s fabrication technology.
Today’s hybrid integration using the Si-platform can only allow to have
integrated optical module with higher electronics and optical functionalities [65].The technology for surface-mounting optical devices onto a platform such as silica-based PLC is very attractive [66,67] due to its potential
for cost reduction in the optical module assembly process and increases in
the number of optical components required with easy coupling technique.
Bi-Directional TransmitterBeceiver Module

In F?TH application, a bi-directional module is necessary to transmit
and receive separate wavelength optical signals over the single fiber.
Figure 13.23 shows an example of the bi-directional module consisting
of 3 dl3 Y-branch silica waveguide, an LD transmitter, a PD receiver,
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Corner-illuminatedPD

Fig. 13.23 Schematic diagram showing the integrated bi-directional module on the Siplatform for I;TTH application. Corner-illuminated PD is used in the module.

a monitor PD to control the LD power automatically, and a 1.3/1.55-pm
optical WDM filter [45]. The module can multiplex and demultiplex the
1.3h.55 pm wavelength optical signals, and transmit and receive the 1.3 pm
bi-directional signal. Optical waveguide is used to mux/demux the optical
wavelengths and also to guide the optical signal to/from the PD/LD.
Silica-on-silicon technology, as mentioned earlier, is used in fabrication
of the bi-directional transmittedreceivermodules. Alignment markers are
generally used on the PLC platform for accurate positioning of the waveguide in the lateral direction, necessary in passive alignment technique for
assembling the LD/PD. Flip-chip self-alignment bonding can be used in
attachment of LD/PD on the PLC platform. The coupling loss and alignment tolerance can be adjusted by using the LD with spot-size converter,
as described in Section 13.3.1, and also by using the refractive index gel
around the LD and fiber [38]. Si-resin or per-fluoride liquid having lower
refractive index (than optical fiber) can be used as the index matching
gels. Of them, Si-resin, having a refractive index of 1.39, is suitable for
the module assembly because of its gelatinous and stable chemical and
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electrical characteristics. Fiber with micro-spherical lens is also used to
increase the coupling efficiency and the alignment tolerance. To achieve
coupling loss as low as 5 dB and high alignment tolerance (>12pm horizontally, and 2 pm vertically), fiber with spherical lens, and the refractive index
matching gels (refractive index of 1.39) must be used [38]. Typical surfaceemitting type PD or corner-illuminated PD can be used for this module. In
the case of corner-illuminated type PD, as shown in Fig. 13.23, the light
beam is illuminated at the back of the substrate, a portion of which is formed
into the angle surface, and it is guided to the absorption region. This provides high coupling efficiency (making > O M A N ) and good uniformity
[45]. For the purpose of fiber alignment to couple with waveguide, V-groove
approach, as mentioned in the earlier section, can be made on the Si-bench.
Sufficient grooves length is necessary to ensure sufficient strength in the
fiber mount, and generally 3 mm [38] or more groove length is necessary. In
this method, the excess coupling loss between the fiber and the waveguide
caused by displacement is as low as 0.1 dB.
Using a similar approach, bi-directional transmitter/receiver module
incorporated with receiver IC onto the PLC platform can also be thought
about for the subscriber-end device (e.g., FTTH) application. Figure 13.24

PLC

PIN-PD

(b)
Fig. 13.24 An example of the integrated bi-directional module on the Si-platform for
FITH application; (a) Subassembly technique using the Si platform, and (b) Complete
schematic of the module and its picture.
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shows the schematic of a bi-directional module encapsulatcd with ceramic
or metal package. A Y-branch splitter/mixer can also be used to split or
mix the incoming and outgoing signal to the fiber, The Oh3 conversion
is possible with the PD and receiver IC (pre-amp) directly attaching onto
the PLC platform. The fiber alignment and also LDPD attachment on
the PLC can be accomplished using the passive technique, as mentioned
earlier. In both packaging schemes, as shown in Figs. 13.23 and 13.24,
the module can be connectorized with the pigtail, which is detachable or
non-detachable.
Matrix Switch with Optical AmpliJierModule

In standard telecom applications, especially in trunks and metro systems,
an optical module with higher functionality is required. As the monolithic
technology is not available to fabricate the higher functionality optical
module, hybrid technique is the most effective way to make such optical
modules. An example of such an optical module is the matrix switch with
the semiconductor optical amplifier gate [34, 681. Such an optical module is necessary in high throughput telecommunications, capable to cope
with large increases in traffic. This kind of module is promising, because
of its high extinction ratio, high optical gain, and fast switching time (sub
nanosecond).
Figure 13.25 shows an example of the hybrid integrated optical gatematrix switch. This module consists of four 1:4 optical splitters, four 4:1
combiners, and four-channel semiconductoroptical amplifier gate (SOAG)
array chips, which are mounted on the PLC platform. The splitter and combiners are formed on the common PLC platform, on which SOAG array
chips are also mounted. A single-mode optical fiber (SMF) array is
assembled in the fiber guides at each end of the PLC platform. All hybrid components such as SOAG and SMF can be hybrid integrated on the
PLC platform using the passive alignment techniques, mentioned in earlier sections. Figure 13.26 shows the schematic of the configuration of the
hybrid integration and module complete picture. Coupling loss between
SOAG and waveguides is typically -8-9 dB. To reduce such loss, spotsize converter (SSC) integrated SOAG arrays [69] can be used. Radiation
divergence of 13-14 degree (FWHM)in both the azimuth and elevation
planes can also be achieved, as opposed to -40 degree in non-SSC devices. In this case the coupling loss can also be down to 4-5 dB. Fiberto-silica waveguide coupling can be accomplished using the V-groove on
the PLC platform, as mentioned earlier. The coupling loss t0.8dB can
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Fig. 13.25 A schematic and a photograph of the hybrid integrated 4 x 4 optical matrix
switch module, composed of SOA, PLC splitters in both ends.

be achieved between single-mode fiber and silica waveguide. The attenuation of silica waveguide is dependent on the silica fabrication technology.
APCVD-based technology provides an attenuation loss below 0.1 dB/cm
[6]. To have electrical connection for SOAG, printed wiring carrier having the transmission lines in one side can be used, and that PWC can
be mounted with SOAG onto the PLC platform using flip-chip bonding.
This PWC helps to bridge the electrical connection across the PLC platform, if the grooves are made across the PLC platform. This PWC could
also be applicable to the assembly of driver IC chips, if it is required for
higher integration. In this module, extinction ratio as high as 40 dB can be
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Fig. 13.26 Optical gate matrix switch (a) Schematic showing the configuration of the
hybrid integration, and (b) its picture.

achieved, large enough for optical gates so as to suppress coherent cross
talk [70].
High-speed packet switching from one port to others could be easily
possible using this integrated module. Figure 13.27 shows the operation of
the hybrid integrated matrix optical gate switch. One (4 -+ 1’)of two packet
(cell) signals, propagating to the two different ports (1 -+ 1’ and 4 -+ 1’)
can be transferred to the same output port (1’) selecting the gate driving
current. In this example, the input signals are modulated into 10 Gb/s, and
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Fig. 13.27 Schematic showing the operation principal of the hybrid integrated optical
gate matrix switch.

its power was -5 dBdchanne1. The packet length was settled for 512 bits
(51.2 ndpacket). The driving current was 35 mA, applied alternately on the
two SOA gates. Each packet in the output port is separated by 2 ns guard
band. As this kind of module is built-up using the discrete components,
fabricated by well-matured technologies, the reliability is also high. Using
such hybrid-integration techniques, it is possible to fabricate novel optical
modules with higher functionality.

13.5. Conclusions and Future Prospects
The state-of-the-arttechnologies, as required for integrated optical module,
are presented in this chapter. Today's hybrid integration techniques allow
achieving of the high functional optical module, eliminating the technology barrier required in monolithic integration. Future developments for the
optical module will see further miniaturization, and incorporation of both
electrical and optical functional devices inside the single package, reducing
the space requirements to cut the system complexities, high volume manufacturability, and yet lower cost.
Bandwidth demands push the optical networks technologies from comparatively low speed to higher speed per channel. For this, the module
technology development is moving toward extending module performance
to higher speeds, better signal fidelity, less electromagnetic emissions, and
hot pluggability for field installable flexibility. This pushes the necessity
of high-scale integration of a variety of photonics and electronics devices
in a single package. Figure 13.28 summarizes the trends and road maps
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Fig. 13.28 Summary of the trends and road maps of the packaging technologies for optical
components.

of the optical package technologies. Past and current experiences suggest
that future packaging technologies should move toward more integration,
shrinking of the electronics and photonics devices, and lower power consumption. The competitive edge of this integration comes from the increased scale of integration plus the corresponding reduction in packaging
costs. In the short run, the combination of 111-V and PLC technologies on Si
wafer and hybridization by passive alignment techniques will act as a key
role to achieve low cost manufacturing and also higher optical functionalities. To offset the cost and complexities, future developments will need a
breakthrough in photonics ICs, which includes the monolithic integration
of the various photonics device to increase the optical functionality, and
their easy coupling with the incoming single-mode fiber.
Fabrication process developments, including the selective area growth,
multiple growth, and etch processes, substrate fusions, etc., is another area
of trends for fabricating the various optical devices.In packaging, alignment
technique covers most of the packaging cost, and this must be improved for
highly integrated packaging. Today’s optical module assembly, performed
serialIy (one at a time and manually by hand) using mostly active alignment mode, will be required to change to parallel mode (automation) using
the passive alignment technique. Passive alignment technique is the best
approach making the high-density integration. This requires development
of both component and assembly technologies in parallel.
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In designing of the highly integrated package in the future, thermal
and mechanical designs would be the challenging part as the power consumption inside the package is increased. This pushes the requirement of
efficient thermal management consideration in the package design stage.
Several simulation tools are available to estimate the behavior separately
in the design stage. However, integrated simulation tools coupling with
mechanical, thermal, optical, and electrical simulations would be helpful to
estimate total performance of the module in the design stage. System-level
simulation is also helpful to visualize system performance in the module
design level. Several opportunities for coupling all simulation tools are
left, which would allow the package designer to estimate the overall performance considering the package and system worst operating conditions.
A key photonics packaging to look for in the near future is totally plastic
packages (SMT style) where optical devices must reliably operate in a
nonhermatic environment, or uncooled metalkeramic package. The package could be pigtailed or detachable based on the area of application. This
trend also eliminates the TO-can package that contains the optoelectronics
devices. These photonics packages will be expected to operate in subscriber network (short-haul) application where data rates are expected to
be varied from 622 Mb/s to 10 Gb/s. As an optical device, vertical-cavity
surface-emitting laser (VCSEL)in both 850 nm and 1300 nm could meet
the packaging requirements.
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Index
A
Absorption coefficient, P-I-N photodiodes,
3 19-32 1
Absorption loss coefficient, 81
Air-post. 176
AIGaAsGaAs, 39
AIGaAsIGaAs VCSEL, 175
AlGaAsSb/GaAs, 179
AIGaInA4AlGaInAs VCSEL, 179
AIGaInAslInP, 29
AlCaInAslInP VCSEL, 175
AIGaInPlGaAs VCSEL, 175
AlGaInP red VCSEL, 188
All selective MOVPE. See ASM
Alpha factor, 28, 11 1
Aluminum nitride, in packaging, 602,604-606
Aluminum oxide (alumina), in packaging,
602404
Amplitude shift keying (ASK), 249
APDs. See Avalanche photodiodes
Arrayed waveguide grating (AWG), 153,369
ASK. See Amplitude shift keying
ASM,481,489498,510-513
ASM-BH wavelength-selectable microarray
light sources, 510-513
Attachment, in packaging, 5 8 9 , 5 9 7 4 2 ,
632
Avalanche multiplication noise, 390-392
Avalanche multiplication process, 383-385
Avalanche photodiodes (APDs), 9 , 3 7 9 4 3 4
“buried-structure’’ APDs, 406
design and operation, 381-398
flip-chip bonding, 4 1 5 4 1 7
germanium APDs, 381,398402
guard ring structure, 4 0 4 4 0 7
InPlInGaAs avalanche pbotodiodes, 379, 380,
402426
L-band response, improvement, 426-429
novel APDs, 426-433

receiver
functional diagram, 382-383
integrated APD/preamplifier receivers,
420-424
Q-factor, 395-396
sensitivity, 396-398
signal and noise expressions, 393-395
separated absorption and multiplication
(SAM) structure, 402-404,407415,
424426
SiflnGaAs hetero-interface APD, 43 1-433
superlattice APDs, 4291130
thin multiplication region APDs, 4 3 0 4 3 1
AWG. See Arrayed waveguide grating

B
Band-filling, tunable laser diodes, 1 10
Bandgap-energy control, selective MOVPE,
456458,459
Bandgap shrinkage, tunablc laser diodes, 1 10
Bandwidth
electroabsorption modulators, 275-276
InGaAs photodiodes, 337-338
lithium niobate optical modulators. 220-23 1
Beam expanders, electroabsorption modulators,
273-274
Bernard-Durgaffourg condition, 63
BERT. See Bit error ratio tester
Beryllium oxide, in packaging, 602,606-607
BH laser. See Buried heterostructure (BH) laser
Bi-directional transmitter-receiver module,
654-657
Bismuth telluride, 618
Bit error rate curves, EA/SGDBR, 303
Bit error ratio tester (BERT), 293
Bonding
flip-chip bonding (FCB), 415-417,608-609,
655

669
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Index

Bonding (continued)
in packaging, 589,607409
tape-automated bonding (TAB), 609
wire or ribbon bonding, 607408
Bragg mirrors, 39
Buried heterostructure(BH) laser, 15-16,
17-18,176
BH GRIN-SCH QW laser, 88-91
fabrication, 27,75-78
MQW laser, 20-22
“Buried-structure” APDs, 406
Butterfly package, 567-568,581-582,609
Butt joint epitaxy, 297,298

C
Capped mesa buried heterostructure(CMBH)
laser, 16-17.33
Carrier materials, 588,602407
Cascaded DFB lasers, 152-153, 158
Cavity loss, 22
Cavity modes, 107
CBE, 447,458
Ceramics, for packaging, 602-607
Chemical beam epitaxy. See CBE
Chip materials, packaging materials, 595-597
Chirp
electroabsorptionmodulated lasers (EMLs),
298
electroabsorptionmodulators, 285-293
lithium niobate optical modulators, 217-21 8
QW lasers, 28
Chirped Gaussian pulses, 261-262
Chirp parameter, 111,260,263
CMBH laser. See Capped mesa buried
heterostructure (CMBH) laser
Coaxial (coax) package, 567-568,578-579,581
Co-directionalcoupler, 140-146
Confinement factor, 82,83,85,87,99-102,
270-271
Continuous tuning, tunable laser diodes,
116-1 17
Conventional LD, 578,579
Copper, in packaging, 602,610
Copper-tungsten. in packaging, 602, 610
Coupled-mode equations, 123
Coupling
losses due to different mismatches, 573-576
mode field matching, 572-573

optical axis alignment, 573
packaging, 570-578
Coupling coefficient, 122-123
Coupling efficiency, 572-573
Coupling frequency, 141
CPW electrode, structure, 226-227
CWS-WSL, 510-513

D
Dark current, 344,349
avalanche multiplication noise, 392-393,400
at low bias and effective lifetime, 342-347
Dark current tunneling, 340-342
DBR laser. See Distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) laser
DC drift, lithium niobate optical modulators,
238-241
DCPBH laser. See Double channel planar buried
heterostructure (DCPBH) laser
Dense WDM (DWDM), 7
quasi-continuoustuning, 118
wavelength-locker integrated laser module,
647-649
DFB arrays. See Distributed feedback (DFB)
-YS

DFB lasers. See Distributed feedback (DFB)
lasers
DFB-LLD. See Distributed feedback laser diode
DFBMODs. See Electroabsorption
modulator-integrated DFB LDs
DH laser. See Double heterostructure(DH) laser
Diamond heat sink, 600
Dielectric loss, lithium niobate optical
modulators, 228
Differential quantum efficiency, high power
semiconductor lasers, 68
Discontinuities,packaging and, 582,587-588
Discontinuous tuning, tunable laser diodes, 117
Dispersion penalty, electroabsorption
modulators, 261-264
Distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser, 35-36,
121-138, 158
sampled grating (SG), 129-132
super-structuregrating DBR, 133-138
tuning range, 126,142
Distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) mirrors,
544-550

Distributed feedback (DFB) arrays, 151-152

Index
Distributed feedback (DFJ3) lasers, 30-38
cascaded, 152-153.158
distributed feedback (DFB) arrays, 151-152
EMLs, 296
Distributed feedback laser diode (DFB-LD),
443,639442
Double channel planar buried heterostructure
(DCPBH) laser, 15
ASM, 492495
chirp, 29
linewidth enhancement factor, 29
Double heterostructure(DH) laser, 15-20
Double heterostructure (DH) PIN-PDs,
InP/InGaAs/InP, 333-335
Driving voltage, lithium niobate optical
modulators, 216217, 231-234
Dry etched mirrors
horizontal distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)
mirrors, 544-550
with triangular ring lasers, 540-544
vertical Si micromimrs, 535-539
Dry etching, 10, 533-559
damage removal by plasma passivation,
556-557
equipment, 534-535
mirrors for triangular ring lasers and
microcavities, 540-544
optical properties, effect on, 554-557
photoluminescence and, 554-556
photonic bandgap (PBG) lasers, 550-553
Si vertical micromirrors, 535-539
DWDM. See Dense WDM

E
EA modulators. See Electroabsorption
modulators
EA-WSL, 506-5 10
EB lithography, WAVE, 499-500
ECL, 158
ECPD. See Evanescently coupled photodiodes
EDFA. See Erbium-doped fiber amplifier
EDFA pumping, lasers for, 6
Edge-emittingLD, 644-647
Effective refractive index, 122
Electrical design (of packaging), 569,582-594
bonding/attachment, 589
carrier materials, 588
discontinuities,582,587-588
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interconnecbons,583,584-587
MI-LD, 584,589-594
Electroabsorption
dispersion penalty, 261-264
Frana-Keldyah effect, 253-255, 265, 303
Kramers-Kronig relations, 259-261
quantum confined Stark effect, 255-258,
266
Electroabsorption modulated lasers (EMLs), 49,
296,300-304
Electroabsorption modulator-integrated DFB
LDs (DFBIMODs), 482488,500-505
Electroabsorption modulator-integrated WSL
(EA-WSL), 506-510
Electroahsorption modulators (EA modulators).
8,249-3 13
advanced design, 304-3 12
advantages, 252-253
characterization
bit error ratio testing, 293-296
chirp measurements, 285-293
dynamic characterization, 283-285
static EA characterization,279-283
design, 264-278.304-312
dispersion penalty, 261-264
Franz-Keldysh effect, 253-255,265,303
integrated with lasers, 296-304
Kramers-Kronig relations, 259-261
quantum confined Stark effect, 255-258,
266
tandem EA modulators, 308-312
traveling wave EA modulators, 305-308
tunable EMLs, 300-304
Electrooptic effect, 21C-211
Electrooptic tensor, 2 11
EMLs. See Electroabsorption modulated lasers
Enclosure materials, 609-61 1
Epitaxial growth, high power semiconductor
lasers, 70-71
Equivalent circuit, P-I-N photodiodes, 326327
Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), 6, 59,
6142,317
Etching
dry etching, 10, 533-559
micro-etching, 190
“Evanescence wave-coupled” waveguide, joint
structure, 444,445
Evanescently coupled photodiodes (ECPD),
358-359
External cavity tunable lasers, 146-150

Index
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for InP/InGaAs/InP double-heternstructure
PIN-PDs, 333-335
for photogenerated drift current, 329-33 1

Extinction ratio
electroabsorptionmodulators, 279-280,
29 1
lithium niobate optical modulators, 217

G

F
Fabrication, 9,443-521
ASM, 481,489-498,51&513
CBE, 447
dry etching, 10,533-559
GSMBE, 14,446
LPE, 14,446
LVD, 460
MASE, 4715482,505-5 13
mask interference, 47
MOCVD, 14,63,70-71,75-78
MOMBE, 447
MOVPE, 445
narrow-stripe (NS) selective MOVPE,
459475,477
selective CBE, 458
selective growth, 10
selective GSMBE, 458
selective MOMBE, 458
selective MOVPE, 445458,481-520
simultaneous fabrication of different
wavelength light sources, 498-505
VPE, 447
WAVE, 49S500
Far-field pattern (FFP), 17, 68, 88, 577-578
FCB. See Flip-chip bonding
FFF? See Far-field pattern
Fiber-chirp coupling, 566
Fiber-optic telecommunication systems, 207
conceptual diagram, 250
lithium niobate (LN) optical modulators, 8,
207-242
photodiodes, 319-329
Flip-chip bonding (FCB), 415417,608409,
655
Franz-Keldysh effect, 253-255,265,303
Free-canier absorption, tunable laser diodes,
110

Frequency chirp, QW lasers, 28
Frequency response
diffusion-currentfrequency response,
331-333
for InGaAs photodiodes, 335-337

GaAIAdGaAs VCSEL, 186-187
GaAs
horizontal distributed Bragg reflector mirrors
in, 549-550
long wavelength VCSELs on GaAs substrate,
179-1 8 1
GaAs/AlAs mirrors, 178, 179
GaAsSbIGaAs VCSEL, 175
GaAsSb quantum well, 179
GACC filter. See Grating-assisted co-directional
coupler filter
GaInAs, growth rate enhancement,452
GaInAdGaAs VCSEL, 175,181-186
GaInAsP, epitaxial growth on InP, 71-72
GaInAsPAnP, epitaxial growth of quantum
wells, 72-75
GaInAsPhP VCSEL, 175,178-179
GaInNAs/GaAs VCSEL, 175
GaInNlGaN VCSEL, 175
GaInP, growth rate enhancement,452
GaN, LEDs and LDs, 188
GaN VCSEL, 188-189
Gas source molecular beam epitaxy. See
GSMBE
GCSR, 158
Ge-APD, 9
Generation-recombination (g-r) current,
342
Germanium avalanche photodiodes (APDs),
381,398402
characteristics,399402
structure and fabrication, 398-399
Graded index separate confinement
heterostmcture laser. See GRIN-SCH
laser
Grating-assisted co-directionalcoupler
(GACC) filter, 140-146
GRIN-SCH laser, 29,71,80,82
GRIN-SCH-MQW laser, 82,83
GRIN structure, 20
Group refractive index, 131
GSMBE, 14,446,458
Guard ring structure, 404-407

Index

H
Heat sink, 600,611-614,617
Hetero-interface, hole trapping at, 4 1 2 4 1 3
High power semiconductor lasers, 6.59-102
980 nm lasers, 63.91-95
1480 nm lasers, 63.64, 69-91
BH lasers. 75-78
epitaxial growth, 70-75
quantum efficiency, 78-88
threshold current, 78-88
approaches for high power operation, 64-66
differential quantum efficiency, 68
laser modules, 95-97
limiting factors, 64-65
materials, 62-63
optical loss and, 67-69
output power, 65
threshold current density, 67-68
High-speed digital communication systems,
lithium niobate (LN) optical modulators, 8,
207-242
Hole trapping, at hetero-interface, 412 4 1 3
Horizontal distributed Bragg reflector (DER)
mirrors, 544-550
Hybrid integration, 630,652460

I
InAIAs, selective MOVPE growth of InAlAs
MQWs, 47147.5
InAIAdInGaAs, selective MOVPE growth of
MQWs, 4 7 1 4 7 5
InAIGaAs-InAIAs superlattice avalanche
photodiode. mesa structure, 429
InAIGaAshP. 317
InAsP/InP. 29, 30
Index matching resin, 578, 580
InGaAIAs, 63 1
InGaAlAsPlInP monolithic integration, 63 1
InGaAs
quantum wells, 20
strained quantum well laser, 25-26, 29
InGaAs-based APDs, 9
InGaAdlnGaAsP, superlattice structures of,
26
InCaAsP, 63 I
growth rate enhancement, 451452
SELs. 45
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InGaAs photodiodes
bandwidth limitations, 337-338
current transport in p+n-junction, 338-339
frequency response calculation, 335-337
InPnnGaAsnnP double-heterostructure PIN
PDs, 333-335
Si/InGaAs hetero-interface avalanche
photodiode, 4 3 1 4 3 3
structure, 339-340, 347-350
InGaAsPlInP, 43,317
InGaAsPhP waveguide, 108-1 09
InGaAsP waveguide PIN photodiode, 352
InGaNAs, 30
InP
horizontal distributed Bragg reflector mirrors
in, 547-548
properties of, 63 1
InPlInGaAs avalanche photodiodes, 379. 380.
402426
for I O Gpbs systems, 4 15-420
fabrication, 406
guard ring structure, 404-407
reliability studies, 424-426
InPlInGaAslInP double-heterostructure
PIN-PDs, 333-335
Insertion loss
electroabsorption modulators, 27 1-272.
279-280
lithium niobate optical modulators, 217
Integrated APD/preamplifier receivers,
420424
Integrated laser devices
integrated laser modulator. 49-5 1
laser arrays, 48-49
multichannel WDM sources, 5 1, 52
spot size converter (SSC) integrated laser,
51-53
Integrated laser Mach-Zehnder device, 5 6 5 I
Integrated laser modulator, 49-5 1
Integration technology
electroabsorption modulators. 296-304
integrated APD/preamplitier receivers, 1 1.
420-424
packaging, 629-662
tunable laser diodes, 154-155
VCSELs, 192-194
Intensity modulation, 249
Intensity modulators, 209
Interconnections, in packaging, 583. 584-587
Internal loss. 84
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Index

Inter-valence band absorption OVBA), tunable
laser diodes, 110
Intra-band absorption, tunable laser diodes,
110
Inverse differential quantum efficiency, 82
IVBA. See Inter-valence band absorption

K
Kane theory, 340
Kovar, as enclosure material, 610,611
Kramers-Kronig relations, 11 1,113,259-261

L
Laser arrays, 49, 150-152
Laser modules, 95-97
Lasers. See Semiconductor lasers
Lateral vapor phase diffusion. See LVD
Linear electrooptic effect, 210
Linewidth-enhancement factor, 11 1
Liquid phase epitaxy. See LPE
Lithium niobate, 630
Lithium niobate (LN) optical modulators, 8,
207-242
bandwidth, 220-23 1
chirp, 2 17-2 18
DC drift, 238-241
driving voltage, 216217,231-234
electron structures, 218-219
fabrication, 234-238
history, 208
microwave attenuation components and
reduction techniques, 226-23 1
optical response function, 224-226
reliability, 238-241
structure and characteristics, 212-220
thermal drift, 241
velocity matching, 220-223
Littman-Metcalf cavity, 147-148
LN optical modulators. See Lithium niobate
(LN) optical modulators
Long-wavelength lasers, 6,13-54
Low-temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC), in
packaging, 606,607
LPE, 14,446
LTCC. See Low-temperature co-fired ceramics

LVD,460

M
Mach-Zehnder interferometer, 213
Mach-Zehnder modulator, 252
MASE, 476-482,505-513
Mask interference, 477
Matrix switches, 518-520,657660
Matthews-Blakeslee calculation, 427
MBE, high power semiconductor lasers, 63
Mechanical issues (in packaging), 594-61 1
MEM external cavities, 148-149
MEMS-VCSEL, 158
Mesa-structure InAlGaAs-InAlAs superlattice
APD, 429
Metal-organic chemical vapor deposition. See
MOCVD
Metal-organic molecular beam epitaxy. See
MOMBE
Metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy. See MOVPE
Metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM)
photodiodes, 350-351,367
Microarray selective growth. See MASE
Micro electromechanical. See MEM
Micro-etching technology, 190
Micromirrors
micromachined vertical Si micromirrors,
538-539
sidewall smoothness, 537-538
Micro-optical bench (MOB), 192
Migration from masked region. See MMR
MI-LD, 584,589-594
Mini-DIL module, 639-642
Minors
GaAsIAlAs mirrors, 178, 179
high aspect ratio vertical mirrors in Si,
535-539
horizontal distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)
mirrors, 544-550
for triangular ring lasers and microcavities,
54cL544
MMR, 460,463,464
MOB. See Micro-optical bench
MOCVD, 14,63,70-71,75-78
Mode field gain coefficient, 122
Mode field matching, coupling, 572-573
Modeling. See Simulation
Mode propagation loss, lithium niobate optical
modulators, 228
Modulation bandwidth, 173
Modulation function, 130

Index
Modulator-integrated laser diode. See MI-LD
Molecular beam epitaxy. See MBE
Molybdenum, as enclosure. material, 610
MOMBE, 447,458
Monolithic integration, 630,63 1
MOVPE, 445,447. See also All selective
MOVPE (ASM); MOCVD; Narrow-stripe
(NS) selective MOVPE Selective MOVPE
MQW lasers. See Multiquantum well (MQW)
lasers
MSM photodiodes. See
Metal-semiconductor-metal photodiodes
Multi-mode WG-PDs, 352-354
Multiple quantum wells (MQWs)
selective MOVPE growth of InAlAs and
InAIAsAnGaAs MQWs, 471-475
structure, 444,445
Multi-quantum well electroabsorption
modulators, 280-28 1
Multiquantum well (MQW) lasers, 20
alpha factor, 37
BH laser, 20-22
chirp, 29
linewidth enhancement factor, 29
quantum confined Stark (QCSE) effect,
1 I 2-1 13
structure, 28
Multisection DFB laser, 35, 37
Multisection distributed Bragg reflector laser,
35-36
Mushroom-mesa-geometry PIN-PD, 349,35 1
Mushroom-mesa multimode WG-PD, 352-354

N
Narrow-stripe (NS) selective MOVPE, 459461,
477
advantage, 481
applications
electroabsorption (EA)
modulator-integrated DFB LDs
(DFB/MODs), 482-488.500-505
semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs),
516518
tunable-stair-guide (TSG)DBR LDs,
513-515
ASM, 48 I, 489-498
growth of InAlAs and InAlAslInGaAs
MQWs, 471-475
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growth mechanisms, 4 6 0 4 6 4
surface flatness, 464-471
Negative temperature coefficient (NTC), 621
Noise
avalanche multiplication noise, 390-392
P-I-N photodiodes, 328-32)
Noise equivalent power (NEP), P-I-N
photodiodes, 328
NS selective MOVPE. See Nmow-stripe (NS)
selective MOVPE

0
OFA. See Optical fiber amplifiers
On off keying (OOK), 249
Optical confinement factor, 82, 83, 85, 87,
99-102.270-271
Optical coupling. See Coupling
Optical design (of packaging), 569-582
butterfly package, 567-568,581-582
coaxial (coax) package, 567-568,578-579.
581
coupling, 57G578
far-field pattern (FFP), 577-578
Optical fiber amplifiers (OFA), erbium-doped
(EDFA), 6,59,61-62,317
Optical field, 82-83
Optical gain, 21
Optical loss, high power semiconductor lasers,
67-69
Optical matrix switches, 518-520
Optical modulation, 209-21 1
Optical modulators, 212-213
electroabsorption modulators (EA
modulators), 8, 249-31 3
lithium niobate (LN) oplical modulators, 8.
207-242
Optical packaging. See Packaging
Optical power output, VCSELs, 172
Output power, VCSELs, 172
Overlap integral, 23 1

P
Packaging, 10,565-624
alignment, 573,631-634
attachment, 589, 597402, 632
bonding, 589,607-609
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Index

Packaging (continued)
butterfly package, 567-568,581-582,
609
coaxial (coax) package, 567-568,578-579,
581
coupling, 570-578
design, 10,568
electrical issues, 569, 582-594
mechanical issues, 569,594611
optical issues, 569-582
thermal issues, 569,611-612
heat sink, 600,611414,617
hermetic vs. non-hermetic, 568
integrated module, 1 1,629-662
attachment,63 1 4 3 4
for multi-functional devices, 647-660
for single functional devices, 639-647
technology, 631438
wiring, 634-636
plasticfmold packages, 642447
Packaging materials
attachment, 597-602
carrier materials, 588,602-607
chip materials, 595-597
electrical concerns, 588
enclosure materials, 609-61 1
PBG lasers. See Photonic bandgap (PBG)
lasers
Peltier effect, 618
Phased array, 153
Phase modulation, 209
Photodetectors,367. See also Photodiodes
characteristics,318
velocity-matched (VM) distributed
photodetector, 367
Photodiodes, 9
avalanche photodiodes (APD), 9,379-434
equivalent circuit, 326-327
evanescently coupled photodiodes (ECPD),
358-359
metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM)
photodiodes, 350-351,367
noise, 328-329
operation, 318,321-325
P-I-N photodiodes, 9, 317-372
planar double-heterostructurephotodiodes,
348-349
quantum efficiency, 325-326
RC time constant, 327
refracting-facet photodiodes, 363-364

resonance-cavity-enhanced (RCE)
photodiodes, 364-466
traveling-wave photodiodes, 366-368
uni-traveling carrier (UTC) photodiodes,
359-363
Photoluminescence, dry etching and,
554-556
Photonic bandgap (PBG) lasers, 550-553
Photonic integrated circuits (PIC),
368-371
Photon lifetime, 173
Pig-tailed module, 64
P-I-N photodiodes, 9,317-372
absorption coefficient, 319-321
equivalent circuit, 326-327
evanescently coupled photodiodes (ECPD),
358-359
frequency-photoresponse calculation,
329-337
metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM)
photodiodes, 350-351, 367
noise, 328-329
operation, 321-325
photonic integrated circuits with, 368-371
quantum efficiency, 325-326
RC time constant, 327
receiver sensitivity, 327-328
refracting-facet photodiodes, 363-364
resonance-cavity-cnhanced(RCE)
photodiodes, 364-466
uni-traveling carrier (UTC) photodiodes,
359-363
Planar double-heterostructure photodiodes,
348-349
Planar lightwave circuit (PLC) platform,
636636,652-660
Plasma passivation, 556-557
Plasticlmold packages, 642-647
PLC platform. See Planar lightwave circuit
(PLC) platform
Pockels effect, 210
Polarization modulation, 210
Polarization steering, 191-192
Positive temperature coefficient (F'TC), 621
Power conversion efficiency, 172
PRBS. See Pseudorandom binary sequence
Proton bombardment, 176
Proton exchange, waveguides by, 234
Pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS), 291,
292,293

Index

Q
Quantum confined Stark (QCSE) effect,
112-1 13,255-258,266
Quantum efficiency
high power semiconductorlasers, 68, 78-88
P-I-N photodiodes, 325-326
VCSELs, 172
Quantum well intermixing, 297, 298
Quantum well (QW) lasers, 20-30
high power semiconductor lasers, 78-88
strained quantum well lasers, 25-29
Quasi-discontinuous tuning, tunable laser
diodes, 117-1 19
QW lasers. See Quantum well (QW) lasers

R
RCE photodiodes. See
Resonance-cavity-enhanced (RCE)
photodiodes
RC time constant, P-I-N photodiodes, 327
Receivers
avalanche photodiodes (APDs), 382-383,
393-398,42&424
with integrated pre-amplifier IC, 650-652
Refracting-facet photodiodes, 363-364
Refractive index
carrier-induced index change, 109-1 12, 115
electric-field induced index change, 112-1 14,
1 I5
group refractive index, 131
Kramers-Kronig relations, 259-261
thermally-induced index change, 114-1 15
Resonance-cavity-enhanced (RCE) photodiodes,
364-466
Ribbon bonding, 607-608

S
SAG. See Selective area growth

SAM avalanche photodiodes, 402404,407415
gain-bandwidth product, 413415
hole trapping at hetern-interface. 412-413
multiplication characteristics,407-410
multiplication and noise expressions, 41 1-412
reliability studies, 424-426
Sampled grating DBR laser. 129. 138, 155
Sampled grating (SG), 129-132
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SCH QW BH laser, 86
SEL. See Surface-emitting laser
Selective AlAs oxidation, 176
Selective area growth (SAG), 297-298
Selective growth, 10. See also other headings
beginning with Selective
Selective MOVPE, 445458. See also All
selective MOVPE (ASM); Narrow-stripe
(NS) seleclive MOVPE
applications, 48 1-520
electroabsorption (EA)
modulator-integrated DFB LDs
(DFBMODs), 482488,500-505
optical matrix switches, 518-520
semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs),
516518
tunable-stair-guide (TSG) DBR LDs,
5 13-5 15
bandgap-energy control, 456d58.459
composition shift, 451-454
growth of InAlAs and InAlAs/InGaAs
MQWs, 471475
growth-rate enhancement, 44845 1
previous studies, 446-451
simulation,45-56
Semiconductor lasers, 6
cleaved facets, 18-19
degradation, 44-48
design, 14-20
distributed feedback lasers, 30-38
for EDFA pumping, 6
high power semiconductor lasers, 6 , 59-102
history, 14
integrated laser devices
integrated laser modulator, 49-5 1
laser arrays, 48-49, 150-152
multichannel WDM sources, 51.52
spot size converter (SSC) integrated laser,
51-53
long-wavelength lasers, 6, 13-54
maximum modulation bandwidth, 250-25 1
operating lifetime, 47
quantum well (QW) lasers, 20-30
reliability, 44-48
surface-emittinglaser (SEL), 3 8 4 4
tunable laser diodes, 7, 105-159
tunable lasers, 35-38
VCSELS,7-8,38,49,149-150, 158,167-197
Semiconductormaterials, packaging and,
595-597
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Semiconductoroptical amplifiers (SOAs),
516-518
Separated absorption and multiplication(SAM)
structure. See SAM avalanche photodiodes
Series resistance, electroabsorption modulators,
276-277
SG. See Sampled grating
SGDBR laser, 301
Si, as chip carrier, 602
Sic, as chip carrier, 602,606,607
Side mode suppression ratio (SMSR), 47,
119-120
Signal-to-noise ratio, P-I-Nphotodiodes, 328
SinnGaAs hetero-interface avalanche
photodiode, 43 1-433
Silica, as enclosure material, 610
Silicon carbide, as chip carrier, 602,606,607
Silicon micromirrors,535-539
Simulation, selective MOVPE, 454456
Single-mode fiber, 573
SMSR. See Side mode suppressionratio
SOAs. See Semiconductoroptical amplifiers
Solder alloy, 598-599
Solder joints, reliability, 6 0 M 0 2
Spot size converter (SSC) integrated laser. See
SSC integrated laser
Spreading angle, 614
SSC integrated laser, 51-53,495-498
SSC-SOA, 517
SSGs. See Super-structure gratings
Stainless steel, as enclosure material, 610,
61 1
Step-index fiber, 573
Strained quantum well lasers, 25-29
chirp, 28,29
fabrication, 27
linewidth enhancement factor, 29
Stripe lasers, compared to VCSELs, 170
Stripline conductor loss, 226-227
SuperlatticeAPDs, 429-430
“Super-mode,” 127
“Super-mode” jumps, 127, 138
Super-structure gratings (SSGs), 133-138
Surface-emittinglaser (SEL), 3 8 4 4 . See also
Vertical cavity surface-emitting laser
diodes (VCSELs)
fabrication,40.42
in green-blue-UV band, 188-189
history, 168-169
in long wavelength band, 178-181, 195

in near infrared-red band, 186-188
structure, 38-39,41,42
Surface mount module, 642-644

T
TAB. See Tape-automated bonding
Tandem EA modulators, 308-312
Tape-automated bonding (TAB), 609
Tapered LD, 578,579
Termination resistor, electroabsorption
modulators, 276
Thermal design issues (in packaging), 611-612
flowchart, 616
heat sink, 600,611-614,617
heat spreading model, 613615
heat transfer model, 611413
thermistor, 621-622
thermoelectriccooler (TEC), 618420,622
Thermal drift, lithium niobate optical
modulators, 241
Thermal in-diffusion, waveguides by, 234-235
Thermistor, 621422
Thermoelectric cooler (TEC), 618-620,622
Thin multiplication region avalanche
photodiodes, 430-431
Threshold current, 78-88, 170-172
Threshold current density, 22.67-68
Transmission capacity trend, 60
Traveling wave EA modulators, 305-308
Traveling-wave photodiodes, 366-368
Triangular ring lasers, with dry etched mirrors,
540-544
TSG DBR LDs. See Tunable-stair-guide (TSG)
DBR LDs
Tunable EMLs, 300-304
Tunable laser diodes, 7, 105-159
amplification, 155-156
AWG based structures, 153-1 54
carrier-induced index change, 109-1 12, 115
cascaded DFB lasers, 152-153,158
comparison, 157-158
distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) laser,
121-138.158
distributedfeedback (DFB) arrays, 151-152
ECL, 158
electric-field induced index change, 112-1 14,
115
electronic frequency control, 1 0 6 1 16

Index
external cavity tunable lasers, 146-150
GCSR, 158
integration technology, 154-155
laser "rays, 150-152
linewidth, 120-121
modulation, 155
output power, 120
side-mode suppression ratio (SMSR),
119-120
thermally-induced index change, 114-1 15
tuning range and tuning accuracy, 116-1 19
Vernier caliper, 126-129
wavelength locker-power monitor, 156-157
Tunable lasers, 35-38, 157-158
Tunable-stair-guide (TSG) DBR LDs, 513-515
Tunable VCSELs, 149-150,192
Tungsten-copper, in packaging, 602,610
Tuning wavelength bandwidth, 173
Tunneling, dark current, 340-342

U
Uni-traveling carrier (UTC) photodiodes,
359-363
UV VCSELs. 189

V
Vapor phase epitaxy. See VPE
VCSELs. See Vertical cavity surface-emitting
laser diodes
Velocity-matched (VM) distributed
photodetector, 367
Velocity matching, lithium niobate optical
modulators, 220-223
Vernier caliper, 1 2 6 1 2 9
Vertical cavity, confirmation of lasing, 174
Vertical cavity surface-emitting laser diodes
(VCSELs), 7-8,38, 167-197
AlGaAs/GaAs, 175
AlGaInAs/AlGaInAs, 179
AIGaInAdInP, I75
AlGaInP/GaAs, 175
AlCaInP red VCSEL, I88
applications, 171, 194-195
configuration, 174
GaAIAdGaAs, 186-1 87
GaAsSbIGaAs, 175
GaInAdGaAs, 175, 181-186
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GaInAsPhP, 175, 178-179
GaInNAsjGaAs, 175
GaInNEaN, 175
GaN, 188-189
in green-blue-UV band, 188-1 89
history, 168-169
injection scheme, 175-176
innovation in, 189-191
integration technology, 192-194
laser arrays, 49
longitudinal mode, 176
long wavelength VCSELs on GaAs substrate,
179-181, 195
materials, 174-175
MEMS-VCSEL, 158
optical guiding, 176-177
output power, 172
packaging, 644-647
polarization mode, 177
polarization steering, 191-192
quantum efficiency, 172
stripe laser compared to, 170
structure, 167-168
threshold current, 170-172
transverse mode, 176
tunable VCSELs, 149-150, 192
ultraviolet, 189
WDM networks, 194-195
ZnSe, 188
VPE, 447

W
Wall-plug efficiency, 172
WAVE, 499-500
Waveguide grating router (WGR), 368- 369
Waveguide (WG) structure, 351
Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM), 3
fabrication, 9, 443-521
dry etching, 10,533-559
selective growth techniques, 10,443-520
optical modulators, 8
electroabsorption modulators (EA
modulators), 8,249-3 13
lithium niobate (LN) optical modulators, 8.
207-242
packaging, 565-624
design, 10,568-623
integrated module, 11,629-662
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Wavelength-division multiplexing
(WDM) (continued)
photodetectors, 9
avalanche photodiodes (APDs), 9,379434
P-I-N photodiodes, 9,317-372
semiconductor laser sources, 6
for EDFA pumping, 6,59,61-62,317
high-powerlasers, 6, 13-54,59-104
tunable laser diodes, 7, 105-159
VCSELS, 7-8,38,167-197
Wavelength filter, 156
Wavelength-locker integrated laser module,
647-649
Wavelength-selectable light sources. See WSLs
WDM. See Wavelength-division multiplexing

Weighted-dose allocation variable pitch EB
lithography. See WAVE
WGR. See Waveguide grating router
WG structure. See Waveguide structure
Whisker growth, 600
Wire bonding, 607408
WSLs
EA-WSL, 506-510
fabrication, 481482,505-513

Z
ZnSe system, surface-emitting lasers,
188
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The use of WDM technologies for
optical communication has become
increasingly important in recent
years, with many key components
being used in optical systems. This
dynamic field challenges the practicing engineers with a host of
complex and daunting problems.
WDM Technologies:Active Optical
Components is the first and only
book which provides a thorough
description of all active optical
components and their application
in commercial systems. The chapters also provide insight into new
research directions for next generation optical components.
Key Features:
Provides the reader with a thorough understanding of the key
active optical components frequently being used in today's
optica I comm u nication systems
Helps practitioners choose the
right device for a given system
application

Enables enginee,rs to understand
the principle and mechanics of
each key component they deal
with for optical system design
Presents different laser diodes as
transmitter and pumping sources,
as well as different modulators
and photodetectors
Discusses operating principles of
each component, fabrication technology, and packaging/module
technology
Written by vyor1d:renowned
experts, .WDM Technologies:Active
Optical Components is an excellent
resource for engineers and
researchers engaged in all aspects
of fiber optics communication,
including optoelectronics, equipmentlsystem design, and manufacturing. The book is also a resource
for graduate students and scholars
interested in these rapidly growing
fields.
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